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Abstract
Randomization is an exceptional tool for the design of distributed algorithms, sometimes yield-
ing efficient solutions to problems that are inherently complex, or even unsolvable, in the setting
of deterministic algorithms. However, this tool has a price: even simple randomized algorithms
can be extremely hard to verify and analyze.
This thesis addresses the problem of verification of randomized distributed algorithms. We
consider the problem both from the theoretical and the practical perspective. Our theoretical
work builds a new mathematical model of randomized distributed computation; our practical
work develops techniques to be used for the actual verification of randomized systems. Our
analysis involves both untimed and timed systems, so that real-time properties can be investi-
gated.
Our model for randomized distributed computation is an extension of labeled transition
systems. A probabilistic automaton is a state machine with transitions, where a transition from
a state leads to a discrete probability distribution over pairs consisting of a label and a state.
A probabilistic automaton contains pure nondeterministic behavior since from each state there
can be several transitions, and probabilistic behavior since once a transition is chosen the label
that occurs and the state that is reached are determined by a probability distribution. The
resolution of pure nondeterminism leads to probabilistic executions, which are Markov chain
like structures. Once the pure nondeterminism is resolved, the probabilistic behavior of a
probabilistic automaton can be studied.
The properties of a randomized algorithm are stated in terms of satisfying some other prop-
erty with a minimal or maximal probability no matter how the nondeterminism is resolved.
In stating the properties of an algorithm we also account for the possibility of imposing re-
strictions on the ways in which the nondeterminism is resolved (e.g., fair scheduling, oblivious
scheduling,...). We develop techniques to prove the correctness of some property by reducing
the problem to the verification of properties of non-randomized systems. One technique is
based on coin lemmas, which state lower bounds on the probability that some chosen random
draws give some chosen outcomes no matter how the nondeterminism is resolved. We identify
a collection of progress statements which can be used to prove upper bounds to the expected
running time of an algorithm. The methods are applied to prove that the randomized dining
philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin guarantees progress in expected constant time
and that the randomized algorithm for agreement of Ben-Or guarantees agreement in expected
exponential time.
We extend some of the common semantics for labeled transition systems to the probabilistic
framework. We define a compositional trace semantics where a trace is replaced by a probability
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distribution over traces, called a trace distribution, and we extend the classical bisimulation and
simulation relations in both their strong and weak version. Furthermore, we define probabilistic
forward simulations, where a state is related to a probability distribution over states. All the
simulation relations are shown to be sound for the trace distribution semantics.
In summary, we obtain a framework that accounts for the classical theoretical results of
concurrent systems and that at the same time proves to be suitable for the actual verification
of randomized distributed real-time systems. This double feature should lead eventually to the
easy extension of several verification techniques that are currently available for non-randomized
distributed systems, thus rendering the analysis of randomized systems easier and more reliable.
Thesis Supervisor: Nancy A. Lynch
Title: Professor of Computer Science
Keywords: Automata, Distributed Algorithms, Formal Methods, Labeled Transition Systems,
Randomized Systems, Real-Time Systems, Verification
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Challenge of Randomization
In 1976 Rabin published a paper titled Probabilistic Algorithms [Rab76] where he presented
efficient algorithms for two well-known problems: Nearest Neighbors, a problem in computa-
tional geometry, and Primality Testing, the problem of determining whether a number is prime.
The surprising aspect of Rabin's paper was that the algorithms for Nearest Neighbors and for
Primality Testing were efficient, and the key insight was the use of randomized algorithms,
i.e., algorithms that can flip fair coins. Rabin's paper was the beginning of a new trend of
research aimed at using randomization to improve the complexity of existing algorithms. It is
currently conjectured that there are no efficient deterministic algorithms for Nearest Neighbors
and Primality Testing.
Another considerable achievement came in 1982, when Rabin [Rab82] proposed a solution
to a problem in distributed computing which was known to be unsolvable without random-
ization. Specifically, Rabin proposed a randomized distributed algorithm for mutual exclusion
between n processes that guarantees no-lockout (some process eventually gets to the critical
region whenever some process tries to get to the critical region) and uses a test-and-set shared
variable with O(log n) values. On the other hand, Burns, Fisher, Jackson, Lynch and Patter-
son [BFJ+82] showed that Q(n) values are necessary for a deterministic distributed algorithm.
Since then, several other randomized distributed algorithms were proposed in the literature,
each one breaking impossibility results proved for deterministic distributed algorithms. Several
surveys of randomized algorithms are currently available; among those we cite [Kar90O, GSB94].
The bottom line is that randomization has proved to be exceptionally useful for problems in
distributed computation, and it is slowly making its way into practical applications. However,
randomization in. distributed computation leaves us with a challenge whose importance increases
as the complexity of algorithms increases:
"How can we analyze randomized distributed algorithms? In particular, how can we
convince ourselves that a randomized distributed algorithm works correctly?"
The analysis of non-randomized distributed systems is challenging already, due to a phenomenon
called nondeterminism. Specifically, whenever two systems run concurrently, the relative speeds
of the two systems are not known in general, and thus it is not possible to establish a priori
the order in which the systems complete their tasks. On the other hand, the ordering of the
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completion of different tasks may be fundamental for the global correctness of a system, since,
for example, a process that completes a task may prevent another process from completing
its task. The structure of the possible evolutions of a system can become intricate quickly,
justifying the statement "there is rather a large body of sad experience to indicate that a
concurrent program can withstand very careful scrutiny without revealing its errors" [OL82].
The introduction of randomization makes the problem even more challenging since two
kinds of nondeterminism arise. We call them pure nondeterminism and probabilistic nondeter-
minism. Pure nondeterminism is the nondeterminism due to the relative speeds of different
processes; probabilistic nondeterminism is the nondeterminism due to the result of some ran-
dom draw. Alternatively, we refer to pure nondeterminism as the nondeterministic behavior of
a system and to probabilistic nondeterminism as the probabilistic behavior of a system. The
main difficulty with randomized distributed algorithms is that the interplay between probabil-
ity and nondeterminism can create subtle and unexpected dependencies between probabilistic
events; the experience with randomized distributed algorithms shows that "intuition often fails
to grasp the full intricacy of the algorithm" [PZ86], and "proofs of correctness for probabilistic
distributed systems are extremely slippery" [LR81].
In order to meet the challenge it is necessary to address two main problems.
* Modeling: How do we represent a randomized distributed system?
* Verification: Given the model, how do we verify the properties of a system?
The main objective of this thesis is to make progress towards answering these two questions.
1.1.1 Modeling
First of all we need a collection of mathematical objects that describe a randomized algorithm
and its behavior, i.e., we need a formal model for randomized distributed computation. The
model needs to be sufficiently expressive to be able to describe the crucial aspects of randomized
distributed computation. Since the interplay between probability and nondeterminism is one
of the main sources of problems for the analysis of an algorithm, a first principle guiding our
theory is the following:
1. The model should distinguish clearly between probability and nondeterminism.
That is, if either Alice or Bob is allowed to flip a coin, the choice of who is flipping a coin is
nondeterministic, while the outcome of the coin flip is probabilistic.
Since the model is to be used for the actual analysis of algorithms, the model should allow
the description of randomized systems in a natural way. Thus, our second guiding principle is
the following:
2. The model should correspond to our natural intuition of a randomized system.
That is, mathematical elegance is undoubtedly important, but since part of the verification
process for an algorithm involves the representation of the algorithm itself within the formal
model, the chance of making errors is reduced if the model corresponds closely to our view of
a randomized algorithm. A reasonable tradeoff between theory and practice is necessary.
Our main intuition for a computer system, distributed or not, is as a state machine that
computes by moving from one state to another state. This intuition leads to the idea of Labeled
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Transition Systems (LTS) [Kel76, Plo81]. A labeled transition system is a state machine with
labels associated with the transitions (the moves from one state to another state). Labeled
transition systems have been used successfully for the modeling of ordinary distributed sys-
tems [Mil89, Jon91, LV91, LT87, GSSL94], and for their verification [WLL88, SLL93, SGG+93,
BPV94]; in this case the labels are used to model communication between several systems. Due
to the wide use of labeled transition systems, the extensive collection of verification techniques
available, and the way in which labeled transition systems correspond to our intuition of a
distributed system, two other guiding principles for the thesis are the following:
3. The new model should extend labeled transition systems.
4. The extension of labeled transition systems should be conservative, i.e., whenever a system
does not contain any random choices our new system should reduce to an ordinary labeled
transition system.
In other words our model is an extension of the labeled transition system model so that ordinary
non-randomized systems turn out to be a special case of randomized systems. Similarly, all the
concepts that we define on randomized systems are generalizations of corresponding concepts
of ordinary non-randomized systems. In this way all the techniques available should generalize
easily without the need to develop completely new and independent techniques. Throughout
the thesis we refer to labeled transition systems as automata and to their probabilistic extension
as probabilistic automata.
1.1.2 Verification
Once the model is built, our primary goal is to use the model to describe the properties that
a generic randomized algorithm should satisfy. If the model is well designed, the properties
should be easy to state. Then, our second goal is to develop general techniques that can be
used for verification.
We investigate verification techniques from two perspectives. On one hand we formalize
some of the kinds of the informal arguments that usually appear in existing papers; on the
other hand we extend existing abstract verification techniques for labeled transition systems
to the probabilistic framework. Examples of abstract techniques include the analysis of traces
[Hoa85], which are ordered sequences of labels that can occur during the evolution of a system,
and of simulation relations [Mil89, Jon91, LV91], which are relations between the states of
two systems such that one system can simulate the transitions of the other via the simulation
relation. To provide some intuition for traces and simulations, Figure 1-1 represents three
labeled transition systems, denoted by Al, A2, and A 3. The empty sequence and the sequences
a and ab are the traces of A 1, A2, and A 3. For example, the computation that leads to ab is
the one that starts from so, moves to si, and then to s2. The dotted lines from one state to
another state (the arrows identify the from-to property) are examples of simulation relations
from one automaton to the other. For example, consider the simulation relation from A3 to A 2.
State so of A 3 is related to state so of A 2; states sl and s2 of A 3 are related to state s2 of A 2;
state 83 of A 3 is related to state s3 of A 2. The transition of A 3 from So to s2 with action a is
simulated in A 2 by the transition from so to s with label a. There is a strong simulation also
from A 2 to A3 (each state s of A2 is related to state si of A 3), from Al to A 2, and from A 2 to
Al. There is an even stronger relation between Al and A 2, which is called a bisimulation and is
15
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Figure 1-1: Simulation relations for automata.
represented by the double-arrow dotted lines between the states of Al and A2. A bisimulation
is an equivalence relation between the states of two automata. In this case each automaton can
simulate the transitions of the other via the bisimulation relation.
Direct Verification
In the description of a randomized distributed algorithm pure nondeterminism represents the
undetermined part of its behavior, namely, in what order the processes are scheduled. Schedul-
ing processes is the activity of removing the nondeterminism, and the object that does the
scheduling is usually referred to as a scheduler or an adversary. The intuition behind the name
"adversary" is in proving the correctness of an algorithm a scheduler is viewed as a malicious
entity that degrades the performance of the system as much as possible.
Once the nondeterminism is removed a system looks like a Markov chain, and thus it
is possible to reason about probabilities. A common argument is then "no matter how the
scheduler acts, the probability that some good property holds is at least p." Actually, in most
of the existing work p is 1, since the proofs are easier to carry out in this case. In this thesis we
are interested in every p since we are concerned also with the time complexity of an algorithm.
Throughout the thesis it will become clear why we need every p for the study of time complexity.
One of our major goals is to remove from the informal arguments of correctness all "dan-
gerous" statements, i.e., all statements that rely solely on intuition rather than on actual
deductions, and yet keep the structure of a proof simple. In other words, we want to provide
tools that allow people to argue as before with a significantly higher confidence that what they
say is correct. Then, we want to develop techniques which will allow us to decompose the
verification task of complex properties into simpler verification tasks. This feature is important
for scalability. Here we give examples of two issues that we believe to be important.
* Make sure that you know what probability space you are working in. Or, at least, make
sure that you are working in a probability space. This is a rule of thumb that is valid in
other fields like Information Theory and Detection Theory. Probability is very tricky. The
fact that a specific probability space was not identified was the reason for a bug discovered
by Saias [Sai92] in the original algorithm of Rabin [Rab82], later fixed by Kushilevitz and
Rabin [KR92]. Of course, in order to make sure we know what probability spaces we are
working in, we need some easy mechanisms to identify those probability spaces. Such
mechanisms were not available in 1982.
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Avoid arguments of the kind "now the worst thing that can happen is the following."
These arguments are usually based on the intuition that the designers have about their
own algorithm. Specifically, as has happened in the past, the designers argue based on
worst cases they can think of rather that the actual worst case. What is missing is a
proof showing that the worst case has been identified. A much better statement would
be "no matter what happens, something else will happen", since it does not require us to
identify thie worst scenario. Using our methodology, Aggarwal [Agg94] discovered a bug
in an algorithm designed by himself and Kutten [AK93] which was due to an argument of
the kind cited above. Similarly, we discovered a bug in the timing analysis of the mutual
exclusion algorithm of Pnueli and Zuck [PZ86]. This bug arose for the same reason.
The reader familiar with existing work, and in particular familiar with model checking, may
be a bit puzzled at this point. There is a considerable amount of work on model checking
of randomized distributed systems, and yet we are introducing new techniques. Furthermore,
although there is some ongoing work on automating part of the proof methods developed in this
thesis [PS95], we do not address any decidability issue here. Our favorite analogy to justify our
approach is that we view model checking as the program "Mathematica", a popular program
for symbolic manipulation of analytic expressions. If we are given a simple analytical problem,
we can use Mathematica to get the solution from a computer. On the other hand, if we have
a complex analytical problem, say a complex function that we have defined, and we want to
verify that it respects some specific constraints, or maybe we want to find the constraints, then
things are very different, since the problem in general is undecidable, i.e., not solvable by a
computer. We can plot part of the given function using Mathematica and have a rough idea of
whether it satisfies the desired constraints. If the plot shows that the function violates some
of the constraints, then we have to change either the function or the constraints; if the plot
shows that the function does not violate the constraints, then we can start to use all the tools
of analysis to prove that the given function satisfies the constraints. In this way Mathematica
saves us a lot of time. In using the analytical tools we need to use our creativity and our
intuition about the problem so that we can solve its undecidable part. We view our research as
building the analytical tools.
Simulations
The study of traces and simulations carried out in the thesis contributes more directly to theory
than to practice. In particular, we do not give any examples of verification using simulations.
However, due to the success that simulation relations have had for the verification of ordinary
labeled transition systems, it is likely that the same methods will also work for randomized
systems.
A considerable amount of research has been carried out in extending trace semantics and
simulation relations to the probabilistic case, especially within process algebras [Hoa85, Mil89,
BW90]; however, most of the existing literature does not address pure nondeterminism, and
thus it has limited practical applicability. We believe it is important to have a model that is
both useful for realistic problems and accounts for the existing theoretical work. In particu-
lar, based on some of the interpretations that are given to nondeterminism within ordinary
automata, we realize that, also in the probabilistic case, pure nondeterminism can be used to
express much more than just the relative speeds of processes running concurrently. Specifically,
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nondeterminism can be used to model the following phenomena.
1. Scheduling freedom. This is the classical use of nondeterminism, where several processes
run in parallel and there is freedom in the choice of which process performs the next
transition.
2. External environment. Some of the labels can represent communication events due to the
action of some external user, or more generally, to the action of an external environment.
In this case nondeterminism models the arbitrary behavior of the external environment,
which is chosen by an adversary.
3. Implementation Freedom. A probabilistic automaton is viewed as a specification, and
nondeterminism represents implementation freedom. That is, if from some state there
are two transitions that can be chosen nondeterministically, then an implementation can
have just one of the two transitions. In this case an adversary chooses the implementation
that is used.
It is important to recognize that, in the labeled transition system model, the three uses of
nondeterminism described above can coexist within the same automaton. It is the specific
interpretation that is given to the labels that determines what is expressed by nondeterminism
at each point.
1.2 An Overview of Related Work
In this section we give an extensive overview of existing work on modeling and verification of
randomized distributed systems. We defer the comparison of our work with the existing work
to the end of each chapter. Some of the descriptions include technical terminology which may
be difficult to understand for a reader not familiar with concurrency theory. Such a reader
should focus mainly on the high level ideas and not worry about the technical details. The rest
of the thesis presents our research without assuming any knowledge of concurrency theory. We
advise the reader not familiar with concurrency theory to read this section again after reading
the thesis.
There have been two main research directions in the field of randomized distributed real-time
systems: one focused mainly on modeling issues using process algebras [Hoa85, Mi189, BW90]
and labeled transition systems [Kel76, Plo81] as the basic mathematical objects; the other
focused mainly on verification using Markov chains as the basic model and temporal logic
arguments [Pnu82] and model checking [EC82, CES83] as the basic verification technique. Most
of the results of the first of the research directions fail to model pure nondeterminism, while
the results of the second of the research directions model pure nondeterminism successfully, but
not in its full generality. As expressed at the end of Section 1.1.2, pure nondeterminism arises
only in the choice of what process is performing the next instruction at each moment. Below
we summarize the results achieved in both of the research directions. Furthermore, at the end
of each chapter we add a section where we explain how the results described in this section are
related to our research.
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Figure 1-2: Reactive, generative and stratified processes, from left to right.
1.2.1 Reactive, Generative and Stratified Models
We present some of the existing work on modeling which is based on a classification due to van
Glabbeek, Smolka, Steffen and Tofts [GSST90]. They define three types of processes: reactive,
generative, and stratified.
* Reactive model: Reactive processes consist of states and labeled transitions associated
with probabilities. The restriction imposed on a reactive process is that for each state the
sum of the probabilities of the transitions with the same label is 1.
* Generative model: Generative processes consist of states and labeled transitions associated
with probabilities. The restriction imposed on a generative process is that for each state
either there are no outgoing transitions, or the sum of the probabilities of all the outgoing
transitions is 1.
* Stratified model: Stratified processes consist of states, unlabeled transitions associated
with probabilities, and labeled transitions. The restriction imposed on a stratified process
is that for each state either there is exactly one outgoing labeled transition, or all the
outgoing transitions are unlabeled and the sum of their probabilities is 1.
Figure 1-2 gives an example of a reactive, a generative, and a stratified process. Informally,
reactive processes specify for each label (also called action) the probability of reaching other
states; generative processes also give additional information concerning the relative probabilities
of the different actions; the stratified processes add some probabilistic structure to generative
processes. Observe that among the three models above only the reactive model has a structure
that can be used to express some form of pure nondeterminism (what action to perform),
although in van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90] this issue is not considered.
Reactive Model
Rabin [Rab63] studies the theory of probabilistic automata, which are an instance of the reactive
model. He defines a notion of a language accepted by a probabilistic automaton relative to a
cut point A and shows that there are finite state probabilistic automata that define non-regular
languages.
Larsen and Skou [LS89, LS91] define a bisimulation type semantics, called probabilistic
bisimulation, and a logic, called probabilistic model logic (PML), for reactive processes, and
they introduce a notion of testing based on sequential tests and a copying facility. They show
that two processes that satisfy the minimal probability assumption are probabilistically bisim-
ilar if and only if they satisfy exactly the same PML formulas, and that two processes that
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satisfy the minimal probability assumption and that are not probabilistically bisimilar can be
distinguished through testing with a probability arbitrarily close to 1. The minimum proba-
bility assumption states that for every state the probability of each transition is either 0 or is
above some minimal value. This condition corresponds to the image-finiteness condition for
non-probabilistic processes. Bloom and Meyer [BM89] relate the notions of probabilistic and
non-probabilistic bisimilarity by showing that two non-probabilistic finitely branching processes
P and Q are bisimilar if and only if there exists an assignment of probabilities to the transi-
tions of P and Q such that the corresponding reactive processes P' and Q' are probabilistically
bisimilar.
Larsen and Skou [LS92] introduce a synchronous calculus for reactive processes where the
probabilistic behavior is obtained through a binary choice operator parameterized by a prob-
ability p. They define a bisimulation relation on the new calculus, and they introduce a new
extended probabilistic logic (EPL) which extends PML in order to support decomposition with
respect to parallel composition. Both the probabilistic bisimulation and the extended proba-
bilistic logic are axiomatized.
Generative and Stratified Models
Giacalone, Jou and Smolka [GJS90] define a process algebra for generative processes, called
PCCS, which can be seen as a probabilistic extension of Milner's SCCS [Mil93]. In PCCS two
processes synchronize at every transition regardless of the action that they perform. That is, if
one process performs a transition labeled with action a with probability Pa and another process
performs a transition labeled with b with probability Pb, then the two processes together can
perform a transition labeled with ab with probability PaPb. The authors provide an equational
theory for PCCS based on the probabilistic bisimulation of Larsen and Skou [LS89], and provide
an axiomatization for probabilistic bisimulation (the axiomatization is shown to be sound and
complete in [JS90]). Furthermore, the authors define a notion of e-bisimulation, where two
processes can simulate each other's transition with a probability difference at most . Based on
e-bisimulation, the authors define a metric on generative processes.
Jou and Smolka [JS90] define trace and failure equivalence for generative processes. They
show that, unlike for nondeterministic transition systems, maximality of traces and failures does
not increase the distinguishing power of trace and failure equivalence, where by maximality of
a trace we mean the probability to produce a specific trace and then terminate. More precisely,
knowing the probability of each finite trace of a generative process gives enough information to
determine the probability that a finite trace occurs leading to termination; similarly, knowing
the probability of every failure of a generative process gives enough information to determine
the probability of each maximal failure. Jou and Smolka show also that the trace and failure
equivalences are not congruences.
Van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90] state that the generative model is more general than the
reactive model in the sense that generative processes, in addition to the relative probabilities
of transitions with the same label, contain information about the relative probabilities of tran-
sitions with different labels. They show also that the stratified model is a generalization of the
generative model in the sense that a probabilistic choice in the generative model is refined by
a structure of probabilistic choices in the stratified model. Formally, the authors give three
operational semantics to PCCS, one reactive, one generative, and one stratified, and show how
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to project a stratified process into a generative process and how to project a generative process
into a reactive process, so that the operational semantics of PCCS commute with the projec-
tions. The reactive and generative processes of Figure 1-2 are the result of the projection of
the generative and stratified processes, respectively, of Figure 1-2. Finally, the authors define
probabilistic bisimulation for the generative and for the stratified models and show that bisim-
ulation is a congruence in all the models and that bisimulation is preserved under projection
from one model to the other. The results of van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90], however, are based
on the fact that parallel composition is synchronous.
Tofts [Tof90] introduces a weighted synchronous calculus whose operational semantics resem-
bles the stratified model. The main difference is that the weights associated with the transitions
are not probabilities, but rather frequencies, and thus their sums are not required to be 1. Tofts
defines two bisin-mulation relations that are shown to be congruences. The first relation is sensi-
tive to the actual fiequencies of the transitions leaving from a state, while the second relation
is sensitive only t;o the relative frequencies of the transitions leaving from a state. In particular,
the second relation coincides with the stratified bisimulation of van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90]
after normalizing to 1 the frequencies of the transitions that leave from every state. The ad-
vantage of Tofts' calculus is that it is not necessary to restrict the syntax of the expressions so
that the weights of the choices at any point sum to 1 (such a restriction is imposed in PCCS).
Moreover, it is possible to define a special weight that expresses infinite frequency and can
be used to express priorities. A similar idea to express priorities is used by Smolka and Steffen
in [SS90], where the stratified semantics of PCCS is extended with 0-probability transitions.
Baeten, Bergstra and Smolka [BBS92] define an algebra, prACPI, which is an extension
of ACP [BW90] with generative probabilities. The authors show that prACP7 and a weaker
version of ACP (ACP-) are correlated in the sense that ACP7 is the homomorphic image
of prACP7 in which the probabilities are forgotten. The authors also provide a sound and
complete axiomatization of probabilistic bisimulation.
Wu, Smolka and Stark [WSS94] augment the I/O automaton model of Lynch and Tuttle
[LT87] with probability and they study a compositional behavioral semantics which is also
shown to be fully abstract with respect to probabilistic testing. A test is a probabilistic I/O
automaton with a success action w. The model is reactive for the input actions and generative
for the output actions. This allows the authors to define a meaningful parallel composition
operator, where two probabilistic I/O automata synchronize on their common actions and
evolve independently on the others. In order to deal with the nondeterminism that arises from
parallel composition, the authors attach a delay parameter to each state of a probabilistic I/O
automaton. which can be seen as the parameter of an exponential probability distribution on
the time of occurrence of the next local (i.e., output or internal) action. Whenever there is a
conflict for the occurrence of two local actions of different probabilistic I/O automata, the delay
parameters associated with the states are used to determine the probability with which each
action occurs. The behavior of a probabilistic I/O automaton A is a function £A that associates
a functional e with each finite trace d . If the length of /3 is n, then 7t takes a function f
that given n + 1 delay parameters computes an actual delay, and returns the expected value of
f applied to the delay parameters of the computations of A that lead to 3.
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1.2.2 Models based on Testing
Research on modeling has also focused on extending the testing preorders of De Nicola and
Hennessy [DH84] to probabilistic processes. To define a testing preorder it is necessary to
define a notion of a test and of how a test interacts with a process. The interaction between
a test and a process may lead to success or failure. Then, based on the success or failure of
the interactions between a process and a test, a preorder relation between processes is defined.
Informally, a test checks whether a process has some specific features: if the interaction between
a test and a process is successful, then the process has the desired feature.
Ivan Christoff [Chr90Ob, Chr90Oa] analyzes generative processes by means of testing. A test
is a nondeterministic finite-state process, and the interaction between a process and a test is
obtained by performing only those actions that both the processes offer and by keeping the
relative probability of each transition unchanged. Four testing preorders are defined, each one
based on the probability of the traces of the interaction between a process and a test. Christoff
also provides a fully abstract denotational semantics for each one of the testing preorders: each
process is denoted by a mapping that given an offering and a trace returns a probability. An
offering is a finite sequence of non-empty sets of actions, and, informally, describes the actions
that the environment offers to a process during the interaction between the process and a test.
Linda Christoff [Chr93] builds on the work of Ivan Christoff and defines three linear se-
mantics for generative processes: the trace semantics, the broom semantics, and the barbed
semantics. The relations are defined in a style similar to the denotational models of Ivan
Christoff, and, in particular, the trace and barbed semantics coincide with two of the semantics
of [Chr90b]. Linda Christoff also defines three linear-time temporal logics that characterize her
three semantics and provides efficient model checking algorithms for the recursion-free version
of the logics.
Testing preorders that are more in the style of De Nicola and Hennessy [DH84] are presented
by Yi and Larsen in [YL92], where they define a process algebra with all the operators of CCS
plus a binary probabilistic choice operator parameterized by a probability p. Thus, the calculus
of Yi and Larsen allows for nondeterminism. A test is a process of their calculus with an
additional label w. Depending on how the nondeterminism is resolved, w occurs with different
probabilities in the interaction between a process and a test. Then, Yi and Larsen define a may
preorder, which is based on the highest probability of occurrence of w, and a must preorder,
which is based on the lowest probability of occurrence of w. The two preorders are shown to
coincide with the testing preorders of De Nicola and Hennessy [DH84] when no probability is
present. In more recent work Jonsson, Ho-Stuart and Yi [JHY94] give a characterization of
the may preorder based on tests that are not probabilistic, while Jonsson and Yi [JY95] give a
characterization of the may and must preorders based on general tests.
Cleaveland, Smolka and Zwarico [CSZ92] introduce a testing preorder on reactive processes.
A test is a reactive process with a collection of successful states and a non-observable action.
The interaction between a test and a process allows an observable action to occur only if
the two processes allow it to occur, and allows the non-observable action to occur if the test
allows it to occur. The result is a generative process, where each of the actions that occur is
chosen according to a uniform distribution (thus the formalism works only for finitely many
actions). Two processes are compared based on the probability of reaching a successful state in
the interaction between a process and a test. The authors show that their testing preorder is
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closely connected to the testing preorders of De Nicola and Hennessy [DH84] in the sense that
if a process passes a test with some non-zero probability, then the non-probabilistic version
of the process (the result of removing the probabilities from the transition relation of the
process) may pass the non-probabilistic version of the test, and if a process passes a test with
probability 1, then the non-probabilistic version of the process must pass the non-probabilistic
version of the test. An alternative characterization of the testing preorder of Cleaveland et al.
[CSZ92] is provided by Yuen, Cleaveland, Dayar and Smolka [YCDS94]. A process is represented
as a mapping from probabilistic traces to [0, 1], where a probabilistic trace is an alternating
sequence of actions and probability distributions over actions. Yuen et al. use the alternative
characterization to show that the testing preorder of Cleaveland et al. [CSZ92] is an equivalence
relation.
1.2.3 Models with Nondeterminism and Denotational Models
Transitions with Sets of Probabilities
Jonsson and Larsen [JL91] introduce a new kind of probabilistic transition system where the
transitions are labeled by sets of allowed probabilities. The idea is to model specifications where
the probabilities associated with the transitions are not completely specified. They extend the
bisimulation of Larsen and Skou [LS89] to the new framework and they propose two criteria for
refinement between specifications. One criterion is analogous to the definition of simulations
between non-prol)abilistic processes; the other criterion is weaker and regards a specification
as a set of probabilistic processes. Refinement is then defined as inclusion of probabilistic
processes. Finally, Jonsson and Larsen present a complete method for verifying containment
between specifications.
Alternating Models
Hansson and Jonsson [HJ89, HJ90] develop a probabilistic process algebra based on an alternat-
ing model. The model of Hansson and Jonsson, which is derived from the Concurrent Markov
Chains of Vardi [Var85], is a model in which there are two kinds of states: probabilistic states,
whose outgoing transitions are unlabeled and lead to nondeterministic states, and nondetermin-
istic states, whose outgoing transitions are labeled and lead to probabilistic states. Only the
transitions leaving from probabilistic states are probabilistic, and for each probabilistic state
the probabilities of the outgoing transitions add to 1. The authors define a strong bisimulation
semantics in the style of Larsen and Skou [LS89] for which they provide a sound and complete
axiomatization. The model of Hansson and Jonsson [HJ90] differs substantially from the models
of van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90] in that there is a clear distinction between pure nondetermin-
ism and probability. The model could be viewed as an instance of the reactive model; however,
the parallel composition operation defined by Hansson and Jonsson [HJ90] is asynchronous,
while the classification of van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90] works only for synchronous composi-
tion. A complete presentation of the work of Hansson and Jonsson [HJ89, HJ90] appears in
FHansson's PhD thesis [Han91], later published as a book [Han94].
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Denotational Semantics
Seidel [Sei92] extends CSP [Hoa85] with probability. The extension is carried out in two steps.
In the first step a process is a probability distribution over traces; in the second step, in order
to account for the nondeterministic behavior of the environment, a process is a conditional
probability measure, i.e., an object that given a trace, which is meant to be produced by the
external environment, returns a probability distribution over traces.
Jones and Plotkin [JP89] use a category theoretic approach to define a probabilistic pow-
erdomain, and they use it to give a semantics to a language with probabilistic concurrency.
It is not known yet how the semantics of Jones and Plotkin compares to existing operational
semantics.
1.2.4 Models with Real Time
There are basically two models that address real time issues. One model is the model of Hansson
and Jonsson [Han94], where special X actions can appear in the transitions. The occurrence of
an action X means that time has elapsed, and the amount of time that elapses in a computation
is given by the number of occurrences of action X. Thus, the time domain of Hansson and
Jonsson's model is discrete.
The other model is based on stochastic process algebras and is used in the field of performance
analysis. In particular, actions are associated with durations, and the durations are expressed
by random variables. In order to simplify the analysis, the random variables are assumed to have
an exponential probability distribution, which is memoryless. Research in this area includes
work from Gotz, Herzog and Rettelbach [GHR93], from Hillston [Hil94], and from Bernardo,
Donatiello and Gorrieri [BDG94].
1.2.5 Verification: Qualitative and Quantitative Methods
Most of the research on the verification of randomized distributed systems is concerned with
properties that hold with probability 1. The advantage of such properties is that for finite
state processes they do not depend on the actual probabilities of the transitions, but rather on
whether those transitions have probability 0 or probability different from 0. Thus, the problem
of checking whether a system satisfies a property with probability 1 is reduced to the problem
of checking whether a non-randomized system satisfies some other property. This method is
called qualitative, as opposed to the quantitative method, where probabilities different from 1
also matter.
The rationale behind the qualitative method is that a randomized process, rather than
always guaranteeing success, usually guarantees success with probability 1, which is practically
the same as guaranteeing success always. The quantitative method becomes relevant whenever
a system has infinitely many states or the complexity of an algorithm needs to be studied.
Almost all the papers that we describe in this section are based on a model where n Markov
chains evolve concurrently. Each Markov chain represents a process, and the pure nondeter-
minism arises from the choice of what Markov chain performs the next transition (what process
is scheduled next). The object that resolves the nondeterminism is called a scheduler or adver-
sary, and the result of a scheduler on a collection of concurrent Markov chains is a new Markov
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chain that describes one of the possible evolutions of the global system. Usually a scheduler is
required to be fair in the sense that each process should be scheduled infinitely many times.
Qualitative Method: Proof Techniques
Huart, Sharir and Pnueli [HSP83] consider n asynchronous randomized processes that run in
parallel, and provide two necessary and sufficient conditions to guarantee that a given set of
goal states is reached with probability 1 under any fair scheduler, provided that each process
has finitely many states. A scheduler is the entity that at any point chooses the next process
that performs a transition. The result of the action of a scheduler on n processes is a Markov
chain, on which it is possible to study probabilities. A scheduler is fair if and only if, for each
path in the corresponding Markov chain, each process is scheduled infinitely many times. The
authors show that in their model each property described by reaching a collection of states has
either probability 0 or probability 1. Then, they describe a decision procedure for the almost
sure reachability of a set of goal states. The procedure either constructs a decomposition of
the state space into a sequence of components having the property that any fair execution of
the program must move down the sequence with probability 1 until it reaches the goal states
(goal states reached with probability 1), or finds an ergodic set of states through which the
program can loop forever with probability 1 (goal states reached with probability 0). Finally
the authors give some examples of problems where the use of randomization does not provide
any extra power over pure nondeterminism. The proof principle of [HSP83] is generalized to
the infinite state case by Hart and Sharir [HS85].
Lehmann and Shelah [LS82] extend the temporal logic of linear time of Pnueli [Pnu82] to
account for properties that hold with probability 1, and they provide three complete axiomati-
zations of the logic: one axiomatization is for general models, one is for finite models, and one
for models with bounded transition probabilities (same as the minimum probability requirement
of Larsen and Skou [LS91]). A model of the logic is essentially a Markov chain, or alternatively
an unlabeled generative process. The logic of Lehmann and Shelah [LS82] is obtained from the
logic of Pnueli [I:Pnu82] by adding a new modal operator V whose meaning is that the argument
formula is satisfied with probability 1.
Pnueli [Pnu83] introduces the notion of extreme fairness and shows that a property that
holds for all extreme fair executions holds with probability 1. Furthermore, Pnueli presents a
sound proof rule based on extreme fairness and linear temporal logic. The model consists of n
randomized processes in parallel. Each process is a state machine where each state enables a
probabilistic transition, which lead to several modes. Resolving the nondeterminism leads to a
Markov chain. However, only those Markov chains that originate from fair scheduling policies
are considered. Then, an execution (a path in the Markov chain) is extremely fair relative
to a property ( is a property that is satisfied by states) if and only if for each transition
that occurs infinitely many times from states that satisfy A, each mode of the transition occurs
infinitely many times. An execution is extremely fair if and only if it is extremely fair relative
to any formula qS expressed in the logic used in [Pnu83]. The proof rule of Pnueli [Pnu83],
along with some other new rules, is used by Pnueli and Zuck [PZ86] to verify two non-trivial
randomized algorithms, including the Randomized Dining Philosophers algorithm of Lehmann
.and Rabin [LR81]. Zuck [Zuc86] introduces the notion of a-fairness and shows that a-fairness
is complete for temporal logic properties that hold with probability 1.
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Rao [Rao90O] extends UNITY [CM88] to account for randomized systems and properties
that hold with probability 1. The main emphasis is on properties rather than states. A new
notion of weak probabilistic precondition is introduced that, together with the extreme fairness
of Pnueli, generalizes weakest preconditions. Finally, based on the work of Huart et al. [HSP83],
Rao argues that his new logic is complete for finite state programs.
Qualitative Method: Model Checking
Vardi [Var85] presents a method for deciding whether a probabilistic concurrent finite state
program satisfies a linear temporal logic specification, where satisfaction means that a formula
is satisfied with probability 1 whenever the scheduler is fair. A program is given as a Concurrent
Markov Chain, which is a transition system with nondeterministic and probabilistic states. A
subset F of the nondeterministic states is called the set of fair states. A scheduler is a function
that, based on the past history of a program, chooses the next transition to perform from
a nondeterministic state. The result of the action of a scheduler on a program is a Markov
chain on which it is possible to study the probability that some linear temporal logic formula
is satisfied. A path in the Markov chain is fair if for each fair state that occurs infinitely many
times each one of the possible nondeterministic choices from that state occurs infinitely many
times; a scheduler is fair if the fair paths have probability 1 in the corresponding Markov chain.
The model checking algorithm of Vardi works in time polynomial in the size of the program and
doubly exponential in the size of the specification. By considering a slightly restricted logic,
Vardi and Wolper [VW86] reduce the complexity of the model checking algorithm to only one
exponent in the size of the formula.
Courcoubetis and Yannakakis [CY88, CY90] investigate the complexity of model checking
linear time propositional temporal logic of sequential and concurrent probabilistic processes. A
sequential process is a Markov chain and a concurrent process is a Concurrent Markov Chain.
They give a model checking algorithm that runs in time linear in the size of the program and
exponential in the size of the formula, and they show that the problem is in PSPACE. Moreover,
they give an algorithm for computing the exact probability with which a sequential program
satisfies a formula.
Alur, Courcoubetis and Dill [ACD91a, ACD91b] develop a model checking algorithm for
probabilistic real-time systems. Processes are modeled as a generalized semi-Markov process,
which are studied in [Whi80, She87]. Essentially a process is a finite state transition system
with timing constraints expressed by probability distributions on the delays. They impose the
restriction that every distribution is either discrete, or exponential, or has a density function
which is different from 0 only on a finite collection of intervals (in [ACD91a] only this last case
is studied). The temporal logic, called TCTL, is an extension of the branching-time temporal
logic of Emerson and Clarke [EC82] where time delays are added to the modal operators. TCTL
can detect only whether a formula is satisfied with probability 0, or with a positive probability,
or with probability 1. The model checking algorithm transforms a process into a finite state
process without probabilities and real-time, thus allowing the use of other existing algorithms.
The problem of model-checking for TCTL is PSPACE-hard.
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Quantitative Method: Model Checking
Hansson [Han91, Han94] defines a model checking algorithm for his Labeled Concurrent Markov
Chain model and his branching-time temporal logic TPCTL. Time is discrete in Hansson's
model, but the logic improves on previous work because probabilities can be quantified (i.e.,
probabilities can be between 0 and 1). The previous model checking algorithms relied heavily
on the fact that probabilities were not quantified. The algorithm is based on the algorithm
for model checking of Clarke, Emerson and Sistla [CES83], and on previous work of Hansson
and Jonsson [HJ891 where a model checking algorithm for PCTL (TPCTL without time) is
presented. In order to deal with quantified probabilities, the algorithm reduces the computation
of the probability of an event to a collection of finitely many linear recursive equations. The
algorithm has an exponential complexity; however, Hansson shows that for a large class of
interesting problems the algorithm is polynomial.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
'The thesis is divided in two main parts: the first part deals with the untimed model and the
second part deals with the timed model. The second part relies heavily on the first part and
adds a collection of results that are specific to the analysis of real-time properties. We describe
the technical contributions of the thesis chapter by chapter.
Preliminaries. Chapter 2 gives the basics of probability theory that are necessary to under-
stand the thesis and gives an overview of the labeled transition systems model. All the topics
covered are standard, but some of the notation is specific to this thesis.
Probabilistic Automata. Chapter 3 presents the basic probabilistic model. A probabilistic
automaton is a state machine whose transitions lead to a probability distribution over the labels
that can occur and the new state that is reached. Thus, a transition describes the probabilistic
behavior of a probabilistic automaton, while the choice of which transition to perform describes
the nondeterministic behavior of a probabilistic automaton. A computation of a probabilistic
automaton, called a probabilistic execution, is the result of resolving the nondeterminism in a
probabilistic automaton, i.e., the result of choosing a transition, possibly using randomization,
from every point. A probabilistic execution is described essentially by an infinite tree with
probabilities associated with its edges. On such a tree it is possible to define a probability
space, which is the object through which the probabilistic properties of the computation can
be studied. We extend the notions of finiteness, prefix and suffix of ordinary executions to
the probabilistic framework and we extend the parallel composition operator. Finally, we show
how to project a probabilistic execution of a compound probabilistic automaton onto one of
its components and we show that the result is a probabilistic execution of the component.
Essentially, we show that the properties of ordinary automata are preserved in the probabilistic
framework. The probabilistic model is an extension of ordinary automata since an ordinary
automaton can be viewed as a probabilistic automaton where each transition leads just to one
action and one state.
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Direct Verification: Stating a Property. Chapter 4 shows how to formalize commonly
used statements about randomized algorithms and shows how such formal statements can be
manipulated. We start by formalizing the idea of an adversary, i.e., the entity that resolves
the nondeterminism of a system in a malicious way. An adversary is a function that, given
the past history of a system, chooses the next transition to be scheduled, possibly using ran-
domization. The result of the interaction between an adversary and a probabilistic automaton
is a probabilistic execution, on which it is possible to study probabilistic properties. Thus,
given a collection of adversaries and a specific property, it is possible to establish a bound on
the probability that the given property is satisfied under any of the given adversaries. We call
such bound statements probabilistic statements. We show how probabilistic statements can be
combined together to yield more complex statements, thus allowing for some form of compo-
sitional verification. We introduce a special kind of probabilistic statement called a progress
statement. Informally, a progress statement says that if a system is started from some state in
a set of states U, then, no matter what adversary is used, a state in some other set of states U'
is reached with some minimum probability p. Progress statements can be combined together
under some general conditions on the class of adversaries that can be used.
Finally, we investigate the relationship between deterministic adversaries (i.e., adversaries
that cannot use randomness in their choices) and general adversaries. We show that for a large
class of collections of adversaries and for a large class of properties it is sufficient to analyze
only deterministic adversaries in order to derive statements that concern general adversaries.
This result is useful in simplifying the analysis of a randomized algorithm.
Direct Verification: Proving a Property. Chapter 5 shows how to prove the validity
of a probabilistic statement from scratch. We introduce a collection of coin lemmas, which
capture a common informal argument on probabilistic algorithms. Specifically, for many proofs
in the literature the intuition behind the correctness of an algorithm is based on the following
fact: if some specific random draws give some specific results, then the algorithm guarantees
success. Then, the problem is reduced to showing that, no matter what the adversary does,
the specific random draws give the specific results with some minimum probability. The coin
lemmas can be used to show that the specific random draws satisfy the minimum probability
requirement; then, the problem is reduced to verifying properties of a system that does not
contain probability at all. Factoring out the probability from a problem helps considerably in
removing errors due to unexpected dependencies.
We illustrate the method by verifying the correctness of the randomized dining philosophers
algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin [LR81] and the algorithm for randomized agreement with
stopping faults of Ben-Or [B083]. In both cases the correctness proof is carried out by proving
a collection of progress statements using some coin lemmas.
Finally, suggest another technique, called the partition technique, that departs considerably
from the coin lemmas and that appears to be useful in some cases. We illustrate the partition
technique on a toy resource allocation protocol, which is one of the guiding examples throughout
Chapters 4 and 5.
Hierarchical Verification: Trace Distributions. Chapter 6 extends the trace-based se-
mantics of ordinary automata [Hoa85] to the probabilistic framework. A trace is a ordered
sequence of labels that occur in an execution; a trace distribution is the probability distribu-
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tion on traces induced by a probabilistic execution. We extend the trace preorder of ordinary
automata (inclusion of traces) to the probabilistic framework by defining the trace distribution
preorder. However, the trace distribution preorder is not preserved by the parallel composition
operator, i.e., it is not a precongruence. Thus, we define the trace distribution precongruence
as the coarsest precongruence that is contained in the trace distribution preorder. Finally, we
show that there is an elementary probabilistic automaton called the principal context that dis-
tinguishes all the probabilistic automata that are not in the trace distribution precongruence
relation. This leads us to an alternative characterization of the trace distribution precongruence
as inclusion of principal trace distributions.
Hierarchical Verification: Simulations. Chapter 7 extends the verification method based
on simulation relations to the probabilistic framework. Informally, a simulation relation from
one automaton to another automaton is a relation between the states of the two automata that
allows us to embed the transition relation of one automaton in the other automaton. In the
probabilistic framework a simulation relation is still a relation between states; however, since
a transition leads to a probability distribution over states, in order to say that a simulation
relation embeds the transition relation of a probabilistic automaton into another probabilistic
automaton we need to extend a relation defined over states to a relation defined over probabil-
ity distributions over, states. We generalize the strong and weak bisimulation and simulation
relations of Milner, Jonsson, Lynch and Vaandrager [Mil89, Jon91, LV91] to the probabilistic
framework. Then, we introduce a coarser simulation relation, called a probabilistic forward
simulation. where a state is related to a probability distribution over states rather than to a
single state. We prove an execution correspondence theorem which, given a simulation rela-
tion from one probabilistic automaton to another probabilistic automaton, establishes a strong
correspondence between each probabilistic execution of the first probabilistic automaton and
one of the probabilistic executions of the second automaton. Based on the strong execution
theorem, we show that each of the relations presented in the chapter is sound for the trace
distribution precongruence. Thus, simulation relations can be used as a sound technique to
prove principal trace distribution inclusion.
Probabilistic Timed Automata. Chapter 8 starts the second part of the thesis. We extend
probabilistic automata with time following the approach of Lynch and Vaandrager [LV95], where
passage of time is modeled by means of transitions labeled with positive real numbers. In order
to use most of the untimed theory, we force time-passage transition not to be probabilistic.
We extend probabilistic executions to the timed framework, leading to probabilistic timed
executions. and we show the relationship between probabilistic executions and probabilistic
timed executions. The main idea is that in several circumstances it is sufficient to analyze the
probabilistic executions of a systems in order to study its real-time behavior.
Direct Verification: Time Complexity. Chapter 9 introduces new techniques for the
verification of real-time properties of a randomized algorithm. The techniques of Chapter 4
still apply; however, due to the presence of time, it is possible to study the time complexity
of an algorithm. We augment the progress statements of Chapter 4 with an upper bound t to
state the following: if a system is started from some state in a set of states U, then, no matter
what adversary is used, a state of some other set of states U' is reached within time t with
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some minimum probability p. Based on these timed progress statements, we show how to derive
upper bounds on the expected time to reach some set of states. We illustrate the technique
by showing that the randomized dining philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin [LR81]
guarantees progress within expected constant time.
By extending the technique for the analysis of expected time, we show how to derive bounds
on more abstract notions of complexity. In particular, we consider the algorithm for randomized
agreement of Ben-Or as an example. The algorithm of Ben-Or runs in stages. From the way
the algorithm is structured, it is not possible to give meaningful bounds on the time it takes
to make progress from any reachable state. However, using abstract complexities, it is easy
to prove an upper bound on the expected number of stages that are necessary before reaching
agreement. Once an upper bound on the expected number of stages is derived, it is easy to
derive an upper bound on the expected time to reach agreement.
Hierarchical Verification: Timed Trace Distributions and Timed Simulations. Chap-
ters 10 and 11 extend the trace distribution precongruence and the simulation relations of the
untimed framework to the timed framework. A trace is replaced by a timed trace, where a
timed trace is a sequence of labels paired with their time of occurrence plus a limit time. The
timed trace distribution precongruence is characterized by a timed principal context, which is
the principal context augmented with arbitrary time-passage transitions. All the timed simula-
tion relations are shown to be sound for the timed trace distribution precongruence. Moreover,
all the results are proved by reducing the problem to the untimed framework.
Conclusion. Chapter 12 gives some concluding remarks and several suggestions for further
work. Although this thesis builds a model for randomized computation and shows that it is
sufficiently powerful for the analysis of randomized distributed real-time algorithms, it just
discovers the tip of the iceberg. We propose a methodology for the analysis of randomization,
and we give several examples of the application of such methodology; however, there are several
other ways to apply our methodology. It is very likely that new probabilistic statements, new
results to combine probabilistic statements, and new coin lemmas can be developed based on the
study of other algorithms; similarly, the fundamental idea behind the trace semantics that we
present can be used also for other kinds of observational semantics like failures [Hoa85, DH84].
We give hints on how it is possible to handle liveness within our model and state what we know
already. Furthermore, we give ideas of what is possible within restricted models where some
form of I/O distinction like in the work of Lynch and Tuttle [LT87] or some timing restriction
like in the work of Merritt, Modugno and Tuttle [MMT91] is imposed. Finally, we address the
issue of relaxing some of the restrictions that we impose on the timed model.
1.4 Reading the Thesis
The two parts of the thesis, the untimed and the timed part, proceed in parallel: each chapter of
the untimed part is a prerequisite for the corresponding chapter in the timed part. Each part is
subdivided further into two parts: the direct verification and the hierarchical verification. The
two parts can be read almost independently, although some knowledge of the direct verification
method can be of help in reading the hierarchical method. The direct method is focused mainly
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on verification of algorithms, while the hierarchical method is focused mainly on the theoretical
aspects of the problem. Further research should show how the hierarchical method can be of
significant help for the analysis of randomized algorithms.
Each chapter starts with an introductory section that gives the main motivations and an
overview of the content of the chapter. Usually, the more technical discussion is concentrated
at the end. The same structure is used for each section: the main result and short proofs are
at the beginning of each section, while the long proofs and the more technical details are given
at the end. A reader can skip the proofs and the most technical details on a first reading in
order to have a better global picture. It is also possible to read just the first section of each
chapter and have a global view of the results of the thesis. In a second reading, the interested
reader can concentrate on the proofs and on the technical definitions that are necessary for the
proofs. The reader should keep in mind that several proofs in the thesis are based on similar
techniques. Such techniques are explained in full detail only the first time that they are used.
A reader interested only in the techniques for the direct verification of algorithms and not
interested in the arguments that show the foundations of the model can avoid reading the proofs.
M:oreover, such a reader can just glance over Section 3.2.6, and skip Sections 3.2.7, 3.3, and 3.4.
In the timed framework the reader interested just in the techniques for the direct verification
of algorithmns can skip all the comparison between the different types of probabilistic timed
executions and concentrate more on the intuition behind the definition of a probabilistic timed
execution.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Probability Theory
The rigorous study of randomized algorithms requires the use of several probability measures.
This section introduces the basic concepts of measure theory that are necessary. Most of the
results are taken directly from Halmos [Hal50] and Rudin [Rud66], and the proofs can be found
in the same books or in any other good book on measure theory or probability theory.
2.1.1 Measurable Spaces
Consider a set !. A field on Q, denoted by F, is a family of subsets of Q that contains Q2, and
that is closed under complementation and finite union. A a-field on Q, denoted by F, is a field
on Q that is closed under countable union. The elements of a a-field are called measurable sets.
The pair (Q, F) is called a measurable space.
A field generated by a family of sets C, denoted by F(C), is the smallest field that contains
C. The a-field generated by a family of sets C, denoted by (C), is the smallest a-field that
contains C. The family C is called a generator for (C). A trivial property of a generator C is
a(C) = (F(C)).
The field generated by a family of sets can be obtained following a simple procedure.
Proposition 2.1.1 Let C be a family of subsets of Q.
1. Let F1 (C) be the family containing 0, Q, and all C C Q such that C C C or (Q - C) C.
2. Let F 2 (C) be the family containing all finite intersections of elements of F1 (C).
3. Let F'3(C) be the family containing all finite unions of disjoint elements of F2(C).
Then F(C) = F3 (C). 
2.1.2 Probability Measures and Probability Spaces
Let C be a family of subsets of Q. A measure 1A on C is a function that assigns a non-negative
real value (possibly oc) to each element of C, such that
1. if Q0 is an element of C. then (O) = 0.
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2. if (Ci)icN forms a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of C, and UiC is an element of
C, then (UiCi) = Ei (Ci).
The last property is called -additivity. If (Q, F) is a measurable space, then a measure on F
as called a measure on (Q2, F).
A measure on a family of sets C is finite if the measure of each element of C is finite.
A measure space is a triple (Q, F, [,), where (Q, iF) is a measurable space, and is a measure
on (Q2, F). A measure space (Q, f, /t) is complete iff for each element C of F such that I(C) = 0,
each subset of C is measurable and has measure 0, i.e., for each C' C C, C' E F and ft(C') = 0.
A measure space is discrete if F is the power set of Q and the measure of each measurable set
is the sum of the measures of its points. Discrete spaces will play a fundamental role in our
theory.
A probability space is a triple (Q, F, P), where (Q, F) is a measurable space, and P is a
measure on (Q,F) such that P(Q) = 1. The measure P is also referred to as a probability
measure or a probability distribution. The set Q is called the sample space, and the elements
of F are called events. We denote a generic event by E, possibly decorated with primes and
indices. A standard convention with probability measures and event is that the measure of an
event is denoted by P[E] rather than by P(E).
2.1.3 Extensions of a Measure
The following two theorems shows methods to extend a measure defined on a collection of sets.
The first theorem says that it is possible to define a probability measure P on a measurable
space (Q, F) by specifying P only on a generator of iF; the second theorem states that every
measure space can be extended to a complete measure space.
Thus, from the first theorem we derive that in order to check the equality of two probability
measures P1 and P2 on (Q, F), it is enough to compare the two measures on a field that generates
F.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Extension theorem) A finite measure on a field F has a unique exten-
sion to the -field generated by F. That zs, there exists a unique measure on o(F) such that
for each element C of F, (C) = (C). ·
Theorem 2.1.3 Let (Q, F, u) be a measure space. Let F' be the set of subsets of Q of the form
C U N such that C CG i and N is a subset of a set of measure 0 in iF. Then, iF' is a s-field.
Furthermore, the function l' defined by /l'(C U N) = (C) is a complete measure on F'. We
denote the measure space (Q,',u') by completion((Q,-F, )). ·
2.1.4 Measurable Functions
Let (Q,.F) and (',') be two measurable spaces. A function f : Q - Q' is said to be a
measurable function from (Q, F) to (Q',J') if for each set C of F' the inverse image of C,
denoted by f-l(C), is an element of F. The next proposition shows that the measurability of
f can be checked just by analyzing a generator of F'.
Proposition 2.1.4 Let (Q, F) and (Q', F') be two measurable spaces, and let C be a generator
of F'. Let f be a function form Q to Q'. Then f is measurable if for each element C of C, the
inverse image f-1(C) is an element of i. ·
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Another property that we need is the closure of measurable functions under composition.
Proposition 2.1.5 Let f be a measurable function from (1,.F 1) to (2,7F2), and let g be a
measurable function from (2, F2) to (3, F3). Then f og is a measurable function from (Q1, F1)
to ( 3,.F3 ). 
2.1.5 Induced Measures and Induced Measure Spaces
Proposition 2.1.6 Let f be a measurable function from (,F) to ((',:FT), and let IL be a
measure on (,.F). Let i' be defined on F' as follows: for each element C of F', pL'(C) =
u(f-l(C)). Then AI' is a measure on (',FT'). The measure I' is called the measure induced by
.f, and is denoted by f (p). U
Based on the result above, it is possible to transform a measure space using a function f.
Let ( p,F, jl) be a measure space, and let f be a function defined on Q. Let 2' be f(Q), and
let F' be the set; of subsets C of Q' such that f-l(C) E F. Then, ' is a a-field, and f is a
measurable function from (,F) to (Q',F'). Thus, the space (', F', f(g)) is a measure space.
We call such a space the space induced by f, and we denote it by f((, , )). Observe that
if (Q. , p) is a probability space, then f((, F, A)) is a probability space as well, and that
induced measure spaces preserve discreteness and completeness.
2.1.6 Product of Measure Spaces
Let (1, F1 ) and (2, F 2) be two measurable spaces. Denote by F1 OF2 the a-field generated by
the set of rectangles {C 1 x C2 I C2 E 1, C 2 E F2 }- The product space of ((' 1 ,F1 ) and ( 2 ,F 2 ),
denoted by (l,l.Fl) 0 ( 2, 2 ), is the measurable space (1 x 22 ,F 1 ® F2).
Proposition 2.1.7 Let ( A1l,Fi,1 1) and ( 2,F 2,41 2 ) be two measure spaces where t1 and 2
are finite measures. Then there is a unique measure, denoted by A1 0 112, on F1 ( -F2 such thatfor each C1 E .F1 and C2 E 2, 1 A)2 (Cl x C 2 ) = 1 (C1 )2 (C2 ). -
The product measure space of two measure spaces (1,.7 1 ,1L) and (2, F2, 12), denoted by
( 1 ,Y 1, 1 ) ( 2 , 2, 2), is the measure space (1 x Q2,F 1 0 F2, 1 01 2)- It is easy to check
that if (1, F1, pl) and (2, F2, 2) are probability spaces, then their product is a probability
space as well.
The product of two measure spaces is invertible. Let (, ,) = (1,, AF,1) (2, 2 , 12),
and let 7ri, i = 1., 2, be a projection function from Q1 x Q2 to Qi, that maps each pair (l,x 2 )
to xi. Let Q = wi(Qi), and let Fd' = {C I 7-l(C) E Fi}. Then (('2,Jj) = ((i,Fi), and ri is
a measurable function from (,F) to (2,Fua). The measure ri(L) coincides with i, since for
each C E jF, r t(C) = C x Q22, and for each C E F2, 7r-l(C) = Q21 x C. Thus, the projection
of ((, F, 1 ) onto its ith component is (, i, ,11 ).
2.1.7 Combination of Discrete Probability Spaces
In our theory there are several situations in which a discrete probability space is chosen accord-
ing to some prol:bability distribution, and then an element from the chosen probability space
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is chosen according to the corresponding probability distribution. The whole process can be
described by a unique probability space.
Let {(Q2 i, Fi, Pi)}i>o be a family of discrete probability spaces, and let {pi} 2i> be a family
of real numbers between 0 and 1 such that Ei>o Pi = 1. Define ,i>o( 2Qi, Fi, Pi) to be the triple
(Q, F, P), where Q = Ui>0 Qi, F = 2Q, and, for each x E Q, P[x] = -> 0olxEQ, Pi P[x]. It is easy
to verify that (Q2, , P) is a probability space.
The process described by (Q, F, P) is the following: a probability space (Qi, Fi, Pi) is drawn
from {(Qi, F, Pi)}i>o0 with probability p, and then an element x is drawn drom Qi with prob-
ability Pi[x].
2.1.8 Conditional Probability
Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space, and let E be an element of F. Frequently, we need to
study the probability of an event E' of F knowing that event E has occurred. For example, we
may want to study the probability that a dice rolled 6 knowing that it rolled a number greater
than 3. The probability of a conditional event is expressed by P[E'IE]. If P[E] = 0, then
P[E'IE] is undefined; if P[E] > 0, then P[E'IE] is defined to be P[E n E']/P[E].
Suppose that P[E] > 0, and consider the triple (QIE, FIE, PIE) where QIE = E, FIE =
{E' n E E' E F}, and for each event E' of FIE, P IE[E'] = P[E'IE]. Then it is easy to show
that (QIE, FIE, PIE) is a probability space. We call this space a conditional probability space.
Conditional measures give us an alternative way to express the probability of the intersection
of several events. That is,
P[E, n .. n E] = P[E1]P[E2 Eli ... P[EE E, n S.n-E,].
If P[E'] = P[E'IE], then P[E n E'] = P[E]P[E']. In this case the events E and E' are said
to be independent.
2.1.9 Expected Values
Let (Q, F) be a measurable space, and let (, T) be the measurable space where R is the set
of real numbers, and R is the -field generated by the open sets of the real line. A random
variable on (Q2,), denoted by X, is a measurable function from (Q,)F) to (R, R).
We use random variables to deal with timed systems. An example of a random variable is
the function that, given a computation of a system, returns the time it takes to the system to
achieve a goal in the given computation. In our case, the computations of a system are chosen
at random, and thus, a natural estimate of the performance of the system is the average time
it takes to the system to achieve the given goal.
The above idea is expressed formally by the expected value of a random variable, which is a
weighted average of X. Specifically, let (Q, F, P) be a probability space, and let X be a random
variable on (, F). Then the expected value of X, denoted by E[X], is the weighted average
of X based on the probability distribution P. We do not show how to compute the expected
value of a random variable in general, and we refer the interested reader to [Hal50]. Here we
just mention that if Q can be partitioned in a countable collection of measurable sets (Ci)i>,
such that for each set CI, X(Ci) is a singleton, then E[X] = Ei>0 P[Ci]X(ci), where for each i
ci is an element of Fi.
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2.1.10 Notation
Throughout the thesis we adopt some conventional notation concerning probability spaces. We
use the notation ', possibly decorated with indexes and primes, to denote a generic probability
space. Thus, the expression Pi stands for the probability space ( ,,P'). Furthermore, if
a generic expression exp denotes a probability space (, F, P), we use Qexp, F'e"p, and Pexp to
denote Q, F, and P, respectively.
If (2, FT, P) is a probability space, and E is a generic set, we use P[E] to denote P[E n ].
If E n Q is not an element of F, then P[E] is undefined.
A special kind of probability space is a probability space with a unique element in its sample
set. The corresponding measure is called a Dirac distribution. We use the notation D(x) to
denote a probability space (, F, P) where Q = {x}.
Another important kind of probability space is a space with finitely many elements, each
one with the same probability. The corresponding measure is called a uniform distribution.
We use the notation U(l 1,..., xn) to denote a discrete probability space (2, F, P) where Q =
{x 1, . n ,,} and, for each element xi of Q, P[xi] = 1/n.
In the thesis we use heavily discrete probability spaces with no O-probability elements. It
is easy to verify that the sample set of these probability spaces is at most countable. If C is
any set, then we denote by Probs(C) the set of discrete probability spaces (Q, , P) with no
O-probability elements such that Q C C.
2.2 Labeled Transition Systems
A Labeled Transition System [Kel76, Plo81] is a state machine with labeled transitions. The
labels, also called actions, are used to model communication between a system and its external
environment. Labeled transition systems have been used successfully for the analysis of con-
current and distributed systems [DH84, Mil89, LT87, LV93a]; for this reason we choose them
as our basic model.
Currently there are several definitions of labeled transition systems, each one best suited
for the kind of application it is meant for. In this section we present a definition of labeled
transition systems in the style of [LV93a].
2.2.1 Automata
An automaton A consists of four components:
1. a set states(A) of states.
2. a nonempty set start(A) C states(A) of start states.
3. an action signature sig(A) = (ext(A), int(A)), where ext(A) and int(A) are disjoint sets
of external and internal actions, respectively. Denote by acts(A) the set ext(A) U int(A)
of actions.
4. a transition relation trans(A) C states(A) x acts(A) x states(A). The elements of trans(A)
are referred to as transitions or steps.
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Figure 2-1: The Buffer automaton.
Thus, an automaton is a labeled transition system, possibly with multiple start states, whose
actions are partitioned into external and internal actions. The external actions model com-
munication with the external environment; the internal actions model internal communication,
not visible from the external environment.
We use s to denote a generic state, and a and b to denote a generic action. We also use to
denote a generic internal action. All our conventional symbols may be decorated with primes
and indexes. We say that an action a is enabled from a state s in A if there exists a state s' of
A such that (s, a, s') is a transition of A.
A standard alternative notation for transitions is s a s'. This notation can be extended to
al -.. a" .finite sequences of actions as follows: s s' iff there exists a sequence of states s,.., sn_
a1 a2 a,,
such that s sl 5 ''Sn-1 ~ sn. To abstract from internal computation, there is another
standard notion of weak transition, denoted by s => .s'. The action a must be external, and
the meaning of s = s' is that there are two finite sequences 31, /32 of internal actions such that
s a2 S'. As for ordinary transitions, weak transitions can be generalized to finite sequences
of external actions. A special case is given by the empty sequence: s => s' iff either s' = s or
there exists a finite sequence /3 of internal actions such that s s'.
Example 2.2.1 A classic example of an automaton is an unbounded ordered buffer that stores
natural numbers (see Figure 2-1). An external user sends natural numbers to the buffer, and
the buffer sends back to the external environment the ordered sequence of numbers it receives
from the user.
The automaton Buffer of Figure 2-1 can be described as follows. All the actions of Buffer
are external and are of the form insert(i) and extract(i), where i is a natural number, i.e., the
actions of Buffer are given by the infinite set UieN{insert(i), extract(i)}. The states of Buffer
are the finite sequences of natural numbers, and the start state of Buffer is the empty sequence.
The actions of the form insert(i) are enabled from every state of Buffer, i.e., for each state
s and each natural number i there is a transition (s, insert(i), is) in Buffer, where is denotes
the sequence obtained by appending i to the left of s. The actions of the form extract(i) are
enabled only from those states where i is the rightmost element in the corresponding sequence
of numbers, i.e., for each state s and each natural number i there is a transition (si, extract(i), s)
of Buffer. No other transitions are defined for Buffer.
Observe that from every state of Buffer there are infinitely many actions enabled. The
way to choose among those actions is not specified in Buffer. In other words, the choice of the
transition to perform is nondeterministic. In this case the nondeterminism models the arbitrary
behavior of the environment.
The role of internal actions becomes clear when we concatenate two buffers as in Figure 2-2.
The communication that occurs between the two buffers is internal in the sense that it does not
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Figure 2-2: Concatenation of two buffers.
affect directly the external environment. Another useful observation about the concatenation
of the two buffers in Figure 2-2 is that nondeterminism expresses two different phenomena: the
arbitrary behavior of the environment, and the arbitrary scheduling policy that can be adopted
in choosing whether Buffer1 or Buffer 2 performs the next transition. In general nondeterminism
can express even a third phenomenon, namely, the fact that an arbitrary state can be reached
after the occurrence of an action. Such a form of nondeterminism would arise if we assume that
a buffer may lose data by failing to modify its state during an insertion operation. [
2.2.2 Executions
The evolution of an automaton can be described by means of its executions. An execution
fragment ac of an automaton A is a (finite or infinite) sequence of alternating states and actions
starting with a state and, if the execution fragment is finite, ending in a state
ca = sOal81a2S 2 ...
where for each i, (si, ai+l, si+l) is a transition of A. Thus, an execution fragment represents a
possible way to resolve the nondeterminism in an automaton.
Denote by fstate(a) the first state of ac and, if a is finite, denote by Istate(ca) the last state of
a. Furthermore, denote by frag*(A) and frag(A) the sets of finite and all execution fragments
of A, respectively.
An execution is an execution fragment whose first state is a start state. Denote by exec*(A)
and exec(A) the sets of finite and all execution of A, respectively. A state s of A is reachable if
there exists a finite execution of A that ends in s.
The length of an execution fragment a, denoted by Icl, is the number of actions that occur
in a. If ax is infinlite, then cal = co.
A finite execution fragment al = soa1s l ... a,s, of A and an execution fragment aC2
s,a,,+S,+l... of A can be concatenated. In this case the concatenation, written al ^ ca2, is
the execution fragment soals 1 ... as,an+lSn+l .... If a = ac1 ^ a 2, then we denote a 2 by ac>a
(read "a after a:L").
An execution fragment a, of A is a prefix of an execution fragment ca2 of A, written al < a 2,
if either al = 2 or ac is finite and there exists an execution fragment a'C of A such that
a 2 = a1 ^ a'1. The execution fragment a'C is also called a suffix of a 2 and is denoted by 2C>Cl.
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2.2.3 Traces
The executions of an automaton contain a lot of information that is irrelevant to the environ-
ment, since the interaction between an automaton and its environment occurs through external
actions only. The trace of an execution is the object that represents the actual interaction that
occurs between an automaton and its environment during an execution.
The trace of an execution (fragment) a of an automaton A, written traceA(a), or just
trace(a) when A is clear, is the list obtained by restricting a to the set of external actions of
A, i.e., trace(a) = a ext(A). We say that p is a trace of an automaton A if there exists an
execution a of A with trace(a) = 3. Denote by traces*(A) and traces(A) the sets of finite and
all traces of A, respectively. Note, that a finite trace can be the trace of an infinite execution.
2.2.4 Trace Semantics
In [LV93a] automata are compared based on traces. Specifically, a preorder relation is defined
between automata based on inclusion of their traces:
A1 T A 2 iff traces(Al) C traces(A 2 ).
The trace preorder can express a notion of implementation, usually referred to as a safe imple-
mentation. That is, Al, the implementation, cannot do anything that is forbidden by A 2, the
specification. For example, no implementation of the buffer of Figure 2-1 can return natural
numbers that were never entered or natural numbers in the wrong order.
Although the trace preorder is weak as a notion of implementation, and so finer relations
could be more appropriate [DeN87, Gla90, Gla93], there are several situations where a trace
based semantics is sufficient [LT87, Dil88, AL93, GSSL94]. The advantage of a trace based
semantics is that it is easy to handle.
In this thesis we concentrate mainly on trace based semantics; however, the techniques that
we develop can be extended to other semantic notions as well.
2.2.5 Parallel Composition
Parallel composition is the operator on automata that identifies how automata communicate
and synchronize. There are two main synchronization mechanisms for labeled transition sys-
tems, better known as the CCS synchronization style [Mil89], and the CSP synchronization
style [Hoa85]. In the CCS synchronization style the external actions are grouped in pairs of
complementary actions; a synchronization occurs between two automata that perform comple-
mentary actions, and becomes invisible to the external environment, i.e., a synchronization is
an internal action. Unless specifically stated through an additional restriction operator, an
automaton is allowed not to synchronize with another automaton even though a synchroniza-
tion is possible. In the CSP synchronization style two automata must synchronize on their
common actions and evolve independently on the others. Both in the CCS and CSP styles,
communication is achieved through synchronization.
In this thesis we adopt the CSP synchronization style, which is essentially the style adopted
in [LT87, Dil88, LV93a]. A technical problem that arises in our framework is that automata
may communicate through their internal actions, while internal actions are not supposed to be
visible. To avoid these unwanted communications, we define a notion of compatibility between
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automata. Two automata Al, A 2 are compatible iff int(A1) n acts(A2) = 0 and acts(Al) n
int(A2) = 0.
The parallel composition of two compatible automata A1,A 2, denoted by All A2, is the
automaton A such that
1. states(A) =: states(Al) x states(A 2).
2. start(A) = start(Al) x start(A2).
3. sig(A) = (ext(A 1 ) U ext(A 2), int(A1) U int(A 2)).
4. ((s1,s 2 ),a,(sl,s')) C trans(A) iff
(a) if a E acts(Al), then (sl, a, s') e trans(A1 ), else s = sl, and
(b) if a E acts(A 2), then (2, a, s2) E trans(A 2), else s = s2.
If two automata are incompatible and we want to compose them in parallel, the problem
can be solved easily by renaming the internal actions of one of the automata. The renaming
operation is simple: just rename each occurrence of each action in the action signature and the
transition relation of the given argument automaton. At this point it is possible to understand
how to build a system like the one described in Figure 2-2. Buffer is obtained from Buffer by
renaming the actions extract(i) into r(i), and Buffer 2 is obtained from Buffer by renaming the
actions insert(i) into r(i). Then, Buffer and Buffer 2 are composed in parallel, and finally the
actions T(i) are made internal. This last step is achieved through a Hide operation, whose only
effect is to change the signature of an automaton.
We conclude by presenting two important properties of parallel composition. The first
property concerns projections of executions. Let A = A111A2, and let (s1,S2) be a state of A.
Let i be either 1 or 2. The projection of (s 1 , 82) onto Ai, denoted by (,s2)[Ai, is s. Let
o = salsl ... be an execution of A. The projection of a onto Ai, denoted by aAi is the
sequence obtained from a by projecting all the states onto Ai, and by removing all the actions
not in acts(Ai) together with their subsequent states.
Proposition 2.2.1 Let A = A 11A2, and let a be an execution of A. Then a[A1 is an execution
of Al and a[A 2 is an execution of A 2. [
The projection of an execution of A onto one of the components Ai is essentially the view of
Ai of the execution a. In other words the projection represents what Ai does in order for A to
produce a. Proposition 2.2.1 states that the view of Ai is indeed something that Ai can do.
The second property concerns the trace preorder.
Proposition 2.2.2 Let Al T A. Then, for each A2 compatible with both Al and A,
AlIIA2 _T Al IIA2 .
The property expressed in Proposition 2.2.2 is better known as substitutivity or compositionality.
In other words r is a precongruence with respect to parallel composition. Substitutivity is one
of the most important properties that an implementation relation should satisfy. Informally,
substitutivity says that an implementation Al of a system A' works correctly in any context
where A' works correctly. Substitutivity is also the key idea at the base of modular verification
techniques.
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Chapter 3
Probabilistic Automata
3.1 What we Need to Model
Our main goal is to analyze objects that at any point can evolve according to a probability
distribution. The simplest example of a random computation is the process of flipping a coin.
Thus, a program may contain an instruction like
x := fip
whose meaning is to assign to x the result of a coin flip. From the state-machine point of view,
the transition relation of the corresponding automaton should be specified by giving the states
reachable after the coin flip, together with their probability. Thus, the coin flipping process
can be represented by the labeled transition system of Figure 3-1. The edges joining two states
are associated with an action and a weight, where the weight of an edge is the probability of
choosing that specific edge. Thus, we require that for each state that has some outgoing edges,
the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges is 1.
However, we also need to deal with nondeterminism. Consider a more complicated process
where a coin is flipped, but where the coin can be either fair, i.e., it yields head with probability
1/2, or unfair by yielding head with probability 2/3. Furthermore, suppose that the process
emits a beep if the result of the coin flip is head. In this case, the choice of which coin to flip
is nondeterministic, while the outcome of the coin flip is probabilistic. The start state should
enable two separate transitions, each one corresponding to the flip of a specific coin. Figure 3-
2 represents the nondeterministic coin flipping process. The start state enables two separate
groups of weighted edges; each group is identified by an arc joining all of its edges, and the
edges of each group form a probability distribution.
At this point we may be tempted to ask the following question:
head
1/2
tail
Figure 3-1: The coin flipping process.
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head be s
tail
Figure 3-2: The nondeterministic coin flipping process.
"What is the probability that the nondeterministic coin flipper beeps?"
The correct answer is
"It depends on which coin is flipped."
Although this observation may appear to be silly, the lesson that we learn is that it is not
possible to talk about the probability of some event until the nondeterminism is resolved.
Perhaps we could give a more accurate answer as follows:
"The probability that the nondeterministic coin flipper beeps is either 1/2 or 2/3,
depending on which coin is flipped."
However, there are two possible objections. The first objection concerns the
coin is chosen. What happens if the coin to be flipped is chosen at random?
definition of the nondeterministic coin flipper there are no limitations to the
coin is chosen. In this case, the correct answer would be
way in which a
After all, in the
way in which a
"The probability that the nondeterministic coin flipper beeps is between 1/2 and 2/3,
depending on how the coin to be flipped is chosen."
The second objection concerns the possibility of scheduling a transition. What happens if the
scheduler does not schedule the beep transition even though it is enabled? In this case the
correct answer would be
"Under the hypothesis that some transition is scheduled whenever some
enabled, the probability that the nondeterministic coin flipper beeps is
and 2/3, depending on how the coin to be flipped is chosen."
transition is
between 1/2
There is also another statement that can be formulated in relation to the question:
"The nondeterministic coin flipper does not beep with any probability greater than
2/3."
This last property is better known as a safety property [AS85] for ordinary labeled transition
systems.
Let us go back to the scheduling problem. There are actual cases where it is natural to allow
a scheduler not to schedule any transition even though some transition is enabled. Consider a
new nondeterministic coin flipper with two buttons, marked fair and unfair, respectively. The
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Figure 3-3: The triggered coin flipping process.
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Figure 3-4: A computation of the triggered coin flipping process.
buttons can be pressed by an external user. Suppose that pressing one button disables the
other button, and suppose that the fair coin is flipped if the button marked fair is pressed,
and that the unfair coin is flipped if the button marked unfair is pressed. The new process is
represented in Figure 3-3. In this case the scheduler models the external environment, and a
user may decide not to press any button. An external user may even decide to flip a coin and
press a button only if the coin gives head, or flip a coin and press fair if the coin gives head
and press unfair if the coin gives tail. That is, an external user acts like a scheduler that can
use randomization for its choices.
If we ask again the question about the probability of beeping, a correct answer would be
"Assuming that beep is scheduled whenever it is enabled, the probability that the
triggered coin flipper beeps, conditional to the occurrence of a coin flip, is between
1/2 and 2/3."
Suppose now that we resolve all the nondeterminism in the triggered coin flipper of Figure 3-3,
and consider the case where the external user presses fair with probability 1/2 and unfair
with probability 1/2. In this case it is possible to study the exact probability that the process
beeps, which is 7/12. Figure 3-4 gives a representation of the outcome of the user we have just
described. Note that the result of resolving the nondeterminism is not a linear structure as is
the case for standard automata, but rather a tree-like structure. This structure is our notion
of a probabilistic execution and is studied in more detail in the next section.
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3.2 The Basic Model
In this section we introduce the basic probabilistic model that is used in the thesis. We formalize
the informal ideas presented in Section 3.1, and we extend the parallel composition operator
of ordinary automata to the new framework. We also introduce several notational conventions
that are used throughout the thesis.
3.2.1 Probabilistic Automata
A probabilistic automaton M consists of four components:
1. A set states(M) of states.
2. A nonempty set start(M) C states(M) of start states.
3. An action signature sig(M) = (ext(M), int(M)), where ext(M) and int(M) are disjoint
sets of external and internal actions, respectively. Denote by acts(M) the set ext(M) U
int(M) of actions.
4. A transition relation trans(M) C states(M) x Probs((acts(M) x states(M))U{6}). Recall
from Section 2.1.10 that for each set C, Probs(C) denotes the set of discrete probability
spaces (,F, P) with no 0-probability elements such that C C. The elements of
trans(M) are referred to as transitions or steps.
A probabilistic automaton differs from an ordinary automaton only in the transition relation.
Each transition represents what in the figures of Section 3.1 is represented by a group of edges
joined by an arc. From each state s, once a transition is chosen nondeterministically, the
action that is performed and the state that is reached are determined by a discrete probability
distribution. Each transition (s,p) may contain a special symbol 6, which represents the
possibility for the system not to complete the transition, i.e., to remain in s without being able
to engage in any other transition.
Example 3.2.1 (Meaning of 6) To give an idea of the meaning of 6, suppose that M models
a person sitting on a chair that stands up with probability 1/2. That is, from the start state so
there is a transition of M where one outcome describes the fact that the person stands up and
the other outcome describes the fact that the person does not stand up (this is ). The point
is that there is no instant in time where the person decides not to stand up: there are only
instants where the person stands up. What the transition leaving so represents is that overall
the probability that the person does the action of standing up is 1/2. The need for 6 is clarified
further in Section 3.2.3, where we study probabilistic executions, and in Section 3.3, where we
study parallel composition. ·
The requirement that the probability space associated with a transition be discrete is imposed
to simplify the measure theoretical analysis of probabilistic automata. In this thesis we work
with discrete probability spaces only, and we defer to further work the extension of the theory
to more general probability spaces. The requirement that each transition does not lead to any
place with probability 0 is imposed to simplify the analysis of probabilistic automata. All the
results of this thesis would be valid even without such a restriction, although the proofs would
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contain a lot of uninteresting details. The requirement becomes necessary for the study of live
probabilistic automata, which we do not study here.
There are two classes of probabilistic automata that are especially important for our analysis:
simple probabilistic automata, and fully probabilistic automata.
A probabilistic automaton M is simple if for each transition (s, P) of trans(M) there is an
action a of M such that Q C a) x states(M). In such a case, a transition can be represented
alternatively as (s, a, P'), where P ' E Probs(states(M)), and it is called a simple transition with
action a. The probabilistic automata of Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are simple. In a simple probabilistic
automaton each transition is associated with a single action and it always completes. The idea
is that once a transition is chosen, then only the next state is chosen probabilistically. In
this thesis we deal mainly with simple probabilistic automata for a reason that is made clear
in Section 3.3. We use general probabilistic automata to analyze the computations of simple
probabilistic automata.
A probabilistic automaton M is fully probabilistic if M has a unique start state, and from
each state of M there is at most one transition enabled. Thus, a fully probabilistic automaton
does not contain any nondeterminism. Fully probabilistic automata play a crucial role in the
definition of probabilistic executions.
Example 3.2.2 (Probabilistic automata) A probabilistic Turing Machine is a Turing ma-
chine with an additional random tape. The content of the random tape is instantiated by
assigning each cell the result of an independent fair coin flip (say 0 if the coin gives head and
1 if the coin gives tail). If we assume that each cell of the random tape is instantiated only
when it is reached by the head of the machine, then a probabilistic Turing machine can be
represented as a simple probabilistic automaton. The probabilistic automaton, denoted by M,
has a unique internal action , and its states are the instantaneous descriptions of the given
probabilistic Turing machine; each time the Turing machine moves the head of its random tape
on a cell for the first time, M has a probabilistic transition that represents the result of reaching
a cell whose content is 0 with probability 1/2 and 1 with probability 1/2.
An algorithm that at some point can flip a coin or roll a dice can be represented as a simple
probabilistic automaton where the flipping and rolling operations are simple transitions. If the
outcome of a coin flip or dice roll affects the external behavior of the automaton, then the
flip and roll actions can be followed by simple transitions whose actions represent the outcome
of the random choice. Another possibility is to represent the outcome of the random choice
directly in the transition where the random choice is made by performing different actions. In
this case the resulting probabilistic automaton would not be simple. Later in the chapter we
show why we prefer to represent systems as simple probabilistic automata when possible. ·
3.2.2 Combined Transitions
In Section 3.1 we argued that a scheduler may resolve the nondeterminism using randomization,
i.e., a scheduler can generate a new transition by combining several transitions of a probabilistic
automaton M. We call the result of the combination of several transitions a combined transition.
Formally, let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let s be a state of M. Consider a finite or
countable set (s,'Pi)})iE of transitions of M leaving from s, and a family of non-negative
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weights {pi}icE such that Epi < 1. Let
P - Pi + 1 - E ) (6), (3.1)
iEIlpi >O iEI
i.e., P is a combination of discrete probability spaces as described in Section 2.1.7. The
pair (s,P) is called a combined transition of M and is denoted by EiEIpi(s,Pi). Denote
by ctrans(M) the set of combined transitions of M. Note that trans(M) C ctrans(M).
Thus, the combination of transitions can be viewed as a weighted sum of transitions where
the sum of the weights is at most 1. If the sum of the weights is not 1, then nothing is
scheduled by default. The reason for 6 by default will become clear when we analyze parallel
composition in Section 3.3. Note that all the transitions (s, Pi) where pi = 0 are discarded in
Expression (3.1), since otherwise P would contain elements whose probability is 0. We do not
impose the restriction that each pi is not 0 for notational convenience: in several parts of the
thesis the pi's are given by complex expression that sometimes may evaluate to 0.
Proposition 3.2.1 The combination of combined transitions of a probabilistic automaton M
is a combined transition of M.
Proof. Follows trivially from the definition of a combined transition. a
3.2.3 Probabilistic Executions
If we resolve both the nondeterministic and probabilistic choices of a probabilistic automaton,
then we obtain an ordinary execution like those usually defined for ordinary automata. Thus, an
execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M is a (finite or infinite) sequence of alternating
states and actions starting with a state and, if the execution fragment is finite, ending in a state,
= sOalsla2S2 ''' ,
where for each i there is a transition (si, Pi+l) of M such that (ai+l, si+l) E Qi+l. Executions,
concatenations of executions, and prefixes can be defined as for ordinary automata.
In order to study the probabilistic behavior of a probabilistic automaton, we need a mech-
anism to resolve only the nondeterminism, and leave the rest unchanged. That is, we need a
structure that describes the result of choosing a transition, possibly using randomization, at
any point in history, i.e., at any point during a computation. In Figure 3-4 we have given an
example of such a structure, and we have claimed that it should look like a tree. Here we give
a more significant example to justify such a claim.
Example 3.2.3 (History in a probabilistic execution) Consider a new triggered coin flip-
per, described in Figure 3-5, that can decide nondeterministically to beep or boo if the coin flip
yields head, and consider a computation, described in Figure 3-6, that beeps if the user chooses
to flip the fair coin, and boos if the user chooses to flip the unfair coin. Then, it is evident that
we cannot identify the two states head of Figure 3-6 without reintroducing nondeterminism. In
other words, the transition that is scheduled at each point depends on the past history of the
system, which is represented by the position of a state in the tree. For a formal definition of a
structure like the one of Figure 3-6, however, we need to refer explicitly to the past history of
a system. ·
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Figure 3-5: The triggered coin flipper with a boo sound.
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Figure 3-6: A computation of the triggered coin flipper with a boo sound.
Let a be a finite execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M. Define a function a'
that applied to a pair (a, s) returns the pair (a, aas), and applied to 6 returns 6. Recall from
Section 2.1.5 that the function a- can be extended to probability spaces. Informally, if (s, P) is
a combined transition of M and a is a finite execution fragment of M such that state(a) = s,
then the pair (a!, a ^ P) denotes a transition of a structure that in its states remembers part of
the past history. A probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M, is a fully
probabilistic automaton, denoted by H, such that
1. states(H) C frag*(M). Let q range over states of probabilistic execution fragments.
2. for each transition (q, P) of H there is a combined transition (Istate(q), P') of M, called
the corresponding combined transition, such that P = q ^  P'.
3. each state q of H is reachable in H and enables one transition, possibly (q, D(6)).
A probabilistic execution is a probabilistic execution fragment whose start state is a start state of
M. Denote by prfrag(M) the set of probabilistic execution fragments of M, and by prexec(M)
the set of probabilistic executions of M. Also, denote by qH the start state of a generic
probabilistic execution fragment H.
Thus, by definition, a probabilistic execution fragment is a probabilistic automaton itself.
Condition 3 is technical: reachability is imposed to avoid useless states in a probabilistic exe-
cution fragment; the fact that each state enables one transition is imposed to treat uniformly
all the points where it is possible not to schedule anything. Figures 3-6 and 3-7 represent
two probabilistic executions of the triggered coin flipper of Figure 3-5. The occurrence of 6
is represented by a dashed line labeled with 6. The states of the probabilistic executions are
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Figure 3-7: A probabilistic execution of the triggered coin flipper.
not represented as finite execution fragments since their position in the diagrams gives enough
information. Similarly, we omit writing explicitly all the transitions that lead to D(6) (e.g.,
states s1 and s2 in Figure 3-7).
We now have enough structure to understand better the role of 6. In ordinary automata a
scheduler has the possibility not to schedule anything at any point, leading to a finite execution.
Such assumption is meaningful if the actions enabled from a given state model some input
that comes from the external environment. In the probabilistic framework it is also possible to
schedule no transition from some point. Since a scheduler may use randomization in its choices,
it is also possible that from some specific state nothing is scheduled only with some probability
p, say 1/2.
Example 3.2.4 (The role of 6) In the triggered coin flipper of Figure 3-5 a user can flip
a fair coin to decide whether to push a button, and then, if the coin flip yields head, flip
another coin to decide which button to press. In the transition that leaves from so we need
some structure that represents the fact that nothing is scheduled from so with probability 1/2:
we use 6 for this purpose. Figure 3-7 represents the probabilistic execution that we have just
described. ·
Since a probabilistic execution fragment is itself a probabilistic automaton, it is possible to
talk about the executions of a probabilistic execution fragment, that is, the ways in which the
probabilistic choices can be resolved in a probabilistic execution fragment. However, since at
any point q it is possible not to schedule anything, if we want to be able to study the probabilistic
behavior of a probabilistic execution fragment then we need to distinguish between being in q
with the possibility to proceed and being in q without any possibility to proceed (in the encoding
with dead states this second statement would mean being in a dead state). For example, in
the probabilistic execution of Figure 3-7 we need to distinguish between being in so before
performing the transition enabled from so and being in so after performing the transition. We
represent this second condition by writing sob. In general, we introduce a notion of an extended
execution fragment, which is used in Section 3.2.5 to study the probability space associated with
a probabilistic execution.
An extended execution (fragment) of a probabilistic automaton M, denoted by a, is either
an execution (fragment) of M, or a sequence a'6, where ar' is a finite execution (fragment) of
M. The sequences sob and so fair sl6 are examples of extended executions of the probabilistic
execution of Figure 3-7.
There is a close relationship between the extended executions of a probabilistic automaton
and the extended executions of one of its probabilistic execution fragments. Here we define
two operators that make such a relationship explicit. Let M be a probabilistic automaton and
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let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M. Let q be the start state of H. For each
extended execution a = qoalql ... of H, let
& { qo ^  state(qo)allstate(ql)a2 ... if a does not end in 6, (3.2)
qO state(qo)allstate(q1)a2 ... alstate(qn)6 if a = qoa1q1 ... a,qn6.
It is immediate to observe that cal is an extended execution fragment of M. For each extended
execution fragment or of M such that q < a, i.e., a = qO" soal s1 . -', let
aTqo _ / qoal(qo soalsl)a 2 (qo soalsla 2s2) ... if a does not end in 6,
q(a l(qo soasl) ... (qo soalS ... ans,,) if a = qO ^ soalsl ... ans,.
It is immediate to observe that aTqO is an extended execution of some probabilistic execution
fragment of M. Moreover, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3.2.2 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton
M. Then, for each extended execution a of H,
(ai)Tqo = a, (3.4)
and for each extended execution fragment a of M starting with q0,
(atTqo)t = a. (3.5)
Proof. Simple analysis of the definitions. ·
The bottom line is that it is possible to talk about extended executions of H by analyzing only
extended execution fragments of M.
3.2.4 Notational Conventions
For the analysis of probabilistic automata and of probabilistic executions we need to refer to
explicit objects like transitions or probability spaces associated with transitions. In this section
we give a collection of notational conventions that ease the identification of each object.
Transitions
We denote a generic transition of a probabilistic automaton by tr, possibly decorated with
primes and indices. For each transition tr = (s, P), we denote P alternatively by Ptr. If tr is a
simple transition, represented by (s, a, P), we abuse notation by denoting P by Ptr as well. The
context will always clarify the probability space that we denote. If (s, P) is a transition, we use
any set of actions V to denote the event {(a, s') E Q a E V} that expresses the occurrence of
an action from V in 'P, and we use any set of states U to denote the event {(a, s') E f s' E U}
that expresses the occurrence of a state from U in P. We drop the set notation for singletons.
Thus. P[a] is the probability that action a occurs in the transition (s, P).
If M is a fully probabilistic automaton and s is a state of M, then we denote the unique
transition enabled from s in M by tr, and we denote the probability space that appears in
trM by P'M. Thus, trm = (s, pM). We drop M from the notation whenever it is clear from the
context. This notation is important to handle probabilistic execution fragments.
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Transition Prefixing and Suffixing
Throughout the thesis we use transitions of probabilistic automata and transitions of proba-
bilistic execution fragments interchangeably. If H is a probabilistic execution fragment of a
probabilistic automaton M, then there is a strong relation between the transitions of H and
some of the combined transitions of M. We exploit such a correspondence through two oper-
ations on transitions. The first operation is called transition prefixing and adds some partial
history to the states of a transition; the second operation is called transition suffixing and re-
moves some partial history from the states of a transition. These operations are used mainly
in the proofs of the results of this thesis.
Let tr = (s, 7) be a combined transition of a probabilistic automaton M, and let a be a
finite execution fragment of M such that lstate(a) = s. Then the transition a - tr is defined to
be (, a ^ P). We call the operation a^ transition prefixing.
Let tr = (q, P) be a transition of a probabilistic execution fragment H, and let q' < q. Let
c>q' be a function that applied to a pair (a, q") of FŽ returns (a, q"c>q'), and applied to 6 returns
6. Let Pc>q' denote the result of applying c>q' to P. Then the transition trc>q' is defined to be
(qcq', P>q'). We call the operation >cq' transition suffixing.
The following properties concern distributivity of transition prefixing and suffixing with
respect to combination of transitions.
Proposition 3.2.3 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let q be a finite execution fragment
of M.
1. q EiZpitri = ,ipi(q ^ tri), where each tri is a transition of M.
2. Eipitriq = Eipi(tricq), where each tri is a transition of some probabilistic execution
fragment of M.
Proof. Simple manipulation of the definitions.
3.2.5 Events
At this point we need to define formally how to compute the probability of some event in
a probabilistic execution. Although it is intuitively simple to understand the probability of
a finite execution to occur, it is not as intuitive to understand how to deal with arbitrary
properties. A probabilistic execution can be countably branching, and can have uncountably
many executions. As an example, consider a probabilistic execution that at any point draws a
natural number n > 0 with probability 1/2 . What is measurable? What is the probability of
a generic event?
In this section we define a suitable probability space for a generic probabilistic execution
fragment H of a probabilistic automaton M. Specifically, given a probabilistic execution frag-
ment H we define a probability space PH as the completion of another probability space PH
which is defined as follows. Define an extended execution a of H to be complete iff either a
is infinite or a = a'6 and 6 E Q'ltate(a'). Then, the sample space Qi'H is the set of extended
executions of M that originate from complete extended executions of H, i.e.,
Q {a1i cI a is a complete extended execution of H}. (3.6)
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The occurrence of a finite extended execution a of M can be expressed by the set
cR - ' E JQ < a', (3.7)
called a cone. We drop H from CH whenever it is clear from the context. Let CH be the set of
cones of H. Then define H to be the a-field generated by CH, i.e.,
= - (C ) (3.8)
To define a probability measure on .FH, we start by defining a measure 1H on CH such that
AH(QH) = 1. Then we show that IAH can be extended uniquely to a measure fiH on F(CH),
where F(CH) is built according to Proposition 2.1.1. Finally we use the extension theorem
(Theorem 2.1.2) to show that ,IH can be extended uniquely to a probability measure P on
a(F(CH)) = (CH).
The measure /H(C) of a cone CH is the product of the probabilities associated with each
edge that generates a in H. Formally, let qo be the start state of H. If a < q, then
IUH(C) 1; (3.9)
if a = qo ^  soals ... Sn-lasn, then
ILH (Cff) [a * P[,1 [(an, q.)] (3.10)
where for each i 1 < i < n, q = go ^  soalsl ... si_laisi; if a = qO - soal sl ... s,_lansn, then
AH(C) . P([(al ql)] Pqn [(an, q)]P, [6], (3.11)
where for each i, 1 < i < n, qi = o ^  soa1sl . . si-1aisi.
Example 3.2.5 (Some commonly used events) Before proving that the construction of
P' is correct, we give some examples of events. The set describing the occurrence of an action
a (eventually a occurs) can be expressed as a union of cones of the form C, such that a appears
in a. Moreover, any union of cones can be described as a union of disjoint cones (follows from
Lemma 3.2.4 below). Since a probabilistic execution fragment is at most countably branching,
the number of distinct cones in CH is at most countable, and thus the occurrence of a can be
expressed as a countable union of disjoint cones, i.e., it is an event of TH. More generally, any
arbitrary union of cones is an event. We call such events finitely satisfiable. The reason for the
word "satisfiable"' is that it is possible to determine whether an execution a of Q' is within a
finitely satisfiable event by observing just a finite prefix of a. That finite prefix is sufficient to
determine that the property represented by the given event is satisfied.
The set describing the non-occurrence of an action a is also an event, since it is the comple-
ment of a finitely satisfiable event. Similarly, the occurrence, or non-occurrence, of any finite
sequence of actions is an event. For each natural number n, the occurrence of exactly n a's is
an event: it is the intersection of the event expressing the occurrence of at least n a's and the
event expressing the non-occurrence of n + 1 a's. Finally, the occurrence of infinitely many a's
is an event: it is the countable intersection of the events expressing the occurrence of at least i
a's, i > 0. ·
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We now move to the proof that PH is well defined. First we use ordinal induction to show that
the function /u defined on CH is a-additive, and thus that /u is a measure on CH (Lemma 3.2.6);
then we show that there is a unique extension of /u to F(CH) (Lemmas 3.2.7, 3.2.8, and 3.2.9).
Finally, we use the extension theorem to conclude that PfH is well defined.
Lemma 3.2.4 Let C,, C 2 e H. If a1 < a 2 then Ca C C 2. If acl a 2 and a2 al then
Cal,, n c 2 = 0.
Proof. Simple analysis of the definitions. ·
Lemma 3.2.5 Let H be a probabilistic execution of a probabilistic automaton M, and let q be
a state of H. Suppose that there is a transition enabled from q in H. Then
(a,q')EQH /I (Cql) if ¢ Q H
HCq) (a,q)Eq H(Cq) + H(Cqs) if e . (3.12)
Proof. Simple analysis of the definitions.
Lemma 3.2.6 The function IH is -additive on CH, and IuH(pH) = 1.
Proof. By definition jH(QH) = 1, hence it is sufficient to show a-additivity. Let q be an
extended execution of M, and let O be a set of incomparable extended executions of M such
that Cq = UqlECq. If q ends in 6, then 9 contains only one element and -additivity is
trivially satisfied. Thus, assume that q does not end in , and hence q is a state of H, and that
E) contains at least two elements. From Lemma 3.2.4, q is a prefix of each extended execution
of O. For each state q' of H, let q, be the set {q" E ) q' < q"}. We show a-additivity
in two steps: first we assign an ordinal depth to some of the states of H and we show that q
is assigned a depth; then we show that IAH(Cq) = Zq'Ee H(Cq' ) by ordinal induction on the
depth assigned to q.
The depth of each state q' within some cone Cq,, (q" < q'), where q" E O, is 0, and the depth
of each state q' with no successors is 0. For each other state q' such that each of its successors
has a depth, if {depth(q") I 3(a,q") E q has a maximum, then
depth(q') = max({depth(q") I 3a(a, q") q Q{}) + 1, (3.13)
otherwise, if {depth(q") I 3a(a, q") E Qq } does not have a maximum, then
depth(q') = sup({depth(q") I 3a(a,q") C q}). (3.14)
Consider a maximal assignment to the states of H, i.e., an assignment that cannot be extended
using the rules above, and suppose by contradiction that q is not assigned a depth. Then
consider the following sequence of states of H. Let q0 = q, and, for each i > 0, let q be a state
of H such that (ai, qj) Qq,_,, and q is not assigned a depth. For each i, the state q exists
since otherwise, if there exists an i such that for each (ai, qi) E6 q_,, qi is assigned a depth,
then qi_1 would be assigned a depth. Note that the q's form a chain under prefix ordering, i.e.,
for each i,j, if i < j then q < qj. Consider the execution aoo = limi qi. From its definition, aoo
is an execution of Cq. Then, from hypothesis, a is an execution of Uq,eeCqi, and therefore
ao, is an execution of some Cq, such that q' E O. By definition of a cone, q' is a prefix of ao,.
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Thus, q' = qk for some k > 0. But then qk is within the cone Cq,, and thus it is assigned depth
0. This contradicts the fact that qk is not assigned any depth.
Let 7 be the ordinal depth assigned to q. We show that AH(Cq) = Zq'Ee ILH(Cq,) by ordinal
induction on . If y = 0, then O is either {q} or {q6}, and the result is trivial. Let y be a
successor ordinal or a limit ordinal. From Lemma 3.2.5, AH(Cq) = Z(a,q')Eq, IH(Cq') if 6 4 Qq,
and ILH(Cq) = E(a,q)EQ, lH(Cq) + ILH(Cq6) if 6 E q. For each (a, q') E fQq, Cq, = Uq,Ee,,Cq.
Moreover, for each (a, q') E q, the depth of q' is less than -y. By induction, iUH(Cq) =
q,,"e,,, Pij(Cq,,',). Thus, if 6 ¢ Qq, then AiH(q) = E(a,q')En, q"ee, H(Cq,) = Zq'EO 1H(Cq);
if 6 Qq, then 1H(Cq) = E(a,q')Eq qlq"Eeq,, +H(Cq) + IH(Cqs) = EqEO LH(Cq). ·
Lemma 3.2.7 There exists a unique extension i1 of 1H to Fl(CH).
Proof. There is a unique way to extend the measure of the cones to their complements since
for each a, IH(Ca) + 1H(H - Ca) = 1. Therefore /41 coincides with ,1H on the cones and
is defined to be 1 - H(Ca) for the complement of any cone Ca. Since, by the countably
branching structure of H, the complement of a cone is a countable union of cones, a-additivity
is preserved. ·
Lemma 3.2.8 There exists a unique extension j't of 'H to F2(CH).
Proof. The intersection of finitely many sets of F1 (CH) is a countable union of cones. Therefore
a-additivity enforces a unique measure on the new sets of F1 (CH). ·
Lemma 3.2.9 There exists a unique extension 1' of L" to F3(CH).
Proof. There is a unique way of assigning a measure to the finite union of disjoint sets whose
measure is known, i.e., adding up their measures. Since all the sets of F3(CH) are countable
unions of cones, a-additivity is preserved. ·
Theorem 3.2.10 There exists a unique extension PH of IZH to the a-algebra YF.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.2, define PH to be the unique extension of IL' to F. ·
3.2.6 Finite Probabilistic Executions, Prefixes, Conditionals, and Suffixes
We extend the notions of finiteness, prefix and suffix to the probabilistic framework. Here we
add also a notion of conditional probabilistic execution which is not meaningful in the non-
probabilistic case and which plays a crucial role in some of the proofs of Chapter 4.
Finite Probabilistic Executions
Informally, finiteness means that the tree representation of a probabilistic execution fragment
has a finite depth. Thus, a probabilistic execution fragment H is finite iff there exists a natural
number n such that the length of each state of H is at most n.
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Figure 3-8: Examples of the prefix relation.
Prefixes
The idea of a prefix of a probabilistic execution fragment is more complicated than the definition
of prefix for ordinary automata. To get a better understanding of the problem, consider the
definition of prefix for ordinary execution fragments: a < a' iff either a = a', or ac is finite and
there is an execution fragment a" such that a' = a ^ a". Another way to interpret this definition
is to observe that if a is finite, then there is exactly one point in a, which we call a point of
extension, from which nothing is scheduled, and in that case a' is obtained by extending a from
its unique point of extension. With the word "extending" we mean "adding transitions". In
other words, an execution fragment ac is a prefix of an execution fragment a' iff a' is obtained
from a by adding transitions, possibly none, from all the points of extension of a, i.e., from
all the points of a where nothing is scheduled. We apply the same observation to probabilistic
execution fragments, where a point of extension is any point where 6 occurs.
Example 3.2.6 (Prefixes) Consider the probabilistic execution fragment H of Figure 3-8.
It is easy to see that s and s2 are points of extension in H. However, also so is a point
of extension since in H nothing is scheduled from so with probability 1/2. The probabilistic
execution fragment H' of Figure 3-8 is an extension of H. States s and s2 are extended with
transitions labeled with c, and half of the extendible part of so is extended with the transition
so ' ) sl, i.e., we have added the transition (so,U((a, sil), 6)) to the extendible part of so. Since
the extension from so overlaps with one of the edges leaving so in H, the effect that we observe
in H' is that s is reached with a higher probability.
Consider now the probabilistic execution fragment H" of Figure 3-8. H" is an extension
of H', but this time something counterintuitive has happened; namely, the edge labeled with
action c that leaves from state s2 has a lower probability in H" than in H'. The reason for this
b
difference is that the extendible part of so is extended with a transition so ~ s2 followed by
s2 c s'. Thus, half of the transition leaving from s2 in H" is due to the previous behavior of
H', and half of the transition leaving from s2 in H" is due to the extension from so. However,
the probability of the cone CSobs2cs is the same in H' and in H". ·
A formal definition of a prefix works as follows. A probabilistic execution fragment H is a prefix
of a probabilistic execution fragment H', denoted by H < H', iff
1. H and H' have the same start state, and
2. for each state q of H, PH[Cq] < PH'[Cq].
Observe that the definition of a prefix for ordinary executions is a special case of the definition
we have just given.
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Figure 3-9: Conditionals and suffixes.
Conditionals
Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M, and let q be either
a state of H or a prefix of the start state of H. We want to identify the part of H that describes
what happens conditional to the occurrence of q. The new structure, which we denote by Hlq,
is a new probabilistic execution fragment defined as follows:
1. states(Hq) = {q' E states(H) I q < q'};
2. start(HIq) = min(states(Hjq)), where the minimum is taken under prefix ordering,
3. for each state q' of Hlq, tr~lq = try.
Hlq is called a conditional probabilistic execution fragment.
Example 3.2.7 (Conditionals) The probabilistic execution fragment H1 of Figure 3-9 is an
example of a conditional probabilistic execution fragment. Specifically, H1 = H"I(soas 2), where
H" is represented in Figure 3-8. In Figure 3-8 we represent explicitly the states of H1 for clarity.
The conditional operation essentially extracts the subtree of H" that starts with sas 2. 0
It is easy to check that (HIq,YHtq,PHIq) and (HICq,.HICq, PHCq) are the same probability
space (cf. Section 2.1.8). Indeed, the sample sets are the same, the generators are the same, and
the probability measures coincide on the generators. Thus, the following proposition, which is
used in Chapter 4, is true.
Proposition 3.2.11 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton
M, and let q be either a state of H, or a prefix of the start state of H. Then, for each subset
E of QHIq,
1. E E -Hiq if E H.
2. If E is an event, then PH[E] = PH[Cq]PHIq[E]. U
Suffixes
The definition of a suffix is similar to the definition of a conditional; the difference is that in
the definition of H>q we drop q from each state of H, i.e., we forget part of the past history.
Formally, let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M, and let
q be either a state of H or a prefix of the start state of H. Then Hc>q is a new probabilistic
execution fragment defined as follows:
1. states(Hc>q) =: {q'>q q' states(H),q < q'},
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2. start(H>q) = min(states(Hc>q)), where the minimum is taken under prefix ordering,
3. for each state q' of H', tr.q = tT qc>q.
Hc>q is called a suffix of H. It is a simple inductive argument to show that Hc>q is indeed
a probabilistic execution fragment of M. Observe that the definition of a suffix for ordinary
executions is a special case of the definition we have just given.
Example 3.2.8 (Suffixes) The probabilistic execution fragment H2 of Figure 3-9 is an ex-
ample of a suffix. Specifically, H2 = H"c>(soas2), where H" is represented in Figure 3-8. The
suffixing operation essentially extracts the subtree of H" that starts with sas 2 and removes
from each state the prefix soas2. ·
It is easy to check that the probability spaces PHcq and PHIq are in a one-to-one correspondence
through the measurable function f QHcq -- HIq such that for each a E QHcq, f (a) = q ^ a.
The inverse of f is also measurable and associates ac>q with each execution a of QHlq. Thus,
directly from Proposition 3.2.11, we get the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.12 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton
M, and let q be either a state of H, or a prefix of the start state of H. Then, for each subset
E of QHc>q,
1. E E H,,>q iff (q E) E H.
2. If E is an event, then PH [q ^  E] = PH[Cq]PH,q[E]. U
3.2.7 Notation for Transitions
In this section we extend the arrow notation for transitions that is used for ordinary automata.
The extension that we present is meaningful for simple transitions only.
An alternative representation for a simple transition (s, a, 'P) of a probabilistic automaton M
is s a ) P. Thus, differently from the non-probabilistic case, a transition leads to a distribution
over states. If P is a Dirac distribution, say D(s'), then we can represent the corresponding
transition by s s'. Thus, the notation for ordinary automata becomes a special case of the
notation for probabilistic automata. If (s, a, P) is a simple combined transition of M, then we
represent the transition alternatively by s ac P, where the letter C stands for "combined".
The extension of weak transitions is more complicated. The expression s = P means
that P is reached from s through a sequence of transitions of M, some of which are internal.
The main difference from the non-probabilistic case is that in the probabilistic framework the
transitions involved form a tree rather than a linear chain. Formally, s > P, where a is either
an external action or the empty sequence and 'P is a probability distribution over states, iff
there is a probabilistic execution fragment H such that
1. the start state of H is s;
2. PH[{a I a E QH}] = 1, i.e., the probability of termination in H is 1;
3. for each ab E QH, trace(a) = a;
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Figure 3-11: A weak transition of a probabilistic automaton with cycles.
4. P = Istate(6-strip(PH)), where 6 -strip(PH) is the probability space P' such that Q' =
{a [ a6 E 2H }, and for each a E Q', P'[a] = PH[Ca6];
5. for each state q of H, either trH is the pair (Istate(q),D(6)), or the transition that corre-
sponds to trff is a transition of M.
A weak combined transition, s =c P, is defined as a weak transition by dropping Condition 5.
Throughout the thesis we also the extend the function 6-strip to extended execution fragment;
its action is to remove the symbol 6 at the end of each extended execution fragment.
Example 3.2.9 (Weak transitions) Figure 3-10 represents a weak transition with action
a that leads to state sl with probability 5/12 and to state s2 with probability 7/12. The
action r represents any internal action. From the formal definition of a weak transition, a tree
that represents a weak transition may have an infinite branching structure, i.e., it may have
transitions that lead to countably many states, and may have some infinite paths; however, each
tree representing a weak transition has the property that infinite paths occur with probability
0.
Figure 3-11 represents a weak transition of a probabilistic automaton with cycles in its
transition relation. Specifically, H represents the weak transition so -== 7, where P[so] = 1/8
and P[sl] = 7/8. If we extend H indefinitely on its right, then we obtain a new probabilistic
execution fragment that represents the weak transition so - D(sl). Observe that the new
probabilistic execution fragment has an infinite path that occurs with probability 0. Further-
more, observe that there is no other way to reach state s with probability 1. ·
Remark 3.2.10 According to our definition, a weak transition can be obtained by concatenat-
ing together infinitely many transitions of a probabilistic automaton. A reasonable objection
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to this definition is that sometimes scheduling infinitely many transitions is unfeasible. In the
timed framework this problem is even more important since it is feasible to assume that there
is some limit to the number of transitions that can be scheduled in a finite time. Thus, a more
reasonable and intuitive definition of a weak transition would require the probabilistic execution
fragment H that represent a weak transition not to have any infinite path. All the results that
we prove in this thesis are valid for the more general definition where H can have infinite paths
as well as for the stricter definition where H does not have any infinite path. Therefore, we use
the more general definition throughout. The reader is free to think of the simpler definition to
get a better intuition of what happens. ·
An alternative way to represent a weak transition, which is used to prove the theorems of
Chapter 7, is by means of a generator. If H represents a weak combined transition, then a
generator can be seen as an object that chooses the combined transitions of M that lead to H
(in Chapter 4 this object is also called an adversary). More precisely, a generator is a function
O that associates a weak combined transition of M with each finite execution fragment of
M. Before stating the formal properties that a generator satisfies, we give an example of the
generator for the weak transition of Figure 3-10.
Example 3.2.11 (Generators) Recall from Section 2.1.10 that U(x, y) denotes the probabil-
ity space that assigns x and y probability 1/2 each. Then, the generator for the weak transition
of Figure 3-10 is the function 0 where
o(srs'as') = (s', , U(s1, S2))
O(sTS) = (s,a,U(s3,s$)) (sTrslas4) = (,T,,D(s 2))
0(s) = (s,T,U(s ,s2)) 0(srs') = (s2,T,T(ss)) 0(sTs2Ts5) = (s, a,U(sl,s 2 ))
and O(a) = (Istate(a),D(6)) for each a that is not considered above. The layout of the
definition above reflects the shape of the probabilistic execution fragment of Figure 3-10.
Thus, if we denote the probabilistic execution fragment of Figure 3-10 by H, O is the function
that for each state q of H gives the combined transition of M that corresponds to tr'. Function
O is also minimal in the sense that it returns a transition different from (Istate(q), 1(6)) only
from those states q that are relevant for the construction of H. We call active all the states of
H that enable some transition; we call reachable all the reachable states of H; we call terminal
all the states q of H such that 6 E QH. ·
Let M be a probabilistic automaton and let s be a state of M. A generator for a weak
(combined) transition s atr ) P of M is a function 0 that associates a (combined) transition
of M with each finite execution fragment of M such that the following conditions are satisfied.
1. If O(a) = (s', P), then s' = Istate(e). Call a active if P Z D(6).
2. If acbs' is active, then fstate(a) = s and (b, s') E Qio(c).
3. Call a reachable iff either a = s or a = a'bs' and (b, s') E Qo(&,). Call a terminal iff a is
reachable and Po(asl)[6] > 0. Then, for each terminal a, the trace of a is a ext(M).
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4. For each reachable execution fragment a = salsla 2s 2 ... aksk, let
Po -1 Po(saisi...as.)[(ai+1si+)],
O<i<k
Then,
Q= {Istate(a) I terminal(a)},
and for each s' E Q,
P[s'] = E P Po(a [6].
a lstate(a)=s' ,terminal(ca)
Condition 1 says that the transition that O(a) returns is a legal transition of M from Istate(a);
Condition 2 guarantees that the active execution fragments are exactly those that are relevant
for the weak transition denoted by 0; Condition 3 ensures that the weak transition represented
by (9 has action a ext(M); Condition 4 computes the probability space reached in the tran-
sition represented by O, which must coincide with P. The term PO represents the probability
of performing ac if (9 resolves the nondeterminism in M. Observe that terminal execution frag-
ments must be reachable with probability 1 if we want the structure computed in Condition 4
to be a probability space.
Proposition 3.2.13 There is a weak combined transition s => P of M iff there is a function
0 that satisfies the five conditions of the definition of a generator.
Proof. Simple analysis of the definitions. M
3.3 Parallel Composition
In this section we extend to the probabilistic framework the parallel composition operator and
the notion of a projection of ordinary automata. The parallel composition of simple probabilistic
automata can be defined easily by enforcing synchronization on the common actions as in the
non-probabilistic case; for general probabilistic automata, however, it is not clear how to give
a synchronization rule. We discuss the problems involved at the end of the section.
3.3.1 Parallel Composition of Simple Probabilistic Automata
Two probabilistic automata M1 and M2 are compatible iff
int(Ml) n acts(M2 ) = 0 and acts(M1 ) n int(M2) = 0.
The parallel composition of two compatible simple probabilistic automata M1 and M 2,
denoted by M1 HAl2, is the simple probabilistic automaton M such that
1. states(M) == states(M1) x states(M2).
2. start(M) = start(M1) x start(M2 ).
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Figure 3-12: A probabilistic execution fragment of M1llM2.
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Figure 3-13: The projection onto M1 of the probabilistic execution fragment of Figure 4-10.
3. sig(M) = (ext(M1 ) U ext(M 2), int(Ml) U int(M 2 )).
4. ((s1 ,s 2), a, P) E trans(M) iff P = P1i P2 where
(a) if a E acts(M1 ) then (sl, a, P1 ) E trans(Ml), else Pi = D(sl), and
(b) if a e acts(M 2) then (s2,a,P 2) E trans(M 2), else P2 = D(s2).
Similar to the non-probabilistic case, two simple probabilistic automata synchronize on their
common actions and evolve independently on the others. Whenever a synchronization occurs,
the state that is reached is obtained by choosing a state independently for each of the proba-
bilistic automata involved.
3.3.2 Projection of Probabilistic Executions
The Structure of the Problem
Let M = Ml IIM2, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M. We want to determine
the view that M1 has of H, or, in other words, what probabilistic execution M1 performs in
order for M1lM 2 to produce H. To understand the complexity of the problem, consider the
probabilistic execution fragment of Figure 3-12, and consider its projection onto M1, represented
in Figure 3-13. Actions a, b and c are actions of M1 , while action d is an action of M2. Thus,
there is no communication between M1 and M2 . Denote the probabilistic execution fragment
of Figure 3-12 by H, and denote the probabilistic execution fragment of Figure 3-13 by H1.
The projections of the states are ordinary projections of pairs onto their first component. The
transitions, however, are harder to understand. We analyze them one by one.
s1,0 The transition leaving s,0 is obtained directly from the transition leaving (sl,0, s 2,0 ) in H
by projecting onto M1 the target states.
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81,2 The transition leaving s1,2 is obtained by combining the transitions leaving states (s1,2, s2,0)
and (s1,2, 82,1), each one with probability 1/2. The two transitions leaving (1,2, s2,0) and
(S1,2, s2,1) have the same projection onto M1 , and thus the transition leaving S1,2 in H1 is
s1,2 , S1,4. From the point of view of M1 , there is just a transition s1, 2 - S 81,4; nothing
is visible about the behavior of M2 .
To give a better idea of what we mean by "visible", suppose that M1 is a student who
has to write a report and suppose that the report can be written using a pen (action
c) or using a pencil (action b). Suppose that the teacher may be able to get a pencil
eraser (action d) and possibly erase the report written by the student once it is ready for
grading. Then the scheduler is an arbiter who gives the student a pen if the teacher gets
an eraser. If the student starts in state s1,2, then from the point of view of the student
the material for the report is prepared (action a), and then the arbiter gives the student
a pen with probability 1/2 and a pencil with probability 1/2; nothing is known about the
time the the arbiter made the choice and the reason for which the choice was made. We
can also think of the student as being alone in a room and the arbiter as being a person
who brings to the student either a pen or a pencil once the material for the report is
ready.
The detailed computation of the transition leaving from sl,2 in H1 works as follows: we
start from state (S1,2, S2,0), which is the first state reached in H where M1 is in sl,2, and
we analyze its outgoing edges. We include directly all the edges labeled with actions of
M1 in the transition leaving 81,2; for the other edges, we move to the states that they
lead to, in our case (1,2, s2,1), and we repeat the same procedure keeping in mind that
the probability of the new edges must be multiplied by the probability of reaching the
state under consideration. Thus, the edge labeled with a that leaves (1,2, s2,0) is given
probability 1/2 since its probability is 1/2, and the edge that leaves (1,2, 2,1) is given
probability 1/2 since the probability of reaching (s1,2, 82,1) from (1,2, s2,0) is 1/2.
81,4 For the transition leaving 81,4, we observe that in H there are two states, namely (1,4, 82,0)
and (81,4, 82,1), that can be reached separately and whose first component is s1,4. Each
one of the two states is reached in H with probability 1/4. The difference between the
case for state .s1 ,2 and this case is that (1,2, S2,0) occurs before (s1,2, S2,1), while there is no
relationship between the occurrences of (sl,4, s2,0), and (l1,4, s2,1). The transition leaving
S1,4 depends on the state of M2 which, conditional on M1 being in 51,4, is 1/2 for 2,0 and
1/2 for 2,1. Thus, from the point of view of M1 , since the state of M2 is unknown, there
is a transition from s1,4 that with probability 1/2 leads to the occurrence of action b and
with probability 1/2 leads to the occurrence of action c. Essentially we have normalized
to 1 the probabilities of states (1,4, s2,0) and (,4, s2,1) before considering their effect on
M1 .
s81, The transition leaving sll shows why we need the symbol 6 in the transitions of a proba-
bilistic automaton. From state (sl,1, s2,0) there is a transition where action b occurs with
probability 1/2 and action r occurs with probability 1/2. After r is performed, nothing
is scheduled. Thus, from the point of view of M1, nothing is scheduled from s,l with
probability 1/2; the transition of M2 is not visible by M1.
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Action Restricted Transitions
The formal definition of a projection relies on a new operation on transitions, called action
restriction, which is used also in several other parts of the thesis. The action restriction op-
eration allows us to consider only those edges of a transition that are labeled with actions
from a designated set V. For example, V could be the set of actions of a specific probabilistic
automaton.
Formally, let M be a probabilistic automaton, V be a set of actions of M, and tr = (s, P)
be a transition of M. The transition tr restricted to actions from V, denoted by tr V, is
the pair (s, P') where P' is obtained from P by considering only the edges labeled with actions
from V and by normalizing their probability to 1, i.e.,
,·= { {(a,s') E IaeV} if P[V]>0
{6} otherwise
* if P[V] > 0, then for each (a, s') E Q', P'[(a, s')] = P[(a, s')]/P[V].
Two properties of action restriction concern commutativity with transition prefixing, and dis-
tributivity with respect to combination of transitions. These properties are used in the proofs
of other important results of this thesis. The reader may skip the formal statements for the
moment and refer back to them when they are used.
Proposition 3.3.1 For each q and tr such that one of the expressions below is defined,
q" (tr V) = (q^ tr) V.
Proof. Simple manipulation of the definitions. U
Proposition 3.3.2 Let {ti}iEI be a collection of transitions leaving from a given state s, and
let {pi}iEi be a collection of real numbers between 0 and 1 such that EieIpi < 1. Let V be a
set of actions. Then
(Ypitri) V = E E ppt, [V] (tri V),Ei pP[VI
where we use the convention that 0/0 = 0.
Proof. Let
(s, oP) t mpitri, (3.15)
(s,P') - (pitri) V, (3.16)
pi) piPtr, V]
( p) Pti [V] (tri r V). (3.17)
We need to show that P' and P" are the same probability space.
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If P[V] = 0, then both P' and P" are D(6) and we are done. Otherwise, observe that
neither Q' nor '2" contain 6. Consider any pair (a, s'). Then,
(a, s') E Q'
iff (a, s') E Q and a E V from (3.16) and (3.15)
iff 3i(a,s') E Qtri,Pi > 0, and a E V from (3.15)
iff 3i(a, s') E Qt, tv and pi > 0 from the definition of tri V
iff (a,s') E Q" from (3.17).
Consider now a pair (a, s') of Q'. From the definition of action restriction and (3.16),
P'[(a, s')] = P[(a, s')]/P[V]. (3.18)
From the definition of P (Equation (3.15)), the right side of Equation 3.18 can be rewritten
into
7 iPI: Ptr i[(a, s')], (3.19)E pitT[V]
where ipiPtr, [V] is an alternative expression of P[V] that follows directly from (3.16). By
multiplying and dividing each ith summand of Expression 3.19 by Pt,i [V], we obtain
ppt, [VI (Pt, [(a, s')]/Ptr [V] ) (3.20)
Since Ptri [(a, s'))/Ptr [V] = Ptr, rv[(a, s')], from the definition of P" (Equation (3.17)), Expres-
sion 3.20 can be rewritten into P"[(a, s')]. Thus, P'[(a, s')] = P"[(a, s')]. This is enough to
show that 'P' = P". ·
Definition of Projection
We give first the formal definition of a projection, and then we illustrate its critical parts by
analyzing the example of Figures 3-12 and 3-13. It is very important to understand Expres-
sions (3.21) and (3.22) since similar expressions will be used in several other parts of the thesis
without any further explanation except for formal proofs.
Let M = M1 11M2, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M.
Let tr = (q, P) be an action restricted transition of H such that only actions of Mi, i = 1, 2,
appear in tr. Define the projection operator on the elements of 2 as follows: (a,q') Mi =
(a,q'rMi), and 5FA;i = 6. Recall from Section 2.1.5 that the projection can be extended
to discrete probability spaces. The projection of tr onto Mi, denoted by tr[Mi, is the pair
(q [Ai,P Mi ).
The projection of H onto Mi, denoted by H[Mi, is the fully probabilistic automaton H'
such that
1. states(H') = q[Mi q E states(H)};
2. start(H') =: {qF[M q E start(H)};
3. sig(H') = sig(Mi);
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4. for each state q of H', let qlH be the set of states of H that projected onto Mi give q,
and let min(qlH) be the set of minimal states of qlH under prefix ordering. For each
q' E (qlH), let
ql H a PH[Cq]
IqH . (3.21)
Eq" Emin(qlH) PH[Cq"]'
The transition enabled from q in H' is
trq - pqi Pq [acts(Mi)](trq, acts(Mi))[Mi. (3.22)
q' Eq H
Each summand of Expression 3.22 corresponds to the analysis of one of the states of H that can
influence the transition enabled from q in H'. The subexpression (tr r acts(Mi))[Mi selects
the part of the transition leaving from q' where Mi is active, and projects onto Mi the target
states of the selected part; the subexpression pq Hp[acts(Mi)] expresses the probability with
which q' influences the transition enabled from q. PqH[acts(Mi)] is the probability that trq does
something visible by Mi, and fq! H is the probability of being in q' conditional on Mi being in q.
Its value is given by Expression 3.21 and can be understood as follows. The state q' is either a
minimal state of ql H or is reached from a minimal state through a sequence of edges with actions
not in acts(Mi). The probability of being in q', conditional on Mi being in q, is the normalized
probability of being in the minimal state of qlH that precedes q' times the probability of
reaching q' from that minimal state. We encourage the reader to apply Expression (3.22) to
the states sl,0, 81,1, 1,2, and sl,4 of Figure 3-13 to familiarize with the definition. As examples,
observe that min((s 1,obs1,2)]H) = {(sl,, S 2,0)b(s1,2, s2,0)} and that min((s1,obsl, 2asl, 4)1H) =
((S1,0 , 2,0 )b(sl,2, s82,0)a, (1,4, S2,0 )(S1,0, S2,0O)b(s1, 2, S2,0 )d( 1,2, 2,l)a(sl,4, 2,1)}-
If we analyze the state sl,3 of Figure 3-13 and we use Expression 3.22 to compute the
transition leaving s1,3, then we discover that the sum of the probabilities involved is not 1. This
is because there is a part of the transition leaving (s1, 3, s2,O) where no action of M1 ever occurs.
From the point of view of Ml nothing is scheduled; this is the reason of our choice of deadlock
by default in the definition of the combination of transitions.
We now move to Proposition 3.3.4, which is the equivalent of Proposition 2.2.1 for the
probabilistic framework. Specifically, we show that the projection of a probabilistic execution
fragment H of M1 jIM2 onto one of its components Mi is a probabilistic execution fragment
of Mi. Proposition 2.2.1 is important because it shows that every computation of a parallel
composition is the result of some computation of each of the components. One of the reasons
for our use of randomized schedulers in the model is to make sure that Proposition 2.2.1 is
valid. Before proving this result, we show that its converse does not hold, i.e., that there are
structures that look like a probabilistic execution, that projected onto each component give a
probabilistic execution of a component, but that are not probabilistic executions themselves.
Example 3.3.1 (Failure of the converse of Proposition 3.3.4) Consider the probabilis-
tic automata of Figure 3-14.a, and consider a potential probabilistic execution of the composi-
tion as represented in Figure 3-14.b. Denote the two probabilistic automata of Figure 3-14.a by
M1 and M2, and denote the structure of Figure 3-14.b by H. The projections of H onto Ml and
M2 give a probabilistic execution of M1 and M2, respectively. The diagrams of Figure 3-14.a
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a~iS b Si
a h
S2 S2
a) Two compatible simple probabilistic automata.
h,/ (S S (S sO
(so, so) 1s
(S,, 2) a (2 S2)
b) A potential probabilistic execution of the composition.
Figure 3-14: A counterexample to the converse of the projection proposition.
can be viewed as the projections of H as well. However, H is not a probabilistic execution of
M11M2 since in no place of M1 it is possible to have a Dirac transition to s or s2. ·
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of the proposition that corresponds to Propo-
sition 2.2.1 and to the proof of an additional result (Proposition 3.3.5) that gives a meaning to
the denominator of Expression (3.21). We first state two preliminary properties of projection
of transitions (Proposition 3.3.3).
Proposition 3.3.3 Let M = MllIM2. Then, for i = 1, 2,
1. (j pj trj) [MI = Zjpj (trj FMi).
2. (q ^ tr)FM,: = (q[M) tr[Mi.
Proof. Simple manipulation of the definitions. ·
Proposition 3.3.4 Let M = M1lIM 2, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M.
Then H[M1 E prexec(M) and H[M2 E prexec(M2 ).
Proof. We show that H[M 1 E prexec(M1i); the other statement follows from a symmetric
argument. Let H1 denote H[M 1. From Proposition 2.2.1, the states of H1 are execution
fragments of M1 .
Consider now a state q of H1. We need to show that there is a combined transition tr of
AM1 that corresponds to trqH ,i.e., such that trqH = q tr. From Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3,
it is sufficient to show that for each state q' of q H, there is a combined transition tr(q') of M1
such that
(try, acts(Mi))[M 1 = q^ tr(q'). (3.23)
Then, the transition tr would be
tr = E pijqH Pq [acts(Mi)]tr(q'). (3.24)
q' Eql H
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Proposition 3.2.1 is used to show that tr is a combined transition of M1 ; Proposition 3.2.3 is
used to show that q tr = trqH. Since H is a probabilistic execution fragment of M, for each
state q' of q]H there exists a combined transition tr'(q') of M such that
trq, = q' ^ tr'(q'). (3.25)
From the definition of a combined transition, there is a collection of transitions {tr'(q', i)}iEI
of M, and a collection of probabilities {Pi}iEl, such that
tr'(q') = Epitr'(q', i). (3.26)
Note that each transition tr'(q', i) is a simple transition. From the definition of action restriction
and (3.26), there is a subset J of I, and a collection of non-zero probabilities {p'}j}J, such that
tr'(q') acts(M1 ) = Ep'tr'(q',j). (3.27)
J
If we apply transition prefix with q' to both sides of Equation 3.27, we use commutativity
of action restriction with respect to transition prefixing (Proposition 3.3.1) and (3.25) on the
left expression, and we use distributivity of transition prefixing with respect to combination of
transitions (Proposition 3.2.3) on the right expression, then we obtain
trH [ acts(M1 ) = p (q'^ tr'(q',j)) . (3.28)
By projecting buth sides of (3.28) onto Ml, and using distributivity of projection with respect to
combination of transitions (Proposition 3.3.3) and commutativity of projection and transition
prefixing (Proposition 3.3.3) on the right expression, we obtain
(tr r acts(M1 )) [M1 = p' (q (tr'(q',j) FM1 )) . (3.29)
3
From the distributivity of transition prefixing with respect to combination of transitions (Propo-
sition 3.2.3), Equation 3.29 becomes
(tr, r acts(M1 )) [M1 = q ^  p (tr'(q',j)[M1). (3.30)
From standard properties of the projection of product probability distributions (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.6) and the definition of parallel composition, each tr'(q',j)[M 1 is a transition of M1.
Thus, Ej p'tr'(q', j) [M1 is the combined transition of M1 that satisfies Equation 3.23.
Finally, we need to show that each state q of H1 is reachable. This is shown by induction
on the length of q, where the base case is the start state of H1. The start state of H is
trivially reachable. Consider a state qas of H1. By induction, q is reachable. Let q' be a
minimal state of (qas)lH. Then, q' = q"a(s, S2), where q" is a state of q]H and s2 is a state
of M2. Moreover, (a, q') E ft% ,, and thus, (a, qas) E (tr,, racts(M))[rM- Since no edges with
f.q] H pprobability 0 are allowed in a probabilistic automaton, the term pqqH [acts(Mi)] is not 0, and
thus (a, qas) G 9q . This means that qas is reachable.
We conclude this section with another property of projections that gives a meaning to the
denominator of Expression (3.21). Specifically, the proposition below allows us to compute the
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probability of a finitely satisfiable event of the projection of a probabilistic execution fragment
H by computing the probability of a finitely satisfiable event of H. Observe that the right
expression of (3.31) is indeed the denominator of (3.21).
Proposition 3.3.5 Let M = MllM 2, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M.
Let Hi be HFMi, i = 1, 2. Let q be a state of Hi. Then,
PHi [Cq] = pH [Cql]. (3.31)
q' min(ql H)
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of q, where the base case is for the start state
of Hi. If q is the start state of Hi, then the start state of H is the only minimal state of qlH.
Both the cones denoted by the two states have probability 1.
Consider now the case for qas. From the definition of the probability of a cone,
PH [Cqas] = PH [Cq]PqH [(a, qas)]. (3.32)
By using Expression 3.22 and the definitions of action restriction and projection, the term
pql [(a, as)] can. be rewritten into
g qlu p[ts(Mi)]
q [acts(Mi)] Pq, [(a, )]/Pf [acts(Mki)] (3.33)
q' Eql H q1E(qas) H(a,q"')EnH
which becomes
, 4 q Pq, [(a, q")] (3.34)
qEql H q" /E(qas)l Hl(a,q" )EQH
after simplifying the term P.q[acts(Mi)]. The case when P[acts(Mi)] = 0 is not a problem
since the innermost sum of Expression 3.33 would be empty. By expanding pqqlH in Expres-
sion 3.34 with its definition (Equation 3.21), applying induction to PH, [Cq] in Expression 3.32,
and simplifying algebraically, Equation 3.32 can be rewritten into
PH1 [Cqa] =: PH [Cq ,]pql [(a, q")]. (3.35)
q'Eq H q"E(qas)l HJ(a,q")EHl
Indeed, the denominator of the expansion of l H coincides with the expansion of PHI [Cq].
From the definition of the probability of a cone, the terms PH[Cq,]Pf 1 [(a, q")] that appear
in Equation 3.35 can be rewritten into PH[Cq"].
Consider now one of the states q" of the right side of Equation 3.35. Then q" [Mi = qas, and
there exists a state q' of ql H such that (a, q") E Qqi,. This means that q" can be expressed as
q'as' for some state s' of M. Since q' FMi = q, then q" is a minimal state of (qas)] H. Conversely,
let q" be a minimal state of (qas)l H. Then q" can be expressed as q'as' for some state q' of H
and some state s' of M (otherwise q" would not be minimal). Moreover. q' is a state of ql H
and (a, q") VE . Thus, q" is considered in Equation 3.35. Finally, each minimal state q" of
(qas)]H is considered at most once in Equation 3.35, since there is at most one state q' in H
such that (a, q") (= £q. Thus, Equation 3.35 can be rewritten into
PH1[Cqas]= E PH [Cq"], (3.36)
q"E (min((qas)l H)
which is what we needed to show. ·
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3.3.3 Parallel Composition for General Probabilistic Automata
In this section we give an idea of the problems that arise in defining parallel composition for
general probabilistic automata. The discussion is rather informal: we want to give just an idea
of why our intuition does not work in this case.
The main problem that needs to be addressed is to choose when two transitions should
synchronize and how the synchronization would occur. We analyze the problem through some
toy examples. Consider two probabilistic automata M1, M2 with no internal actions and such
that ext(Mi) = {a,b,c,d} and ext(M2) = {a,b,c,e}. Let (81,82) be a reachable state of MllIM 2,
and consider the following cases.
1. Suppose that from state s of M1 there is a transition tr1 giving actions a, b probability
1/2 to occur, and suppose that from state s2 of M2 there is a transition tr2 giving actions
a, b probability 1/2 to occur.
0o 
tr,: s, 12 tr2: S2
O 0
If we choose not to synchronize tr1 and tr2, then the only transitions that can be syn-
chronized are the simple transitions, leading to a trivial parallel composition operator
that does not handle any kind of transition with probabilistic choices over actions. The
transitions tr1 and tr2 cannot be scheduled even independently, since otherwise the CSP
synchronization style would be violated.
If we choose to synchronize tr1 and tr2, then both M1 and M2 choose an action between
a and b. If the actions coincide, then there is a synchronization, otherwise we have two
possible choices in our definition: either the system deadlocks, or the random draws are
repeated. The first approach coincides with viewing each probabilistic automaton as de-
ciding its next action probabilistically independently of the other interacting automaton;
the second approach is the one outlined in [GSST90], where essentially deadlock is not
allowed, and assumes some dependence between the involved probabilistic automata.
For the rest of the discussion we assume that the transitions trl and tr 2 do synchronize;
however, we leave unspecified the way in which tr1 and tr 2 synchronize.
2. Suppose that from state s of M1 there is a transition tr1 giving actions a, b probability
1/2 to occur, and suppose that from state s2 of M2 there is a transition tr2 giving actions
a, c probability 1/2 to occur.
o 0
1/2
tr,: s tr2: s 2 /t 2 
o o
Note that actions a, b and c are all in common between M1 and M2 . If we choose not
to synchronize tr1 and tr2, then only transitions involving the same sets of actions can
synchronize. However, we have the same problem outlined in Case 1, where neither trl,
nor tr2 can be scheduled independently.
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If we choose to synchronize trl and tr2, then, since a is the only action that is in common
between trl and tr2, the only action that can occur is a. Its probability is either 1 or 1/4
depending on how the synchronization in Case 1 is resolved. However, in both cases the
only action that appears in the sample space of the composite transition is a.
For the rest of the discussion we assume that the transitions trl and tr2 do synchronize.
Once again, we leave unspecified the way in which trl and tr2 synchronize.
3. Suppose that from state sl of Ml there is a transition trl giving actions a, b, d probability
1/3 to occur, and suppose that from state s2 of M2 there is a transition tr2 giving actions
a, b, e probability 1/3 to occur.
o 0o
aS/3 1/31/3/1
1/3 1/3
o 0
In this case each transition has some actions that are in common between Ml and M2,
and some actions that are not in common.
If we choose not to synchronize trl and tr2 , then, beside the fact that tr1 and tr2 could not
be scheduled independently, the parallel composition operator would not be associative.
Consider two new probabilistic automata M, M2 with the same actions as M1 and M2,
respectively. Suppose that from state s of Ml there is a transition tr' giving actions a, b
probability 1/2 to occur, and suppose that from state s of M2 there is a transition tr'
giving actions a, b probability 1/2 to occur.
o 0
If we consider (M'llM1)ll(M2 llM2), then in state ((sOs ), (82, s')) tr1 would synchronize
with tr' leading to a transition that involves actions a and b only, tr2 would synchronize
with tr' leading to a transition that involves actions a and b only, and the two new
transitions would synchronize because of Case 1, leading to a transition that involves
actions a and b. If we consider (MflI(M1 IIM2))IIM2, then in state ((S,(81,82)),s2) trl
and tr 2 would not synchronize, and thus associativity is broken.
If we choose to synchronize trl and tr2, then problems arise due to the presence of actions
that are not; in common between M1 and M2. In particular we do not know what to do if
M1 draws action d and M2 draws action e, or if Ml draws action d and M2 draws action
a. Since we do not want to assume anything about the respective probabilistic behaviors
of Ml and M2, at least the first case is an evident case of nondeterminism.
However, even by dealing with the first case above by means of nondeterminism, only
one of actions d, e can be performed. Suppose that d is chosen, and thus Ml performs a
transition while M2 does not. What happens to M2? Is action e supposed to be chosen
already after d is performed? Otherwise, what is the probability for e to occur? At this
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point we do not see any choice that would coincide with any reasonable intuition about
the involved systems.
In the second case we are sure that action a cannot occur. Does this mean that action d
occurs for sure? Or does this mean that a deadlock can occur? With what probabilities?
Once again, intuition does not help in this case.
The main problem, which is evident especially from Case 3, is that we do not know who is in
control of a system, and thus, whenever there is a conflict that is not solved by nondeterminism
alone, we do not know what probability distribution to use to resolve the conflict. However,
if we decorate probabilistic automata with some additional structure that clarifies who is in
control of what actions [LT87], then parallel composition can be extended safely to some forms
of general probabilistic automata, where the external actions are partitioned into input and
output actions, the transitions that contain some input action are simple transitions, and input
actions are enabled from every state. An observation along this line appears in [WSS94].
3.4 Other Useful Operators
There are two other operators on probabilistic automata that should be mentioned, since they
are used in general on ordinary automata. In this section we provide a short description of
those operators. Since the relative theory is simple, this is the only point where we mention
these operators during the development of the probabilistic model.
3.4.1 Action Renaming
Let p be a one-to-one function whose domain is acts(M). Define Renamep(M) to be the
probabilistic automaton M' such that
1. states (M') = states (M).
2. start(M') = start(M).
3. sig(M') = (p(ext(JM)), p(int(M))).
4. (s,P) E trans(M') iff there exists a transition (s,P') of M such that P = p'(P'), where
p'((a, s')) = (p(a), s') for each (a, s') E Q', and p'(6 ) = 6.
Thus, the effect of Renamep is to change the action names of M. The restriction on p to be
one-to-one can be relaxed as long as internal and external actions are not mixed, i.e., there is
no pair of actions a, b where a is an external action, b is an internal action, and p(a) = p(b).
3.4.2 Action Hiding
Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let I be a set of actions. Then Hide1 (M) is defined
to be a probabilistic automaton M' that is the same as M, except that
sig(M') = (ext(M) - I, int(M) U I).
That is, the actions in the set I are hidden from the external environment.
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3.5 Discussion
The generative model of probabilistic processes of van Glabbeek et al. [GSST90] is a special
case of a fully probabilistic automaton; simple probabilistic automata are partially captured
by the reactive model of [GSST90] in the sense that the reactive model assumes some form
of nondeterminism between different actions. However, the reactive model does not allow
nondeterministic choices between transitions involving the same action. By restricting simple
probabilistic automata to have finitely many states, we obtain objects with a structure similar to
that of the Concurrent Labeled Markov Chains of [Han91]; however, in our model we do not need
to distinguish between nondeterministic and probabilistic states. In our model nondeterminism
is obtained by means of the structure of the transition relation. This allows us to retain most
of the traditional notation that is used for automata.
Our parallel composition operator is defined only for simple probabilistic automata, and thus
a natural objection is that after all we are dealing just with the reactive model. Furthermore,
the reactive model is the least general according to [GSST90]. Although we recognize that our
simple probabilistic automata constitute a restricted model and that it would be desirable to
extend the parallel composition operator to general probabilistic automata, we do not think that
it is possible to use the classification of [GSST90] to judge the expressivity of simple probabilistic
automata. The classification of [GSST90] is based on a synchronous parallel composition, while
our parallel composition is based on a conservative extension of the parallel composition of CSP
[Hoa85]. Furthermore, in the classification of [GSST90] a model is more general if it contains
less nondeterminism, while in our model nondeterminism is one of the key features.
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Chapter 4
Direct Verification: Stating a
Property
This chapter presents a method to study the properties that a probabilistic automaton satisfies.
We describe how an informally stated property can be made rigorous, and we show how simple
statements can be combined together to give more complex statements. In Chapter 5 we develop
techniques to prove from scratch that a probabilistic automaton satisfies a given property.
Part of this chapter is based on discussion with Isaac Saias who provided us with the
motivations for the definition of progress statements (Section 4.5) and for the statement of the
concatenation theorem (Theorem 4.5.2).
4.1 The Method of Analysis
If we read through the papers on randomized algorithms and we look at the statements of
correctness, we see claims like
"Whenever the algorithm X starts in a condition Y, no matter what the adversary
does, the algorithm X achieves the goal Z with probability at least p."
For convenience, denote the statement above by S. A more concrete instantiation of S is the
following:
"Consider a distributed system X, composed of n processors, that provides services
under request and suppose that some request R comes. Then, independently of the
relative order in which the n processors complete their operations (no matter what
the adversary does), a response to R is given eventually (the goal Z) with probability
at least 2/3..
Let us try to understand the meaning of the statement S. First of all, in S there is an entity,
called adversary, that affects the performance of algorithm X. The adversary is seen as a
malicious entity that degrades the performance of X as much as possible.
If X is a distributed algorithm that runs on n separate processes, then the adversary is the
entity that chooses what process performs the next transition, and possibly what the external
environment does. To account for all the possible ways to schedule processes, the adversary
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Figure 4-1: A toy resource allocation protocol.
bases its choices on a complete knowledge of the state of a system, including its past history. If
the algorithm is represented as a probabilistic automaton, then an adversary is the object that
resolves the nondeterminism. In other words, an adversary is a scheduler seen as a malicious
entity.
However, as we have seen in Section 3.1, not all the schedulers guarantee in general that
some specific property is satisfied. For example, an adversary is usually required to be fair to
all the processes of a system in order to guarantee progress. In other cases, an adversary is not
allowed to know everything about a system: the correctness of an algorithm may rely on the
adversary not to use the results of previous random draws in choosing the next process to be
scheduled. Thus, in the statement S there is usually an implicit assumption that an adversary
has some limitations.
Example 4.1.1 (A toy resource allocation protocol) Figure 4-1 illustrates a toy scenario
where correctness is guaranteed only for adversaries that do not know the outcome of the random
draws of the processes. Two processes M1 and M2 compete for two resources R 1 and R 2. Each
process continuously runs through the following cycle:
1. flip a coin to choose a resource;
2. if the chosen resource is free, then get it;
3. if you hold the resource, then return it.
That is, each process continuously tries to get a randomly chosen resource and then returns it,
possibly after using the resource. Of course this is a stupid protocol, but it highlights several
aspects of randomized distributed algorithms. Suppose every adversary to be fair, meaning that
both processes are given eventually a chance to perform a transition. A malicious adversary
can create a situation where M1 never succeeds in obtaining a resource with an arbitrarily high
probability. The adversary works as follows. Fix an arbitrary probability p such that 0 < p < 1,
and consider a collection of probabilities {Pi}iEN such that flipi = p. We know that such a
collection of probabilities exists. Then the adversary works in rounds, where at round i the
following happens:
a. Ml is scheduled until it flips its coin;
b. M2 is scheduled for sufficiently many times so that it gets the resource chosen by M1
with probability at least pi (finitely many times are sufficient). As soon as M2 gets the
resource chosen by Ml the control goes to c;
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c. Ml is scheduled to check its resource and fails to get it.
In this case Ml fails to obtain a resource with probability at least p. On the other hand, if
an adversary is not allowed to base its choices on the outcome of the coin flips, or better, if
an adversary chooses the next process that performs a transition based only on the order in
which processes were scheduled in the past, then each process eventually gets a resource with
probability 1. Such an adversary is called an oblivious adversary or an off-line scheduler. ·
Let us move back to the problem of understanding the statement S. Consider a valid adversary
A, i.e., an adversary that satisfies the limitations that are implicitly assumed for S. Let M be
the description of algorithm X, and consider an arbitrary starting point q for M, i.e., q is a
finite execution fragment of M that contains some of the past history of M. If we let A resolve
the nondeterminism in M starting from q, then we obtain a probabilistic execution fragment
of M, which we denote by prexec(M, A, q). According to S, if q satisfies condition Y, then
H should satisfy property Z with probability at least p. However, Z is a property of M, and
not a property of H. Thus, we need a way to associate with H the event that expresses Z.
The object that does this operation is called an event schema. At this point it is possible to
formalize S by stating that
"For each valid adversary A and each valid starting condition q, the probability of
the event associated with prexec(M, A, q) is at least p."
This is an example of what we call a probabilistic statement.
A probabilistic statement that plays an important role in our analysis is denoted by the
expression U Adts U', where U and U' are sets of states, p is a probability, and Advs is a set
of adversaries. We call such a statement a progress statement. Its meaning is that if a protocol
starts from a state of U, then, no matter what adversary of Advs is used, some state of U' is
reached with probability at least p. Progress statements can be formulated also in terms of sets
of actions rather than sets of states.
Example 4.1.2 The toy resource allocation protocol satisfies U --/Advs U', where U is the set
of reachable states of M1 I1M2, U' is the set of states of M j1M2 where M1 holds a resource, and
Advs is the set of fair oblivious and adversaries for Ml 1M2, i.e., the set of adversaries that are
fair to each process and that do not base their choices on the outcomes of the coin flips (cf.
Example 4.6.2 for a formal definition of a fair oblivious adversary). This result is shown in
Chapter 5. ·
Progress statements are important because, under some general conditions, they can be com-
bined together to obtain more complex progress statements, thus allowing the decomposition
of a complex problem into simpler problems.
Example 4.1.3 Once again the toy resource allocation protocol can be used as an example.
Consider a reachable state s of M1 IM2. If after performing a finite execution fragment a from
s no state of U' is reached yet, then, since the last state of is also a reachable state of
Mi1 M2, the progress statement U 1j2Advs U' is valid from the last state of a. Informally, the
progress statement above can be concatenated to itself arbitrarily many times. As a conse-
quence, from the validity of U -- +Advs U' it is possible to conclude that U yAdvs U' is valid
1/2f. Proposition 4.
(cf. Proposition 4.5.6). ·
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In Chapter 5 we present other two examples that illustrate how to combine simple progress
statements to obtain more complex properties by proving the correctness of the randomized
Dining Philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin [LR81], and proving the correctness of
the randomized algorithm of Ben-Or for agreement in asynchronous networks in the presence
of stopping faults [B083].
This chapter describes also standard methods to specify an event schema and an adversary
schema, and studies the relationship between deterministic and general adversaries. We address
each issue separately.
We said already that an event schema is a rule to associate an event with each probabilistic
execution fragment. More formally, an event schema is a function that given a probabilistic
execution fragment H returns an event of YH. However, we have not given any method to
specify an event schema. Our definition of an event schema is very general since it allows for
any kind of rule to be used in determining the event associated with a probabilistic execution
fragment. On the other hand, there is a specific rule which is used in most of the existing
literature on randomized algorithms. Namely, given a probabilistic automaton M, a set of
execution fragments of M is fixed, and then, given a probabilistic execution fragment H of M,
the event associated with H is E n H. We call such an event schema an execution-based event
schema. Since the start state of a probabilistic execution fragment contains part of the history of
M, and since in general we are interested in what happens only after the probabilistic execution
fragment starts, our definition of the event associated with a probabilistic execution fragment
H is E n (Hc>qH'), where qH is the start state of H. In this way a progress statement can be
stated in terms of execution-based event schemas, where E is the set of execution fragments of
M where a state from U' is reached.
To specify an adversary schema there are two main restrictions that are usually imposed.
One possibility is to restrict the kind of choices that an adversary can make, and the other
possibility is to restrict the on-line information that an adversary can use in making its choices.
The first kind of restriction is usually achieved by fixing a set E3 of execution fragments before-
hand and requiring that all the probabilistic execution fragments H generated by an adversary
satisfy H C . We call the corresponding adversary schema an execution-based adversary
schema. The second kind of restriction is achieved by imposing a correlation on the choices
of an adversary on different inputs. We call the corresponding adversary schema an adver-
saries schema with partial on-line information. An example of an execution-based adversary
schema is the set of fair adversaries for n processes running in parallel. In this case E3 is the set
of execution fragments of the composite system where each process performs infinitely many
transitions. An example of an adversary schema with partial on-line information is the set
of oblivious adversaries for the toy resource allocation protocol. Execution-based adversary
schemas and adversary schemas with partial on-line information can be combined together. An
example of an execution-based adversary schema with partial on-line information is the set of
fair and oblivious adversaries for the toy resource protocol (cf. Example 4.6.2).
Finally, we study the relationship between deterministic and general adversaries. Roughly
speaking, and adversary is deterministic if it does not use randomness in its choices. Then the
question is the following: "does randomness add power to an adversary?" The answer in general
is "yes"; however, there are several situations of practical relevance where randomness does not
add any power to an adversary. In particular, we show that randomization does not add any
power when dealing with finitely satisfiable execution-based event schemas in two scenarios:
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execution-based adversary schemas and adversary schemas with partial on-line information.
4.2 Adversaries and Adversary Schemas
An adversary, also called a scheduler, for a probabilistic automaton M is a function A that
takes a finite execution fragment a of M and returns a combined transition of M that leaves
from Istate(a). Formally,
A: frag*(M) Probs(ctrans(M))
such that if A4() - (s, P), then s = lstate(a).
An adversary is deterministic if it returns either transitions of M or pairs of the form
(s, D(6)), i.e., the next transition is chosen deterministically. Denote the set of adversaries
and deterministic adversaries for a probabilistic automaton M by Advs(M) and DAdvs(M),
respectively. We introduce deterministic adversaries explicitly because most of the existing
randomized algorithms are analized against deterministic adversaries. In Section 4.7 we study
the connections between deterministic adversaries and general adversaries.
As we have noted already, the correctness of an algorithm may be based on some specific
assumptions on the scheduling policy that is used. Thus, in general, we are interested only in
some of the adversaries of Advs(M). We call a subset of Advs(M) an adversary schema, and
we use Advs to denote a generic adversary schema. Section 4.6 describes in more detail how to
specify an adversary schema.
4.2.1 Application of an Adversary to a Finite Execution Fragment
The interaction of an adversary A with a probabilistic automaton M leads to a probabilistic
execution fragment. Given a finite execution fragment a of M, the probabilistic execution of
M under A with starting condition a, denoted by prexec(M, A, a), is the unique probabilistic
execution fragment H of M such that
1. start(H) = {a}. and
2. for each state q of H, the transition trH is q^ A(q).
Condition 2 ensures that the transition enabled from every state q of H is the transition chosen
by A. It is a simple inductive argument to show that H is well defined.
4.2.2 Application of an Adversary to a Finite Probabilistic Execution Frag-
ment
From the theoretical point of view, we can generalize the idea of the interaction between an
adversary and a probabilistic automaton by assuming that the start condition is a finite prob-
abilistic execution fragment of M. In this case the adversary works from all the points of
extension of the starting condition. The resulting probabilistic execution fragment should be
an extension of the starting condition. Formally, if H is a finite probabilistic execution fragment
of M. then the probabilistic execution of M under A with starting condition H, denoted by
piexec(M, A, H), is the unique probabilistic execution fragment H' of M such that
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Figure 4-2: An example of the action of an adversary on a probabilistic execution fragment.
1. start(H') = start(H), and
2. for each state q of H', if q is a state of H, then trH is
p (trq' acts(H)) + (1 - p) (q A(q)),
where
P = PH[Cq] pH [acts(H)],
and if q is not a state of H, then trq is q A(q).
Once again, it is a simple inductive argument to show that H' is well defined.
Example 4.2.1 (Extension of a finite probabilistic execution fragment) Before prov-
ing that H' is an extension of H, we describe in more detail how the definition above works.
The difficult case is for those states q of H' that are also states of H. Consider the example of
a bFigure 4-2. Let A choose q0 q on input q0o, choose q q2 on input q, and choose 6 on all
other inputs. The probabilistic execution fragment H' of Figure 4-2 is the result of the action
of A on the probabilistic execution fragment H of Figure 4-2. In H' there are two ways to reach
q: one way is by means of transitions of H, and the other way is by means of transitions due
to A that originate from q0. Thus, a fraction of the probability of reaching q in H' is due to
H, while another fraction is due to the effect of A on H. The weight with which the transition
trH is considered in H' is the first fraction of the probability of reaching q, which is expressed
by PH[Cq]/PH [Cq]. In our example the fraction is 1/2. However, in our example the transition
trH may also leads to with probability 1/2, and the part of tr H that leads to 6 should be
handled by A. For this reason in the left term of the definition of trH' we discard 6 from tr H
and we add a multiplicative factor PqH[acts(H)] to the weight. Thus, in our example, three
quarters of the transition leaving from q in H' are controlled by A. Note that the probability
of reaching q from q0 is the same in H and H'. ·
Proposition 4.2.1 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let A be an adversary for M.
Then, for each finite probabilistic execution fragment H of M, the probabilistic execution frag-
ment generated by A from H is an extension of H, i.e.,
H < prexec (M, A, H).
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Proof. Denote prexec(M, A, H) by H'. We need to prove that for each state q of H,
PH [Cq] < PH [Cq]. (4.1)
If q is the start state of H, then q is also the start state of H', and (4.1) is satisfied trivially.
Consider now a state qas of H that is not the start state of H. Then q is a state of H.
From the definition of the probability of a cone,
PH, [Cqas] == PH [Cq]P,' [(a, qas)]. (4.2)
From the definition of trH,
P [(a, qas)] = P [(a qas)] + (1 - [C Pqacts(H)]) P(q)[(a, qas)]. (4.3)pHa[cq] -H' [Cq]
Here we have also simplified the expression PH[acts(H)] in the first term as we did in the proof
of Proposition 3.3.5 (Expressions (3.33) and (3.34)). We will not mention this simplification
any more in the thesis.
If we remove the second term from the right expression of Equation (4.3), turning Equa-
tion (4.3) into an inequality, we obtain
p H [(a, as)] > pH [Cq] pH [(a, gas)]. (4.4)
By using (4.4) in (4.2), and simplifying the factor PH' [Cq], we obtain
PH' [Cqas] > PH[Cq]PqH[(a, qas)]. (4.5)
The right part of (4.5) is PH[Cqas]. Thus, we conclude
PH' [Cqa] > PH[Cqas]. (4.6)
4.3 Event Schemas
An event schema for a probabilistic automaton M, denoted by e, is a function that associates
an event of .FH with each probabilistic execution fragment H of M. An event schema e is finitely
satisfiable iff for each probabilistic execution fragment H the event e(H) is finitely satisfiable.
Union, intersection and complementation of event schemas are defined pointwise. Similarly,
conditional event schemas are defined pointwise.
The best way to think of an event schema is as a rule to associate an event with each
probabilistic execution fragment. Although in most of the practical cases the rule can be
represented by a set of executions (cf. Section 4.3.2), part of our results do not depend on the
actual rule, and thus they would hold even if for some reason in the future we need to study
different rules. Moreover, event schemas allow us to simplify the notation all over.
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4.3.1 Concatenation of Event Schemas
If e is a finitely satisfiable event schema, i.e., for each probabilistic execution fragment H the
event e(H) can be expressed as a union of cones, then it means that in every execution of e(H)
it is possible to identify a finite point where the property denoted by e is satisfied. Sometimes
we may be interested in checking whether a different property, expressed by another event
schema, is satisfied eventually after the property expressed by e is satisfied. That is, we want
to concatenate two event schemas.
Let el, e2 be two event schemas for a probabilistic automaton M where el is finitely sat-
isfiable, and let Cones be a function that associates a set Cones(H) with each probabilistic
execution fragment H of M such that Cones(H) is a characterization of el(H) as a union of
disjoint cones, i.e., el(H) = UqECones(H)Cq, and for each ql,q2 E Cones(H), if ql q2 , then
Cq n Cq2 = 0. Informally, Cones(H) identifies the points where the event denoted by el(H) is
satisfied, also called points of satisfaction.
The concatenation el Cones e2 of el and e2 via Cones is the function e such that, for each
probabilistic execution fragment H of M,
e(H) U e2(Hlq). (4.7)
qE Cones(H)
Proposition 4.3.1 The concatenation of two event schemas is an event schema. That is, if
e = el Cones e2 , then e is an event schema.
Proof. Consider a probabilistic execution fragment H. From Proposition 3.2.11 each set
e2(HIq) is an event of FH. From the closure of a a-field under countable union, e(H) is an
event of FH. ·
Proposition 4.3.2 PH[el oCones e2 (H)] = EqECones(H) PH[Cq]PHJq[e2(HIq)].
Proof. Since Cones(H) represents a collection of disjoint cones, from (4.7) we obtain
PH[el Cone, e2(H)] = E PH[e2(Hlq)]. (4.8)
qE Cones(H)
From Proposition 3.2.11, for each q E Cones(H)
PH[e2(Hlq)] = PH[Cq]PHIq[e2(HJq)]. (4.9)
By substituting (4.9) in (4.8) we obtain the desired result. U
4.3.2 Execution-Based Event Schemas
Our definition of an event schema is very general; on the other hand, most of the existing
work on randomized algorithms is based on a very simple rule to associate an event with each
probabilistic execution. Namely, a set E of execution fragments of M is chosen beforehand, and
then, given a probabilistic execution fragment H, the event associated with H is the O ^ QH.
We call this class of event schemas execution-based. We have chosen to give a more general
definition of an event schema for two main reasons.
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1. The concatenation Theorem of Section 4.4.1 (Theorem 4.4.2) does not rely on the fact that
an event schema is execution-based, but rather on the fact that it is finitely satisfiable.
Thus, if in the future some different kinds of event schemas will become relevant, here we
have already the machinery to deal with them.
2. The event schemas that we use later to define a progress statement (cf. Section 4.5) are
not execution-based according to the informal description given above. Specifically, the
start state of a probabilistic execution fragment of M is a finite execution fragment of
M, i.e., it contains some history of M, and such history is not considered in determining
whether there is some progress. On the other hand, it is plausible that sometimes we
want to consider also the history encoded in the start state of a probabilistic execution
fragment. Thus, the more general definition of an event schema still helps.
Nevertheless, execution-based adversary schemas are easier to understand and enjoy properties
that do not hold for general adversary schemas (cf. Section 4.7). For this reason we give
a formal definition of an execution-based adversary schema, where we also assume that the
history encoded by the start state of a probabilistic execution fragment is eliminated.
Let (E be a set of extended execution fragments of M. An event schema e for a probabilistic
automaton M is -based iff for each probabilistic execution fragment H of M, e(H) = e( n
(QH>qH). An event schema e for a probabilistic automaton M is execution-based iff there exists
a set 9 of extended execution fragments of M such that e is O-based.
4.4 Probabilistic Statements
Given a probabilistic automaton M, an event schema e, an adversary A4, and a finite execution
fragment a, it is possible to compute the probability Ppreec(M,A,a)[e(prexec(M, A, a))] of the
event denoted by e when M starts from a and interacts with A4. As a notational convention,
we abbreviate the expression above by PM,A,, [e]. Moreover, when M is clear from the context
we write PA,, [e], and we write PA[e] if M has a unique start state and a is chosen to be the
start state of M.
A probabilistic statement for a probabilistic automaton M is an expression of the form
PrAdvs,e(e) p, where Advs is an adversary schema of M, O is a set of starting conditions, i.e.,
a set of finite execution fragments of M, e is an event schema for M, and 7R is a relation among
=, <, and >. A probabilistic statement PrAdvs,e(e) R p is valid for M iff for each adversary A
of Advs and each starting condition a of O, PA, [e] R p.
Proposition 4.4.1 Some trivial properties of probabilistic statements are the following.
1. If P1i P2 then PrAdv,e(e) Z p, implies PrAdvs,e(e) R P2.
2. If Advsl C Advs2 and E)1 C 02, then PrAdsl,el(e) R p implies PrAdVS2,e2 (e) R p.
4.4.1 The Concatenation Theorem
We now study an important property of probabilistic statements applied to the concatenation
of event schemas. Informally, we would like to derive properties of the concatenation of two
event schemas from properties of the event schemas themselves. The idea that we want to
capture is expressed by the sentence below and is formalized in Theorem 4.4.2.
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"If el is satisfied with probability at least Pi, and from every point of satisfaction of
el, e2 is satisfied with probability at least P2, then the concatenation of el and e2 is
satisfied with probability at least P1P2-"
Theorem 4.4.2 Consider a probabilistic automaton M. Let
1. PrAdvs,(el) R Pl and,
2. for each A E Advs, q E e, let PrAdvs,Cones(prexec(M,A,q))(e2) . P2-
Then, PrAdvs,e(el Cones e 2 ) 1' P1P2.
Proof. Consider an adversary A E Advs and any finite execution fragment q E . Let
H = prexec(M, A, q). From Proposition 4.3.2,
PH[el OCones e2 (H)] = E PH[Cq]PHJq'[e2(Hq')]. (4.10)
q' E Cones(H)
Consider an element q' of Cones(H). It is a simple inductive argument to show that
Hlq' = prexec(M, A, q'). (4.11)
Thus, from our second hypothesis,
PH(q [e2 (Hlq')] ? P2. (4.12)
By substituting (4.12) in (4.10), we obtain
PH[el Cones e2(H)] R p 2 E PH [Cq,]I (4.13)
q' E Cones(el (H))
By using the fact that Cones(H) is a characterization of el(H) as a disjoint union of cones,
Equation (4.13) can be rewritten into
PH [el Ocones e2(H)] Z 2PH [el(H)]. (4.14)
From the first hypothesis, PH[el(H)] 1 pl; therefore, from Proposition 4.4.1,
PH [el Cones e2(H)] R piP2. (4.15)
This completes the proof. ·
4.5 Progress Statements
In this section we give examples of probabilistic statements that play an important role in the
analysis of algorithms. These examples are formalizations of statements that are used generally
for the informal analysis of randomized algorithms; however, many other statements can be
defined depending on specific applications. We show also how to derive complex statements by
concatenating several simple statements.
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4.5.1 Progress Statements with States
Let U and U' be sets of states of a probabilistic automaton M. A common informal statement
is the following.
" Whenever the system is in a state of U, then, under any adversary A4 of Advs, the
probability that a state of U' is reached is at least p."
The probability p is usually 1. In this thesis we consider the more general statement where p
is required only to be greater than 0. We represent the statement concisely by writing
U Advs U', (4.16)p
where Advs is an adversary schema. We call (4.16) a progress statement since, if we view U' as
a better condition than U, then (4.16) states that from U it is possible to have some progress
with probability at least p.
Let us concentrate on the formal meaning of (4.16). Let eu, be an event schema that given
a probabilistic execution fragment H returns the set of extended executions a of QH such that
a state of U' is reached in acc>qH (recall that qH is the start state of H). Then (4.16) is the
probabilistic statement
PrAdvs,u(eL, ) > p. (4.17)
Note that the starting conditions of statement (4.17) are just states of M, i.e., they do not
contain any past history of M except for the current state. This is because when we reason
informally about algorithms we do not talk usually about the past history of a system. However,
if we want to concatenate two progress statements, then we need to consider the past history
explicitly, and thus a better probabilistic statement for (4.16) would be
PrAdvsou (er ) > p, (4.18)
where Ou is the set of finite execution fragments of M whose last state is a state of U. So, why
can we avoid to deal with the past history explicitly? The point is that (4.17) and (4.18) are
equivalent for most of the adversary schemas that are normally used.
4.5.2 Finite History Insensitivity
An adversary schema Advs for a probabilistic automaton M is finite-history-insensitive iff
for each adversary A of Advs and each finite execution fragment a of M, there exists an
adversary A' of Advs such that for each execution fragment ac' of M with fstate(a') = Istate(a),
A'(a') = A(a" a'). In other words, A' does whatever A does without knowing the finite history
ca.
Lemma 4.5.1 Let Advs be a finite-history-insensitive adversary schema for a probabilistic au-
tomaton M. Then (4.17) and (4.18) are equivalent probabilistic statements.
Proof. From Proposition 4.4.1, since U C , Statement (4.18) implies Statement (4.17)
trivially. Conversely, suppose that Statement (4.17) is valid. Consider an adversary A of Advs,
and consider an element q of Ou. Let Aq be an adversary of Advs such that for each execution
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fragment q' of M with fstate(q') = state(q), A4q(q') = A(q ^ q'). We know that Aq exists since
Advs is finite-history-insensitive. It is a simple inductive argument to show that
prexec(M, Aq, lstate(q)) = prexec(M, A, q)c>q. (4.19)
Moreover,
Pprexec(M,A,q)[Cq] = 1. (4.20)
From the definition of eu,, since the start state of prexec(M, A, q) is q,
eu, (prexec(M, Aq, lstate(q))) = e, (prexec(M, A, q))c>q. (4.21)
Thus, from Proposition 3.2.12 and (4.20),
PA,q[eu,] = PAq,lstate(q)[eU'] (4.22)
From hypothesis,
PA, ,state(q) [eu'] > p, (4.23)
and thus, from (4.22), PA,q[eu,] > p. This shows that Statement (4.18) is valid. ·
4.5.3 The Concatenation Theorem
Suppose that from U we can reach U' with probability at least p, and that from U' we can
reach U" with probability at least p'. Then, it is reasonable that from U we can reach U" with
probability at least pp'. In other words, we want to prove that a progress statement is valid
by combining two simpler ones. This result is an instantiation of the concatenation theorem of
Section 4.4.1.
Theorem 4.5.2 Let Advs be a finite-history-insensitive adversary schema. Then,
U -Advs U' and U' -- Advs U imply U ,Advs U"p p' pp
Proof. Consider the event schemas eu, and eu,,. Let Cones be the function that associates
with each probabilistic execution fragment H the set
Cones(H) - {q I state(qc>q) E U', q'<(qqo) Istate(q') E U'}. (4.24)
It is easy to check that Cones(H) is a characterization of eul as a disjoint union of cones. Then,
directly from the definitions, for each execution fragment H,
eu, Cones eU",(H) C e,(H). (4.25)
Informally, the left expression represents the property of reaching a state of U" passing through
a state of U', while the right expression represents the property of reaching a state of U" without
passing necessarily through a state of U'.
From Lemma 4.5.1, for each probabilistic execution fragment H, each adversary A4 of Advs,
and each element q of Cones(H), since state(q) E U',
PA,q[e ,] > p'. (4.26)
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From hypothesis, (4.26), and Theorem 4.4.2 (concatenation of two event schemas),
PrAds,u(eu' Cones eu")> pp'. (4.27)
From (4.25) and (4.27),
PrAdsu,v(er,,) > PP'. (4.28)
This shows that U -- Advs U". ·pp'
Proposition 4.5.3 Other trivial properties of progress statements are the following.
1. U -U.
1
2. If U- I'U and U2 p U, then U UU - UU U l  ·
Pi P2 min(p ,p2)
4.5.4 Progress Statements with Actions
Progress statements could be formulated also in terms of actions rather than states. Thus, if
V is a set of actions, we could write
U .Advs V (4.29)p
meaning that starting from any state of U and under any adversary of Advs, with probability at
least p an action from V occurs. Formally, let ev be an event schema that given a probabilistic
execution fragment H returns the set of executions c of QH such that an action from V occurs
in >q H. Then (4.29) is the probabilistic statement
PrAdvs,v(ev) > p. (4.30)
Similarly, we can change the left side of a progress statement. Thus, we can write
V Advs U' (4.31)
meaning that starting from any point where an action from V occurred and no state of U is
reached after the last occurrence of an action from V, a state of U is reached with probability
at least p. In other words, after an action from V occurs, no matter what the system has
done, a state of U is reached with probability at least p. Formally, let Ev, be the set of finite
execution fragments of M where an action from V occurs and no state of U occurs after the
last occurrence of an action from V. Then (4.31) is the probabilistic statement
PrAd,s,v.u (eu) > p. (4.32)
Finally, we can consider statements involving only sets of actions. Thus, the meaning of
V -- Advs V' would be the probabilistic statement
p
PrAdvse,Ovv, (ev) > P, (4.33)
where Ov, v is the set of finite execution fragments of M where an action from V occurs and
no action from V' occurs after the last occurrence of an action from V.
The concatenation theorem extendeds easily to the new kinds of progress statements.
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Theorem 4.5.4 Let Advs be a finite-history-insensitive adversary schema, and let X, X' and
X" be three sets, each one consisting either of actions of M only or states of M only. Then,
X - 4Ads X' and X' Advs X" imply X -- Advs X".pi P2 P1 P2
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5.2, and thus it is left to the reader.
Observe that finite-history-insensitivity is not necessary if X' is a set of actions. ·
4.5.5 Progress Statements with Probability 1
Usually we are interested in progress properties that hold with probability 1. A useful result is
that in most cases progress with probability 1 can be derived from progress with any probability
p such that 0 < p < 1. Specifically, under the condition that an adversary never chooses 6 when
the left side of a given progress statement is satisfied and the right side of the same progress
statement is not satisfied,
1. if the left element of the progress statement is a set of actions, then progress is achieved
with probability 1;
2. if the left element of the progress statement is a set of states U, the adversary schema is
finite-history-insensitive, and the system remains in a state of U unless the right side of
the statement is satisfied, then progress is achieved with probability 1.
Proposition 4.5.5 Suppose that V -- Ads X, and suppose that 6 QAA(q) for each adversary
4 of Advs and each element q of Ov,x such that state(q) X. Then V 1 Advs X.
Proof. We give the proof for the case where X is a set of states. The other proof is similar.
Denote X by U.
Consider an element q0 of Ov,u and an adversary A of Advs. Let H be prexec(M, A, qo),
and let p' = PH[eu(H)]. We know from hypothesis that p' > p. Suppose by contradiction that
p' < 1. Let be the set of finite execution fragments q of M such that q < q, lstate(q) E U,
and no state of U occurs in any proper prefix of q(cqo. Then e is a characterization of eu(H)
as a union of disjoint cones. Thus,
PH[eU(H)] = PH[Cq]. (4.34)
qEO
Let e be any real number such that 0 < e < p'. Then, from (4.34) and the definition of p', it is
possible to find a natural number k such that.
Z PH [Cq] >(p'- ). (4.35)
qEEOI(ql<k
Let e(e be the set of states q of H such that Iql = k and no prefix of q is in e. That is, E(, is
the set of states of H of length k that are not within any cone Cq of eu(H) where ql < k,.
Equation (4.34) can be rewritten as
PH[eU(H)] = ( PHC]) + (E PH[CIPH[eu(H)Cq) . (4.36)
qEEl ql <k, qEE
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Observe that for each state q of OE, since a state of U' is not reached yet, q is an element of Ovu.
Moreover, prexec(M, A, q) = Hlq (simple inductive argument). Thus, from Proposition 3.2.11
and hypothesis, PH[eu(H)[Cq] > p, and (4.36) can be rewritten into
PH[el(H)1 > E PH[Cq]) + (E PHCq]P)). (4.37)
qEOliqlk, qEe
Observe that Eqeellql<k, PH[Cq] + EqEe, PH[Cq] = 1. This follows from the fact that if a state
q of H does not have any prefix in E, then q E Ovx and lstate(q) X, which in turn means
that 6 QH. In other words, in H it is not possible to stop before reaching either a state of
{q E Iql q k, } or a state of eO. Thus, by using (4.35) in (4.37) we obtain
PH[eU(H)] > (p' - e) + (1 - (p' - E))p. (4.38)
After simple algebraic manipulations, Equation (4.38) can be rewritten into
PH [eur(H)] > p' + p(l - p') - (1 - p). (4.39)
If we choose e such that 0 < < p(l -p')/(l -p), which exists since p' < 1, then Equation (4.39)
shows that PH[ef(H)] > p'. This contradicts the fact that p' < 1. Thus, PH[eu(H)] = 1. ·
For the next proposition we define the statement U Unless X, where U is a set of states and X
is either a set of states only or a set of actions only. The statement is true for a probabilistic
automaton M iff for each transition (s, P) of M, if s E U - X then for each (a, s') E Q either
a G X, or s' · U U X. That is, once in U, the probabilistic automaton M remains in U until
the condition expressed by X is satisfied.
Proposition 4.5.6 Suppose that U -- Advs X, (U Unless X), Advs is finite-history-insensitive,
and 6 PA4(s) for each adversary A of Advs and each state s of U. Then, U -Advs X.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.5.5. The main difference is that the
passage from Equation (4.36) to Equation (4.37) is justified by using finite-history-insensitivity
as in the proof of Proposition 4.5.1. ·
4.6 Adversaries with Restricted Power
In Section 4.2 we have defined adversary schemas to reduce the power of an adversary; however,
we have not described any method to specify how the power of an adversary is reduced. In
this section we show two methods to reduce the power of an adversary. The first method,
which is the most commonly used, reduces the kind of choices that an adversary can make;
the second method, which is used in informal arguments but is rarely formalized, reduces the
on-line information used by an adversary to make a choice.
4.6.1 Execution-Based Adversary Schemas
If n processes run in parallel, then a common requirement of a scheduler is to be fair to all the
processes. This means that whenever an adversary resolves the nondeterminism and leads to
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a probabilistic execution fragment H, in all the executions of QH each one of the n processes
performs infinitely many transitions. More generally, a set E of extended execution fragments
of M is set beforehand, and then an adversary is required to lead only to probabilistic execution
fragments whose corresponding sample space is a subset of e.
Formally, let be a set of extended execution fragments of M. Let Advse be the set of
adversaries A such that for each finite execution fragment q of M, Qprexec(M,A,q) C 8. Then
Advse is called -based. An adversary schema Advs is execution-based iff there exists a set e
of extended execution fragments of M such that Advs is e-based.
The notion of finite-history-insensitivity can be reformulated easily for execution-based ad-
versary schemas. Define E to be finite-history-insensitive iff for each extended execution frag-
ment a of M and each finite execution fragment a' of M such that state(a') = fstate(a), if
a' ^ a E E then a E e. It is easy to verify that if E is finite-history-insensitive, then Advs is
finite-history-insensitive.
4.6.2 Adversaries with Partial On-Line Information
Sometimes, like in the case of the toy resource allocation protocol, an adversary cannot base
its choices on the whole history of a system if we want to guarantee progress. In other words,
some part of the history is not visible to the adversary.
Example 4.6.1 (Off-line scheduler) The simplest kind of adversary for n processes that run
in parallel is an adversary that fixes in advance the order in which the processes are scheduled.
This is usually called an off-line scheduler or an oblivious adversary. Thus, at each point a
the next transition to be scheduled depends only on the ordered sequence of processes that are
scheduled in a.
To be more precise, the transition scheduled by the adversary depends also on the state that
is reached by a, i.e., state(a), since a specific process may enable different transitions from
different states. Thus, if al and a 2 are equivalent in terms of the ordered sequence of processes
that are scheduled, the oblivious constraint says that the transitions chosen by the adversary
in al and a 2 must be correlated, i.e., they must be transitions of the same process. ·
The formal definition of an adversary with partial on-line information for a probabilistic au-
tomaton M is given by specifying two objects:
1. an equivalence relation that specifies for what finite execution fragments of M the choices
of an adversary must be correlated;
2. a collection of correlation functions that specify how the transitions chosen by an adver-
sary must be correlated.
Let - be an equivalence relation between finite execution fragments of M, and let F be a
family of functions parameterized over pairs of equivalent execution fragments. Each function
f,,, takes a combined transition of M leaving from state(a) and returns a combined transition
of M leaving from Istate(a') such that
1. fa(fa,(tr)) = tr;
2. f'(EiI IPitri) = iEI Pifa(tri).
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The pair (, F) is called an oblivious relation. An adversary A is oblivious relative to (, F) iff
for each pair of equivalent executions of M, a a', A(a') = f,, (A(a)). An adversary schema
Advs is said to be with partial on-line information iff there exists an oblivious relation (, F)
such that Advs is the set of adversaries for M that are oblivious relative to (, F).
Condition 1 is used to guarantee that there are oblivious adversaries relative to (, F);
Condition 2 is more technical and is used to guarantee that there are oblivious adversaries
relative to (, F) that do not use randomization in their choices. Condition 2 is needed mainly
to prove some of the results of Section 4.7.
Adversaries with partial on-line information and execution-based adversaries can be com-
bined together easily. Thus, an adversary schema Advs is said to be execution-based and with
partial on-line information iff there exists an execution-based adversary schema Advs' and a
pair (-, F) such that Advs is the set of adversaries of Advs' that are oblivious relative to (-, F).
Example 4.6.2 (Adversaries for the toy-resource allocation protocol) The fair obliv-
ious adversaries for the toy resource allocation protocol are an example of an execution-based
adversary schema with partial on-line information. The set is the set of executions of M1 IM2
where both M1 and M2 perform infinitely many transitions. Two finite execution fragments a,
and c 2 are equivalent iff the ordered sequences of the processes that perform a transition in ac
and a 2 are the same. Let acl - a2, and let, for i = 1, 2, tril and tri,2 be the transitions of M1
and M2, respectively, enabled from lstate((ai). Then fala 2 (trl,l) = tr2,1 and faja2 (trl,2) = tr2, 2.
Another execution-based adversary schema with partial on-line information that works for
the toy resource allocation protocol is obtained by weakening the equivalence relation so that
an adversary cannot see only those coins that have not been used yet, i.e.. those coins that have
been flipped but have not been used yet to check whether the chosen resource is free. ·
4.7 Deterministic versus Randomized Adversaries
In our definition of an adversary we have allowed the use of randomness for the resolution of
the nondeterminism in a probabilistic automaton M. This power that we give to an adversary
corresponds to the possibility of combining transitions of M in the definition of a probabilistic
execution fragment. From the formal point of view, randomized adversaries allow us to model a
randomized environment and to state and prove the closure of probabilistic execution fragments
under projection (Proposition 3.3.4). However, one question is still open:
Are randomized adversaries more powerful than deterministic adversaries?
That is, if an algorithm performs well under any deterministic adversary, does it perform well
under any adversary as well, or are there any randomized adversaries that can degrade the
performance of the algorithm? In this section we want to show that in practice randomization
does not add any power to an adversary. We say "in practice" because it is easy to build
examples where randomized adversaries are more powerful than deterministic adversaries, but
those examples do not seem to be relevant in practice.
Example 4.7.1 (Randomization adds power) Consider an event schema e that applied to
a probabilistic execution fragment H returns H if H can be generated by a deterministic
adversary, and returns 0 otherwise. Clearly, if M is a nontrivial probabilistic automaton, the
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probability of e is at least 1 under any deterministic adversary, while the probability of e can
be 0 under some randomized adversary; thus, randomization adds power to the adversaries.
However, it is unlikely that a realistic event schema has the structure of e. Another less
pathological example appears in Section 4.7.2 (cf. Example 4.7.2). ·
We consider the class of execution-based event schemas, and we restrict our attention to the
subclass of finitely satisfiable, execution-based event schemas. We show that randomization does
not add any power for finitely satisfiable, execution-based event schemas under two scenarios:
execution-based adversary schemas, and execution-based adversary schemas with partial on-line
information. In the second case we need to be careful (cf. Example 4.7.2).
Informally, a randomized adversary can be seen as a convex combination of deterministic
adversaries, and thus a randomized adversary satisfies the same probability bounds of a deter-
ministic adversary. However, there are uncountably many deterministic adversaries, and thus
from the formal point of view some more careful analysis is necessary.
4.7.1 Execution-Based Adversary Schemas
Let O be a set of extended execution fragments of a probabilistic automaton M. Let Advse be
the set of adversaries A such that for each finite execution fragment q of M, Qprexec(M,A,q) C e.
Let AdvsD be the set of deterministic adversaries of Advse. Advse and AdvsDg are called
the O-based adversary schema for M and the O-based deterministic adversary schema for M,
respectively. A generic adversary schema is called execution-based iff there is a set E such that
Advs is O-based; a generic deterministic adversary schema is called deterministic execution-
based iff there is a set such that Advs is O-based. As an example, the adversary schema
Fairadvs of Section 5.3.3 and the adversary schemas f-fair of Section 5.5 are execution-based.
Define to be finite-history-insensitive iff for each extended execution fragment a of M
and each finite execution fragment r' of M such that Istate(a') = fstate((a), if a' a E O then
a E O. It is easy to check that if E is finite-history-insensitive, then Advse and AdvsDe are
finite-history-insensitive.
Let ee be the event schema such that for each probabilistic execution fragment H of M,
ee(H) = E n (HC>qH'). ee is called the 8-based event schema for M. A generic event schema
is called execution-based iff there is a set E such that e is O-based. Observe that all the coin
event schemas of Sections 5.2 and 5.4 are execution-based.
Proposition 4.7.1 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for M, and let AdvsD
be the set of deterministic adversaries of Advs. Let e be a finitely-satisfiable, execution-based,
event schema for M. Then, for every set E of finite execution fragments of M, every probability
p, and every relation R7 among <, =, >, PrAdvs,e(e) p iff PrAdvsD,e(e) R p. ·
In the rest of this section we prove Proposition 4.7.1. Informally, we show that each probabilistic
execution fragment H generated by an adversary of Advs can be converted into two other
probabilistic execution fragments H' and H", each one generated by some adversary of AdvsD,
such that PH,[e(H')] < PH[e(H)] < PH,,[e(H")]. Then, if 1Z is < we use H", and if ? is > we
use H'.
An operation that is used heavily in the proof is called deterministic reduction. Let H be a
probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M, and let q be a state of H. A
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probabilistic execution fragment H' is said to be obtained from H by deterministic reduction
of the transition enabled from q if H' is obtained from H through the following two operations:
1. Let trqH = q (ieI pitri) where each pi is non-zero and each tr, is a transition of M.
Then replace trqH either with (q, D(6)) or with q^ trj, under the restriction that (q, )(6))
can be chosen only if Eier pi < 1.
2. Remove all the states of H that become unreachable after trqH is replaced.
Throughout the rest of this section we assume implicitly that whenever a probabilistic execution
fragment is transformed, all the states that become unreachable are removed.
Lemma 4.7.2 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary
of Advs. Let e be an execution-based event schema such that PH[e(H)] = p. Let q be a state
of H. Then there exist two probabilistic execution fragments H',, High, each one generated
by an adversary of Advs, that are obtained from H by deterministic reduction of the transition
enabled from q, and such that PH', [e(HIq)] < p, and PH', [e(Hhqigh)] > p
Proof. Let trqt be q (iEIpitri), where each tri is either a transition of M or the pair
(lstate(q),D(6)), each pi is greater than 0, and EiEIPi = 1. For each transition tri, i E I, let
Htr, be obtained from H by replacing trqH with q ^ tri. Observe that, since Advs is execution-
based and H is generated by an adversary of Advs, Ht,r is generated by an adversary of Advs.
The probability of e(H) can be written as
PH[e(H)] PH[Cq]PH[e(H)ICq] + (1 - PH[Cq])PH[e(H)jCq]. (4.40)
Observe that for each i E I, since H and Ht,,, differ only in the states having q as a prefix,
PH [Cq] = PH,., [Cq] Since e is execution-based, e(H) n Cq = e(Ht,,) n Cq, and PH[e(H)n Cq] =
PH,, [e(Ht,,) nl Cq] (use conditional probability spaces and Theorem 2.1.2). Moreover, as it is
shown below, Pns[e(H) n Cq] = EiI PiPHl,,i [e(Ht,,) n Cq]. In fact,
PH[e(H) n Cq] = PH[Cq] (PqH[6]PH[e(H)ICq6] + E PqH[(a,q)]PH[e(H)ICq]) ,(4.41)
(a,q')(EnH
where we assume that PH[e(H)ICq6] is 0 whenever it is undefined. For each (a,q') of Qq
pH[(4, · .1p)H H,,PqH[(q,a')] = ,,:IpiP "' i [(a,q')], and for each i such that (a,q') E Qq', PH[e(H)Cq] =
PH,, [e(Htr)lCq',] (simply observe that Hc>q' = Ht,,C>q'). Similarly, if c qH then PqH[5] =
iElPiPqH" [6], and for each i such that q E ,Qq H, PH[e(H)jCqs] = PH,. [e(Htr,)lCqs]. Thus,
from (4.41),
PH [e(H) n Cq] -= PiPH,, [Cq]
iEI
(PqH"i I6]PH,.., [e(Htr, )Cqs] + (E p" ' [(a, q')]PH,i [e(Htr,)Cq,]) (4.42)
(a,q)E q i
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which gives the desired equality
PH [e(H) n Cq] = , PiPH,,, [e(Htr, ) n Cq]. (4.43)
icI
Thus, (4.40) can be rewritten into
PH[e(H)] pi (PH,,. [Cq]PH,,, [e(Htr,)Cq] + (1 -PH,,. [Cq])PH,,, [e(Ht,)lCq]) , (4.44)
iCI
which becomes
PH [e(H)]= y: piPH,, [e(Ht,; )]. (4.45)
,EI
If there exists an element i of I such that PH,,., [e(Ht,,)] = p, then fix H'ow and High to be Ht,,.
If there is no element i of I such that PH,, [e(Ht,)] = p, then it is enough to show that there
are two elements i, i2 of I such that PH,; [e(HtT,l)] < p and PH,,, [e(Ht, 2)] > p, respectively.
Assume by contradiction that for each element i of I, PH,, [e(Ht,,)] < p. Then, from (4.45),
Ei PiPH,,, [e(Htr,)] < p, which contradicts PH[e(H)] = p. Similarly, assume by contradiction
that for each element i of I, PH,, [e(Ht,,)] > p. Then, from (4.45), iEclpiPH,, [e(Ht,,)] > p,
which contradicts PH[e(H)] = p again. ·
Lemma 4.7.3 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary
of Advs. Let e be an execution-based event schema such that PH[e(H)] = p. Let d be a natural
number, and let Ud be the set of states q of H such that Iq = d. Then there exist two probabilistic
execution fragments Hlow, Hhigh, each one generated by an adversary of Advs, that are obtained
from H by deterministic reduction of the transitions enabled from the states of Ud, and such
that PH, [e(Hio.)] < p, and PH,,,,,, [e(Hhigh)] > p.
Proof. From Lemma 4.7.2 we know that for each state q of Ud there are two probabilistic exe-
cution fragments Ho
~
and High, obtained from H by deterministic reduction of the transition
enabled from q, such that PH,,, [e(H,,,o)] < p, and PH;, [e(High)] > p. Let Ho,,, be obtained
from H by replacing the transition enabled from each state q of Ud with the transition enabled
from q in Ho,,, and let Hhigh be obtained from H by replacing the transition enabled from each
state q of Ud with the transition enabled from q in Hjig,. Since Advs is execution-based and
all the involved probabilistic execution fragments are generated by an adversary of Advs, then
Hhigh and H1o, are generated by an adversary of Advs. Since e is execution-based, for each
state q of Ud, PH ,,,, [e(H,,) n Cq] = PH;,", [e(Ho,,) n Cq]. Thus,
PH,,,,,, [e(Hw)] = PH,,,,, [CqIPH,, [e(How)ICql. (4.46)
qE U,l
Observe that, for each state q of Ud, the difference between the probability of e(H) and the
probability of e(Hqo) is determined by the subcones of Cq. Thus,
PH, ..[e(HIzo)] < E PH[Cq]PH[e(H)ICq]- (4.47)
qECU,
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The right side of (4.47) is PH[e(H)], which is p. In a similar way it is possible to show that
PH,,,,,, [e(Hh 9h)] > p. ·
Now we use the fact that e is finitely satisfiable. For each probabilistic execution fragment H
of M, let Can(e(H)) the set of minimal elements of {q E states(H) I Cq C e(H)} U {(q I q E
states(H). Cq C e(H)}. Then, Can(e(H)) is a characterization of e(H) as a union of disjoint
cones. For each natural number d, let erd be the function that given a probabilistic execution
fragment H returns the set UqECan(e(H))11ql<dCq.
Lemma 4.7.4 Let e be an execution-based, finitely satisfiable, event schema for a probabilistic
automaton M, and let d, d' be two natural numbers such that d < d'. Then, for each probabilistic
execution fragment H, PH[erd(H)] < PH[erd'(H)] < PH[e(H)].
Proof. Follows trivially from the definitions. U
Lemma 4.7.5 Let e be an execution-based, finitely satisfiable, event schema for a probabilistic
automaton M, and let d be a natural number. Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment H
of M, and let H' be obtained from H by reducing deterministically any collection of states of
length greater than d. Then, PH[erd(H)] < PH, [erd(H')].
Proof. Just observe that for each q E Can(e(H)) such that ql < d there is a q' E Can(e(H'))
such that q' < q, and that for each state q of H such that Iql < d, PH[Cq] = PH',[Cq]. U
Lemma 4.7.6 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary
of Advs. Let e be an execution-based, finitely satisfiable event schema such that PH[e(H)] = p.
Then there exists a probabilistic execution fragment H', generated by a deterministic adversary
of Advs, such that PH, [e(H')] < p.
Proof. From Lemma 4.7.3 it is possible to find a sequence of probabilistic execution fragments
(Hi)i>o, where I 0 = H, each Hi+l is obtained from Hi by deterministically reducing all its
transitions leaving from states of length i, and for each i, PH,+l[e(Hi+l)] < PH, [e(Hi)]. Let H'
be obtained from H by replacing the transition enabled from each state q with the transition
enabled from q in any Hi such that ql < i. It is immediate to check that H' is generated by
some deterministic adversary of Advs (every extended execution of QH' is an extended execution
of QH)-
Suppose by contradiction that PH' [e(H')] > p. Then there exists a level d such that
PH' [e [d(H')] > p. (4.48)
For each d' > d, let Ed, be
Ed' - U CH' (4.49)
qE Clzn(erd'(H,))13q E(,,,n(,: rl(H,))q'<q
Then, the following properties are valid.
1. for each d' > d, Ed is an element of FH,.
Ed' is a union of cones of FH,'
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2. if d' < d", then Ed, C Ed,,
Consider an element q E Can(e d'(Hd,)) such that there exists a q' E Can(erd(H')) such
that q' < q. Observe that, since Hd,, is obtained from Hd, by deterministic reduction of
states of length greater than d', there exists a q" E Can(erd"(Hd,,)) such that q" q.
Moreover, from the construction of H', q' < q". Thus, from (4.49), Cq C Ed",,. Since
q"ll q, C' C Ed", and therefore, Ed' C Ed,,.
3. erd(H') C Ud'>dEd'.
Consider an element a of erd(H'). Then, for each d', a E e(Hd,). Let q' E Can(e(Hd))
such that q' < a, and let d' be q'I. Then, there exists a q" E Can(e[d'(Hd,)) such that
q" < q' < a, and thus a E Ed,.
4. for each d' > d, PH,,[erd'(Hd,)] > P,[Ed'].
From the construction of H', for each q such that q d', PH
,
,[CHIi'] = PH'[CqH'].
Moreover, if CH' is used in the definition of Ed',, then q E Can(e[d'(Hd,)).
From 2 and 3, and from (4.48), there exists a value d' such that PH',[Ed,] > p. From 4,
PH,, [e[d'(Hd,)] > p. From Lemma 4.7.4, PH,, [e(Hd,)] > p. This contradicts the fact that
PH,, [e d'(Hd,)] < p. ·
To build a probabilistic execution fragment H', generated by an adversary of AdvsD, such that
PH' [e(H')] > p, we need to extend part of Lemmas 4.7.2 and 4.7.3.
Lemma 4.7.7 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary of
Advs. Let e be an execution-based, finitely-satisfiable, event schema. Let q be a state of H, and
let d be a natural number such that PH[erd(H)] = p. Then there exist a probabilistic execution
fragment Hhigh, generated by an adversary of Advs, that is obtained from H by deterministic
reduction of the transition enabled from q, such that PH;., [e rd(Hhigh)] > p.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7.2, with the difference that the = sign
of Equations (4.42), (4.43), (4.44), and (4.45), is changed into a <. In fact, in each one of the
Htri some new cone of length at most d may appear. ·
Lemma 4.7.8 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary
of Advs. Let e be an execution-based, finitely-satisfiable, event schema, and let d be a natural
number such that PH[e [d(H)] = p. Let d' be a natural number, and let Ud, be the set of states q
of H such that IqJ = d'. Then there exist a probabilistic execution fragment Hhigh, generated by
an adversary of Advs, that differs from H only in that the transitions enabled from the states
of Ud are deterministically reduced, such that PH,,,, [erd(Hhigh)] > p.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7.3. In this case the arguments for the
equation corresponding to Equation (4.47) is justified from the additional fact that Hhigh may
have more cone of depth at most d than H. ·
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Lemma 4.7.9 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary
of Advs. Let e be an execution-based, finitely-satisfiable, event schema such that PH[e(H)] > p.
Then, there exists a probabilistic execution fragment H' of M, generated by a deterministic
adversary of Advs, such that PH[e(H')] > p.
Proof. Since PHI[e(H)I > p and e(H) is a union of cones, there exists a natural number d such
that PH[erd(H)] > p. From repeated applications of Lemma 4.7.8, one for each level d' < d,
there exists a probabilistic execution fragment H", obtained from H by deterministic reduction
of the transitions enabled from every state q with ql < d, such that PH" [e rd(H")] > p. From
Lemma 4.7.4, PH,,[e(H")] > p. Moreover, any probabilistic execution fragment H"' obtained
from H" by reducing deterministically transitions at depth greater than d (q > d) satisfies
PH,,,[erd(H"')] > p, and thus PH"',,, [e(H"')] > p. Hence, H' can be any probabilistic execution
fragment obtained from H" by reducing deterministically all the transitions at depth greater
than d in any arbitrary way. It is easy to check that H' is generated by a deterministic adversary
of Advs. ·
Lemma 4.7.10 Let Advs be an execution-based adversary schema for a probabilistic automaton
M, and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that is generated by some adversary
of Advs. Let e be an execution-based, finitely-satisfiable, event schema such that PH[e(H)] > p.
Then, there exists a probabilistic execution fragment H' of M, generated by a deterministic
adversary of Advs, such that PH[e(H')] > p.
Proof. If PH[e(H)] > p, then Lemma 4.7.9 suffices. If PH[e(H)] = p, then by Lemma 4.7.3
it is possible to find a sequence of probabilistic execution fragments (H)i> 0o, where Ho = H,
each Hi+l is obtained from Hi by deterministically reducing all its i-level transitions, and
for each i, PH,,,[e(Hi+l)] > PH,[e(Hi)]. If there exists a sequence (Hi)i>0 such that for
some i, PH,[e(Hi)] > p, then Lemma 4.7.9 suffices. Otherwise, consider the sequence of
probabilistic execution fragments defined as follows: Ho = H and, for each i, let di be
the level of Hi such that PH,[erdi(Hi)] > pj<i(1/2) j+l . Let Hi+1 be obtained from re-
peated applications of Lemma 4.7.8, till level di, so that PH,+1[erdi(Hi+l)] > pZj<i(1/2) j+ l.
Note that PH,+j1 e(Hi+l)] = p, otherwise we can find a sequence (Hi)i>0 and an i such that
PH,+ [e(Hi+l )] > p (simple argument by contradiction). Let H' be obtained from H by replac-
ing the transition enabled from each state q with the transition enabled from q in any Hi such
that q < di_. It is easy to check that H' is generated by an adversary of Advs. Suppose by
contradiction that PH [e(H')] = p' < p. Then, from the construction of the Hi's, there exists an
i such that p 'Ej],i(1/2)+l > p', and thus PH+l [e di(Hi+l)] > p'. However, from the definition
of H', PH,+l[erdi(Hi+l)] = PH' [erdi(H')], and thus p' < PH,[e(H')], which contradicts the fact
that PH [e(H')] == p'. ·
Proof of Proposition 4.7.1. Since AdvsD C Advs, PrAdv,,e(e) R p implies PrAdvD,,e(e) 1Z p
trivially. Conversely, suppose that PrAdvD,oe(e) p, and let H be a probabilistic execution
fragment, generated by an adversary of Advs, whose start state is in O. We distinguish the
following cases.
1.. R is >.
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From Lemma 4.7.6, there is a probabilistic execution fragment H', generated by an ad-
versary of AdvsD, whose start state is in , and such that PH,[e(H')] < PH[e(H)]. From
hypothesis, PH,[e(H')] > p. Thus, PH[e(H)] > p.
2. R is <.
From Lemma 4.7.10, there is a probabilistic execution fragment H', generated by an
adversary of AdvsD, whose start state is in , and such that PH,[e(H')] > P[e(H)].
From hypothesis, PH'[e(H')] < p. Thus, PH[e(H)] < p.
3. R is =.
This follows by combining Items 1 and 2. U
4.7.2 Execution-Based Adversary Schemas with Partial On-Line Informa-
tion
Proposition 4.7.1 can be extended to adversary schemas that do not know all the past history
of a system, i.e., to execution-based adversary schemas with partial on-line information. We
need to impose a technical restriction, though, which is that an adversary should always be
able to distinguish two execution fragments with a different length (cf. Example 4.7.2). The
proof of the new result is a simple modification of the proof of Proposition 4.7.1.
Proposition 4.7.11 Let (, F) be an oblivious relation such that for each pair al - a 2 of
equivalent execution fragment, ac and a2 have the same length. Let Advs be an execution-
based adversary schema with partial on-line information such that each adversary of Advs is
oblivious relative to (-,F), and let AdvsD be the set of deterministic adversaries of Advs.
Let e be a finitely-satisfiable, execution-based, event schema for M. Then, for every set of
finite execution fragments of M, every probability p, and every relation 1 among <, =, >,
PrAds,e(e) R p iff PrAdsD ,o(e) p.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.7.1. The main difference is in the
proofs of Lemmas 4.7.2, 4.7.3 and 4.7.8, where equivalence classes of states rather than single
states only must be considered. In these two proofs we use also the fact that equivalent execution
fragments have the same length. The details of the proof are left to the reader. ·
Example 4.7.2 (Randomization adds power) The requirement that an adversary should
always see the length of a probabilistic execution fragment seems to be artificial; however, ran-
domized adversaries have more power in general if they cannot see the length of a probabilistic
execution. Consider the probabilistic automaton M of Figure 4-3, and suppose that all the
executions of M that end in states Sl, 2, S3, and s6 are equivalent. Since for each state s there
is exactly one execution of M that ends in si, we denote such an execution by qi. Let E be the
set of extended executions a6 of M such that Istate(a) does not enable any transition in M.
For each state si that enables some transition, let tri,l be the transition that leaves from si and
goes upward, and let tri,d be the transition that leaves from si and goes downward. Then, for
each pair i,j {1,2,3,6}, i # j, let fq,qj(tri,) = trj,,, and let fq,qj(tri,d) = trj,d.
Let Advs be the set of O-based adversaries for M that are oblivious relative to (, F), and
let AdvsD be the set of deterministic adversaries of Advs. Then, the statement {so} 1--2AdvSD
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Figure 4-3: Randomization adds power for some adversaries with partial on-line information.
{ s7, s10 } is valid, whereas the statement {so} /-)Advs {S7, S10} is not valid, i.e., an adversary can
use randomization to reduce the probability to reach states {s 7, s10}. In fact, the probabilistic
executions H1 and H2 of Figure 4-3 are the only probabilistic executions of M that can be
generated by the adversaries of Advs D, while H3 is generated by an adversary of Advs. The
probability of reaching {s7 , 10} in H1 and H2 is 1/2, whereas the probability of reaching {S7, s 10}
in H3 is 1/4. ·
4.8 Probabilistic Statements without Adversaries
The current literature on randomized distributed algorithms relies on the notion of an adversary,
and for this reason all the definitions given in this chapter are based on adversaries. However,
the key objects of the theory that we have presented are the probabilistic execution fragments of
a probabilistic automaton, and not its adversaries. An adversary schema can be replaced by an
arbitrary set of probabilistic execution fragments in the definition of a probabilistic statement,
namely, the set of probabilistic execution fragments that the adversary schema can generate. In
other words, an adversary schema can be seen as a useful tool to express a set of probabilistic
execution fragments.
4.9 Discussion
Two objects that we have defined in this chapter and that do not appear anywhere in the
literature are adversary schemas and event schemas. Both the objects are needed because,
differently from existing work, in this thesis we identify several different rules to limit the
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power of an adversary and several different rules to associate an event with a probabilistic
execution fragment, and thus we need some way to identify each rule. The best way to think
of an adversary schema and of an event schema is as a way to denote the rule that is used to
limit the power of an adversary and denote the rule that is used to associate an event with each
probabilistic execution fragment.
We have defined the classes of execution-based adversary schemas and execution-based
event schemas, and we have proved that for finitely satisfiable execution-based event schemas
randomization does not increase the power of an execution-based adversary schema, or of a
class of execution-based adversary schemas with partial on-line information. These results are
of practical importance because most of the known event schemas and adversary schemas of
practical interest are execution-based. As a result, it is possible to verify the correctness of
a randomized distributed algorithm by analyzing only the effect of deterministic adversaries,
which is easier than analyzing every adversary. A similar result is shown by Hart, Sharir and
Pnueli [HSP83] for fair adversaries and almost-sure termination properties, i.e., properties that
express the fact that under all fair adversaries the system reaches some fixed set of states
with probability 1. Fair adversaries and termination events are expressible as execution-based
adversary schemas and finitely satisfiable execution-based event schemas, respectively; thus,
the result of Hart, Sharir and Pnueli is implied by our result. Hart, Sharir and Pnueli prove
also that another class of adversaries is equivalent to the class of fair adversaries, namely, those
adversaries that lead to fair executions with probability 1. The same result holds here too;
however, it is not clear under what conditions a similar result holds in general.
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Chapter 5
Direct Verification: Proving a
Property
In this chapter we illustrate techniques to prove the validity of a probabilistic statement from
scratch. The main technique, which is based on coin lemmas, consists of reducing the analysis of
a property of a probabilistic automaton to the analysis of a property of an ordinary automaton.
We illustrate the methodology by applying it to some existing randomized algorithms.
Part of this chapter is based on joint work with Anna Pogosyants and Isaac Saias. Anna
Pogosyants suggested us the coin event OCC (Section 5.2.3) as a generalization of other less
elegant coin events that we had in mind and collaborated on the verification of the randomized
algorithm for agreement of Ben-Or (Section 5.5). The verification of the randomized dining
philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin (Section 5.3) is based on joint work with Nancy
Lynch and Isaac Saias [LSS94], and the verification of the randomized algorithm for agreement
of Ben-Or is a formalization of a proof that appears in the book on distributed algorithms of
Nancy Lynch [Lyn95].
5.1 How to Prove the Validity of a Probabilistic Statement
In Chapter 4 we have defined formally what is a probabilistic statement and we have shown how
it is possible to combine probabilistic statements to derive more complex properties. However,
one question is left open: how do we prove the validity of a given probabilistic statement from
scratch?
The problem is not trivial: a property may rely on complicate global configurations of a
system that depend on several separated random draws. Analyzing the exact probability of
an event of a probabilistic execution H may be extremely hard. Fortunately, there are usually
some key points, known to the designer of a system, where specific probabilistic choices lead to
the desired property. In this chapter we formalize the idea above by introducing a collection of
coin lemmas. The idea behind a coin lemma is the following.
1. We define a mechanism to identify events of the kind "some specific probabilistic choices
yield some specific results". We call such events coin events since a common source of
randomness is given by coin flips.
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2. We prove a lower bound on the probability of the coin event that we identify.
Then, the analysis of a probabilistic statement for a probabilistic automaton M proceeds as
follows.
1. We find a coin event that expresses the key intuition behind the algorithm.
2. We show that the coin event is a subevent of the event expressing the desired property.
3. We use the lower bound on the probability of the coin event to obtain a lower bound on
the probability of the desired property.
Example 5.1.1 (Coin lemmas and the toy resource allocation protocol) Let us con-
sider the toy resource allocation protocol of Chapter 4 again. One of the coin lemmas states
that if we fix any two separate coin flips (flipping of different coins) and we consider the event
where the two coin flips yield different outcomes whenever they both occur, then, no matter
how the transitions are scheduled, the event is satisfied with probability at least 1/2. On the
other hand, if the first coin flip of M1 after the first coin flip of M2 is different from the last
coin flip of M2 before the first time Ml checks its resource after flipping, then M1 succeeds in
getting its resource. Thus, whenever the property above can be expressed as a coin event in
a form suitable to a coin lemma, we are guaranteed that Ml eventually gets its resource with
probability at least 1/2. It turns out that an adversary must be fair, oblivious and determin-
istic in order to be able to define the desired coin event (cf. Section 5.6). Then, our results
about deterministic and randomized adversaries (Proposition 4.7.11) can be used to remove the
constraint that an adversary is deterministic. ·
We present a large collection of coin lemmas, and we illustrate their use via two main examples:
Section 5.3 proves the correctness of the randomized Dining Philosophers algorithm of Lehmann
and Rabin [LR81], and Section 5.5 proves the correctness of the randomized algorithm of Ben-
Or for agreement in asynchronous networks in the presence of stopping faults [BO83]. At the
end of the chapter we hint at another technique, called the partition technique, that departs
considerably from the coin lemmas and that is necessary to prove stronger claims about the toy
resource allocation protocol. We leave to further work a deeper study of this other technique.
5.2 Some Simple Coin Lemmas
In this section we present some simple coin lemmas where we use actions to identify the random
draws of interest. Specifically, we study the following coin lemmas.
1. First occurrence of an action.
In this coin lemma we consider an action a and a set of states U, and we study the
probability that either action a does not occur or the first occurrence of action a leads to
a state of U. We show that this probability is at least the infimum of the probability of
reaching a state of U over all the transitions of M that are labeled with action a.
As an example, action a can identify the process of flipping a fair coin and U can identify
those states that are reached if the coin flip yields head. Then the coin lemma says that
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no matter how the nondeterminism is resolved the probability that either the coin is not
flipped or the coin is flipped and yields head is at least 1/2.
Observe that in the definition of the coin event we allow for those executions where no
coin is flipped. One reason for this choice is to avoid trivial lower bounds due to the fact
that a generic adversary can always decide not to schedule any transition; another reason
is that generally a randomized algorithm is structured in such a way that if no coin is
flipped then progress is guaranteed with certainty. Alternatively, a randomized algorithm
can be structured in such a way that under any valid adversary some coin is flipped.
2. First occurrence of an action among many.
In this coin lemma we consider several pairs (ai, Ui) of actions and sets of states, and we
study the probability that either none of the ai's occur or the action aj that occurs first
leads to a state of Uj. We show that, if for each i Pi is the lower bound given for (ai, Ui)
by the coin lemma of 1, then the probability mentioned above is at least the minimum of
the pi's.
As an example, consider n processes that run in parallel, and suppose that each process
can flip a fair coin. Then, the probability that either no process flips a coin or that the
first process that flips a coin obtains head is at least 1/2.
3. I-th occurrence of an action among many.
In this coin lemma we consider the coin event of 2 with the difference that we consider
the it' occurrence of an action rather than the first occurrence. The lower bound on the
probability of this event is the same as the lower bound on the probability of the event
of 2.
4. Conjunction ,of separate coin events.
In this coin lemma we consider the conjunction of several coin events of the kind of 3. We
show that if each one of the coin events involves disjoint occurrences of actions, then the
lower bound on the probability of the conjunction is the product of the lower bounds on
the probability of each of the involved coin events.
As an example, consider n processes that run in parallel, and suppose that each process
can flip a fair coin. For each i let xi be either head or tail. Then, the probability that for
each process i either no coin is flipped or the first coin that is flipped yields xi is at least
1/2?.
Some more general and complex coin lemmas are presented in Section 5.4; several other coin
lemmas are likely to be derived in the future. Before presenting the simple coin lemmas in full
detail we give just a rough idea of the coin lemmas of Section 5.4.
5. Conjunction of separate coin events with multiple outcomes.
In this coin lemma we consider again the conjunction of several coin events that involve
disjoint occurrences of actions. However we allow more freedom. First of all an action is
paired with more than one set of states, thus allowing the observation of more than one
outcome; secondl, we allow for multiple joint observations.
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As an example, we show that if n processes run in parallel and each one of them can flip
a coin, then the probability that at least half of the processes either do not flip a coin
or flip head is at least 1/2. We show also that if each process can roll a dice, then the
probability that if process 1 rolls 1 then the other processes do not roll a number different
from 1 is at least 1 - 1/6(1 - (1/6)"-'), which is essentially the probability of rolling n
dices and obtaining either all 1's or no 1.
6. A generalized coin lemma.
In this coin lemma we generalized the idea of 5, but this time we do not use actions to
identify the random draws of interest. The reader is referred to Section 5.4.2 for further
details.
5.2.1 First Occurrence of an Action
Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (a, U) be a pair consisting of an action of M and
a set of states of M. Let FIRST(a, U) be a function that applied to a probabilistic execution
fragment H of M returns the set of executions a of QH such that either a does not occur in
ac>qo, or a occurs in ac>qo and the state reached after the first occurrence of a is a state of U.
It is simple to check that FIRST(a, U) is an event schema since, for each probabilistic
execution fragment H of M, the complement of FIRST(a, U)(H) is the set of executions a of
QH such that action a occurs in ac>q , and the state reached after the first occurrence of a is
not a state of U. This set is expressible as a union of cones, and thus it is an event.
The event schema FIRST(a, U) identifies the first random draw associated with action a
that occurs in a probabilistic execution fragment H, and requires the outcome of the random
draw to be in a specific range, namely in U. The intuition behind the use of such a coin event,
is that a system performs well if the outcome of the first random draw involving a is in U.
From the definition of FIRST(a, U), we assume also that the system performs well whenever a
does not occur at all. Thus, if an adversary has the possibility not to schedule a, then it has a
better chance to degrade the performance of a system by scheduling a.
The following lemma provides a lower bound to the probability of FIRST(a, U). Informally,
it states that if whenever there is a transition of M that involves action a the occurrence of a
implies that a state of U is reached with probability at least p, then p is a lower bound on the
probability of FIRST(a, U).
Lemma 5.2.1 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (a, U) be a pair consisting of an
action of M and a set of states of M. Let p be a real number between 0 and 1 such that for
each transition (s, P) of M where P[a] > O, P[Ula] > p. Then, for each probabilistic execution
fragment H of M, PH[FIRST(a, U)(H)] > p.
Proof. For convenience denote FIRST(a, U)(H) by E, and for each state q of H, denote by
Q(q,U) the set {(a,q') e QH I state(q') U}. Let O be the set of states q of H such that
action a does not occur in qc>qH, and PH [a] > 0. Then,
PH[E] = PH [Cq]Pq [(a, q')]. (5.1)
qEO (a,q')En(q,U)
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By expressing pfH [(a, q')] as a conditional probability and rearranging the expression, we obtain
PH [E] = . -PH [Cq]PqH [a] ( E Pq [(a,q')Ia]). (5.2)
qE6 (a,q')E0(q,U)
From the definition of a probabilistic execution fragment and the definition of Q(q, U), for each
element q of E( there is a combined transition tr = Eipitri of M such that trH = q tr and
Z PqH[(a, q')la] = P[Ula]= Pt, [U1a] i pPt, [a] (5.3)
(a,q')EQ(q,U) P[a]
By multiplying and dividing each ith summand of the enumerator by Ptr, [a], using the hypothesis
of the lemma, i.e., for each i Pt, [U n a] < (1 - p), and simplifying algebraically, from (5.3) we
obtain
Z Pq"[(a,q')la] < (1- p). (5.4)
(a,q')ES1(q,U )
By using (5.4) in (5.2) we obtain
PH[E] < (: -p) PH[CPq[a]) (5.5)
qEE)
Furthermore, the subexpression Eqe PH [Cq]PqH[a] is the probability that a occurs in H, which
is at most 1. Thus,
PH[E] < (: - p). (5.6)
This completes the proof. [
5.2.2 First Occurrence of an Action among Many
The event schema FIRST(a, U) can be generalized to account for the first action that occurs
among several possible ones. Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (al, U),..., (an, Un)
be pairs consisting of an action of M and a set of states of M such that the actions ai are
all distinct. Then define FIRST((al,U 1 ),..., (a,, Un)) to be the function that applied to a
probabilistic execution fragment H of M returns the set of executions a of QH such that either
none of the a's occurs in ac>q , or some of the ai's occur in ac>q', and if ai is the first of those
actions that occurs, then the state reached after the first occurrence of ai is a state of Ui.
It is simple again to check that FIRST((al, U1 ),... , (a,, Un)) is an event schema since, for
each probabilistic execution fragment H, the complement of FIRST((al, U1),..., (a, Un))(H)
can be expressed as a union of cones.
Lemma 5.2.1 extends to this case.
Lemma 5.2.2 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (a, U),..., (an, Un) be pairs con-
.sisting of an action of M and a set of states of M such that the actions ai are all distinct. Let
{Pi}i= .... , be a collection of real numbers between 0 and 1 such that for each i, 1 < i < n,
and each transition (s,P) of M where P[ai] > O, P[Ulai] pi. Then, for each probabilistic
execution fragment H of M, PH[FIRST((al, U),..., (an, Un))(H)] > min(p1,... ,p).
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Proof. Let V be {al,..., a,}, and let p be the minimum of {Pl,... ,p,n}. For convenience,
denote FIRST((a, U),... ,(a,, Un))(H) by E, and for each state q of H, denote by Q(q, E)
the set UiEl,...,n}{(ai,q') E qH' I lstate(q') U~}. Then, for each transition (q,PqH) of H such
that PqH[V] > 0,
(5.7)
To prove (5.7), let, for each i = 1,... , n, Q(q, ai, Ui) denote the set {(ai, q') E QqH I lstate(q') ¢
Ui}. Then,
qH[Q(q, E)V ] = iC,.,n}ie{1 ...n} PqH[Q(q, 
ai, Ui)lV].
By using conditional probabilities, Equation (5.8) can be rewritten into
PqH[Q(q,E)lV] = Z PqH[ajIV]PqH[Q(q, aj, U)laa].
iE{1,...,n}
Following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.1, for each i,
(1 - p); moreover, Ei PH'[ai lV = 1. Thus, (5.7) follows directly.
The rest of the proof follows te lines of the proof of Lemma 5.2.1. Let
q of H such that no action of V occurs in q>qH . and PqH[V] > 0. Then,
PH[E = ' 
qEe (a,q')ES(qE)
PH[CqPqH[(a, q')].
e be the set of states
(5.10)
By expressing PqH[(a, q')] as a conditional probability and rearranging the expression, we obtain
PHE] = PH[Cq]P H[V]
qEO
( E
(aq')EQ(qE)
Pq [(a,q')lV]) 
The subexpression -a, q')E(q, ) PqH[(a, q') V] is PqH[~Q(q,E)IV], which is less than or equal to
(1 - p) from (5.7). Thus,
(5.12)PH[E] < (1 -p) ( E PH [Cq PqV)quie
Furthermore, the subexpression ZEqe PH[CqIPqH[V] is the probability that an action from V
occurs in H, which is at most 1. Thus,
(5.13)PH[E] < (1 -p).
This completes the proof. .
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(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.11)
P H I (q, 17)IV] (1 - p).
5.2.3 I-th Occurrence of an Action among Many
In the definition of FIRST we have considered the first action among a given set that occurs
in a probabilistic execution fragment H. However, the results for FIRST are valid also if we
consider the ith occurrence of an action instead of the first occurrence. This observation suggests
a new more general event schema.
Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (a, U1), ... , (an, Un) be pairs consisting of
an action of M and a set of states of M such that the actions ai are all distinct. Then
define OCC(i, (al, U1),..., (an, Un)) to be the function that applied to a probabilistic execution
fragment H of M returns the set of executions a of QH such that either there are less than i
occurrences of actions from {a,..., an} in ac>q0 , or there are at least i occurrences of actions
from {a1,..., an}, and, if aj is the action that occurs as the ith one, then the state reached after
its occurrence is a state of Ui.
Since in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2 we never use the fact that it is the first occurrence of an
action that is considered, Lemma 5.2.2 carries over to the ith occurrence trivially.
Lemma 5.2.3 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (a, U1),... (an, Un) be pairs con-
sisting of an action of M and a set of states of M such that the actions ai are all distinct. Let
{Pj}j=i ,...,n be a collection of real numbers between 0 and 1 such that for each j E {1,... ,n}
and each transition (s,P) of M where P[aj] > O, P[Ulaj] > pj. Then, for each probabilistic
execution fragment H of M, PH[OCC(i, (a,,U), . .., (an, Un))(H)] > min(p,... , Pn). 
5.2.4 Conjunction of Separate Coin Events
In this section we study what happens if we consider several events of the kind OCC together.
In order to simplify the notation, we consider only event schemas of the kind OCC(i, (a, U))
since, as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2, the case with multiple actions can be
reduced to the case with a single action.
The lemma that we prove states that if we consider several separate coin events, i.e., coin
events that involve different random draws, each one with its own lower bound, then the lower
bound of their conjunction is the product of the lower bounds. In other words, an adversary
can introduce dependencies by increasing the probability of the conjunction of events, but it
can never decrease the probability below the value that we would get by considering all the
events to be independent.
Lemma 5.2.4 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let (kl,al,Ul),...,(kn, a, Un) be a
collection of triplets consisting of a natural number, an action of M and a set of states of
M, such that the pairs (ki,ai) are all distinct. Let {pj}j= 1,...,n be a collection of real num-
bers between 0 and 1 such that for each j E {1,...,n} and each transition (s, ) of M
where P[aj] > , P[Ulaj] > pj. Then, for each probabilistic execution fragment H of M,
PH [OCC(kl, (al, U ))(H) n .. n OCC(kn, (an, Un))(H)] > P .pn.
Proof. For each I {1,...,n}, denote a generic event schema niEIOCC(ki, (ai, Ui)) by e.
For each i = 1,...,n and each state q of H, denote by Q(q,i,Ui) the set {(ai,q') E Q 
lstate(q') E Ui} of pairs where ai occurs and Ui is reached, and denote by (q,i, Ui) the set
{(ai, q') E 2qH I Istate(q') Ui} of pairs where ai occurs and Ui is not reached. For each action
a and each state q of H, let a(q) denote the number of occurrences of action a in q>qH. For
--- ----- ----- ------ `  `---- i-uu ~r/ urrv·u urv rurrrvr v VU~CI~~L~\ I VI I~UIL* U 111UVC0
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each i = 1,..., n, let Oi be the set of states q of H such that each action aj, 1 < j < n occurs
less than kj times in q>qoH, action a occurs ki - 1 times in qc>q, and P'q[ai] > 0. For each
i = 1, ... , n and each state q of H such that ai(q) < ki, let OCC(ki, (ai, Ui))c>q denote the
event schema OCC(ki - ai(q), (ai, Ui)). Finally, for each I C {1,..., n} and each suitable state
q of H, let e>q denote the event schema niEIOCC(ki, (ai, Ui))>q.
We prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = 1, then the result follows directly from
Lemma 5.2.1. Otherwise,
PH[el,..,n(H)] = PH[Cq] ( PqH [(ai, q')]
iE{1,..,n} qEOi
(ai,q')EC (q,i,Ui)
Pq [(ai, q')]PHq q,[e{l,...,i-l,i+l,...,n.>q(H1>q) )
The first summand of Expression (5.14) expresses the probability that action ai occurs from q
and leads to a state not in Uj; the second summand expresses the probability that ai occurs, leads
to a state of U, and from the reached state something happen so that the resulting execution
is not in el...n(H). From induction, and by using conditional probabilities, we obtain
PH[Cq]PqH[ai] z I
(a; .q !E(quiUi ), EiE{1,...,n} qEOi
(5.15)+( E PqH[(ai, q')Iai])(1--Pi'' pi-lPi+lP Pn)))
(al ,q')E(q,i,Ui)
Let, for each i and each q, Pi,q = PqH[Q(q,i, Ui)lai]. Then, (5.15) becomes
PH[el,...,.(H)]
< Z Z PH [Cq]Pq [ai((1 - pi,q) + (1 - Pi 'pi-lpi+l p Pn)pi,q),
iE{1,...,n} qeOE
(5.16)
which becomes
PH[el,...,n(H)] < qE
iE{1,...,n. qEE,
PH[Cq]PqH[ai](1 - pi ' Pi-lpi,qPi+l ... P)
after simple algebraic simplifications. Using the same argument as in the proof
for each i and each q, Pi,q > pi. Thus,
PH[el,...,n(H)] <
of Lemma 5.2.1,
(5.18), , PH[Cq]Pq[ai](1 - ... Pn).
iE{l,...,n} qEOi
Finally, observe that EiE { 1 ... ,n} EqeO PH[Cq]PqH[ai] is the probability that for some i action ai
occurs at least ki times. Thus,
PH [el1...,n (H)] < (1 - P'... Pn). (5.19)
.This completes the proof.
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(5.14)
(5.17)
E 
H IPq ai, q )jailPH [ei,....(H 
Figure 5-1: The Dining Philosopher problem with 6 philosophers.
5.3 Example: Randomized Dining Philosophers
In this section we apply the methodology presented so far to prove the correctness of the Ran-
domized Dining Philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin [LR81]. The proof is structured
in two levels. Te high level proof consists of a collection of progress statements that are con-
catenated together; the low level proof consists of the proofs of the statements of the high level
proof. The low level proof is based on the coin lemmas.
5.3.1 The Problem
There are n philosophers sat at a round table. Each philosopher has a plate in from of him, a
fork on its left, and a fork on its right. The left fork is shared with his left neighbor philosopher,
and the right fork is shared with his right neighbor philosopher. At the center of the table there
is a bowl full of spaghetti. Figure 5-1 illustrates the situation for n = 6. Each philosopher
goes repeatedly through phases where he is thinking and where he is eating. However, each
philosopher needs both of its forks in order to eat. The problem is the following:
"What procedure should each philosopher follow to get his forks and to put them
down in order to make sure that every philosopher that is hungry will eventually be
able to eat?"
A simpler problem is the following.
"What procedure should each philosopher follow to get his forks and to put them down
in order to make sure that whenever somebody is hungry somebody will eventually
be able to eat?"
The second problem is simpler than the first problem since it allows for some philosopher
to starve. It is known from [LR81] that there is no symmetric solution even for the simple
dining philosophers problem, i.e., there is no deterministic solution for the dining philosophers
problem where each philosopher follows exactly the same protocol; some mechanism to break
the symmetry is necessary. In the algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin each philosopher follows
exactly the same protocol and randomness is used to break the symmetry.
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Shared variables: Resj E {free, taken}, j = 1,..., n, initially free.
Local variables: ui E {left,right}, i = 1,...,n
Code for process i:
0. try
1. < ui - random> *
2. < if Res(i,,,) = free then
Res(iu) := taken
else goto 2. >
3. < if Res(i,oppi()) = free then
Res(i,Opp(,,,)) := taken;
goto 5. >
4. < Res(i,,,):= free; goto 1.>
5. crit
** Critical Section **
6. exit
7. < u +- left or right
Res(i,,opp(u)) := free >
8. < Res(i,,) := free >
9. rem
** Remainder Section **
Figure 5-2: The Lehmann-Rabin algorithm.
performed atomically.
** beginning of Trying Section **
choose left or right with equal probability **
** pick up first resource **
** pick up second resource **
** put down first resource **
** end of Trying Section **
** beginning of Exit Section **
** nondeterministic choice **
** put down first resources **
** put down second resources **
** end of Exit Section **
The operations between angular brackets are
5.3.2 The Algorithm
Each hungry philosopher proceeds according to the following protocol.
1. Flip a fair coin to choose between the left and the right fork.
2. Wait for the chosen fork to become free and get it.
3. Try to get the second fork:
if it is free, then get it;
if it is taken, then put down the first fork and go to 1.
4. Eat.
Each philosopher that has terminated to eat puts down his forks one at a time. The intuition
behind the use of randomness is that the actual protocol used by each philosopher is determined
by an infinite sequence of random coin flips. Thus, with probability 1 each philosopher follows
a different protocol.
Figure 5-2 gives a more precise representation of the protocol, using a terminology that
is closer to computer science; thus, a philosopher is called a process, and a fork is called a
resource. A philosopher who is thinking is said to be in its reminder region; a philosopher
who is eating is said to be in its critical region; a philosopher who is trying to get its forks is
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Figure 5-3: Numbering processes and resources in the Dining Philosophers problem.
said to be in its trying region; and a philosopher who is putting down its forks is said to be in
its exit region. The n resources (forks) are represented by n shared variables Res,..., Res,,
each of which can assume values in (free, taken}. Each process (philosopher) i ignores its
own name and the names of its adjacent resources. However, each process i is able to refer
to its adjacent resources by relative names: Res(i,left) is the resource located to the left, and
Res(i,right) is the resource to the right of i. Each process i has a private variable ui, whose value
is in {left, right}, which is used either to keep track of the resource that process i currently
holds, or, if no resource is held, to keep track of the resource that process i is going to take
next. For notational convenience we define an operator opp that complements the value of its
argument, i.e., opp(right) = left and opp(left) = right.
We now define a probabilistic automaton M that represents the evolution of n philosophers.
We assume that process i + 1 is on the right of process i and that resource Resi is between
processes i and i + 1 (see Figure 5-3). We also identify labels modulo n so that, for instance,
process n + 1 coincides with process 1.
A state s of M is a tuple (X 1,... , X,, Resl, ... , Res,) containing the local state Xi of each
process i, and the value of each resource Resi. Each local state Xi is a pair (pci, ui) consisting
of a program counter pc, and the local variable ui. The program counter of each process keeps
track of the current instruction in the code of Figure 5-2. Rather than representing the value
of the program counter with a number, we use a more suggestive notation which is explained
in Table 5.1. Also, the execution of each instruction is represented by an action. Actions try,,
criti, remi, exiti are external; all the other actions are internal.
The start state of M assigns the value free to all the shared variables Resi, the value R to
each program counter pci, and an arbitrary value to each variable ui. The transition relation
of M is derived directly from Figure 5-2. For example, for each state where pci = F there is
an internal transition labeled with flipi that changes pci into W and assigns left to u with
probability 1/2 and right to ui with probability 1/2; from each state where Xi = (W, left)
there is a transit;ion labeled with waiti that does not change the state if Res(i,left) = taken,
and changes pci into S and Res(i,left) into taken if Res(ileft) = free; for each state where
pc, = EF there are two transitions labeled with action dropfi: one transition sets u to right
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Nr. pci Action Informal meaning
0 R tryi Reminder region
1 F flipi Ready to Flip
2 W waiti Waiting for first resource
3 S secondi Checking for Second resource
4 D dropi Dropping first resource
5 P criti Pre-critical region
6 C exiti Critical region
7 EF dropfi Exit: drop First resource
8 Es dropsi Exit: drop Second resource
9 ER remi Exit: move to Reminder region
Table 5.1: Program counter and action names for the Lehmann-Rabin algorithm.
and makes Res(i,left) free, and the other transition sets ui to left makes Res(i,right) free. The
two separate transitions correspond to a nondeterministic choice that is left to the adversary.
The value of each pair Xi can be represented concisely by the value of pci and an arrow
(to the left or to the right) which describes the value of ui. Thus, informally, a process i is in
state S or D (resp. S or D) when i is in state S or D while holding its right (resp. left)
resource; process i is in state W (resp. W) when i is waiting for its right (resp. left) resource
to become free; process i is in state E_ (resp. Es) when i is in its exit region and it is still
holding its right (resp. left) resource. Sometimes we are interested in sets of pairs; for example,
whenever pci = F the value of ui is irrelevant. With the simple value of pci we denote the set of
the two pairs {(pc1, left), (pci, right)}. Finally, with the symbol # we denote any pair where
pci E W, S, D}. The arrow notation is used as before.
For each state s = (X 1,... ,X, Res,... ,Resn) of M we denote Xi by Xi(s) and Resi by
Resi(s). Also, for any set St of states of a process i, we denote by Xi E St, or alternatively
Xi = St the set of states s of M such that Xi(s) E St. Sometimes we abuse notation in the
sense that we write expressions like Xi E {F, D} with the meaning Xi E F U D. Finally, we
write Xi = E for Xi = {EF, Es, ER }, and we write Xi = T for Xi E {F, W, S, D, P}.
5.3.3 The High Level Proof
In this section we give the high level proof that the algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin guarantees
progress, i.e., that from every state where some process is in its trying region, some process
enters eventually its critical region with probability 1. We assume that each process that is
ready to perform a transition is allowed eventually to do so: process i is ready to perform a
transition whenever it enables an action different from tryi or exiti. Actions tryi and exiti
are under the control of the user (a philosopher decides whether to eat or think), and hence,
by assumption, under the control of the adversary.
Formally, consider the probabilistic automaton M of Section 5.3.2. Define an extended
execution a of M to be fair iff for each process i either a is finite and its last state enables
tryi or exiti, or a is infinite and either actions of process i occur infinitely many times in a
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or a = al ^ a2 and all the states of a 2 enable either tryi or exiti. Define Fairadvs to be the
set of adversaries A for M such that, for every finite execution fragment a of M the elements
of Qprexec(ll,A,a) are extended fair execution fragments of M. Then Fairadvs is finite-history-
insensitive: if A is an adversary of Fairadvs and q is a finite execution fragment of M, then it
is easy to verify that the adversary Aq such that
Aq(a) = I A(ac>q) if q <a
A4(a) otherwise
is an adversary of Fairadvs. Let rstates(M) denote the set of reachable states of M. Let
T _ {s E rstates(M) I 3Xi(s) {T}}
denote the sets of reachable states of M where some process is in its trying region, and let
C I {s E rstates(M) 3iXi(s) = C}
denote the sets of reachable states of M where some process is in its critical region. We first
show that
T -Fairads C, (5.20)1/8
i.e., that. starting from any reachable state where some process is in its trying region, for all
the adversaries of Fairadvs, some process enters its critical region eventually with probability at
least 1/8. Note that (5.20) is satisfied trivially if some process is initially in its critical region.
Our proof is divided into several phases, each one concerned with the property of making
some partial progress toward C. The sets of states associated with the different phases are
expressed in terms of T, RT, jr, G, , and C. Here,
RE I { e I ViXi(S) E (ER,R, T}}
is the set of states where at least one process is in its trying region and where no process is in
its critical region or holds resources while being in its exit region.
F - {s R I 3Xi(s ) = F}
is the set of states of RT where some process is ready to flip a coin.
P ({s E rstates(M) I 3Xj(s) = P}
is the sets of reachable states of M where some process is in its pre-critical region, i.e., where
some process is ready to enter its critical region. The set is the most important for the
analysis. To motivate the definition, we define the following notions. We say that a process
i is committed if Xi E {W, S}, and that a process i potentially controls Resi (resp. Resi_l) if
Xi E {W, S, D} (resp. Xi E {W, S, D}). Informally said, a state in R.T is in if and only
if there is a committed process whose second resource is not potentially controlled by another
process. Such a process is called a good process. Formally,
5 - {s E R7 3i
Xi(s) E {W, S} and Xi+l(s) E {ER, R,F,#}, or
Xi(s) E {W, S} and Xi_l(s) E {ER, R,F,#}}
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Reaching a state of 5 is a substantial progress toward reaching a state of C. Somehow, a good
state is a place where the symmetry is broken. The progress statements of the proof are the
following.
T 1 RTU C (Proposition 5.3.3),
ZT 1 U g UP (Proposition 5.3.16),
F 1 5 UP (Proposition 5.3.15),
5 1/4 P (Proposition 5.3.12),
P l C (Proposition 5.3.1).
The first statement says that eventually every process in its exit region relinquishes its resources.
In this way we avoid to deal with resources held by processes who do not want to enter the
critical region. The second statement says that eventually either a good state is reached, or a
place where some process is ready to flip its coin is reached. The flipping points are potential
points where the symmetry is broken, and thus reaching a flipping point means progress. The
third statement says that from a flipping point there is probability 1/2 to reach a good state.
Finally, the fourth statement says that from a good state there is probability 1/4 to be ready
to enter the critical region. By combining the statements above by means of Proposition 4.5.3
and Theorem 4.5.2 we obtain
T )C, (5.21)
which is the property that was to be proven. Observe that once some process is in the trying
region there is always some process in the trying region until some process reaches the critical
region. Formally, M satisfies T Unless C. Thus, Proposition 4.5.6 applies, leading to
T l )C. (5.22)
5.3.4 The Low Level Proof
In this section we prove the five progress statements used in Section 5.3.3. The proofs are
detailed operational arguments. The main point to observe is that randomness is handled
exclusively by the coin lemmas, and thus, any technique for the verification of ordinary automata
could be applied as well.
For the sake of clarity, we do not prove the relations in the order they were presented.
Throughout the proof we abuse notation by writing expressions of the kind FIRST(f lipi, left)
for the event schema FIRST(flipi, {s E states(M) I Xi(s) = W}). We write also sentences of
the form "If FIRST(flipi, left) then 0" meaning that for each valid probabilistic execution
fragment H, each element of FIRST(flipi, left)(H) satisfies 0.
Proposition 5.3.1 If some process is in P, then some process enters C, i.e.,
P - C.
1
Proof. Let i be the process in P. Then, from the definition of Fairadvs, process i is scheduled
eventually, and enters C. ·
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Lemma 5.3.2 If some process is in its Exit region, then it will eventually enter R.
Proof. The process needs to perform two transitions to relinquish its two resources, and then
one transition to send a rem message to the user. Every adversary of Fairadvs guarantees that
those three transitions are performed eventually. ·
Proposition 5.3.3 T ) TZT U C.
Proof. From Lemma 5.3.2, every process that begins in EF or Es relinquishes its resources.
If no process begins in C or enters C in the meantime, then the state reached at this point is
a state of RT; otherwise, the starting state or the state reached when the first process enters
C is a state of C. ·
We now turn to the proof of g /4 P. The following lemmas form a detailed cases analysis
of the different situations that can arise in states of G. Informally, each lemma shows that a
specific coin event is a sub-event of the properties of reaching some other state. A preliminary
lemma is an invariant of M, which guarantees that the resources are held by those processes
who think to be holding them.
Lemma 5.3.4 For each reachable state s of M and each i, 1 < i < n, Resi = taken if
Xi(s) E S, D,P, C, EF,E } or Xi+l(s) E {(S, D,P, C, EFEs}. Moreover, for each reachable
state s of M and each i, 1 < i < n, it is not the case that Xi(s) E S, D, P, C, EF,E } and
X i+l(s) E {S, D, P, C, EF, Es}, i.e., only one process at a time can hold one resource. ·
Proof. The proof of this lemma is a standard proof of invariants. Simply verify that the two
properties are true for the start states of M and are preserved by each transition of M. ·
Lemma 5.3.5
1. Let Xi_1 E ER, R, F} and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_ 1, left), then, eventually, either
Xi_, = P or Xi = S.
2. Let Xi = D and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi-_, left), then, eventually, either Xi- 1 = P
or X, = S.
3. Let Xi_l = S and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_l, left), then, eventually, either Xil = P
or X i = S.
4. Let Xi_1 = W and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_ 1, left), then, eventually, either Xi- 1 = P
or Xi = S.
Proof. The four proofs start in the same way. Let s be a state of M satisfying the respective
properties of items or 2 or 3 or 4. Let A be an adversary of Fairadvs, and let be an
execution of pre:rec(M,{s},A) where the result of the first coin flip of process i - 1, if it occurs, is
left.
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1. By hypothesis and Lemma 5.3.4, i - 1 does not hold any resource at the beginning of a
and has to obtain Resi_2 (its left resource) before pursuing Resi_l. From the definition
of Fairadvs, i performs a transition eventually in a. If i - 1 does not hold Resi_1 when
i performs this transition, then i progresses into configuration S. If not, it must be the
case that i- 1 succeeded in getting it in the meanwhile. But, in this case, since i- 1 flips
left, Res_l1 was the second resource needed by i - 1 and i - 1 therefore entered P.
2. If Xi = S eventually, then we are done. Otherwise, process i - 1 performs a transition
eventually. Let a = al ^ a2 such that the last transition of al1 is the first transition taken
by process i - 1. Then Xi_l(fstate(a 2)) = F and Xi(fstate(a 2)) = W. Since process
i - 1 did not flip any coin during l1 , from the finite-history-insensitivity of Fairadvs and
Item 1 we conclude.
3. If Xi = S eventually, then we are done. Otherwise, process i - 1 performs a transition
eventually. Let a = al ^ a 2 such that the last transition of al is the first transition taken
by process i - 1. If Xi_l(fstate(a 2)) = P then we are also done. Otherwise it must be
the case that Xi_l(fstate(a 2)) = D and Xi(fstate(a 2)) = W. Since process i - 1 did not
flip any coin during al, from the finite-history-insensitivity of Fairadvs and Item 2 we
conclude.
4. If Xi = S eventually, then we are done. Otherwise, process i checks its left resource
eventually and fails, process i - 1 gets its right resource before, and hence reaches at
least state S. Let a- = a1 ^ 2 where the last transition of al is the first transition of a
that leads process i -1 to state S. Then Xi_l(fstate(a 2)) = S and Xi(fstate(a 2)) = W.
Since process i - 1 did not flip any coin during al, from the finite-history-insensitivity of
Fairadvs and Item 3 we conclude. ·
Lemma 5.3.6 Assume that Xi_, E ER, R, T and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_ 1, left), then,
eventually, either Xi-, = P or Xi = S.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 5.3.5 after observing that Xi_l E {ER, R, T} is equivalent
to Xi_1 G {ER, R,F, W, S,D,P}. ·
The next lemma is a useful tool for the proofs of Lemmas 5.3.8, 5.3.9, and 5.3.10.
Lemma 5.3.7 Let X E {W, S} or Xi E {ER, R, F, D} with FIRST(flipi, left). Further-
more, let Xi+1 e {W, S} or Xi+1 E {ER, R, F, D} with FIRST(flipi+l,right). Then the first
of the two processes i or i + 1 testing its second resource enters P after having performed this
test (if this time ever comes).
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.4 Resi is free. Moreover, Resi is the second resource needed by both i
and i + 1. Whichever tests for it first gets it and enters P. ·
Lemma 5.3.8 If Xi = S and Xi+l e {W, S} then, eventually, one of the two processes i or
enters P. The same result holds if Xi E {W, S} and Xi+ = S.
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Proof. Being in state S, process i tests its second resource eventually. An application of
Lemma 5.3.7 finishes the proof. a
Lemma 5.3.9 Let Xi = S and Xi+1l E ER,R,F, D. If FIRST(flipi+,right), then, even-
tually, one of the two processes i or i + 1 enters P. The same result holds if Xi E {ER, R, F, D,
Xi+ = S and FIRST(flipi, left).
Proof. Being in state S, process i tests its second resource eventually. An application of
Lemma 5.3.7 finishes the proof. i
Lemma 5.3.10 Assume that Xi_1 E {ER,R,T), Xi = W, and Xi+1 e {ER,R,F,W,D. If
FIRST(flipi_ 1, left) and FIRST(flipi+, right), then eventually one of the three processes
i- 1, i or i + 1 enters P.
Proof. Let s be a state of M such that Xi_l(s) e ER,R,T}, Xi(s) = W, and Xi+l(s) 
{ER R, F, W, D}. Let A be an adversary of Fairadvs, and let a be an extended execution of
Qprea:ec(M,{s,A) where the result of the first coin flip of process i - 1 is left and the result of the
first coin flip of process i + 1 is right. By Lemma 5.3.6, eventually either process i - 1 reaches
configuration P in a or process i reaches configuration S in a. If i - 1 reaches configuration P,
then we are done. If not, then let a = al ^ a 2 such that Istate(al) is the first state s' of a with
Xi(s') = S. If i+-tl1 enters P before the end of l, then we are done. Otherwise, Xi+l(fstate(a 2))
is either in W,. S or it is in {ER, R, F, D} and process i + 1 has not flipped any coin yet in
a. From the finite-history-insensitivity of Fairadvs we can then apply Lemma 5.3.7: eventually
process i tests its second resource and by Lemma 5.3.7 process i enters P if process i + 1 did
not check its second resource in the meantime. If process i + 1 checks its second resource before
process i does the same, then by Lemma 5.3.7 process i + 1 enters P. [
Lemma 5.3.11 Assume that Xi+2 E {ER,R,T), Xi+l = W, and Xi E {ER,R,F, W,D. If
FIRST(flipi, left) and FIRST(flipi+ 2, right), then eventually one of the three processes i,
i + 1 or i + 2, enters P.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 5.3.10. This lemma is the symmetric case
of Lemma 5.3.10. [
Proposition 5.3.12 Starting from a global configuration in 5, then, with probability at least
1/4, some process enters P eventually. Equivalently:
1/4
Proof. Lemmas 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 jointly treat the case where Xi = S and Xi+,l e ER, R, F, #)
and the symmetric case where Xi E {ER, R,F, #) and Xi+l = S; Lemmas 5.3.10 and 5.3.11
jointly treat the case where Xi = W and Xi+l e ER,R,F, W, D} and the symmetric case
where Xi ER. R, F, W, D and Xi+1 = W.
Specifically, each lemma shows that a compound event of the kind FIRST(flipi, x) and
FIRST(f lip,, y) leads to P. Each of the basic events FIRST(flipi, x) has probability at least
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1/2. From Lemma 5.2.4 each of the compound events has probability at least 1/4. Thus the
probability of reaching P eventually is at least 1/4. ·
We now turn to ~F / 5 U P. The proof is divided in two parts and constitute the global
argument of the proof of progress, i.e., the argument that focuses on the whole system rather
than on a couple of processes.
Lemma 5.3.13 Start with a state s of :F. If there exists a process i for which Xi(s) = F and
(Xi_l, Xi+l) (#, #), then, with probability at least 1/2 a state of 5 UP is reached eventually.
Proof. If s E a U P, then the result is trivial. Let s be a state of . - ( U P) and let i be such
that Xi(s) = F and (Xil, Xi+l) $ (#, #). Assume without loss of generality that Xi+l # ,
i.e., Xi+l {ER,R, F, #}. The case for Xil # is similar. Furthermore, we can assume
that Xi+1 e {ER, R, F, D} since if Xi+l E {W, S then s is already in G. We show that the
event schema FIRST((flip, left), (flipi+l,right)), which by Lemma 5.2.2 has probability
at least 1/2, leads eventually to a state of 6 U P. Let A be an adversary of Fairadvs, and let
a be an extended execution of Qprexec(M,{s,A) where if process i flips before process i + 1 then
process i flips left, and if process i + 1 flips before process i then process i + 1 flips right.
Then, eventually, i performs one transition and reaches W. Let j e {i, i + 1} be the first of
i and i + 1 that reaches W and let sl be the state reached after the first time process j reaches
W. If some process reached P in the meantime, then we are done. Otherwise there are two
cases to consider. If j = i, then, flipi yields left and Xi(sl) = W whereas Xi+l is (still) in
{ER, R,F, D}. Therefore, sl E 5. If j = i + 1, then flip+l 1 yields right and Xi+l(sl) = W
whereas Xi(s 1) is (still) F. Therefore, sl E G. ·
Lemma 5.3.14 Start with a state s of F. If there exists a process i for which Xi(s) = F and
(Xi_(s), Xi+l(s)) = (#, #). Then, with probability at least 1/2, a state of g U P is reached
eventually.
Proof. The hypothesis can be summarized into the form (Xi-,_l (s), Xi (s), Xi+l (s)) = (, F, #).
Since i - 1 and i + 1 point in different directions, by moving to the right of i + 1 there is a process
k pointing to the left such that process k + 1 either points to the right or is in {ER, R, F, P},
i.e., Xk(s) E {W, S, D} and Xk+1(s) {ER, R,F, W, S, D,P}.
If Xk(s) E {W, S} and Xk+l(S) P then s E G and we are done; if Xk+l(S) = P then
s e P and we are done. Thus, we can restrict our attention to the case where Xk(s) = D.
We show that FIRST((flipk, left), (flipk+l,right)), which by Lemma 5.2.2 has proba-
bility at least 1/2, leads eventually to 5 U P. Let A be an adversary of Fairadvs, and let a
be an extended execution of Qprexec(M,{s,A) where if process k flips before process k + 1 then
process k flips left, and if process k + 1 flips before process k then process k + 1 flips right.
Then, eventually, process k performs at least two transitions and hence goes to configuration
W. Let j {k, k + 1} be the first of k and k + 1 that reaches W and let s be the state reached
after the first time process j reaches W. If some process reached P in the meantime, then we are
done. Otherwise, we distinguish two cases. If j = k, then, flipk yields left and Xk(Sl) = W
whereas Xk+l is (still) in {ER, R, F, }. Therefore, s E G. If j = k + 1, then flipk+1 yields
right and Xk+l(Sl) = W whereas Xk(Sl) is (still) in {D,F}. Therefore, s E . ·
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Proposition 5.3.15 Start with a state s of iF. Then, with probability at least 1/2, a state of
g U P is reached eventually. Equivalently:
1/2
Proof. The hypothesis of Lemmas 5.3.13 and 5.3.14 form a partition of F. U
Finally, we prove RT T U g U P.
Proposition 5.3.16 Starting from a state s of 1ZT, then a state of F U 5 U P is reached
eventually. Equivalently:
R1T 1 F'Ug UP.
Proof. Let s be a state of R7. If s E F U g U P, then we are trivially done. Suppose
that s F U U 'P. Then in s each process is in {ER, R, W, S, D} and there exists at least
process in {W, S, D}. Let A be an adversary of Fairadvs, and let a be an extended execution
of Qprexec(M,s},A).
We first argue that eventually some process reaches a state of {S, D, F} in a. This is trivially
true if in state s there is some process in {S, D}. If this is not the case, then all processes are
either in ER or R or W. Eventually, some process in R or W performs a transition. If the
first process not in ER performing a transition started in ER or R, then it reaches F and we
are done; if the first process performing a transition is in W, then it reaches S since in s no
resource is held. Once a process i is in {S, D, F}, then eventually process i reaches either state
F or P, and we are done. X
5.4 General Coin Lemmas
The coin lemmas of Section 5.2 are sufficiently general to prove the correctness of the Random-
ized Dining Philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin. However, there are several other
coin events that are relevant for the analysis of distributed algorithms. For example, the toy
resource allocation protocol that we used in Chapter 4 cannot be verified yet. In this section
we present two general coin lemmas: the first one deals with multiple outcomes in a random
draw; the second one gives a generalization of all the coin lemmas presented in the thesis.
Unfortunately, generality and simplicity are usually incompatible: the two coin lemmas of this
section are conceptually more complicated than those of Section 5.2.
5.4.1 Conjunction of Separate Coin Events with Multiple Outcomes
The coin lemma of Section 5.2.4 deals with the result of the intersection of several coin events.
Thus, for example, if each coin event expresses the process of flipping a coin, then the coin
lemma of Section 5.2.4 can be used to study the probability that all the coins yield head.
However, we may be interested in the probability that at least half of the coins yield head,
or in the probability that exactly 5 coins yield head. The coin lemmas of Section 5.2 are not
adequate. Suppose now that we use each coin event to express the process of rolling a dice.
The coin events of Section 5.2 are not adequate again since they can deal only with binary
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outcomes: we can observe only whether a specific set U is reached or not. How can we express
the event that for each number i between 1 and 6 there is at least one dice that rolls i?
In this section we define a coin event and prove a coin lemma that can deal with the scenarios
outlined above. Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let S be a set of n tuples {x1 ,..., xn},
where for each i, 1 < i < n xi is a tuple (ai, Ui,l,..., Ui,k) consisting of an action of M and k
pairwise disjoint sets of states of M. Let the actions ai be all distinct. Let E be a set of tuples
((1,jl),..., (n,j,)) where for each i, 1 < i < n, the value of ji is between 1 and k. For each
extended execution a of M and each i, 1 < i < n, let
{(i, 1),..., (i, k)} if ai does not occur
Ui(a) = {(i,j)} if ai occurs and its first occurrence leads to Uij,
0 otherwise.
Then define GFIRST(S, E) to be the function that associates with each probabilistic execution
fragment H of M the set of extended executions ao of QH such that E n (Ul(ac>qH) ... x
Uk(aczU>qO )) 0.
We illustrate the definition above by encoding the dice rolling example. In each tuple
(ai, Ui,,..., Ui,k) ai identifies the action of rolling the ith dice, k = 6, and for each j, Uij is
the set of states where the ith dice rolls j. The set E identifies the set of outcomes that are
considered to be good. In the case of the dices E is the set of tuples ((1, jl),..., (n, j,)) where
for each number 1 between 1 and 6 there is at least one i such that ji = 1. The function Ui(a)
checks whether the ith dice is rolled and identifies the outcome. If the dice is not rolled, then,
we allow any outcome as a possible one; if the dice is rolled and hits Uij, then the outcome is
(i,j); if the the dice is rolled and the outcome is not in any one of the sets Uij's, then there is
no outcome (this case does not arise in our example). Then, an extended execution ao of QH
is in the event GFIRST(S, E)(H) if at least one of the outcomes associated with act>qH is an
element of E, i.e., if by choosing the outcome of the dices that are not rolled in ac>q H all the
six numbers appear as the outcome of some dice.
Let p be the probability that by rolling n dices all the six numbers appear as the outcome
of some dice. Then, the lemma below states that PH[GFIRST(S, E)(H)] > p for each H.
Proposition 5.4.1 Let M be a probabilistzc automaton. Let S be a set of n tuples {x 1,...) X}
where for each i, 1 < i < n, xi is a tuple (ai, Ui ,1.. ., Ui,k) consisting of an action of M and k
pairwise disjoint sets of states of M. Let the actions ai be all distinct. Let E be a set of tuples
((1,jl),... ,(n,jn)) where for each i, 1 < i < n, the value of ji is between 1 and k. For each
i,j, 1 < i < n, 1 < j < k, let pij be a real number between 0 and 1 such that for each transition
(s, P) of M where P[ai] > O, P[Ui,jlai] > pi,j, and let C be the collection of the pijs. Let Pc[E]
be the probability of the event E assuming that each experiment i is run independently, and
that for each i a pair (i,j) is chosen with probability pi,j. Then, for each probabilistic execution
fragment H of M, PH[GFIRST(S,E)(H)] > Pc[E].
Proof. For each state q of H, each i E {1,..., n}, and each j E {1,..., k}, denote by Q(q, Ui,j)
the set {(ai, q') E Q2 j Istate(q') E Ui,j} of pairs where ai occurs and leads to a state of Uij,
and denote by Q(q, Ui) the set {(ai, q') QH I Istate(q') UjUi,j} of pairs where ai occurs and
none of the Uijs is reached. For each i E {1,..., n}, let E)i be the set of states q of H such that
no action aj, 1 < j < n, occurs in qC>qH, and PqH[ai] > 0.
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WVe prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = 1 then the result follows from Lemma 5.2.1
(the event can be transformed into a new event with two outcomes); otherwise,
PH [ GFIRST(S,E)(H)] = E E PH[Cq] E
iE{1, ... ,n} qEEJi (aiq')En(qU-')
Pq [(ai, q)]
+ ( E E Pq [(ai,q')]PH,q[GFIRST(Si,E(ij))(H>q')I ). (5.23)
j(jE{1....k} (ai,q')EQ(q,Uij)
where Si is obtained from S by removing the tuple (ai, Ui,l,..., Ui,k), and E(i,j) is the set of tu-
ples ((1, jil ),... , (i - 1, ji- ), (i + 1, ji+l ),... , (n, in)) such that ((1, jil )... (i - 1, ji-1 ), (i, j), (i +
1,ji+ l )..., (n,j,,.)) E E. Let Ci be obtained from C by removing all the probabilities of the
form pi,j, 1 < j l k. Then, by induction,
PH>q [GFIRST(Si, E(i,j))(H>q')] < (1 - Pc, [E(i,j)]). (5.24)
From the properties of conditional probabilities and the definition of C,
Pc,[E(i,j)] == Pc[El(i, j)]. (5.25)
Thus, by using (5.24) and (5.25) in (5.23), and by expressing PqH[(ai, q')] as PqH[ai]Pq[(ai, q')Iai],
we obtain
PH[GFIRST(S,E)(H)] < Z PH[Cq]PqH[ai] (( E
iE{1 ... ,n} qEOi (ai ,q')Ef(q,Ui )
+ (j s£ E Pq"[(ai,q')ai](1-Pc[EI(ij)I)) /
jE{:,..,k} (a,,q')EQ(q,U j)
For each i,j and q, let Pi,j,q be Pq H[(q, Uij)ai]. Then, from (5.26),
PH [GFIRST(S,E)(H)] < PH[Cq]Pq[ai]
iE{1 ,...,n} qEO
((1 - Pi,l,q - - pi,k,q) + ( Pi,j,q( - Pc[E(i, j)])) 
which becomes
Pq [(ai, q) (5.ai26])
(5.26)
(5.27)
PH [GFIRST(S, E)(H)]
< E E PH[Cq]Pq [ai] (1- Pc[El(i, j)]pij,q (5.28)
iEf1,...,7.} q \i jE{1 ,...,k}
after some simple algebraic simplifications. Using the same argument as in the proof of
Lemma 5.2.1, for each i,j and each q, Pi,j,q > pi,j. Thus,
PH[ GFIRST(S, E)(H)]
(5.29)z< E. E PH[Cq]Pq [ai] (1- Pc[E(i,j)]pi,j) .1tE { , ,n} qEei E{1, ...,k}
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Finally, observe that EiE{ .... n} Eqei PH[Cq]PqH[ai] is the probability that some action a oc-
curs, and observe that E{l,...,k} Pc[EI(i,j)]pi,j = Pc[E]. Thus,
PH [GFIRST(S, E)(H)] < 1 - Pc [E] (5.30)
5.4.2 A Generalized Coin Lemma
All the coin lemmas that we have studied in this chapter share a common characteristic. Given
a probabilistic execution fragment H, we identify n separate classes of random draws to observe.
Each class can be observed at most once in every execution a of QH, and if any class cannot
be observed, then we allow for any arbitrary outcome. In this section we formalize this idea.
Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M. A coin-event
specification for H is a collection C of tuples (q,X, X 1,... , Xk) consisting of a state of H, a
subset X of QH, and m pairwise disjoint subsets of X, such that the following properties are
satisfied:
1. for each state q of H there is at most one tuple of C whose state is q;
2. for each state q of H such that there exists a tuple of C with state q, there is no prefix q'
of q such that there exists a tuple (q', X, X 1,... , Xk) in C and a pair (a, q") in X where
q" is a prefix of q.
The set C is the object that identifies one of the classes of random draws to be observed. For
each transition trqH and each tuple (q, X, X 1,..., Xk) of C, the set X identifies the part of trqH
that is relevant for C, and the sets X1,..., Xk identify some of the possible outcomes. The first
requirement for C guarantees that there is at most one way to observe what happens from a
state q of H, and the second requirement states that along every execution of QH there is at
most one place where C is observed.
As an example, consider the observation of whether the first occurrence of an action a,
which represents a coin flip, leads to head. Then C is the set of tuples (q, X, X1) where action
a does not occur in qc>qH and PqH[a] > 0, X is the set of f pairs  H where action a occurs,
and X1 is the set of pairs of X where the coin flips head.
Let a be an extended execution of fQH, and let q be a state of H such that q < a. We say
that C occurs in a at q iff there exists a tuple (q,X, X 1,... ,Xk) in C and a pair (a, q') in X
such that q' < a. Moreover, if (a, q') E Xj, we say that C occurs in a at q and leads to Xj.
Two coin event specifications C1 and C2 are said to be separate iff from every state q of
H, if (q, X,X 1l,,..,X1,k) is a tuple of C1 and (q,X X2 ,X21,.. ,X2,k) is a tuple of C2, then
X1 n X2 = 0. In other words, there is no interference between the observations of C1 and the
observations of C2. Let S = {C1, ... , C,} be a set of pairwise separate coin-event specifications.
For notational convenience, for each i E {1,..., n} and each state q of H such that there exists
a tuple in Ci with state q, denote such tuple by (q, Xq,iXq,i,i,... ,Xq,i,k)
Let E be a set of tuples ((1,jl),...,(n,j,)) where for each i, 1 < i < n, the value of ji is
between 1 and k. For each extended execution a of QH and each i, 1 < i < n, let
{(i, 1), ... ,(i, k)} if Ci does not occur in a
Ui(a) = {(i,j)} if Ci occurs in a leading to Xq,i,j
0 otherwise.
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Then, define GCOIN(S,E)(H) to be the set of extended executions of QH such that E n
(U1(cV>qo') x ... x Uk(ac>q )) 0.
Lemma 5.4.2 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M. Let
S = {Cl,..., Cn} be a set of separate coin-event specifications for H. For each i,j, 1 < i < n,
1 < j < k, let Pij be a real number between 0 and 1 such that for each i E {1,..., n} and each
tuple (q, Xq,i, Xqti,l. . . ,Xq,i,m) of Ci, PqH [Xq,i,jIXq,i] > pi,j. Let C be the collection of the Pi,j 's.
Let Pc [E] be the probability of the event E assuming that each experiment i is run independently,
and for each i a pair (i,j) is chosen with probability pij. Then, PH [GCOIN(S, E)(H)] > Pc [E].
Proof. For each state q of H and each i, 1 < i < n, if there exists a tuple in Ci with state q,
then denote Xq,i\ UjE{1... k} Xq,i,j by Xq,i. For each i, 1 < i < n, let Oi be the set of states q of
H such that there exists a tuple with state q in Ci and no coin-event Cj, 1 < j < n, occurs in
qc>qo .
We prove the lemma by induction on n, using n = 0 for the base case. For n = 0 we assume
that P[E] = 1 and that GCOIN(S,E)(H) = QH. In this case the result is trivial. Otherwise,
PH[GCOIN(S, E)(H)] =
iE{l, .,n qEOi
( (,q')e Xq,)
(a,q')EXq.i-
jE{1,...,k} (a,q')EXq.i,j
PqH [(a, q')IPH-qI [GCOIN(Sc>q', E(ij))( >q') )
where Sc>q' is obtained from S by removing Ci and, for each j # i, by transforming the set Cj
into {(qc>q',X>q',Xlc>q', ... ,Xkc>q') I (q,X,X 1,... ,Xk) E Cj,q' < q}. Then, by induction,
PH,q, [GCOIN(S>q', E(ij))(H>q')] < (1 - Pci [E(i,,j)]). (5.32)
From the properties of conditional probabilities and the definition of C,
Pc,[E(i,j)] = Pc[El(i,j)]. (5.33)
Thus, by using (5.32) and (5.33) in (5.31), and expressing PH[(a, q')] as PqH[Xq,i]PqH[(a, q')Xq,i],
we obtain
PH [GCOIN(S, E)(H)] <
jE{l,...,k} (a,q')EXq.,i.
,n} E
iE{1,...,n} qEO
pH [(a q')Xq,i](1 - Pc[El(i, )])) )
For each i,j and q, let Pi,j,q be PH[Xq,ijlXq,i]. Then, from (5.34),
PH[GCOIN(S,E)(H)] < C ,
iE1,....,n} qEOE
PH [Cq]Pq [Xq,i]
jE{ pij l - Pc[E(i...j)k}
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(5.31)
(5.34)
(5.35)
H[H,,, 
which becomes
PH[GCOIN(S, E)(H)]
< E E PH[Cq]PqH[Xij] (1- E Pc[El(i,j)]pi,,jq (5.36)
iE{1 ,...,n} qOi jE{1 ,...,k}/
after some simple algebraic simplifications. From hypothesis, for each i, j and each q, Pi,j,q > Pi,j.
Thus,
PH[GCOIN(S, E)(H)]
< E E PH[Cq]PqH[Xq,i] (1 E PC[El(iij)]pij (5.37)
iE{1 ...,n} qEi j{1 k}
Finally, observe that Ei{ 1,...,n} EqE PH[Cq]PH[Xq,i is the probability that some Ci occurs,
and observe that jl1,...,k} Pc[EI(i,j)]pi,j = Pc[E]. Thus,
PH[GCOIN(S, E)(H)] < 1 - Pc[E] (5.38)
5.5 Example: Randomized Agreement with Stopping Faults
In this section we analyze the Randomized Agreement algorithm of Ben-Or [B083]. Its proof
of correctness is an application of Lemma 5.4.2. The proof that we present in this section is not
as detailed as the proof of the Dining Philosophers algorithm, but contains all the information
necessary to fill in all the details, which we leave to the reader.
5.5.1 The Problem
Consider n asynchronous processes that communicate through a network of reliable channels
(i.e., channels that deliver all the messages in the same order as they are received, and that
never fail to deliver a message), and suppose that each process i starts with an initial value
v i C {0, 1}. Suppose that each process can broadcast a message to every other process in a
single operation. Each process runs an algorithm that at some point may decide on one value
of {0, 1}. Each process decides at most once. The algorithm should be designed so that the
following properties are satisfied.
1. Agreement: all the processes that decide choose the same value.
2. Validity: if all the processes have the same initial value v, then v is the only possible
decision value.
3. f-failure termination: if at most f processes fail, then all the non-failing processes
decide a value.
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We assume that a process fails by stopping, i.e., by failing to send messages to other processes
from some point on. Since the processes are asynchronous, no processes can distinguish a slow
process from a failing process.
Unfortunately, it is known from [FLP85] that there is no deterministic algorithm for asyn-
chronous processes that solves the agreement problem and guarantees 1-failure termination.
Here we present the randomized algorithm of Ben-Or [BO83], which solves the agreement prob-
lem with certainty, and guarantees f-failure termination with probability 1 whenever n > 3f.
5.5.2 The Algorithm
Each process i has local variables x, initially vi, and y, initially null, and executes a series of
stages numbered 1, 2,..., each stage consisting of two rounds. Each process runs forever, even
after it decides. At stage st > 1, process i does the following.
1. Broadcast (first, st, v), where v is the current value of x, and then wait to obtain n - f
messages of the form (first, st, *), where * stands for any value. If all the messages have
the same value v, then set y := v, otherwise set y := null.
2. Broadcast (second, st, v), where v is the current value of y, and then wait to obtain n - f
messages of the form (second, st, *). There are three cases:
(a) if all the messages have the same value v null, then set x := v and perform a
decide(v)i operation if no decision was made already;
(b) if at least n - 2f messages, but not all the messages, have the same value v $ null,
then set x := v without deciding (the assumption n > 3f guarantees that there
cannot be two different such values v);
(c) otherwise, set x to 0 with probability 1/2 and to 1 with probability 1/2.
The intuition behind the use of randomness is that at each stage, if a decision is not made yet,
with probability at least 1/2n all the processes that choose a value at random choose the same
"good" value. Thus, with probability 1 there is eventually a stage where the processes that
choose a value at; random choose the same good value, and this leads to a decision.
We now give an idea of the structure of the probabilistic automaton M that describes Ben-
Or's algorithm. Each process i has the two variables x and y mentioned in the description
of the algorithm, plus a queue mj for each process j that records the unprocessed messages
received from process j, initially null, a stage counter st, initially 1, a program counter pc,
and a boolean variable decided that is set to true iff process i has decided already. There
is a channel Ci j between every pair of processes. Each channel Cijj is essentially a buffer
like the buffer described in Chapter 2 (cf. Figure 2-1), whose inputs are actions of the form
(first, st, v), and (second, st, v)i, and whose outputs are actions of the form (first, st, v)i,j and
(second, st, v)i,j. To broadcast a message (first, st, v), process i performs the action (first, st, v)i.
A message (first, st, v) is received by process i from process j through the action (first, st, v)j,i.
The definition of the transition relation of M is straightforward.
5.5.3 The High Level Proof
Agreement and validity are easy to prove and do not involve any probabilistic argument.
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Lemma 5.5.1 Ben-Or's algorithm satisfies the agreement and validity conditions.
Proof. We start with validity. Suppose that all the processes start with the same value v.
Then it is easy to see that every process that completes stage 1 decides on v in that stage. This
is because the only value sent or received by any process in the first round is v, and thus the
only value sent or received by any process in the second round is v, leading to the decision of v.
For agreement, suppose that some process decides, and let process i be the first process
that decides. Let v and st be the value decided by process i and the stage at which process
i decides, respectively. Then it must be the case that process i receives n - f (second, st, v)
messages. This implies that any other process j that completes stage st receives at least n - 2f
(second, st, v) messages, since it hears from all but at most f of the processes that process i
hears from. This means that process j cannot decide on a value different from v at stage st;
moreover, process j sets x := v at stage st. Since this is true for all the processes that complete
stage st, then an argument similar to the argument for validity shows that any process that
completes stage st + 1 and does not decide in stage st decides v at stage st + 1. ·
The argument for f-failure termination involves probability. We assume that all the processes
but at most f are scheduled infinitely many times. Thus, let f-fair be the set of adversaries for
M such that for each probabilistic execution fragment H generated by an adversary of f-fair
the set QH contains only executions of M where at least n - f processes are scheduled infinitely
many times. It is easy to check that f-fair is finite-history-insensitive.
Let B be the set of reachable states of M; let F be the set of reachable states of M where
no process has decided yet and there exists a value st and a number i such that process i
received exactly n - f messages (first, st, *), and no other process has ever received more than
n - f - 1 messages (first, st, *); finally, let 0 be the set of reachable states of M where at least
one process has decided.
It is easy to show that
B 1 f-fair . U . (5.39)
Specifically, let a be an f-fair execution fragment of M starting from a reachable state s of M,
and let st be the maximum value of the stages reached by each process in s. Then, stage st + 1
is reached eventually in a, and thus there is a state s' in a where some process is the first one
to receive n - f messages (first, st + 1, *). The state s' is a state of Y U O.
In Section 5.5.4 we show that
YF 0. (5.40)
1/2"
Thus, combining (5.39) and (5.40) with Theorem 4.5.2, and by using Proposition 4.5.6, we
obtain
B 1 0. (5.41)1
Finally, we need to show that in every f-fair execution where at least one process decides all
the non-failing processes decide eventually. This is shown already in the second part of the
proof of Lemma 5.5.1.
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5.5.4 The Low Level Proof
In this section we prove the progress statement of (5.40) using the generalized coin lemma.
Consider a state s of X, and let i be the process that has received n - f messages (first, st, v).
Let A be an adversary of f-fair, and let H be prexec(M, A, s).
For each j, 1 < j < n, let Cj be the set of triplets (q, X, X1 ) where q is a state of H such that
process j is at stage st in lstate(q) and there is a non-zero probability that process j chooses
randomly between 0 and 1 from q, X is the set of pairs of Q2 where process j performs a
transition, and X1 is defined as follows. Let s' be Istate(q), and let v be a good value if at least
f + 1 of the messages (first, st, *) processed by process i have value v. We emphasize the word
"processed" since, although each process can receive more that n - f messages (first, st, *), only
n - f of those messages are used (processed).
1. If 0 is a good value, then let X1 be the set of pairs of X where process i chooses 0;
2. if 1 is a good value and 0 is not a good value, then let X1 be the set of pairs of X where
process i chooses 1.
Observe that in s' there is at least one good value, and at most two values; thus, Cj is well
defined. It is easy to check that Cl,..., C are separate coin event specifications; more-
over, for each j, ]L < j < n, and each triplet (q,X,X1) of Cj, P[XIX] = 1/2. Let
E = {((1, 1), (2, 1), ..., (n, 1)}. From Lemma 5.4.2, PH[GCOIN((C, ... , C), E)(H)] > 1/2n.
We are left with the proof that in each extended execution of GCOIN((C 1,..., C,), E)(H)
all the non-faulty processes choose a value. More precisely, we show that the non-faulty pro-
cesses complete stage st setting x to the same value v. Then, the second part of the proof of
Lemma 5.5.1 call be used to show that all the non-faulty processes decide on v at the end of
;stage st + -L; in particular at least one process decides. We distinguish two cases.
1. In s' there is exactly one good value v.
In this case every other process receives at least one copy of v during the first round of
stage st, and thus y is set either to v or to null. Therefore, v is the only value that
a process chooses by a non-random assignment at the end of stage st. On the other
hand. if a process j chooses a value at random at the end of stage st, the definition of Cj
guarantees that the value chosen is v. Thus, every process that completes stage st sets
X := v.
2. In s' there are two good values.
In this case every process receives at least one copy of 0 and one copy of 1, and thus y is
set to null. Therefore, each process chooses a value at random at the end of stage st. The
definition of C1, ... , Cn guarantees that every process that completes stage st sets x := 0.
5.6 Example: The Toy Resource Allocation Protocol
Lemma 5.4.2 can be used also to prove formally that the toy resource allocation protocol of
Section 4.1 guarantees that, under any deterministic fair oblivious adversary (cf. Example 4.6.2
for the definition of a fair oblivious adversary), process M1 eventually gets a resource. This
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result can be extended to general oblivious adversaries by using the results about deterministic
and randomized adversaries proved in Chapter 4 (cf. Proposition 4.7.11).
Recall from Example 5.1.1 that we want to identify a coin event that expresses the following
property: the first coin flip of Ml after the first coin flip of M2 is different from the last coin
flip of M2 before the first time Ml checks its resource after flipping. In the rest of the section
we specify two coin event specifications Cl and C2. The specification C1 identifies the first coin
flip of Ml after the first coin flip of M2, while the specification C2 identifies the last coin flip of
M2 before the first time Ml checks its resource after flipping.
Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment, generated by a deterministic fair oblivious
adversary, such that the first state of q is reachable in M. Let C be the set of tuples
(q, X, X1, X 2) where
1. q is a state of H such that M2 flips at least once in q>qo, M1 does not flip in qc>q H after
the first time M2 flips, and M1 flips from q,
2. X is the set ,
3. X1 is the set of pairs of X where M1 flips head,
4. X2 is the set of pairs of X where M1 flips tail.
Observe that C is a coin-event specification. Moreover, observe that for each tuple of C1,
PH [Xi X] = 1/2 and PH [X2 X] = 1/2. Let C2 be the set of tuples (q, X, X 1, X 2) where
1. q is a state of H such that either
(a) M1 does not flip in q>qH after M2 flips, M2 flips from q, and there exists a state
q' > q such that M2 flips exactly once in q'c>q and M1 flips and checks its resource
after flipping in q'>q, or
(b) M1 flips and does not check its resource after the first flip of M 2 in qc>qH, M 2 flips
from q, and there exists a state q' > q such that M2 flips exactly once in q'>q, M1
does not check its resource in q'>q, and M1 checks its resource from q',
2. X is the set qn,
3. X1 is the set of pairs of X where M2 flips head,
4. X1 is the set of pairs of X where M2 flips tail.
Informally, C2 identifies the coin flip of M2 that precedes the point where M1 checks the
resource determined by C1. Figure 5-4 illustrates graphically the two cases of the definition
of C2. Observe that for each tuple of C2, PH[X1IX] = 1/2 and PH[X2 1X] = 1/2. Since H is
generated by an oblivious deterministic adversary, then it is easy to verify that C2 is a coin-event
specification. The important point is to verify that Condition 2 of the definition of a coin event
is satisfied; this is the point where the fact that an adversary is oblivious and deterministic is
used.
Example 5.6.1 (How C2 could not be a coin event specification.) To give a rough idea
of why Condition 2 does not fail, Figure 5-5 shows how Condition 2 could fail. Consider the
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Figure 5-4: The definition of C2 for the toy resource allocation protocol.
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Figure 5-5: How C2 could not be a coin event specification.
execution of H1 that is marked with *, and denote it by a; denote by a' the other execution of
H1 that appears in the figure. The unfilled circles mark the points where a coin event speci-
fication is observed. By following a from left to right we observe C1 and then we observe C2.
The reason why we observe C2 the first time is that along a' M1 tests its resource. However,
continuing to follow a, we observe C2 again because along a M2 tests its resource later. Using
oblivious adversaries we are guaranteed that such a situation does not arise because if along a'
M1 tests its resource before M2 flips again, then the same property holds along a.
The probabilistic execution H2 of Figure 5-5 illustrates how Condition 2 can fail by using
randomized schedulers. After Ml flips, the adversary chooses randomly whether to let Ml test
its resource (higher filled circle) or to let M2 continue. ·
Let E be the set (((1,1)(2,2)),((1,2),(2,1))}, which expresses the fact that Cl and C2 yield
two different outcornes. It is easy to check that in every execution of GCOIN((C 1, C2), E)(H)
M1 eventually gets one resource. Thus, from Lemma 5.4.2, the probability that Ml gets its
resource in H is at least 1/4. Since H is a generic probabilistic execution fragment, then, under
any deterministic fair oblivious adversary Ml gets a resource eventually with probability at
least 1/4. Since the set of deterministic fair oblivious adversaries is finite-history-insensitive,
Lemma 4.5.6 applies, and we conclude that under any deterministic fair oblivious adversary M1
gets a resource eventually with probability 1.
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5.7 The Partition Technique
Even though the coin lemmas can be used to prove the correctness of several nontrivial algo-
rithms, two of which have been illustrated in this chapter, there are algorithms for which the
coin lemmas do not seem to be suitable. One example of such an algorithm is the random-
ized algorithm for maximal independent sets of Awerbuch, Cowen and Smith [ACS94]; another
example is the toy resource allocation protocol again.
Example 5.7.1 (The coin lemmas do not work always) In Section 5.6 we have shown
that the toy resource allocation protocol guarantees progress against fair oblivious adversaries;
however, in Example 4.6.2 we have stated that the toy resource allocation protocol guarantees
progress also against adversaries that do not know only the outcome of those coins that have
not been used yet. Such a result cannot be proved using the coin lemmas of this chapter be-
cause situations like those outlined in Example 5.6.1 arise. For example, after the first time M2
flips, we could schedule M2 again and then schedule M1 to test its resource only if M2 gets the
resource R1.
Another way to obtain a situation where the coin lemmas of this chapter do not apply is to
modify the second instruction of the resource allocation protocol as follows
2. if the chosen resource is free, then get it, otherwise go back to 1. a
Example 5.7.1 shows us that some other techniques need to be developed; it is very likely that
several new techniques will be discovered by analyzing other algorithms. In this section we hint
at a proof technique that departs considerably from the coin lemmas and that is sufficiently
powerful to deal with the toy resource allocation protocol. We illustrate the technique with an
example.
Example 5.7.2 (The partition technique) Let A be a generic fair adversary for the toy
resource allocation protocol that does not know the outcome of those coin flips that have not
been used yet, and let H be a probabilistic execution generated by A. Assume for simplicity that
A is deterministic; the result for a generic adversary follows from Proposition 4.7.11. Consider
an element of QH, and consider the first point q where M1 flips a coin (cf. Figure 5-6). The
coin flipping transition leads to two states qh and qt that are not distinguishable by A, which
means that from qh and qt the adversary schedules the same process. If the process scheduled
from qh and qt is M2, then the states reached from qh are in one-to-one correspondence with the
states reached from qt, since they differ only in the value of the coin flipped by Ml. Figure 5-6
illustrates the case where M2 flips a coin. Furthermore, two corresponding states are reached
with the same probability. The one-to-one correspondence between the states reached form qh
and q, is maintained until Ml tests its chosen resource.
Consider now a point where M1 tests its resource. Figure 5-6 illustrates four of these points,
denoted by qt,l, qh,1, qt,2, and qh,2- If M1 fails to obtain the resource, it means that M2 holds
that resource at that point. However, M2 holds the same resource in the corresponding state
via the one-to-one correspondence M2, while M1 tests the other resource. Thus, Ml succeeds
in getting the chosen resource. (cf. states qt,l and qh,l of Figure 5-6.
The bottom line is that we have partitioned the states where Ml checks its resource in
two sets, and we have shown that for each pair of corresponding states there is at least one
state where Ml succeeds in getting a resource. In some cases, like for states qt,2, and qh,2 of
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Figure 5-6: The partition technique.
Figure 5-6, M1 succeeds in getting its resource from both the corresponding states (M2 does
not hold any resource). Thus, M1 gets a resource with probability at least 1/2. [
5.8 Discussion
To our knowledge, no techniques similar to our coin lemmas or to our partition technique were
proposed before; however, similar arguments appear in several informal analysis of randomized
algorithms. The idea of reducing the analysis of a randomized algorithm to the analysis of an
ordinary pure nondeterministic system was at the base of the qualitative analysis techniques
described in Sections 1.2.5 and 1.2.5. Here we have been able to apply the same idea for a
quantitative analysis of an algorithm.
In this chapter we have focused mainly on how to apply a coin lemma for the verification of
a randomized algorithm; once a good coin event is identified, the analysis is reduced to verify
properties of a system that does not contain randomization. We have carried out this last part
using detailed operational arguments, which can be error prone themselves. However, since the
problem is reduced to the analysis of a non-randomized system, several existing techniques can
be used to eliminate our operational arguments. In [PS95] Segala and Pogosyants show how
such an analysis can be carried out formally and possibly mechanized.
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Chapter 6
Hierarchical Verification: Trace
Distributions
6.1 Introduction
So far we have defined a model to describe randomized concurrent and distributed systems,
and we have shown how to study the properties of a system by means of a direct analysis of its
structure. A specification is a set of properties that an implementation should satisfy, and an
implementation is a probabilistic automaton that satisfies the desired properties.
Another approach to the analysis of a system considers an automaton as a specification itself.
Then, an abstract notion of observation is defined on automata, and an automaton is said to
be an implementation of another automaton iff there is a specific relation, usually a preorder
relation, between their abstract observations. Examples of observations are traces [Hoa85, LV91]
(cf. Section 2.2.3), and failures [Hoa85, BHR84]; in these two cases implementation is expressed
by set inclusion.
6.1.1 Observational Semantics
Formally, an automaton A is associated with a set Obs(A) of observations, and a preorder
relation is defined over sets of observations (for example RZ can be set inclusion). Then, an
automaton Al is said to implement another automaton A 2, denoted by Al C A 2, iff Obs(Al) R
Obs(A2). The function Obs() is called an observational semantics, or alternatively a behavioral
semantics; in the second case the observations are thought as the possible behaviors of an
automaton.
The methodology based on preorder relations is an instance of the hierarchical verification
method: a specification, which is usually very abstract, can be refined successively into less
abstract specifications, each one implementing the more abstract specification, till the actual
implementation is obtained. Figure 6-1 gives an example of a specification that is refined two
times to build the actual implementation. Of course it is implicitly assumed that the relevant
properties of a system are only those that are preserved by the chosen implementation relation.
Thus, given a relation, it is important to understand what properties it preserves. Coarse
relations may not preserve all the relevant properties, but they are usually easy to verify, i.e., it
is usually easy to establish whether such a relation holds; finer relations that preserve exactly the
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relevant properties are usually difficult to characterize and verify; other relations that preserve
all the relevant properties and that are easy to verify are usually too fine, i.e., they distinguish
too much. Some tradeoff is necessary.
6.1.2 Substitutivity and Compositionality
When the size of a problem becomes large, it is common to decompose the problem into simpler
subproblems that are solved separately. Figure 6-2 gives an example. A large specification S is
decomposed into several subcomponents M1 ,... , M,, that interact together to implement S. For
example, a complex computer system can be described by the interaction of a central processor
unit, a memory unit, and an Input/Output unit. Then, each subcomponent specification Mi is
given to a development team that builds an implementation M'. Finally, the implementations
are put together to build an actual implementation of S. This kind of approach is called modular
design; however, in order to guarantee the soundness of modular design, we need to guarantee
that an implementation works properly in every context where its specification works properly,
i.e., our implementation relation must be preserved by parallel composition (i.e., it must be a
precongruence). This property is called substitutivity of a preorder relation, and constitutes one
of the most important properties that an implementation relation should satisfy.
A property that is strictly related to the substitutivity of is called compositionality
of Obs(). That is, there is an operator II defined on pairs of sets of observations such that
Obs(A[IA 2) = Obs(Aj)llObs(A 2). Compositionality and substitutivity are used interchange-
ably when talking informally about concurrent systems, and it is easy to get confused by the
meanings of the two terms. To clarify every doubt, here is how the two concepts are related.
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Theorem 6.1.1 Let Obs() be an observational semantics, be an equivalence relation over
sets of observations, and let, for each set x of observations, [x]Z be the equivalence class of
x under 1R. Let Al - A2 iff Obs(Al) 1R Obs(A2). Then the following two statements are
equivalent.
1. _ is substitutive, i.e., if Al _ A2 then for each A3, AlllA 3 - A 2 11A3;
2. Obs() is compositional, i.e., there exists an operator II on equivalence classes of observa-
tions such that [Obs(AlljA 2)]RZ = [Obs(Al)]zj[Obs(A1)]Rz. U
If 1R is set equality, then we can remove the equivalence classes from the second statement
since each set of observations is an equivalence class. The substitutivity of a preorder relation
is stronger than the substitutivity of its kernel equivalence relation, since the direction of the
inequality must be preserved under parallel composition. For this reason our primary concern
in this chapter is the substitutivity of the implementation relation.
6.1.3 The Objective of this Chapter
In this chapter we study the simplest implementation relation based on observations, i.e., trace
inclusion, and we extend the corresponding precongruence to the probabilistic framework. The
trace preorder constitutes the basis for several other implementation relations and is known to
preserve the safety properties of a system [AS85]. Roughly speaking, a safety property says that
"something good holds forever" or that "something bad does not happen". The trace preorder
is important for ordinary automata for its simplicity and for the availability of the simulation
method [LT87, Jon91, LV91] (cf. Chapter 7), which provides several sufficient conditions for
the trace preorder relation to hold. Other relations, based either on failures [Hoa85, BHR84]
or on any other form of enriched traces, can be obtained by following the same methodology
that we present here.
In the probabilistic framework a trace is replaced by a trace distribution, where the trace
distribution of a probabilistic execution fragment H is the distribution over traces induced by
PH. The trace distribution preorder is defined as inclusion of trace distributions.
Unfortunately, the trace distribution preorder is not a precongruence (cf. Example 6.4.1),
which in turn means that the observational semantics based on trace distributions is not com-
positional. A standard approach in this case is to define the trace distribution precongruence
as the coarsest precongruence that is contained in the trace distribution preorder; then, in
order to have a compositional observational semantics that captures the trace distribution pre-
congruence, an alternative, more operational and constructive characterization of the trace
distribution precongruence is derived. We give an alternative characterization of the trace dis-
tribution precongruence by exhibiting a context, called the principal context, that distinguishes
two probabilistic automata whenever there exists a distinguishing context. This leads to the
notion of a principal trace distribution, which is a trace distribution of a probabilistic automaton
in parallel with the principal context; the trace distribution precongruence can be characterized
alternatively as inclusion of principal trace distributions.
Several other characterizations of the trace distribution precongruence could be found, pos-
sibly leading to different observational semantics equivalent to the principal trace distribution
semantics. Further experience with each one of the alternative semantics will determine which
one is more useful. One of the problems with the principal trace distribution characterization
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is that, although from Theorem 6.1.1 there exists an operator -defined on principal traces,
the definition of is not simple. For ordinary automata the traces of a parallel composition
of two automata are exactly those sequences of actions that restricted to each component give
a trace of the component. This property does not hold for principal trace distributions (cf.
Example 6.4.1). It is desirable to find a semantics that characterizes the trace distribution
precongruence and for which the corresponding parallel composition operator has a simple
definition; however, it is not clear whether such a semantics exists.
6.2 Trace Distributions
Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M, and let f be a
function from QH to Q = ext(H)* U ext(H)w that assigns to each execution of QH its trace. The
trace distribution of H, denoted by tdistr(H), is the probability space completion((Q,F,P))
where F is the a-field generated by the cones C:, where p is a finite trace of H, and P = f(PH).
Observe that, from Proposition 2.1.4, f is a measurable function from (QH, FH) to ((Q, F), since
the inverse image of a cone is a union of cones. Denote a generic trace distribution by VD. A trace
distribution of a probabilistic automaton M is the trace distribution of one of the probabilistic
executions of M. Denote by tdistrs(M) the set of the trace distributions of a probabilistic
automaton M.
It is easy to see that trace distributions extend the traces of ordinary automata: the trace
distribution of a linear probabilistic execution fragment a is a distribution that assigns proba-
bility 1 to trace(a).
Given two probabilistic execution fragments H1 and H2, it is possible to check whether
tdistr(H1) = tdistr(H2 ) just by verifying that Ptdistr(H,)[CI] = Ptdistr(H 2)[CB] for each finite
sequence of actions . This is an easy consequence of the extension theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1.2).
Example 6.2.1 (Reason for the definition of 0) The reader may wonder why we have
not defined fQ to be trace(QH). This is to avoid to distinguish two trace distribution just be-
cause they have different sample spaces. Figure 6-3 illustrates the idea. The two probabilistic
automata of Figure 6-3 have the same trace distributions; however, the left probabilistic au-
tomaton has a probabilistic execution where the trace a°° occurs with probability 0, while the
right probabilistic automaton does not. Thus, by defining the sample space of tdistr(H) to be
trace(H), the two probabilistic automata of Figure 6-3 would be distinct. In Chapter 7 we
define several simulation relations for probabilistic automata, and we show that they are sound
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for the trace distribution precongruence; such a result would not be true with the alternative
definition of a trace distribution. ·
Prefixes
The notion of a prefix for traces can be extended to the probabilistic framework by following
the same idea as for the notion of a prefix defined on probabilistic executions (cf. Section 3.2.6).
A trace distribution D is a prefix of a trace distribution D', denoted by D < 7D', iff for each
finite trace , P,[Cl] < P-, [C/l]. Thus, two trace distributions are equal iff each one is a prefix
of the other.
Lemma 6.2.1 Let H1 and H2 be two probabilistic execution fragments of a probabilistic au-
tomaton M. If H1 < H2, then tdistr(H1) < tdistr(H2). ·
Action Restriction
Similarly to the ordinary case, it is possible to define an action restriction operator on trace
distributions. Let D = (, F, P) be a trace distribution, and let V be a set of actions. Then
the restriction of 1 to V, denoted by 1 r[ V, is the probability space completion((f', ', P'))
where Q' = Q V, F' is the -field generated by the sets of cones of Q', and P' is the inverse
image of P under the function that restricts traces to V.
Lemma 6.2.2 Let D be a trace distribution. Then (D [ V) V2 = ) (V1 n V2).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the fact that restricting a trace to V1 and then to V2 is
equivalent to restricting the same trace to V n V2. Formally, · r (V1 n V 2) = ( r V2 ) o (. V1 ). ·
Finally, we want. to show that, if M = M1 jM2, then the projection of a trace distribution of
M onto M1 and M2 is a trace distribution of M1 and M2, respectively. Formally,
Proposition 6.2.3 If D E tdistrs(Ml IIM2 ), then D acts(Mi) E tdistrs(Mi), i = 1,2.
The converse of Proposition 6.2.3 is not true; an illustrating example is given in Section 6.4
(cf. Example 6.4.1). The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Proposition 6.2.3. We
start with a definition of an internal trace distribution, which is a trace distribution that does
not abstract from internal actions.
Let a be an execution of a probabilistic automaton M. The internal trace of a, denoted
by itrace(a), is the subsequence of a consisting of the actions of M. Let H be a probabilistic
execution fragment of M, and let f be a function from QH to Q = acts(H)* U acts(H)w that
assigns to each execution of QH its internal trace. The internal trace distribution of H, denoted
by itdistr(H), is the probability space completion((Q, , P)) where F is the a-field generated
by the cones of SQ, and P = f(PH). Observe that, from Proposition 2.1.4, f is a measurable
function from (H, H) to (Q,F). Denote a generic internal trace distribution by D1. Denote
the set of internal trace distributions of a probabilistic automaton M by itdistrs(M).
Lemma 6.2.4 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton M.
Then, tdistr(H) = itdistr(H) ext(H).
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Proof. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the set of executions of H whose trace
contains a given 3 is the set of executions of H whose internal trace restricted to the external
actions of H contains 3. Formally, trace(.) = itrace(.) o (. r ext(H)). ·
Lemma 6.2.5 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of MIJIM2, where Ml and M2 are
two compatible probabilistic automata. Then itdistr(H[Mi) = itdistr(H) acts(Mi), i = 1,2.
Proof. Let P denote itdistr(HFMi), and let P' denote itdistr(H) acts(Mi). We need to
show that for each finite internal trace /, P[C] = P'[C,]. Let P" denote itdistr(H). From the
definition of an internal trace,
P[C] = PH rM[ [ E QHrM I / < itrace(a)]. (6.1)
From the definition of P and P"',
P'[C:] = P"[/3' E Q" I < ' acts(Mi)]. (6.2)
From the definition of itdistr(H) and (6.2),
P'[C,3] = PH[o E QH I/3 < itrace(a) acts(Mi)]. (6.3)
Thus, from (6.1) and (6.3), we need to show that
PHrM, [ E HrM i I/3 < itrace(a)] = PH[ e H I/3 < itrace(ca) acts(Mi)]. (6.4)
By using a characterization of the involved events as a disjoint union of cones, and by rewriting
Equation 6.4 accordingly, we obtain
PHrM [ U Cq] (6.5)
qEstates( H [M )l itrace(q)=/,,lact(q)=lact(0f)
- PH[ U Cq].
qEstates(H)litrace(q) racts( Mi )=O,lact(q)=lact([3)
Observe that for each q states(H) such that itrace(q) [ acts(Mi) = /3 and lact(q) =
lact(/3), the state qMi is a state of H[Mi such that itrace(q[Mi) = and lact(q[Mi) =
lact(/). Moreover, the states q of the left expression of (6.5) are partitioned by the relation
that relates q and q' whenever q [Mi = q' [Mi. Thus, if we show that for each trace P and each
q e states(HFMi) such that itrace(q) = /3 and lact(q) = lact(P),
PHrM, [Cq] = PH[UqEql Hllact(q)=lact(3)Cq], (6.6)
Equation (6.5) is proved. Observe that
PH[Uq'Etate(H)lq'rMi=q,lact(q')=lact(fs)Cq'I = PH [Cq'], (6.7)
q' Emin(q] H)
since {q' E states(H) I q'FMi = q, lact(q') = lact(/3)} = min(q]H). Thus, Equation (6.6)
becomes
PHrM [Cq] = PH[Cq], (6.8)
q'Emin(ql H)
which is true from Proposition 3.3.5. ·
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Lemma 6.2.6 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M11IM2, where M1 and M2 are
two compatible probabilistic automata. Then tdistr(HFMi) = tdistr(H) acts(Mi).
Proof. From Lemma 6.2.4,
tdistr(H[Ai) = itdistr(H[Mi) ext(Mi). (6.9)
From Lemma 6.2.5 and (6.9),
tdistr(H[Mi) = (itdistr(H) acts(Mi)) ext(Mi). (6.10)
From Lemma 6.2.2 and (6.10),
tdistr(H[MA) = (itdistr(H) ext(H)) acts(M). (6.11)
From Lemma 6.2.4 and (6.11),
tdistr(H[Mi) = tdistr(H) acts(Mi), (6.12)
which is what we needed to prove. ·
Proof of Proposition 6.2.3. Let D E tdistrs(MlM 2). Then there exists a probabilis-
tic execution H of M11IM2 such that tdistr(H) = D. From Proposition 3.3.4, H[M, is a
probabilistic execution of Mi. From Lemma 6.2.6, tdistr(H[Mi) = D [ acts(Mi). Thus,
D r acts(Mi) tdistrs(Mi). ·
6.3 Trace Distribution Preorder
Once trace distributions are defined, the trace distribution preorder can be defined as trace
distribution inclusion. Formally, let M1 , M2 be two probabilistic automata with the same
external action signature. The trace distribution preorder is defined as follows.
M1 ED M2 iff tdistrs(Ml) C tdistrs(M 2). (6.13)
The trace distribution preorder is a conservative extension of the trace preorder of ordinary
automata, and it preserves properties that resemble the safety properties of ordinary automata
[AS85]. Here we give some examples of such properties.
Example 6.3.1 The following property is preserved by the trace distribution preorder.
"After some finite trace / has occurred, then the probability that some other trace
/' occurs, is not greater than p."
In fact, suppose that Ml CD M2, and suppose that M2 satisfies the property above, while
M1 does not. Then there is a trace distribution of Ml where the probability of /3' after /
conditional to / is greater than p. Since M1 D M2, there is a trace distribution of M2 where
the probability of ' after / conditional to /3 is greater than p. This contradicts the hypothesis
that M2 satisfies the property above. Observe that the property above would still be preserved
if we replace 3' with a set of traces. ·
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Example 6.3.2 The following property is preserved by the trace distribution preorder.
"In every computation where infinite external activity occurs with probability 1, if
a finite trace occurs, then the probability that some other trace 3' occurs after P
given that [3 occurs is at least p."
A more concrete instantiation of the property above is "under the hypothesis that a distributed
system never deadlocks, every request of service eventually gets a response with probability at
least p". This property is definitely more interesting than the property of Example 6.3.1 since it
involves a progress statement, one of the property of key interest for the analysis of randomized
distributed algorithms. Thus, if in a system it is always possible to avoid a deadlock, under
the assumption that we always schedule a transition and under the condition that no infinite
internal computation is possible, the property above guarantees progress. However, in order to
be sure that if M1 CD M2 and M2 satisfies the property above then M1 guarantee progress, we
need to make sure that from every state of M2 it is possible to avoid deadlock and there is no
possibility of infinite internal computation. Such a property must be verified separately since it
is not guaranteed by the trace distribution preorder. Fortunately, there are several cases (e.g.,
n processes running in parallel that communicate via shared memory) where it is easy to verify
that it is always possible to avoid a deadlock.
To prove that the property above is preserved, suppose that M1 CD M2, and suppose that
M2 satisfies the the property above, while Ml does not. Then there is a trace distribution of M1
with infinite external computation where the probability of A' after conditional to is greater
than p. Since M1 ED M2, there is a trace distribution of M2 with infinite external computation
where the probability of ' after conditional to is greater than p. This contradicts the
hypothesis that M2 satisfies the property above. ·
Example 6.3.3 The following property is preserved by the trace distribution preorder.
"In every computation where infinite external activity occurs with probability 1, if a
finite trace occurs, then, no matter what state is reached, a trace ' occurs offter
/ with probability at least p."
A more concrete instantiation of the property above is "under the hypothesis that a distributed
system never deadlocks, if a process has requested a service (), then, no matter what state is
reached, either the service has received a positive acknowledgment already ('), or a positive
acknowledgment will be received eventually with probability at least p". This property is pre-
served by the trace distribution preorder since it is equivalent to the property of Example 6.3.2
with p = 1 (cf. Proposition 4.5.5 to have an idea of why this is true). ·
Essentially, the rule of thumb to determine what properties can be guaranteed to be preserved
under the trace distribution preorder is the following: express the property of interest as a
property X of the trace distributions of a probabilistic automaton M plus a condition 4' on the
structure of M. If M1 CD M2, then the trace distributions of M1 satisfy the property 0. Thus,
if we know that M2 satisfies the property of interest, it is enough to verify separately that M1
satisfies 4' in order to be guaranteed that also M, satisfies the property of interest.
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Figure 6-4: The trace distribution preorder is not a precongruence.
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Figure 6-5: A probabilistic execution of M211C.
6.4 Trace Distribution Precongruence
Although the trace distribution preorder preserves some properties that are useful for the anal-
ysis of randomized distributed systems, the trace distribution preorder is not a precongruence,
and thus it does not allow us to use modular analysis.
Example 6.4.1 (The trace distribution preorder is not substitutive) Consider the two
probabilistic automata M1 and M2 of Figure 6-4. It is easy to check that M1 and M2 have
the same trace distributions. Consider now the context C of Figure 6-4. Figure 6-5 shows a
probabilistic execution of M2 11C where there is a total correlation between the occurrence of
actions d and f and actions e and g. Such a correlation cannot be obtained from M1llC , since
the choice between f and g must be resolved before knowing what action among d and e is
chosen probabilistically. Thus, M1 1C and M2 11C do not have the same trace distributions. 
This leads us to the definition of the trace distribution precongruence, denoted by _DC, as the
coarsest precongruence that is contained in the trace distribution preorder. This definition of the
trace distribution precongruence is not constructive, and thus it is difficult to understand what
we have defined. Furthermore, we do not have any observational semantics that characterizes
the trace distribution precongruence. In Section 6.5 we give an alternative characterization
of the trace distribution precongruence that gives a better idea of the relation that we have
defined. Here we give some examples of properties that are preserved by the trace distribution
precongruence and that are not preserved by the trace distribution preorder.
Example 6.4.2 The following property is preserved by the trace distribution precongruence
but not by the trace distribution preorder.
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"After some finite trace /3 has occurred, no matter what state is reached, the prob-
ability that some other trace ' occurs from the state reached is not greater than
p.')
This property is not preserved by the trace distribution preorder since trace distributions cannot
detect all the points where we may start to study the probability of /' to occur. However, this
task is possible with the help of an external context. We use a context C that performs a fresh
action o and then stops.
Suppose that M1 DC M2 and suppose that M2 satisfies the property above, while M1
does not. Then there is a probabilistic execution H1 of M1 where some state q is reached after
the occurrence of /3, and the probability that ' occurs from q is greater than p. Consider a
probabilistic execution Hl of M1 1IC such that H [FM1 = H1 and such that action o is scheduled
exactly from the minimal state q' such that q' [FM = q. Then, o occurs always after , and
the conditional probability of ' after o given that o occurred is greater than p in the trace
distribution of H'. Since M1 _DC M 2 , then there is a probabilistic execution H2 of M2IIC whose
trace distribution is the same as the trace distribution of H2. This means that there is at least
one state q" in H2, reached immediately after the occurrence of o, where the probability that
/3' occurs from q" in H2 is greater than p. Consider H2 rM2, and change its transition relation
to obtain a probabilistic execution H2 such that H2c>(q"[M2) = (H2[M 2)c>(q"[M2). Then the
probability that /3' occurs from q" [M2 in H2 is greater than p. Moreover, /3 has occurred when
q [M2 is reached. This contradicts the fact that M2 satisfies the property above. ·
Example 6.4.3 The following property is preserved by the trace distribution precongruence
but not by the trace distribution preorder.
"In every computation where infinite external activity occurs with probability 1, if a
finite trace /3 occurs, then, no matter what state is reached, if another trace P" has
not occurred yet after /3, then a trace ' occurs with probability at least p."
A more concrete instantiation of the property above is "under the hypothesis that a distributed
system never deadlocks, if a process has requested a service () and has not received yet a
refusal (") then, no matter what state is reached, a positive acknowledgment (') will be
received eventually with probability at least p". Observe that the main difference from the
property of Example 6.3.3 is in the use of /3". The presence of /3" does not guarantee that /3'
occurs with probability 1.
Even in this case in the proof we use a context C with a fresh action o. Suppose that
M1 _DC M2 and suppose that M2 satisfies the property above, while M1 does not. Then there
is a probabilistic execution H1 of M1 where infinite external activity occurs such that there is a
state q of H1 that is reached after the occurrence of /3 and before the occurrence of P", and such
that the probability that /3' occurs from q is smaller than p. Consider a probabilistic execution
H' of Ml IC such that H [Ml = H1 and such that action o is scheduled exactly from the
minimal state q' such that q' FM1 = q. Then, o occurs always after /3 and before /3" occurs after
/, and the conditional probability of O' after o given that o occurred is greater than p in the
trace distribution of H. Since M1 DC M2, then there is a probabilistic execution H2 of M 211C
whose trace distribution is the same as the trace distribution of H2. This means that there is at
least one state q" in H2, reached immediately after the occurrence of o, where the probability
that ' occurs from q" in H2 is smaller than p. Consider HF [M2, and change its transition
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Figure 6-6: The principal context (left) and the simple principal context (right).
relation to obtain a probabilistic execution H2 such that H2 >(q"[M2) = (H2[M 2)>(q"[M 2).
Then the probability that ' occurs from q" [M2 in H2 is smaller than p. Moreover, /3 has
occurred when q [l 2 is reached and similarly " has not occurred after the occurrence of 3.
This contradicts the fact that M2 satisfies the property above. [
6.5 Alternative Characterizations of the Trace Distribution Pre-
congruence
In this section we give an alternative characterization of the trace distribution precongruence
that is easier to manipulate. We define a principal context, denoted by Cp, and we show that
there exists a context C that can distinguish two probabilistic automata Ml and M2 iff the
principal context distinguishes M1 and M2.
6.5.1 The Principal Context
The principal context is a probabilistic automaton with a unique state and three self-loop tran-
sitions labeled with actions that do not appear in any other probabilistic automaton. Two
self-loop transitions are deterministic (Dirac) and are labeled with action left and right, respec-
tively; the third self-loop transition is probabilistic, where one edge leads to the occurrence of
action pleft with probability 1/2 and the other edge leads to the occurrence of action pright
with probability 1/2. Figure 6-6 shows the principal context.
The principal context is not a simple probabilistic automaton; however, since it does not
have any action in common with any other probabilistic automaton, the parallel composition
operator can be extended trivially: no synchronization is allowed. Alternatively, if we do not
want a non-simple context, we can replace the principal context with the simple principal
context, represented in Figure 6-6, as well. In this case we need to assume that also action start
does not appear in any other probabilistic automaton. The main theorem is the following.
Theorem 6.5.1 M/I _EDC M2 iff Mi1ICp CD M 211CP- 
As a corollary we obtain an alternative characterization of the trace distribution precongruence
and a compositional observational semantics for probabilistic automata. A principal trace distri-
bution of a probabilistic automaton M is a trace distribution of MIICp. Denote by ptdistrs(M)
the set tdistrs(MllCp).
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Corollary 6.5.2 M1 _DC M2 iff ptdistrs(M1) C ptdistrs(M2).
The fact that the principal context is not a simple probabilistic automaton may appear to
be confusing. Here we shed some light on the problem. First of all, in Chapter 3 we have
defined parallel composition only for simple probabilistic automata; in this section, in order to
account for the principal context, we have extended parallel composition to pairs of probabilistic
automata, not necessarily simple, that do not have any action in common. This raises an
immediate question: is the trace distribution precongruence defined based solely on contexts
that are simple probabilistic automata or is it defined based on any compatible context according
to the new extended parallel composition? The answer to this question, as it will become clear
from the proof of Theorem 6.5.1, is that it does not matter because the two definitions are
equivalent. That is, if there is a non-simple context that distinguishes two simple probabilistic
automata M1 and M2, then the simple principal context distinguishes M1 and M2 as well.
Our choice of the principal context is just stylistic since it contains less structure than
the simple principal context. The reader should keep in mind that there are infinitely many
contexts with the same properties as the principal and the simple principal contexts; any one
of those contexts can be chosen to give an alternative characterization to the trace distribution
precongruence.
6.5.2 High Level Proof
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 6.5.1. The proof is structured
in several steps where at each step a generic distinguishing context C is transformed into
a simpler distinguishing context C'. The proof of each transformation step is structured as
follows. Given a distinguishing context C for M1 CD M2, build a simpler context C'. Suppose
by contradiction that C' is not a distinguishing context and consider a trace distribution D of
M1 1C that is not a trace distribution of M2 11C. Let H1 be a probabilistic execution of M1 C
such that tdistr(Hl) = D. Transform H1 into a probabilistic execution H of Ml JC', and show
that if there is a probabilistic execution H2 of M21JC' such that tdistr(H2) = tdistr(H~), then
H2 can be transformed into a probabilistic execution H2 of M 2 C such that tdistr(H 2) = 7).
This leads to a contradiction.
The high level proof of Theorem 6.5.1 is then the following.
r=: Assuming that the principal context distinguishes M1 and M 2, we show that the simple
principal context distinguishes M1 and M2.
*-: We consider a generic context C that distinguishes M1 and M2, and we transform it into
the principal context, showing that the principal context distinguishes M1 and M2. The
transformation steps are the following.
1. Ensure that C does not have any action in common with M1 and M2 (Lemma 6.5.3);
2. Ensure that C does not have any cycles in its transition relation (Lemma 6.5.4);
3. Ensure that the branching structure of C is at most countable (Lemma 6.5.5);
4. Ensure that the branching structure of C is at most binary (Lemma 6.5.6);
5. Ensure that the probabilistic transitions of C lead to binary and uniform distributions
(Lemma 6.5.7);
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6. Ensure that each action of C is external and appears exactly in one edge of the
transition relation of C (Lemma 6.5.8);
7. Ensure that each state of C enables two deterministic transitions and one probabilis-
tic transition with a uniform binary distribution (Lemma 6.5.9);
8. Rename all the actions of the context of 7 according to the action names of the
principal context and then collapse all the states of the new context into a unique
state, leading to the principal context (Lemma 6.5.10).
6.5.3 Detailed Proof
Lemma 6.5.3 Let C be a distinguishing context for two probabilistic automata M1 and M2.
Then there exists a distinguishing context C' for M1 and M2 with no actions in common with
M1 and M. C' is called a separated context.
Proof. The context C' is built from C be replacing each action a in common with M1 and M2,
called a shared action, with two new actions a l, a2, and by replacing each transition (c, a, P) of
C with two transitions (c, al, c') and (c', a2, P), where c' denotes a new state that is used only
f:or the transition (c, a, P). We denote c' also by C(c,a,p) when convenient;. We also denote the
set of actions of the kind al and a2 by V and V2, respectively.
Let ') be a trace distribution of MlIIC that is not a trace distribution of M 211C. Consider a
probabilistic execution H1 of Ml IC such that tdistr(H 1) = D, and consider the scheduler that
leads to Hi. Apply to M 1 C' the same scheduler with the following modification: whenever a
transition ((sl,c), a, P Ci'P) is scheduled in MlII C, schedule ((sl,c),a l,D((sl,c'))), where c' is
q(c,a,p), followed by ((sl, c'), a, P 1® D(c')), and, for each s C Ql, followed by ((s', c'), a2, D(s')®
'P). Denote the resulting probabilistic execution by H' and the resulting trace distribution by
'P'. Then,
D' [ acts (M lIC) = D. (6.14)
'To prove (6.14) we define a new construction, called collapse and abbreviated with clp, to be
applied to probabilistic executions of MiIIC', i = 1, 2, where each occurrence of a shared action
a is followed immediately by an occurrence of its corresponding action a.
Let H' be a probabilistic execution of MIIC' where each occurrence of a shared action a is
followed immediately by an occurrence of its corresponding action a2. For convenience denote
clp(H') by H. A state q of H' is closed if each occurrence of a shared action a is followed
eventually by an occurrence of the corresponding action a2. For each closed state q of H', let
clp(q) be obtained from q as follows: each sequence
(SO, CO)al (s, Ctr,)T2(S2, Ctr) ... Tk (Sk, Ctr)a(s, Ctr)a 2(, C)
is replaced with
(S, Co)T 2(S2, co) ... (Sk, co)a(s, c),
and each sequence
(So, c)al(s , C)2(2, C)... Tk(Sk, Ctr)
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occurring at the end of q is replaced with
(So, C0)-2 ( 2, Co) . (Sk, C).
Define
states(H) - clp(q) I q E states(H'), closed(q)}. (6.15)
Let (q, P) be a restricted transition of H' where q is a closed state, and suppose that no action
of V1 U V2 occurs. Consider a pair (a, q') of Q. If a is not a shared action, then let
P(a,q,) ((a, clp(q'))); (6.16)
if a is a shared action, then let
(aq,) { (a, clp(q")) I (a2,q") E H }), (6.17)
and for each (a,q"') E £Q(a,q'), let
P(a,q)[(a, q"')] - Pq [a2 x clp-l(q"')], (6.18)
where for each state q of H, clp-1 (q) is the set of closed states q' of H' such that clp(q') = q.
The transition clp((q, P)) is defined to be
clp((q,P)) (clp(q), P[(a,q)]P(,q)) (6.19)
(a,ql)EfQ
For the transition relation of H, consider a state q of H Let min(clp- 1 (q)) be the set of minimal
states of clp-1(q) under prefix ordering. For each state q E clp-l(q), let
ciap-l() a P,[Cq]
p -1(q) (6.20)
EqEmin(clp-l(q)) PH' [Cq']
The transition enabled in H from q is
S£ p-P( )pq' [acts(MIlC)]clp(tr' [ acts(MJiC)). (6.21)
q'Eclp-'(q)
Note the similarity with the definition of the projection of a probabilistic execution fragment
(cf. Section 3.3.2).
The probabilistic execution H satisfies the following properties.
a. H is a probabilistic execution of MiIIC.
The fact that each state of H is reachable can be shown by a simple inductive argument;
the fact that each state of H is a finite execution fragment of MJilC follows from a simple
analysis of the definition of clp.
From (6.21) it is enough to check that for each closed state q' of H', the transition
clp(trH ' I acts(MilIC)) is generated by a combination of transitions of MJiIC. Since trqH
is a transition of H', (trq' I acts(MillC)) can be expressed as Ej pj(q' ^ trj), where each
trj is a transition of MillC'. We distinguish three cases.
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1. trj is a non-shared transition of Mi.
Then trj = ((s, c), a, P 0 D(c)) for some action a and probability space 7, where
(s, c) = lstate(q'). Let state(clp(q')) = (s',c'). Then, s' = s, as it follows directly
from the definition of cp. Define tr' to be the transition ((s, c'), a,P DS(c')). Then
tr'j is a transition of MIJlC and clp(q' ^ trj) = clp(q') tr'
2. trj is a non-shared transition of C'.
Then tr, = ((s, c), a, D(s) 7P) for some action a and probability space , where
(s, c) = state(q'). Let Istate(clp(q')) = (s', c'). Then, s' = s and c' = c, as it follows
directly from the definition of clp after observing that q' must be a closed state in
order to enable trj. Define tr' to be try. Then tr' is a transition of MJlC and
clp(q'^ trj) = clp(q')^ tr'
3. trj is a shared transition.
Then tr: = ((s, ct,), a, 0 D(ct,,)) for some action a and probability space , where
(s, ctr) =: lstate(q'). In particular, ctr is one of the states that are added to those of C,
and tr is a simple transition of C with action a. Moreover, from each state (s', ctr) E
QPeo(c,,), there is a transition ((s', ctr), a2, D(s') X Ptr) enabled. Let state(clp(q')) =
(s', c'). Then, s' = s. Define tr' to be ((s, c'), a, P 0 Ptr). Then, from the definition
of C', tr' is a transition of MJlC.
Observe that clp distributes over combination of transitions. Moreover, from Equa-
tion (6.19), observe that for each j clp(q' '^ trj) = clp(q') try. Thus, clp(tr',
acts(M 11C')) = clp(q') (j pjtr), which is generated by a combination of transitions of
MI IC.
b. For each state q of H,
PH[Cq] = PH ,[Cq,]. (6.22)
qG min(clp- 1(q))
This is shown by induction on the length of q. If q consists of a start state only, then the re-
sult is trivial. Otherwise, from the definition of the probability of a cone, Equation (6.21),
and a simple algebraic simplification,
PH[C(qas] -=PH[Cq] ( i c p - l (q as) (6.23)
q'Gclp-i(q)
where Fq,(qas) expresses the probability of the completions of q' to a state whose col-
lapse gives qas without using actions from V U V2 in the first transition. Formally,
if a is not a shared action, then Fq,(qas) is Pq' [a x clp-(qas)]; otherwise, Fq,(qas)
is Pl" [(a, ('a(s', ctr))]PH'(S,,,)[(a2, q'a(s', ctr)a2(s', c))], where ctr = Istate(q')[C', and
s = s,c).. In the first case, QH n ({a} x clp-1 (qas)) contains only one element, say
(a, q'as"), anL PH, [Cq,]Fq, (qas) gives PH' [Cq',as]; in the second case PH' [Cq,]Fq, (qas) gives
PH' [C (q a(s',ct.' a2 S)]
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Observe that the states of min(clp-l(qas)) are the states of the form described above
(simple cases analysis). Thus, by applying induction to (6.23), using (6.20), simplifying
algebraically, and using the observations above,
PH[Cqas] = PH' [Cqi ] (6.24)
q'Emin(clp-'(qas))
c. tdistr(H) = tdistr(H') acts(MilC).
Let/3 be a finite trace of H or H'. Then {ar E QH' I 3 < trace(a) r acts(MillC)} can be
expressed as a union of disjoint cones UqeeCq where, if the last action of /3 is a and a is
not a shared action,
e = {q E states(H') I trace(q) acts(MilIC) = , lact(q) = a}, (6.25)
and if the last action of p is a and a is a shared action,
E) = {q E states(H') trace(q) r acts(Mi|jC) = , lact(q) = a2} (6.26)
Observe that E) is a set of closed states. The set clp(e) is the set
clp(e) = {q e states(H) trace(q) = , lact(q) = a}, (6.27)
which is a characterization of {a E QH I /3 < trace(a)} as a union of disjoint cones.
Observe that min(clp-l(clp(E))) = 3. Moreover, for each ql # q2 of clp(E), clp-l(ql) n
clp-l(q 2) = 0. Thus, from (6.22), PH[UqeeCq = PH[Uqecp(e)Cq]. This is enough to
conclude.
To complete the proof of (6.14) it is enough to observe that H1 = clp(H'). Property (6.14) is
then expressed by property (c).
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D' from M2IC'. Consider the scheduler
that leads to D' in M21lC', and let H2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. First, we
build a new probabilistic execution H2' of M 2IIC' whose trace distribution is D', and such that
each shared action a is followed immediately by its corresponding action a2. Then we let H2 be
clp(H2'). This leads to a contradiction since tdistr(H 2 ) = D. The rest of the proof is dedicated
to the construction of H2'.
For each state q of H2, let exch(q) be the set of sequences q' that can be obtained from q
as follows: each sequence
(sO, Ctr)a(s1, Ctr)T2(S2, Ctr) '.. Th(Sh, Ctr)a2(sh, C)
is replaced with
(SO, Ctr)a(sl, Ctr)a2(51 C)T2(S2, C) ' Th(Sh, C),
each sequence
(SO, Ctr)a(sl, Ctr)T2(S2, Ctr) Th(Sh C.
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occurring at the end of q is replaced with
(so, cr)a(s Ctr)a2(1, C)T2(2, C) * * h (Sh, C),
where c is any of the states that a2 may lead to from ct,, and each sequence
(SOCtr)a(Si, Ctr)
occurring at the end of q, where a is a shared action, either it is replaced with
(so, ctr)a(si tr)a2(S1, C),
where c is any of the states that a2 may lead to from ct,,, or it is not replaced. Then, define
states(H2') -: U exch(q). (6.28)
qCstates(H')
Let (q, P) be a restricted transition of H2, and suppose that no action of V2 occurs. Let q' be
a state of exch(q) that does not end with a shared action. Then, for each (a, ql) Q there is
exactly one q E exch(ql) such that q' < q and q'[ = q'I + 1 (simple analysis of the definition
of exch). Denote such q by exch,,(qi). Let Q' = (a, exchq,(ql) I (a,q,) Q}, and let, for each
(a, q,) Q', P'[(a, q')] P[(a x ech- l(ql))], where ech-(q) is the set of states q' of H2 such
that q E exch(q'). Then define the transition exchq,((q,P)) to be
exchq,((q, )) ~ (q',P'). (6.29)
For each state q of Hi', let min(exch-l(q)) be the set of minimal states of exch-l(q) under
prefix ordering. For each state q' of exch-l(q), where q is closed, let
*· Pq, = PH [Cq, ] if q' is closed, i.e., if each occurrence of a shared action a is followed
eventually by an occurrence of its corresponding action a2;
*· p, -: PH! [Cq,] Ptr [c] if q' is open, where lstate(q')[C' = c, and lstate(q)[C = c.
For each q' E excl-l(q), let
-exct-l(q) _ Pq'Pq ' (6.30)
Eq Emin(exch-l(q)) Pq"
If the last action of q is a shared action a, and state(q) = (s, ctr), then the transition enabled
from q in 12' is
q ((s, Ctr), a2 , D(s) (D Ptr) (6.31)
If the last action of q is not a shared action, then the transition enabled from q in H2' is
q' Ccip,(, [qacts(H.2)\V2]exchq(trq 2 ) (acts(H2)\V2)). (6.32)
q' etch- (q)
'The probabilistic execution H satisfies the following properties.
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a. H' is a probabilistic execution of M2IIC'.
The fact that each state of H2' is reachable can be shown by a simple inductive argument;
the fact that each state of H2' is a finite execution fragment of M2 11C' follows from a
simple analysis of the definition of exch.
We need to check that for each state q of H2' the transition enabled from q in H2' is
generated by a combination of transitions of M2 11C'. If the last action of q is a shared
action, then the result follows immediately from Expression (6.31) and the definition of
C'. If the last action of q is not a shared action, then consider a state q' E exch-l(q).
The transition trH2 r (acts(H2)\V 2 ) can be expressed as Eipi(q' ' tri), where each tri is
a transition of M2 lC ' enabled from Istate(q'). We distinguish three cases.
1. tri is a non-shared transition of M2.
Then tri = ((s, c), a, 0 )D(c)) for some action a and probability space 1P, where
(s,c) = Istate(q'). Let state(q) = (s',c'). Then, s' = s. Define tr' to be the
transition ((s, c'), a, P®D(c')). Then tr' is a transition of M2 C' and exchq(q' ^ tri) =
q^ tri.
2. tri is a non-shared transition of C'.
Then tri = ((s, c), a, D(s) 0 7') for some action a and probability
(s, c) = Istate(q'). Let Istate(q) = (s', c'). Then, s' = s and c = c'.
tri. Then tr' is a transition of M2IIC' and exchq(q' A tri) = q tri.
3. tri is a shared transition.
Then tri = ((s, c), a,P 0 )(c)) for some action a and probability
(s, c) = Istate(q'). Let state(q) = (s', c'). Then, s' = s and c = c'.
tri. Then tr' is a transition of M2 11C' and exchq(q'^ tri) = q tri.
space P, where
Define tr' to be
space P, where
Define tr'i to be
Observe that exch distributes over combination of transitions. Thus, exchq((trq,) 
(acts(H2)\V 2)) can be expressed as Ei pi(q ^ tri), which is generated by a combination of
transitions of M2 11C'. From (6.32), the transition enabled from q in H2' is generated by a
combination of transitions of M2lC'.
b. For each state q of H2',
PH,'[Cq] = { Eq'Emin(exch-l(q)) PH2 [Cqi]
Eq' Emin(exch-l(q)) Pq'
if q ends with a shared action,
otherwise.
The proof is by induction on the length of q. If q consists of a start state only, then the
result is trivial. Otherwise, consider PH,, [Cqas]. We distinguish two cases.
1. q is open.
In this case, since in H2 each shared action is followed immediately by the corre-
sponding action of V2, a is an action of V2. Moreover, from the definition of exch,
exch-l(q) = min(exch-l(qas)) = min(exch-l(q)),
and all the elements of exch-l (q) are open states. From induction,
PH;' [Cq] PH2 [Cq ] 
q' E min( exch- 1 (q))
(6.34)
(6.35)
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(6.33)
Let c = sM 2, and let ctr = lstate(q)rC'. Then, for each q' E min(exch-l(q)),
ct, = state(q')[C', and
pql = PH [Cq]Pt[C]. (6.36)
Moreover, pqH2 [(a, qas)] = PtT[c]. Thus, from the definition of the probability of a
cone and (6.35),
PHi' [Cqas] = Y PH [Cq]Ptr[c]. (6.37)
q'Emin(exch- (q))
By using the fact that min(exch-(q)) = min(exch-'(qas)), and using (6.36), we
obtain
PH' [Cqas] = E pa. (6.38)
q'Emin(exch-' (qas))
2. q is closed.
In this case, from the definition of the probability of a cone and (6.32),
-PH'[Cqas] = PH [Cq] ( E ch (q)pI2[a x exch (qas)I) . (6.39)
q' Eexch-l(q)
Let Ptrq[q'] denote Ptr[c], where c = Istate(q)[C', and ct, = Istate(q')[C'. Then,
from induction and (6.30),
PH' [Cqas] = [ Pa [Cq,]P a x exch- (qas)] + (6.40)
q' exch- 1 (q)closed(q')
5 PH2 [Cq]Ptrq[q']Pq 2 [a x exch-l(qas)].
q'Eexch-l(q)lopen(q')
We distinguish two subcases.
(a) a is a shared action.
In this case each state q' of exch-l(q) such that Pq ,2[a x exch-l(qas)] > 0
is closed. Thus, only the first summand of (6.40) is used. Moreover, each
state of min(exch-l(qas)) is captured by Expression (6.40). Thus, PH;[Cqas] =
Eq'Enin(exch-(qas)) PH2 [Cq]. Observe that qas is open.
(b) a is not a shared action.
In this case, for each q' exch-l(q), if q' is closed, then all the states reached in
Q, n ({a} x exch-1 (qas)) are closed, and if q' is open, then all the states reached
in Qqi n ({a} x exch-l(qas)) are open. Moreover, each state of min(exch-l(qas))
qas.r~ ~l~r.rlrr~:;~;r~r rrC Qasis captured by Expression (6.40). Thus, from the definition of pq, PH[Cqas] =
'Emin(exch-1(qas)) pqqs. Observe that qas is closed.
c. tdistr(H) == tdistr(H2').
Let be a finite trace of H2 or H2'. Then {C E H I < trace(o)} can be expressed as
a union of disjoint cones UqEOCq where
- = {q E states(H') I trace(q) = /, lact(q) = lact(3)}. (6.41)
We distinguish two cases.
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1. /3 does not end with an action of V2.
The set e' = {q exch(E) lact(q) = lact(/3)} is a characterization of {a C fH2' I
, < trace(a)} as a union of disjoint cones. Observe that min(exch-l(O')) = e
and that for each pair of states q # q2 of e', min(exch-l1 (q)) n min(exch-l(q 2)) =
0. Thus, if ends with a shared action, then (6.33) is sufficient to conclude that
PH [{a E QH2 I < trace(a)}] = PH2,[{a E QH2' < trace(a)}]; if does not
end with a shared action, then, since all the states of E are closed, Equation (6.33)
together with the definition of pq, are sufficient to conclude.
2. 3 ends with an action of V2.
In this case d = 'a2 for some action a2 V2. Observe that, both in H2 and H2',
after the occurrence of a shared action a the corresponding action a2 occurs with
probability 1: for H2 recall that tdistr(H2) acts(M2 I1C) = D; for H2' see (6.31).
Thus, the probability of P is the same as the probability of ', and the problem is
reduced to Case 1. ·
Lemma 6.5.4 Let C be a distinguishing separated context for two probabilistic automata M1
and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing cycle-free separated context C' for M1 and M2 .
Proof. C' can be built by unfolding C. Every scheduler for MiC can be transformed into a
scheduler for MillC' and vice versa, leading to the same trace distributions. ·
Lemma 6.5.5 Let C be a distinguishing cycle-free, separated context for two probabilistic au-
tomata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing cycle-free separated context C' for M1
and M2 with a transition relation that is at most countably branching.
Proof. Let ) be a trace distribution of M1 1IC that is not a trace distribution of M2 11C.
Consider the corresponding probabilistic execution H. Observe that H has at most countably
many states, and that at each state of H there are at most countably many transitions of C
that are scheduled. Thus, in total, only countably many transitions of C are used to generate
D. Then C' is C without the unused transitions. ·
Lemma 6.5.6 Let C be a distinguishing cycle-free, separated context for two probabilistic au-
tomata M1 and M2 such that the transition relation of C is at most countably branching. Then
there exists a distinguishing cycle-free separated context C' for M1 and M2 that at each state
either enables two deterministic transitions or a unique probabilistic transition with two possible
outcomes. C' is called a binary separated context.
Proof. For each state s of C, choose a new action starts. Let s enable the transitions trl, tr2 ,...,
where each tri is a transition (s, ai, PT). The transition relation of C' is obtained in two phases.
First, a transition is chosen nondeterministically as shown in the diagram below, where each
@1<-l @/-t2 0@3
start 
symbol * denotes a distinct state and each symbol r denotes a distinct internal action; then, for
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each state *i, the transition tri is encoded as follows. Let Qi be {sil,Si,2, , Pi,j - Pi[sij],
and iij - Zksj Pi,k. The transition relation from *i is where each symbol · denotes a distinct
state and each symbol T denotes a distinct internal action. Observe that by scheduling all the
transitions of the diagram above, for each j we have
P[si,j] = P[si,j], (6.42)
where P[si, ] is the probability of reaching sj from *i. Denote the set of actions of the kind
start, by Vstart. Denote the auxiliary actions of C' that occur between a start action and a
state *j by V1, and denote the auxiliary actions of C' that occur between a state ej and the
corresponding occurrence of action a by V2.
Let D be a trace distribution of M1 (C that is not a trace distribution of M2J1C. Consider
a probabilistic execution H1 of M1l(C whose trace distribution is D in ML ((C, and consider the
scheduler that leads to H1 in M1 (C. Apply to M1 ((C' the same scheduler with the following
modification: whenever some transition of C is scheduled, schedule the start action from C',
then schedule the internal transitions to choose the transition of C to perform with the right
probability, and then schedule the transitions of the chosen transition till the corresponding
external action of C occurs. Denote the resulting probabilistic execution by H and the resulting
trace distribution by )'. Then,
D' [ acts(Ml I C) = D. (6.43)
To prove (6.43), we define a new construction, called shrink and abbreviated with shr, to be
applied to probabilistic executions of MJllC' such that no action of Mi occurs between a state
of the form *j and the occurrence of the corresponding action aj of C, and such that all the
transitions between a state of the kind *j and the corresponding occurrences of action a are
scheduled.
Let H' be such a probabilistic execution of Mi((C'. Denote shr(H') by H. A state q of H'
is closed if each occurrence of a state of the kind ej is followed eventually by the occurrence of
the corresponding action aj. For each state q of H' let shr(q) be obtained from q as follows:
each sequence
(S, C)start,,,,(so, )b, (s, ) . . bh(Sh, 0j)7T1 (Sh, ) ''' Tk(Sh, .)aj(, C)
is replaced with
(So, co)bil (si:,. co).- bi, (si,l, co)aj(s, c),
where i,. .. , i is the ordered sequence of the indexes of the b's that are actions of Mi, and each
sequence either of the form
(so, co)start,,,(so, )bl (s,·) ... ' bh(h, j)Tl(h,) ' ... Tk(Sh,·)
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or of the form
(so, co)startco(so, *)bl (s1,) ' bh(Sh *)
occurring at the end of q is replaced with
(so, co)bil, (si, co).. bi (si l, co),
where i,..., i is the ordered sequence of the indexes of the b's that are actions of Mi. Then,
states(H) - {shr(q) I q E states(H')}. (6.44)
Let (q,P) be a restricted transition of H', and suppose that no action of acts(C')\acts(C)
occurs. Let ' = {(a,shr(q')) (a,q') E 2}, and for each (a,q") E Q', let P'[(a,q")] 
P[a x shr-(q")], where shr-(q) is the set of states q' of H' such that shr(q') = q. Then the
transition shr((q,P)) is defined to be
shr((q, P)) - (shr(q),P). (6.45)
For the transition relation of H, consider a state q of H, and let min(shr-(q)) be the set of
minimal states of shr-(q) under prefix ordering. For each state q E shr-l(q), let
shr-'(q) A PH [Cq] (6.46)
Eq'Emin(shr-l(q)) PH'[Cq'] '
The transition enabled from q in H is
E pSqh- l(q)PH' [acts(M'IIC)]shr(tr acts(MjIIC)). (6.47)
q'Eshr-l(q)
The probabilistic execution H satisfies the following properties.
a. H is a probabilistic execution of MilIC.
The fact that each state of H is reachable can be shown by a simple inductive argument;
the fact that each state of H is a finite execution fragment of MilIC follows from a simple
analysis of the definition of shr.
We need to show that for each state q of H the transition of Expression (6.47) is generated
by a combination of transitions of MilIC. The states of shr-l(q) that enable some action
of MiIIC can be partitioned into two sets E) and E0 of closed and open states, respectively.
We analyze Ec first. Let q' Oc. Since trq, is a transition of H', (trq, r acts(M i lIC)) can
be expressed as Ej pj(q' ^ trj), where each trj is a transition of MillC'. We distinguish
two cases.
1. trj is a transition of Mi.
Then trj = ((s, c), a, 'P 0 D(c)) for some action a and probability space 7', where
(s, c) = state(q'). Let Istate(shr(q')) = (s',c'). Then, s' = s, as it follows directly
from the definition of shr. Moreover, (s, a,P) is a transition of Mi. Define trj
to be the transition ((s, c'), a,P 0 D(c')). Then trj is a transition of MiIIC and
shrq(q'^ tri) = q tr'
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2. trj is a transition of C'.
This case is not possible since, from the construction of C', no action of C can be
enabled from a closed state.
Observe that shr distributes over combination of transitions. Thus,
shr(trq,' acts(Mi[IC)) = Epj(shr(q')^ tr), (6.48)
which is generated by a combination of transitions of MiJlC.
We now turn to O. The set EO can be partitioned into sets (j)j>o, where each set
Oj consists of those states q' of EO where a particular state j of C' occurs without its
matching action aj. Each element q' of Oj can be split into two parts q q2, where
lstate(ql)[C' = ej. Denote q by head(q'). Partition Ej into other sets (j,k)k>O, where
each Oj,k is an equivalence class of the relation that relates two states iff they have the
same head. Denote the common head of the states of Oi,j by head(Oi,j). For each pair
of states qL, q2 of H' such that q < q2, denote by Pq q2 the probability value such that
PH' [CH] = PH' [CqHl ]pqq2 Then, for each equivalence class Oi,j, the expression
-h- (q )Pq [acts(MillC)]shr(trq ' acts(MillC)) (6.49)
q' EO6,. A:
can be rewritten into
Phed(,, ) E Phead(q')q'
q' EEj.,L
E Phead(q')q' pH [ajlshr(tr' r acts(MillC)) (6.50)
q'EO, ,: Eq'Ej.L Phead(q')q'
where (6.50) is obtained from (6.49) by expressing each pqh as Phead(q' q)q', by
grouping phrd(,(q), which is equal to ead(q') for each q' os O by substituting P,' [aj]
for Pq '[acts(MilIC] (action aj is the only action of MillC that can be performed from q'
due to the structure of H'), and by multiplying and dividing by Zq'eEj. : Phead(q')q'.
Observe that each transition that appears in (6.50) is generated by some transitions of
MiJjC. Thus, the transition of (6.50) is generated by a combined transition of MiJC.
Denote this transition by trj,k. Then, in Expression (6.47) it is possible to substi-
tute each subexpression Eq'eejpshr ()pq,' [acts(MijC)]shr(trq, acts(MilIC)) with
(Phead(q) q'E(3':). Phead(q)q')trj,k. This is enough to conclude.
b. For each state q of H,
PH[Cq] E PH' [Cq]. (6.51)
q'Emin(shr - (q))
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This is shown by induction on the length of q. If q consists of a start state only, then the
result is trivial. Otherwise, from the definition of the probability of a cone and (6.47),
PH[Cqas] = Ad PH'[Cq]Pq' [a x shr- (qas)]. (6.52)
q'Eshr- '(q)
Observe that the states of min(shr- l1(qas)) are the states that appear in (ax shr-1(qas))n
Rq, for some q' E shr-'(q). Thus, PH[Cqas] = Eq'Emin(shr-l(qas)) PH'[Cq'].
c. tdistr(H) = tdistr(H') acts(MilC).
Let /3 be a finite trace of H or the projection of a finite trace of H'. Then {ae E QH' I/3 <
trace(a) [ acts(MillC)} can be expressed as a union of disjoint cones UqeOCq where
E = {q E states(H') I trace(q) r acts(MilIC) = , lact(q) = lact(/)}. (6.53)
Observe that is a set of closed states. The set shr() is the set
shr(e) = {q E states(H) trace(q) = , lact(q) = lact(/)}, (6.54)
which is a characterization of {a C QH I /3 < trace(a)} as a union of disjoint cones.
Observe that min(shr-l(shr(e))) = E). Moreover, for each q q2 of shr(E), shr-(ql) n
shr-l(q 2) = 0. Thus, from (6.51), PHI[UqEOCq] = PH(q e shr(O)Cq].
To complete the proof of (6.43), it is enough to observe that Hi = shr(H ). Property (6.43) is
then expressed by property (c).
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain 7)' from M2 IIC'. Consider the scheduler
that leads to 7)' in M2 1tC', and let H2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. First, we
build a new probabilistic execution H2' of M 2 C' whose trace distribution is 1D', such that there
is no action of M 2 between each state of the kind i and the occurrence of the corresponding
external action of C, and such that all the transitions between a state of the kind *j and the
corresponding occurrences of action aj are scheduled. Then we let H2 = shr(H2'). This leads
to a contradiction since tdistr(H 2) = D. The rest of the proof is dedicated to the construction
of H2'.
For each state q of H2, let shf(q) be the set of sequences q' that can be obtained from q as
follows: each sequence
(so, j)bl(s, ) ... bk(sk, .)aj (s, c)
is replaced with
(S, .j)bi (so, ) ... bi,(so, )aj(so, c)bk (Sk, C)... bk,,, (S, C)
where i,... ,il is the ordered sequence of the indexes of the b's that are actions of C', and
kl, . ., ,km is the ordered sequence of the indexes of the b's that are actions of M 2; each sequence
(so, j)bl (, *) ... bk(Sk, *)
occurring at the end of q either is replaced with
(Soj)bil (so, -)... bi(so, ) a- (so, .)aj(so, )bk, (Skl, C) ... bk,, (, C)
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where il,... , i is the ordered sequence of the indexes of the b's that are actions of C', kl, ..., km
is the ordered sequence of the indexes of the b's that are actions of M2, and a, called an extension
for q, is an arbitrary execution fragment of M211C' that leads to the occurrence of aj, or, is
replaced with a prefix of (so, · j)bi (so,  ) ... bit (so, *). Then,
states(H2') - U shf(q). (6.55)
qEstates(H')
Let (q, 'P) be a restricted transition of H2, and suppose that only actions of M2 and Vstart occur.
Let q' be a state of shf(q). Then, for each (a, ql) E Q there is exactly one q E shf(q1) such that
q' < q and q'I = Iq'I + 1. Denote such q by shfq,(ql). Let Q' = {(a, shfq,(ql) I (a, ql) E Q},
and let, for each (a,q ) Q', P'[(a, q)] = P[(a x shf -1(q'))], where shf-l(q) is the set of states
q' of H2 such that q E shf (q'). Then define the transition shfq,((q, P)) to be
shf,,((q,P )) (q',P). (6.56)
For each state q of H2', let min(shf-l(q)) be the set of minimal states of shf-l(q) under prefix
ordering. Let q be a closed state of H2', and let q' E shf-l(q). If q' is an open state, then let a
be the extension for q' that is used in q, and let Eq, be the product of the probabilities of the
edges of a. For each state q' of shf - l (q), where q is closed, let
* p , = PH [C q,] if q' is closed;
* p, - PHJ[Cq,]Eq, if q' is open.
For each q' E shf-'(q), let
shf-'(q) a Pq' (6.57)
Zq" Emin(shf -l (q)) pq6.
If q is open, then the transition enabled from q in H2' is the one due to the transition of C'
enabled from Istate(q) [C'; if q is closed, then the transition enabled from q in H2' is
E -Lf ()Pq 2[acts(H)\(acts(C) U V2)] (6.58)
q'Eshf-'(q)
shff(tr,2 (acts(H2)\(acts(C) U V2))).
The probabilistic execution H2' satisfies the following properties.
a. H' is a probabilistic execution of M 21IC'.
The fact that each state of H2' is reachable can be shown by a simple inductive argument;
the fact that each state of H2' is a finite execution fragment of 1211C' follows from a
simple analysis of the definition of shf.
We need to check that for each state q of H2' the transition enabled from q in H' is
generated by a combination of transitions of M211C'. If q is an open state, then the result
follows immediately from the definition of the transition relation of H'. If q is a closed
state, then consider a state q' E shf-'(q). The transition trH I (acts(H2)\V2), which
appears in Expression (6.58), can be expressed as Eipi(q' tri), where each tri is a
transition of M 2IIC' enabled from Istate(q'). We distinguish two cases.
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1. tri is a transition of M2 .
Then tri = ((s, c), a, P 0 D(c)) for some action a and probability space P, where
(s,c) = state(q'). Let lstate(q) = (s'.c'). Then, s' = s. Define tr' to be the
transition ((s, c'), a, P®l(c')). Then tr' is a transition of M2 11C' and shfq(q' ^ tri) =
q tr'.
2. tri is a transition of C'.
Then tri = ((s, c), a, D(s) ® P) for some action a and probability space P, where
(s, c) = state(q'). Let Istate(q) = (s', c'). Then, s' = s and c = c' (q is closed).
Define tr' to be tri. Then tr' is a transition of M2llC' and shfq(q'- tri) = q tr.
Observe that shf distributes over combination of transitions, and thus, the transition
shfq(tH2 (acts(H2)\V 2)) can be expressed as Eipi(q ^ t), which is generated by a
combination of transitions of M 211C'.
b. For each state q of H2',
[Cq] = { Zq'Emin(shf-'(q)) Pq, if q is closed,
q'Emin(shfs-(q)) PH [Cq,] if q is open.
The proof is by induction on the length of q. If q consists of a start state only, then the
result is trivial. Otherwise, consider PH' [Cqas]. We distinguish two cases.
1. q is open.
In this case a is an action of V2 U acts(C), and each state of shf-l(q) is open. From
the definition of the probability of a cone and induction,
PH' '[Cqas] = (qEmin(shf l(q))PH2 [Cq) P [(aas)] (6.60)
We distinguish two other cases.
(a) a E V2 .
Observe that all the states of min(shf-l(q)) enable the same transition of C'
that is enabled from q. Moreover, for each q' E min(shf-l(q)), action a occurs
with probability 1 (in D' each occurrence of a start action is followed by an
external action with probability 1), and the probability of reaching a state of
min(shf-l(qas)) given that a occurs is PqH'[(a, qas)] (recall that q enables only
action a). Since all the states of min(shf-'(qas)) are open and have a prefix in
min(shf-l(q)), we can conclude
PH;' [Cqas] = PH; [Cql' ] (6.61)
q'Emin(shf-l(qas))
(b) a E acts(C).
From the definition of H2', P'[(a, qas)] = 1. Observe that all the states of
min(shf-l(q)) enable the same transition of C that is enabled from q. Moreover,
for each q' E min(shf-l(q)), action a occurs with probability 1 (in D' each
occurrence of a start action is followed by an external action with probability
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1), leading to a state of shf-l(qas) for sure (recall that q enables only action a).
Thus, for each q' E shf-l(q),
PH' [CqI] = PH [Cq I]. (6.62)
q" Emin(shf -1 (qas))lq' <q"
Combining (6.60) and (6.62), we obtain
PH;' [Cqas] = PH [Cq]. (6.63)
q'Emin(shf -' (qas))
For each q' E min(shf-l(qas)), if q' is open, then pq, = PH [Cq,] by definition;
if q' is closed, then pqS = PH2[Cq,] since Eqqs = 1 (no c must be added by shf
to get q' from qas). Thus, (6.63) becomes
PH' [Cqas]= paS (6.64)
q'Emin(shf -l (qas))
2. q is closed.
In this case, from the definition of the probability of a cone and (6.58),
.PH' [Cqas] = PH' [Cq] ( E x shf ()[ah as)] (6.65)
q' sh f (q )
From induction, the definition of phf (q), and an algebraic simplification,
PH[Cqas] = EPH2[Cq,]Pq [a x shf- (qas)] + (6.66)
q'Eshf -1 (q)|closed(q' )
Z PH2 [Cq,]Eq Pqf [a x shf (qas)].
q' Eshf -l(q)lopen(q')
We distinguish two subcases.
(a) qas is open.
In this case each state q' of shf-l(q) such that pqH, [a x shf-l(qas)] > 0 is closed,
and thus only the first summand of (6.66) is used. Moreover, for each q' of
shf-'(q) the set Qql2 n a x shf-l(qas) is made of open states q'as' such that
E'[1$ = 1. Observe that all the states of min(shf-l(qas)) are captured. Thus,
PH [Cqas]= q,. (6.67)
q' Emin( shf - (qas ) )
(b) qas is closed.
In this case, for each q' E shf-l(q), if q' is closed, then all the states reached in
2, n ({a} x shf-l(qas)) are closed, and if q' is open, then all the states reached
in Qq, n ({a} x shf-l(qas)) are open and the extension c does not change, i.e.,
the term E does not change. Observe that all the states of min(shf-l(qas)) are
captured. Thus,
PH' [Cqas] = Pq,. (6.68)
q' Emin(shf -l (qas))
c. tdistr(H2) :: tdistr(H2').
Let : be a finite trace of H2 or H2'. Then {or E 2H I p < trace(a)} can be expressed as
a union of disjoint cones UqEOCq. We distinguish two cases.
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- S
starts
S -O > S2
1. / does not end with an action of C.
Then
3 = {q E states(H') I trace(q) = , lact(q) = lact(/3)}. (6.69)
The set 6' = {q shf() lact(q) = lact()} is a characterization of {c E QH I
/ < trace(a)} as a union of disjoint cones. Observe that min(shf-l(13')) = 6 and
that for each ql $ q2 of 6', min(shf-l(ql)) n min(shf-l(q 2)) = 0. Thus, from (6.51),
PHa[( CE · H2, I < trace(a)}] = PH',[{a E QH I < trace(a)}].
2. /5 ends with an action of C.
In this case p = 'aj for some action aj acts(C). Since in H2 and H2' after the
occurrence of a state j the corresponding action aj occurs with probability 1, we
can assume that all the states of 6 end in ej, i.e.,
13 = {q E states(H') trace(q) = /3', and lstate(q) is one of the *j's}. (6.70)
Then the set 6' = min(shf (6)) is a characterization of {c E QH2' I / < trace(a)) as a
union of disjoint cones. Observe that all the elements of 6 are open. Property (6.59)
is sufficient to conclude. ·
Lemma 6.5.7 Let C be a distinguishing binary separated context for two probabilistic automata
M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing total binary separated context C' for M1 and
M2 where all the probabilistic transitions have a uniform distribution. C' is called a balanced
separated context.
Proof. We achieve the result in two steps. First we decompose a binary probabilistic transition
into several binary uniform probabilistic transitions, leading to a new distinguishing context
C,; then we use Lemma 6.5.4 to make C1 into a cycle-free context.
The context C1 is obtained from C by expressing each probabilistic transition of C by means
of, possibly infinitely many, binary probabilistic transitions. For each state s of C, let start8 be a
new action. If s enables a probabilistic transition with actions al, a2 to states sl, s2, respectively,
and with probabilities pl, P2, respectively, then C1 enables from s a deterministic transition with
action starts. Then, C1 enables an internal probabilistic transition with a uniform distribution.
If P1 > P2 (P2 > pi), then one of the states that is reached enables a deterministic transition
with action a (a2). The other state enables a new internal probabilistic transition with a
uniform binary distribution, and the transitions from the successive states are determined by
giving al probability 2(pl - 1/2) and a2 probability 2p2 (al probability 2pl and a2 probability
2(P2 - 1/2)). If p1 = P2, then one state enables al, and the other state enables a2. For example,
if p, = 5/8 and P2 = 3/8, then the transition relation becomes the following: Let D be a
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trace distribution of M1 IC that is not a trace distribution of M211C. Consider a probabilistic
execution H1 of MI IC whose trace distribution is D, and consider the scheduler that leads to
H1 in M1 JIC. Apply to M1 IIC1 the same scheduler with the following modification: whenever a
probabilistic transition of C is scheduled, schedule the start action from C1, then schedule the
internal transitions to resolve the probabilistic choice, and finally schedule the chosen action.
Denote the resulting probabilistic execution by H' and the resulting trace distribution by '.
Then,
D)' acts(M 1I C) = D. (6.71)
To prove (6.71), we define a new construction shrl, similar to shr, to be applied to probabilistic
executions of M[IIC'l such that no action of Mi occurs between the occurrence of a start action
and the occurrence of one of the corresponding external actions of C, and such that all the
transitions of C1 between the occurrence of an action start, and the occurrence of one of the
corresponding external actions of C are scheduled. The new function is identical to shr if we
consider each state reached immediately after the occurrence of a start action like the states j
used in Lemma 6.5.6. We leave the details to the reader.
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D)' from M2 IIC1. Consider the scheduler
that leads to D' in M21C1, and let H2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. First, we
build a new probabilistic execution H2' of M2 11C1 whose trace distribution is D', such that
no action of Mi occurs between the occurrence of a start, action and the occurrence of one
of the corresponding external action of C, and such that all the transitions of C, between
the occurrence of an action start, and the occurrence of one of the corresponding external
action of C are scheduled. Then we let H2 = shrl(H2'). This leads to a contradiction since
tdistr(H2) = D).
The construction of H2', which is left to the reader, is the same as shf if we consider each
state reached immediately after the occurrence of a start action like the states *j used in
Lemma 6.5.6. ·
Lemma 6.5.8 Let C be a distinguishing balanced separated context for two probabilistic au-
tomata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing binary separated context C' for M1
and M2 with no internal actions and such that each action appears exactly in one edge of the
transition tree. C' is called a total balanced separated context.
Proof. The context C' is obtained from C by renaming all of its actions so that each edge of
the new transition relation has its own action.
Let D be a trace distribution of Ml IC that is not a trace distribution of M211C. Consider
a probabilistic execution H1 of M1 IIC whose trace distribution is D, and consider the scheduler
that leads to H1 in M1 ]IC. Apply to M1 11C' the same scheduler with the following modification:
whenever a transition of C is scheduled, schedule the corresponding transition of C'. Denote the
resulting probabilistic execution by H, and the corresponding trace distribution by D'. From
construction, H1 and H' are the same up to the names of the actions of C. Thus, if p' is the
function that maps each action of C' to its original name in C, D = p'(D') (the renaming of a
trace distribution is the probability space induced by the function that renames traces).
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D' from M 2llC'. Consider the scheduler
that leads to D' in M2IIC', and let H2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. Apply to
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M211C the same scheduler with the following modifications: whenever a transition of C' is
scheduled, schedule the corresponding transition of C with the unrenamed actions. Let H2 be
the resulting probabilistic execution. From the construction, H2 and H2 are the same up to the
names of the actions of C. Thus, tdistr(H 2) = p'(D)') = D, which is a contradiction. ·
Lemma 6.5.9 Let C be a distinguishing total balanced separated context for two probabilistic
automata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing total balanced separated context C'
for M1 and M2 that from every state enables two deterministic transitions and a probabilistic
transition with a uniform distribution over two choices. C' is called a complete context.
Proof. In this case it is enough to complete C by adding all the missing transitions and states.
If D is a trace distribution of M1 IC that is not a trace distribution of M2llC, then it is enough
to use on M1 ]jC' the same scheduler that is used in M1 11C. In fact, since each new transition
of C' has a distinct action, none of the new transitions of C' can be used in M2lC' to generate
Lemma 6.5.10 Let C be a distinguishing complete context for two probabilistic automata M1
and M2. Then the principal context Cp is a distinguishing context for M1 and M2.
Proof. The result is achieved in two steps. First the actions of C are renamed so that each state
enables two deterministic transitions with actions left and right, respectively, and a probabilistic
transition with actions pleft and pright. Call this context C,. Then, by observing that each
state s of C1 is uniquely determined by the trace of the unique execution of C1 that leads to s,
all the states of C, are collapsed into a unique one.
Thus, we need to show only that C1 is a distinguishing context. Let 1D be a trace distribution
of M1 tiC that is not a trace distribution of M2 11C. Consider the scheduler that leads to D in
M1 11C, and apply to M1 i[C the same scheduler with the following modification: whenever a
transition of C is scheduled, schedule the corresponding transition of C1. Denote the resulting
trace distribution by D'. Note that if we rename all the actions of C1 into their original name
in C, then we obtain D.
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D' from M21IC1. Consider the sched-
uler that leads to D)' in M2lC 1, and apply to M2 1IC the same scheduler with the following
modification: whenever a transition of C1 is scheduled, schedule the corresponding transition
of C. The resulting trace distribution is D, which is a contradiction. m
Lemma 6.5.11 Let Cp be a distinguishing context for two probabilistic automata M1 and M2.
Then the simple principal context, denoted by C, is a distinguishing context for M1 and M2.
Proof. Let D be a trace distribution of Ml[ Cp that is not a trace distribution of M2 Cp.
Consider a probabilistic execution H1 of Ml lCp whose trace distribution is D, and consider
the scheduler that leads to H1 in M1 iCp. Apply to M 11C the same scheduler with the follow-
ing modification: whenever the probabilistic transition of Cp is scheduled, schedule the start
action of C followed by the next transition of C that becomes enabled. Denote the resulting
probabilistic execution by Hl and the resulting trace distribution by D'. Then,
D' acts(M 1 1 Cp) = D). (6.72)
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To prove (6.72), we define a new construction shr2, similar to shr, to be applied to probabilistic
executions of MillC( such that no action of M, occurs between the occurrence of a start action
and the occurrence of one of the actions pleft and pright, and such that the transitions labeled
with pleft and pright occur whenever they are enabled. The new function is identical to shr
if we consider each state reached after an action start as a state of the kind j. We leave the
details to the reader.
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D' from M2 IIC. Consider the scheduler
that leads to 1D' in M211C, and let H2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. First, we
build a new probabilistic execution H' of M 2IIC whose trace distribution is ', such that no
action of M2 occurs between the occurrence of a start action and the occurrence of one of
the actions pleft and pright, and such that the transitions labeled with pleft and pright occur
whenever they are enabled. Then we let H2 = clp2(H2'). This leads to a contradiction since
tdistr(H2) = .
The construction of H2', which is left to the reader, is the same as shf if we consider each
state reached immediately after the occurrence of a start action like the states .j used in
Lemma 6.5.6. ·
Proof of Theorem 6.5.1. Let Ml _DC M2. Then, from Lemma 6.5.11, Ml |fCp ED M211Cp.
Conversely, let AMIICp CD M211Cp. Then, from Lemmas 6.5.3, 6.5.4, 6.5.5, 6.5.6, 6.5.7, 6.5.8,
6.5.9, and 6.5.10. M1 EDC M 2- ·
6.6 Discussion
A trace-based semantics similar to ours is studied for generative processes by Jou and Smolka
[JS90]. One of the processes of Jou and Smolka is essentially one of our probabilistic executions.
The semantics of a process is given by a function, called a trace function, that associates a prob-
ability with each finite trace. Since our trace distributions are determined by the probabilities
of the cones, our trace distributions are characterized completely by the trace functions of Jou
and Smolka. In other words, the trace semantics of Jou and Smolka is the semantics that we
use to say that two probabilistic executions have the same trace distribution.
Jou and Smolka define also a notion of a maximal trace function. Given a probabilistic
execution H, the interpretation of a maximal trace function in our framework is a function that
associates with each finite trace 6 the probability of the extended executions on QH that end in
b and whose trace is 3. Jou and Smolka show that the trace function of a process is sufficient
to determine the maximal trace function of the process. In our trace distributions the maximal
trace function of a probabilistic execution is given by the probability of each finite trace in the
corresponding trace distribution. From the definition of a trace distribution the probability of
each finite trace is determined uniquely by the probabilities of the cones, and thus the result of
Jou and Smolka holds also in our framework.
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Chapter 7
Hierarchical Verification:
Simulations
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6 we have studied the trace distribution precongruence as an instance of the hierar-
chical method for the verification of probabilistic systems. Another instance of the hierarchical
method is called the simulation!method. According to the simulation method, rather than
comparing two probabilistic automata through some abstract observations, two probabilistic
automata are compared by establishing some relation between their states and by showing that
the two probabilistic automata can simulate each other via the given relation. Standard work
on simulation relations appears in [Mi189, Jon91, LV91]. Simulation relations are stronger than
the trace preorder, and are often used as a sound proof technique for the trace preorder.
In this chapter we study how to extend some of the relations of [Mi189, Jon91, LV91] to the
probabilistic framework. We start with the generalization of the simplest relations that do not
abstract from internal computation, and we conclude with the generalization of the forward
simulations of [LV91] that approximate closely the trace distribution preorder. We prove the
equivalent of the Execution Correspondence Lemma [GSSL94] for probabilistic automata, which
states that there is a strong connection between the probabilistic executions of two probabilistic
automata related by some simulation relation. Finally, we use the new Execution Correspon-
dence Lemma to prove that the existence of a probabilistic forward simulation is sufficient to
prove the trace distribution precongruence relation.
7.2 Strong Simulations
One of the finest equivalence relations for ordinary automata would be graph isomorphism;
however, it is widely recognized that graph isomorphism distinguishes too much. A coarser
equivalence relation is strong bisimulation [Par81, Mil89], where two automata Al and A 2 are
equivalent iff there is an equivalence relation between their states so that for each pair (s1, s2)
of equivalent states,
if sl s', then there exists a state s equivalent to s such that s2 s 2.
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Figure 7-1: The difference between strong bisimulation and the kernel of strong simulation.
That is, Al and A 2 simulate each other. A preorder relation that is closely connected to
strong bisimulation is strong simulation. An automaton Al is strongly simulated by another
automaton A 2 iff there is a relation between the states of Al and the states of A2 so that for
each pair (s, s2) of related states,
if s1 s', then there exists a state s such that 2 s and s is related to s'.
The kernel of strong simulation is an equivalence relation that is coarser than bisimulation.
Example 7.2.1 (Strong simulation and strong bisimulation) Figure 7-1 shows the dif-
ference between strong bisimulation and the kernel of strong simulation. The double-arrow
dotted links represent a strong bisimulation between A1 and A 2; thus, A 1 and A2 are strongly
bisimilar. There is also a strong simulation from A2 to A3, expressed by the dotted lines that
have an arrow pointing to A 3, and a strong simulation from A3 to A2, expressed by the dotted
lines that have an arrow pointing to A 2. Thus, A2 and A3 are equivalent according to the kernel
of strong simulation. However, there is no bisimulation between A2 and A3 since state s2 of A3
must be related to state s of A 2 in order for A 2 to be able to simulate the transition so - 8s2
b
of A3, but then it is not possible to simulate the transition sl S3 of A2 from 82 in A3. ·
The extension of strong bisimulation and strong simulation to the probabilistic framework
presents a problem due to the fact that a probabilistic transition leads to a probability distri-
bution over states rather than to a single state. Thus, a relation over states needs to be lifted
to distributions over states. Here we borrow an idea from [JL91].
Let 1ZC X x Y be a relation between two sets X, Y, and let P1 and P2 be two probability
spaces of Probs(X) and Probs(Y), respectively. Then P1 and P2 are in relation rZ, written
P ER P2, iff there exists a weight function w : X x Y [0, 1] such that
1. for each x E X, EyEY w(x, y) = PI [x],
2. for each y Y, Zrex w(x, y) = P2[y],
3. for each (x, y) E X x Y, if w(x, y) > O then x R y.
Example 7.2.2 (Lifting of one relation) The idea behind the definition of ER is that each
state of Q1 must be represented by some states of Q2, and similarly, each state of Q2 must
represent one or more states of Q1. Figure 7-2 gives an example of two probability spaces that
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Figure 7-2: Lifting one relation.
are related. The dotted lines connect states that are related by R. Thus, state sl,1 can be
represented by s2,1 for a third of its probability, and by s2,2 for the reminder. Similarly, state
s2,2 represents s:l,l for one sixth of its probability and sl,2 for the reminder. A useful property
of Cz is its preservation over combination of probability spaces. E
If 1? is an equivalence relation, then we denote the relation FZ alternatively by --R. The reason
for the alternative notation is that whenever R is an equivalence relation and Pl -R7 P2, each
equivalence class of R is assigned the same probability in Pl and P2 (cf. Lemma 7.2.2).
The definition of strong bisimulation and strong simulation for probabilistic automata are
now straightforward. For convenience assume that M1 and M2 do not have common states.
A strong bisimulation between two simple probabilistic automata M1, M2 is an equivalence
relation 1R over states(M1 ) U states(M 2) such that
1. each start state of Ml is related to at least one start state of M2, and vice versa;
2. for each pair of states sl R s2 and each transition sl -a) -Pl of either Ml or M2, there
exists a transition s2 -a P2 of either M1 or M 2 such that Pl =-_ P2.
We write Ml - /12 whenever acts(M 1) = acts(M 2) and there is a strong bisimulation between
M 1 and M2.
A strong simulation between two simple probabilistic automata M1, M2 is a relation gZC
states(Mi) x states(M2) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one start state of M2;
2. for each pair of states sl R s2 and each transition sl a) Pi of M1 , there exists a transition
s2 -a P2 of 12 such that Pl EC P2 .
We write Ml _ss M2 whenever acts(Mi) = acts(M2) and there is a strong simulation from Ml
to M2. We denote he kernel of strong simulation by -ss. Because of Lemma 7.2.2, our strong
bisimulations are the same as the bisimulations of [Han94], and our strong simulations are a
generalization of the simulations of [JL91].
It is easy to check that is an equivalence relation, that ss is a preorder relation, and
that both '- and !-ss are preserved by the parallel composition operator.
We conclude this section by proving two results about the lifting of a relation. The first
result shows that the lifting of a relation is preserved by the combination of probability spaces;
the second result shows that P1 -R P2 iff P and P2 assign the same probability to each
equivalence class of R.
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Lemma 7.2.1 Let Px,i CR PY,i via a weight function wi, and let {pi}i>o be a family of
real numbers between 0 and 1 such that Zi>opi = 1. Then i>o0 PiPx,i C7Z i>oPiPy,i via
zi>o piwi.
Proof. Let Px = Ei>oPiPx,i, P = Ei>oPiPy,i, and w = Ei>opiwi. Let x E Qx. Then
ZyEQy w(, Y) = Eyeny ii>oPiwi(, y) = Ei>o Pi(yn wi(x, y)) = Ei>oPiPx,i[x] = Px[X].
Condition 2 of the definition of R is verified similarly. For Condition 3, let w(x, y) > 0. Then
there exists an i such that wi(x, y) > 0, and thus x 1R y. ·
Lemma 7.2.2 Let X, Y be two disjoint sets, 1? be an equivalence relation on X U Y, and let
P1 and P2 be probability spaces of Probs(X) and Probs(Y), respectively. Then, P1 =- P2 iff
for each equivalence class C of (X U Y)/1Z, P1[C n Q1] = P2[C n p2].
Proof. Suppose that P1 _- 72, and let w be the corresponding weight function. Then, for
each equivalence class C of (X U Y)/1Z,
Pi[CnQl] E Pl[x]= E E w(xy), (7.1)
xECnnli xECnl yECnn2
and
P2[C n Q2]= ~ P2[yl= > C w(x, y). (7.2)
yECnn2 yECnQ2 xECnl1
From the commutativity and associativity of sum,
P1[C n Ql] = P2[C n Q2]. (7.3)
Conversely, suppose that each equivalence class (X u Y)/IR has the same probability in P1 and
P2. We define w(x, y) for each equivalence class of (X U Y)/RZ, and we assume implicitly that
w is 0 for all the pairs (x, y) E Q1 x Q2 that are not considered in the construction below.
Consider any equivalence class C of (X U Y)/R, and let X' = C n Q1, and Y' = C n Q2. From
hypothesis we know that P1 [X'] = P2[Y']. Let xl, 2,.... be an enumeration of the points of X',
and let Yl, Y2,... be an enumeration of the points of Y'. For each i, let Pi = Ek<i P [xi] and let
qi = Ek<i P2[Yi]. Then
W(XiYj) = 0 if pi+l < qj or q+l pi
j) min(pi+l,q+l) - max(pi,qj) otherwise.
Informally, the construction above works as follows. Consider two intervals [0, P [X']], and
mark the first interval with the points Pi and the second interval with the points qj. Each
interval [pi,pi+] has length Pl[xi] and each interval [qj,qj+l] has length P2 [yj]. The weight
function w(xi, yj) is defined to be the length of the intersection of the intervals associated with
xi and yj, respectively. It is simple to verify that w is a weight function for P and P2. ·
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Figure 7-3: Combining transitions to simulate a transition.
7.3 Strong Probabilistic Simulations
In the definition of strong bisimulations and strong simulations we have not taken into account
the fact that the nondeterminism can be resolved by combining several transitions probabilis-
tically into a unique one. That is, a transition of a probabilistic automaton could be simulated
by combining several transitions of another probabilistic automaton.
Example 7.3.1 (Combining transitions to simulate another transition) Consider the
two probabilistic automata Ml and M2 of Figure 7-3. M2 contains the transitions of Ml plus
a transitions that is obtained by combining probabilistically the transitions of MI. For this
reason there is no simulation from M2 to M1 (the additional transition cannot be simulated).
On the other hand, Ml and M2 have exactly the same probabilistic executions, and therefore
we do not see any reason to distinguish them. ·
Example 7.3.1 suggests two new relations, which are coarser than strong bisimulation and strong
simulation, where the only difference is that a transition can be simulated by a probabilistic
combination of transitions.
For convenience assume that M1 and M2 do not have common states. A strong probabilistic
bisimulation between two simple probabilistic automata M1 , M2 is an equivalence relation R1
over states((M1) U states(M2) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one start state of M2, and vice versa;
2. for each pair of states sl 7R s2 and each transition sl - l) 7 of either Ml or M2, there
exists a combined transition s2 -- c P2 of either Ml or M 2 such that P -=R P2.
We write M1 ~p MM2 whenever acts(M) = acts(M 2) and there is a strong probabilistic bisim-
ulation between M 1 and M2.
A strong probabilistic simulation between two simple probabilistic automata Ml and M2 is
a relation RC states(Ml) x states(M2) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one start state of M2;
2. for each pair of states s l 7 s2 and each transition s l a P of M1 , there exists a combined
transition s -- c P2 of M2 such that PI Er P2 .
We write lI1 Csps M2 whenever acts(M 1) = acts(M 2 ) and there is a strong probabilistic
simulation from Al' to M2 . We denote the kernel of strong probabilistic simulation by -sps.
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It is easy to check that -p is an equivalence relation, that _sps is a preorder relation, and
that both p and _ESPs are preserved by the parallel composition operator. It is easy as well
to verify that a strong bisimulation is also a strong probabilistic bisimulation and that a strong
simulation is also a strong probabilistic simulation.
7.4 Weak Probabilistic Simulations
The abstraction from internal computation can be obtained in the same way as for ordinary
automata: a transition of a probabilistic automaton should be simulated by a collection of
internal and external transitions of another probabilistic automaton. For the formal definition
we use the weak combined transitions of Chapter 3.
For convenience assume that M1 and M2 do not have common states. A weak probabilistic
bisimulation between two simple probabilistic automata Ml and M2 is an equivalence relation
R over states(Mi) U states(M2) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one start state of M2, and vice versa;
2. for each pair of states s R 2 and each transition s P pi of either M1 or M2, there
ar ex(M2 )
exists a weak combined transition s2 ---;c P2 of either M1 or M 2 such that P - P2.
We write M1 =p M2 whenever ext(Mi) = ext(M 2 ) and there is a weak probabilistic bisimulation
between M1 and M2.
A weak probabilistic simulation between two simple probabilistic automata M1 and M2 is a
relation TRC states(M) x states(M 2) such that
1. each start state of Ml is related to at least one start state of M2;
2. for each pair of states sl R s2 and each transition sl a P1 of Ml, there exists a weak
combined transition s2 ---ec P2 of M 2 such that PI ER P2 .
We write M1 EWPS M2 whenever ext(Mi) = ext(M 2) and there is a weak probabilistic simula-
tion from M1 to M2. We denote the kernel of weak probabilistic simulation by -wPs.
It is easy to verify that a strong probabilistic bisimulation is also a weak probabilistic
bisimulation and that a strong probabilistic simulation is also a weak probabilistic simulation.
However, it is not as easy to verify that =p is an equivalence relation, that CWPs is a preorder
relation, and that both =p and EwPs are preserved by the parallel composition operator. The
verification of these properties is a simplification of the verification of the same properties for
the relation of the next section. For this reason we omit the proofs from this section.
7.5 Probabilistic Forward Simulations
One of the main results of this chapter is that all the relations presented so far are sound for
the trace distribution precongruence. However, none of the relations of the previous sections
allow for one probabilistic operation to be implemented by several probabilistic operations.
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Figure 7-5: A more sophisticated implementation.
Example 7.5.1 (Weak probabilistic simulations are too coarse) Consider the two prob-
abilistic automata of Figure 7-4. The probabilistic automaton M 2, which chooses internally one
element out of four with probability 1/4 each, is implemented by the probabilistic automaton
M1, which flips two fair coins to make the same choice. However, the first transition of M1
cannot be simulated by M2 since the probabilistic choice of M2 is not resolved completely yet
in M1. This situation suggests a new preorder relation where a state of M1 can be related
to a probability distribution over states of M2. The informal idea behind a relation s l 7R P2
is that s represents an intermediate stage of M1 in reaching the distribution P2. For exam-
ple, in Figure 7-4 state sl would be related to a uniform distribution P over states s3 and s;
(P = U(s, s4)), meaning that sl is an intermediate stage of M1 in reaching the distribution P.
It is also possible to create examples where the relationship between s and P does not mean
simply that s is an intermediate stage of M1 in reaching the distribution P, but rather that
s is an intermediate stage in reaching a probability distribution that can be reached from P.
Consider the two probabilistic automata of Figure 7-5. Although not evident at the moment,
M1 and M2 are in the trace distribution precongruence relation, i.e., M1 DC M2. Following
the same idea as for the example of Figure 7-4, state s is related to U(s3, S4). However, s1 is
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not an intermediate stage of M1 in reaching U(s', s), since s1 enables a transition labeled with
an external action 1, while in M2 no external action occurs before reaching U(s', st). Rather,
from and s' there are two transitions labeled with 1, and thus the only way to simulate
the transition s - U(s 3 , s4) from U(s', s4) is to perform the two transitions labeled with
1, which lead to the distribution U(s, s8, g, S0 ) . Now the question is the following: in what
sense does U(s7, s, s', s0) represent U(s 3, s4)? The first observation is that 83 can be seen as
an intermediate stage in reaching U(s, , ), and that 4 can be seen as an intermediate stage in
reaching U(s', 0o) . Thus, 3 is related to U(s7, s) and 4 is related to U(s', s 0) . The second
observation is that U(s, s, s, so) can be expressed as 1/2U(s, 8 ) + 1/2U(s, sno). Thus,
U(s7, s8, Sg, s 0) can be seen as a combination of two probability spaces, each one representing
an element of U(S 3, 84). This recalls the lifting of a relation that we introduced at the beginning
of this chapter. U
Based on Example 7.5.1, we can move to the formal definition of a probabilistic forward simu-
lation. A probabilistic forward simulation between two simple probabilistic automata M1 and
M2 is a relation RZC states(M1 ) x Probs(states(M 2 )) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one Dirac distribution over a start state of
M2;
2. for each s R P', if s -P 1, then
(a) for each s' E ' there exists a probability space P, such that s' ae2) t z, and
(b) there exists a probability space P2 of Probs(Probs(states(M 2))) satisfying 1 pi2,
such that E',,e' P'[s']pT = ECp P[p]]P.
We write M1 FS M 2 whenever ext(M 1) = ext(M 2) and there is a probabilistic forward simu-
lation from M to M2.
Example 7.5.2 (A probabilistic forward simulation) The probabilistic forward simula-
tion for the probabilistic automata M1 and M2 of Figure 7-5 is the following: so is related
to U(s'); each state si, i > 7, is related to (s'); each state s, 1 < i 6, is related to
U(s2i+l,S/i+2 ). It is an easy exercise to check that this relation is a probabilistic forward
simulation. Observe also that there is no probabilistic forward simulation from M2 to M. In-formally, s cannot be simulated by M, since the only candidate state to be related to s is sl,
and sl does not contain all the information contained in s. The formal way to see that there
is no probabilistic forward simulation from M2 to M is to observe that M2 and Ml are not in
the trace distribution precongruence relation and then use the fact that probabilistic forward
simulations are sound for the trace distribution precongruence relation (cf. Section 7.7). In
M 21JCp it is possible force action left to be scheduled exactly when M2 is in s, and thus it
is possible to create a correlation between action left and actions a and b; in MCp such a
correlation cannot be created since action left must be scheduled before action 1. ·
It is easy to check that a weak probabilistic simulation is a special case of a probabilistic forward
simulation where each state of M is related to a Dirac distribution. The verification that FS
is a preorder that is preserved by parallel composition is more complicated. In this section
we show that FS is preserved by parallel composition; the proof that FS is a preorder is
postponed to Section 7.6.4.
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Proposition 7.5.1 FS is preserved by the parallel composition operator.
Proof. Let M1 ErFS M2, and let 1R be a probabilistic forward simulation from M1 to M2. Let
R' be a relation between states(M1l) x states(M3 ) and Probs(states(M2 ) x states(M3)), defined
as follows:
(s1, S3) 7Z' P iff P = P2 0 D(s3) for some P2 such that sl R P2 . (7.4)
Condition 1 of the definition of a probabilistic forward simulation is immediate to verify. Con-
dition 2 for transitions that involve M1 only or M3 only is immediate to verify as well.
Let (1,s3) R' P2 0 D(s3), and let (s 1 ,s 3) a P P3, where s1 a) Pi, and 3 a
P3. From the definition of a probabilistic forward simulation, for each s E Q2 there exists
a weak combined transition s2 =>c PS of M2, and there exists a probability space P of
Probs(Probs(states(M2))), such that
Z P2[s]ps = ~ P[P]P, (7.5)
sEQ2 PE 2
and
P1 CR P2. (7.6)
For each s E Q2, let O8 be a generator for s =c P8. Define a new generator O' as follows: for
each finite execution fragment a of M211M3 starting in (s, 83),
1. if =(arM)  (s',P , where (s',P) = Eipi(s',ai,Pi), each (s',ai, Pi) is a transition of
M2, and a[M3 = 3, then
O'(a) = pi((s',s3),ai,Pi P ),
where
P' = )( 3) if ai # a, and Pi' =P3 if ai = a.
2. if Os(arM 2) = (s',P), where (s',P) = ZEpi(s',ai,Pi), each (s',ai,Pi) is a transition of
M 2, aFM 3 = s3as', and s E 3, then
O'(a) = Z pi((s',s3), a, Pi l(s));
i
3. if none of the above cases holds, then O'(a) = D(6).
The weak combined transition generated by each O' is (s, s3) =>c Ps P3. In fact, an execution
fragment a of M2 11M3 is terminal for 0' iff aM 2 is terminal for O, and a[M3 = s3as' for
s E 23, and thus Qo. = Q x Q3 Moreover, for each a E Q'D, P =- PrE P 3[lstate(a[M 3)].
Denote P, 0 P3 by P(,S 3). Then, for each (s, S3) E Q2 x D(S 3), we have identified a weak
combined transition (s, s3) =-c P(,s 3). These are the spaces of Condition 2.a in the definition
of a probabilistic forward simulation. Note that P(,S,,) can be expressed alternatively as
P(s,S3) = , P3[S3] (PS () D(s3)). (7.7)
s3 E Q3
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P2, - E P3[S4] (P2 ®E(vo(s))), (7.8)
where the pairing of two probability spaces is meant to be their product. For each s E 23,
since P1 _EC P2, PI 0 D(s3) CR P2 0 D((s)). Thus, from Lemma 7.2.1, P 0 P3 CR P2, 3.
This is enough to show that Condition 2.b of the definition of a probabilistic forward simulation
is satisfied.
We are left with EsEn 2 P 2 [s]P(s,S 3 ) = EPEn2.3 P2,3[P]p, which is shown as follows. From (7.7),
E P2[S]P(,, 3) = = Z E P2[s]P3[sl] (Ps 0 D (s')). (7.9)
sEQ2 sEQ2 s3En3
From (7.5),
P2[s]P(S,3) = ] E P2[P]P3[sI](PD(s~)). (7.10)
8EQ2 s'En3 PEO 2
From a simple algebraic manipulation,
Z P[s]P(s,s 3 ) = P3[s]P2[P]P. (7.11)
sEQ2 s'EQ3 P -np2p(D(83))
From (7.8),
E P2[s]Pss3) = P2,3[P]P. (7.12)
sEnQ2 P E0.3
7.6 The Execution Correspondence Theorem
The existence of some simulation relation between two probabilistic automata implies that there
is some strict relation between their probabilistic executions. This relationship is known as the
execution correspondence lemma for ordinary automata [GSSL94] and is useful in the context
of liveness. In this section we prove the execution correspondence theorem for probabilistic
automata; a corollary, which is proved in Section 7.7, is that the existence of a probabilistic
forward simulation is sound for the trace distribution precongruence.
7.6.1 Fringes
Let H be a probabilistic execution of a probabilistic automaton M. Define the extended states
of H, denoted by extstates(H), to be states(H) U {qb q e states(H),PH[Cq,] > 0}. A fringe
of H is a discrete probability space P of Probs(extstates(H)) such that for each state q of H,
E P[q'] < PH[Cq]. (7.13)
q' EQIq<q'
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Figure 7-6: Fringes.
Two fringes TP and P2 are in the < relation iff for each state q of H,
E Pl[q'] < E P2[q']. (7.14)
q'CQllq<q' q' EGQ2qq'
Informally, a fringe is a line that cuts a probabilistic execution in two parts (see Figure 7-6). A
fringe is smaller than another one if the first fringe cuts the probabilistic execution earlier than
the second fringe. Figure 7-6 shows three fringes F1, F2 and F3, where F1 < F2 < F3.
A fringe of particular interest is the fringe that cuts a probabilistic execution fragment at
some depth i. Let fringe(H, i) denote the fringe of H where Q = {q E extstates(H) Iq =
i} U {qb E extstates(H) I q < i}, and for each q e Q, P[q] = PH[Cq].
7.6.2 Execution Correspondence Structure
Let R be a probabilistic forward simulation from M1 to M 2. An execution correspondence
structure via R is a tuple (H1 , H2, m, S), where HI is a probabilistic execution of M 1, H2 is a
probabilistic execution of M2, m is a mapping from natural numbers to fringes of M2, and S
is a mapping from natural numbers to probability distributions of Probs(Probs(states(H 2))),
such that
1. For each i, rm(i) < mn(i + 1);
2. For each state q2 of H2, limi-_oo Eqe,q2<q Pi[q] = PH[Cq];
3. Let q 71 P iff for each q E , trace(q) = trace(ql), and either
(a) ql does not end in 6, each state of Q does not end in 6, and lstate(ql) Istate(P),
or
(b) ql and each state of Q end in 6 and Istate(6-strip(ql)) R Istate(6-strip(P)).
Then, for each i > 0, m(i) = EPEOs(,) Ps(i)[P]P, and fringe(Hi,i) E S(i).
4. Let, for each i > 0, each q E fringe(Hi,i), and each q2 E states(H 2), Wi(ql,q 2 )
_p w (ql, P)P[q2]. If Wi(ql, q) = 0 for each prefix or extension q of q2, then, for each
extension q of q such that q E fringe(H, i + 1) and each prefix or extension q of q2,
Wi+l (q , q) = 0.
Informally, an execution correspondence structure is an object that shows how a probabilistic
execution H1 of Ml is represented by a probabilistic execution H2 of M2 via R. H2 is said to
be the probabilistic execution fragment that corresponds to Hi. Conditions 1 and 3 state that
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m(i) m(i)
m(3) m(3) ~
m(2) = m(2)
m(l) -- m(l)
m(O) _ A
I .--
F.I
Figure 7-7: Execution Correspondence Structures: the role of Condition 2.
each fringe fringe(H 1, i) is represented by the fringe m(i) in H2, and Condition 2 states that
at the limit each state of H2 represents some part of Hi. Figure 7-7 gives an example of an
execution correspondence structure (left) and of a structure that fails to satisfy Condition 2
since state q is not captured (right). Condition 4 enforces the correspondence between H1 and
H2. Informally, it states that if two states q and q2 of Hi and H2, respectively, are connected
through the ith fringes, then for each j < i there are two prefixes q and q of q1 and q2,
respectively, that are connected through the jth fringes. This condition allows us to derive a
correspondence structure between the execution fragments of Ml and M2 that denote the states
of H1 and H2. We do not use Condition 4 to prove any of the results that we present in this
thesis; however, this condition is necessary to prove the results that Segala and Lynch present
in [SL94].
If is a weak probabilistic simulation, then an execution correspondence structure is a
triplet (H1, H2 , m): Condition 3 becomes fringe(Hl,i) __ m(i), where q1 R q2 iff trace(ql) =
trace(q2) and either q1 and q2 end in 6 and 6-strip(lstate(ql)) 7R 6-strip(lstate (q2)), or Istate(ql) R
lstate(q2); Wi(ql,q 2) becomes wi(q1,q 2), and Condition 4 says that for each i > 0, given
q1 E fringe(Hi,i) and q2 E states(H 2), if wi(ql, q.) = 0 for each prefix or extension q of q2,
then, for each extension q' of q1 such that q E fringe(H 1 , i + 1), and each prefix or extension
q' of q2 , wi+1(q1, q) = O.
If R is a strong probabilistic simulation, then an execution correspondence structure is a pair
(H1 , H2): Conditions 1 and 2 are removed; Condition 3 becomes fringe(HI, i) _Cz fringe(H 2, i)
where q1 R q2 iff itrace(ql) = itrace(q2) and either q1 and q2 end in 6 and S-strip(lstate(q1 )) 1R
6-strip(lstate(q 2)), or lstate(ql) R lstate(q2); Condition 4 says that for each i > 0, given q1 E
fringe(H1, i) and q2 E fringe(H 2, i), if wi(ql, q2) = 0, then, for each extension q' of q1 such that
q' E fringe(Hi, i+ 1) and each extension q' of q2 such that q E fringe(H 2, i+l1), wi+ l(q', q) = 0.
7.6.3 The Main Theorem
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Theorem 7.6.1 Let M1 CFS M 2 via the probabilistic forward simulation R, and let H1 be a
probabilistic execution of M1. Then there exists a probabilistic execution H2 of M2, a map-
ping m from natural numbers to fringes of M2, and a mapping S from natural numbers to
probability distributions of Probs(Probs(states(H2 ))), such that (H1, H2, m, S) is an execution
correspondence structure via R.
Proof. Let q be a state of H1, and let P2 be a distribution over potential states of H2 such
that q CE P2 according to the definition given in the definition of an execution correspondence
structure. Denote by PH' , the probability space such that trH1 = ZtrI 1 PH [tr](qi tr). Let
tr1 E Q, and let Ptr be the probability space reached in q ^ tr1 .
Since R is a probabilistic forward simulation, then for each state q2 of Q2 there exists a
weak transition trqlp 2 trlq2 of H2 with action a ext(M 2), leading to a distribution over states
Pqlp 2triq2, such that there exists a probability distribution over probability distributions of
potential states of H2, denoted by qlp2trl, satisfying
Zy ql P2 tr [P] Z CP2 [q2 ]'Pqlp2tr1q2 (7.15)
PEs IP21 'I q2 E22
and
Ptrl C PSlp2trl (7.16)
via a weight function Wqp 2trl. Denote the probability space Eq2En2 P2[q2]Pqlp 2trlq2 by PqlP2tr,
i.e.,
Pql2tr~ E ~ P2[q2]Pql2trlq2. (7.17)
q2 E2
Denote the generator of each weak transition trqlP 2 trlq 2 by ql7P2trlq2 (cf. Section 3.2.7). For the
sake of this proof, we change the notation for the generators of the transitions of a probabilistic
execution. Thus, for each q such that q2 < q, Oqlp2 trlq2 (q) stands for O(qlP 2 trlq2(q2Tq2), and
pOq1'P2 t" 1 2 stands for pOqlP2 71 2
For each state q and each probability distribution over states P2, let q, _ D(q1S), a
q2,En 2 P2[q2] 6 q2, P, )(6 P2 ), and WSql1 2 be a weight function such that Wbqlp2 (q1 , P 2 ) = 1.
Note that, if for each q2 E Q2, trace(ql) = trace(q2), then
6q, -- R 62s (7.18)
via WqlP2 . Moreover,
4p2= E Ps [P]P. (7.19)
p2s
Let sl be the start state of H1, and s2 be a start state of M2 that is related to s1. We know
that s2 exists since 'R is a probabilistic forward simulation. Let Active be the smallest set such
that
1. (s1, D(s 2 )) I_ Active;
2. if (ql. P2 ) Active, trl e qql and (q',P2) Qtrl X QSP2trlI then (qlP2) Active;
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3. if (ql,P 2 ) E Active, P'I[b] > 0, then (q1,6sp 2) E Active.
Observe that for each pair (ql, P2 ) E Active, q R P2 (simple inductive argument). For each q
such that there exists some P2 with (ql,P 2) Active, each tr E QHl, and each q2 E Q2, let
active(q, P 2, trl, q2) be the set of states that are active in OqlP2trl q2, and let reach(ql, P2, trl, q2)
be the set of states that are reachable in OqlTp2trlq2. Let active denote the union of the sets
reach(ql,P2, trl,q 2) where (ql,P 2) E Active, trl E Ml, and q2 E Q2. For each i < 0, let
Active(i) be the set of pairs (ql, P2 ) E Active such that either q1 = i or qll I i and q1 ends in
6. For each pair (ql, P2 ) of Active such that q does not end in 6, let
Pq a Z PH1 [trl]Ptrl + PHI [6]6ql (7.20)
trliEH
be the probability space reached in H1 with the transition enabled from ql,
PqlP2 PH1 [trl]'PqlP2tr + P [61]P, 2 (7.21)
trl E H'I
be the probability space that is reached in the corresponding transition of P2,
'P s q l ql S ~lps osi r~l~s(7.22)Pq1P2 H1 tr]P 2 trl [ 2 (7.)
trl E 1
be the probability space of probability spaces that corresponds to Pq~, and for each q, P2,
Wqlp 2 (q,P2) PH1 [trl]Wq P2tl (q, P2 ) + PH1 [6]WqP2 (q, P2) (7.23)
triE H2
be the corresponding weight function. From Lemma 7.2.1,
Pq1 C1 PqSlp2 (7.24)
via the weight function Wqlp 2 .
For each pair (ql, P2 ) of Active such that q ends in , let
Pql 1D(ql), Pq1,p2 P2 , 's (P2), and Wq 2 ( ) 1. (7.25)
It is immediate to observe that Equation (7.24) holds also in this case.
Define m(i), S(i) and wi inductively as follows.
m(0) D- (s2), S(0) - D(m(0)), wo(sl,m(0)) - 1, (7.26)
m(i + 1) - wi(ql, P2)7Pqlp2, (7.27)
(ql ,P2 )EActtve(i)
S(i + 1) w(ql,7 2)Pq (7.28)
(ql,P2)EActive(i)
wj+ (q'l,P2) - wj(q,7P 2 )WqP 2 (q1, P2). (7.29)
(ql ,P2)EActive(i)
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To show that Equations (7.27), (7.28),and (7.29) are well defined, we show by induction that
for each i > , (1,P 2 )EActive(i) wi(ql, P2 ) = 1. The base case is a direct consequence of (7.26)
and the definition of Active(O). For the inductive step,
E Wi+l(qlP2)(qlP2 )EActi-ue(i-l)
= Z Z wi(q, P2)Wq5p2 (ql ,P 2)
(q1 ,?,)EActive(i+1l) (q~ ,P2)EActive(i)
wi(q;,7p)
(q- ,P, )EActive(i)
1,
where the first step follows from Equation (7.29), the second step follows from the fact that
7q,p is a weight function that is non zero only in pairs of Active(i + 1), and the third step
follows from induction. Let
Wq~lP2tr1q2 (q2) a W (ql, P2) PH, [ tr 1 P2r"[q2 ' Pq2 (7.30)
Consider a state q2 of active. Then the transition enabled from q2 is
E E E (7.31)
(ql,P )E Actit:e tl EQH q2Efl Iq2Eactive(q ,'P2 ,trl ,q')
ql
Poq,,,p,,,, ,(q2)[acts(M 2)]Wqp2triq' (q2)/W(q 2 ) (qiP 2triq, (q2 ) acts(M2)),
where W(s 2) - 1, and for each q2 s2,
W(q 2 ) n 5 Wqp;trlq (q2). (7.32)
(q; ,'P2)EActive trl EH1 q2 E Iq q2 ,q2Ereach(q; , 2 ,trl,q)
q1
It is easy to verify that Expression (7.31) denotes a valid transition of a probabilistic execution
fragment of M since it is the combination of legal transitions of a probabilistic execution
fragment of M. The fact that the projection of a legal transition of a probabilistic execution
fragment of M onto acts(M) is still a legal transition of a probabilistic execution fragment of
M follows from the fact that M is a simple probabilistic automaton.
Informally, the set active is used to identify all the states of H2. The transition enabled
from each one of those states, say q2, is due to several states of H1, and each state of H1
influences the transition enabled from a specific state of H2 with a different probability. Such a
probability depends on how much a state of H2 represents a state of H 1, on the probability of the
transition of M1 that has to be matched, on the probability of reaching a specific state q of H2
during the matching operation, on the probability of reaching q2 from q, and on the probability
of departing from q2. These conditions are captured by PO,,,P2t1,; (q2)[acts(M2)Wq,1P'trlq;(q 2 ).
These weights must be normalized with respect to the probability of reaching q2, which is
expressed by W(q 2). The condition q y$ q2 in the third sum of (7.32) is justified by the fact
W(q 2) is the probability of reaching q2.
This completes the definition of H2, m(i), S(i), and the wi's. We need to show that
(H1, H2, w, S) is an execution correspondence structure via R. Thus, we need to show the
following properties.
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1. For each i, m(i) is a fringe of H2;
2. For each i, m(i) < m(i + 1);
3. For each state q of H2, limi, Eq nq<q' Pi[q'] = PH[Cq];
4. For each i, m(i) = ',ES(i) PS(i) []P;
5. For each i, fringe(H, i) E S(i) via wi.
6. For each i, each ql fringe(H 1,i), and each q2 E states(H 2 ), if Wi(ql,q') = 0 for each
prefix or extension q' of q2, then, for each extension q' of ql such that q E fringe(HI, i +1)
and each prefix or extension q of q2, Wi+l (qj, q2) = 0.
We show each item separately.
1. For each i, m(i) is a fringe of H2.
By construction m(i) is a probability distribution. Thus, we need to show only that for
each state q2 of H2,
E Pm(i) [q2] < PH2 [Cq2] (7.33)
First we show that for each q2 states(H 2),
W(q 2 ) = PH2 [Cq2 ];
then we show that for each q2 E states(H 2),
E
q2 E Q,(i) Iq2 <q 2
(7.34)
(7.35)
The proof of (7.34) is by induction on the length of q2. If q2 = 2, then (7.34) holds by
definition. Otherwise, let 2 be q2 without its last action and state, i.e., q2 = 2as for
some action a and some state s. Then, from the definition of the probability of a cone,
induction, Equation (7.31) and an algebraic simplification,
PH 2 [Cq2,] E
(ql,P2)EActive
E EI
H 1
WqP2 tr q (q2 ) PO.q P2, t7q2 (q2 ) [q2] (7.36)
From Equation (7.30) and the definition of pq2 ' 2'2 (cf. Section 3.2.7), we obtain
PH2 [Cq2 z E
(q ,P')EActive
Z z
tr ' q qE2 1q2 Gactive(q ,P_,trq2)2r 2E1 2 i
(7.37)
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p,.(i [q'] < W(q2).
C)q ' ,1q
w (','P) H, [ tr 1 P2'( q'I 1 2r".14
Observe that q E Q'2 and q2 e active(ql,P2,trl,q') iff q E Q', q q2, and q2
reach(q', P, trl, q). Thus, from Equation (7.31),
PH2 [Cq2] = Y WqPtr,, q[ (q2). (7.38)
(q ,P )EA ctiv e trleIl qE 21lq2iq2,q2Ereach(q ,P2,trl ,q )
At this point Equation (7.32) is sufficient to conclude the validity of Equation (7.34).
The proof of Equation (7.35) is also by induction. If i = 0, then the result follows directly
from the fact that a fringe is a probability distribution. Otherwise, let N(ql) be true iff
ql does not end in 6. Then, from Equation (7.27),
Pm(i+l) [q2] (7.39)
q2 E Q,. (i+l ) IY2 _q[
can be rewritten into
~ S wi(ql, P2 )Pql 2 [q.]. (7.40)
q2 ,EQ_(i+l)Iq2<q2 (l,P2)EActive(i)
From the definition of Pql,p2 (Equations (7.21) and (7.25)) and the definition of PqlP2trl
(Equation (7.17)), Expression (7.40) can be rewritten into
E E E E (7.41)
q2 EQ,.i+l)jq2<q2 (ql P2)EActive(i),N(ql ) trlEQHq1 q2 EQ2
wj(qj, P2)PH1 [tr,]P2[q"]Pqptl q P [q2]
+ C wi(ql, /P2)PH []P2 [q'l
q26E:_(,,,( +) Iq2 <q2 (qx ,P2)EActive(i),N(q )
+ E 5 wi(q16,P2)P2[q'6].
q26En(,l( i+) q2q2q (q6,P 2)EActive(i)
By exchanging sums in Expression (7.41), we obtain
E 5 5 E (7.42)
(ql,,P2)iEActive(i),N(ql) trlEQD q E 2 qE2 .E,l(i+l) Iq2 <q2
Ji(q1, P2)PHq1 [trl]P2[q]PqlP2 t,1q, [q]
+ 5 wi (q, P2 )PH1 [6] P2 [q]
(ql ,'2)EActive(i),N(ql) qE,,.(i+) q2<q2
+ 5 wi(q1 6, P2)P2[q6],
(qj6,'P2)EActive(i) q6E ,, ..(i+l) Ijq2 <q
where the first summand comes from the first summand of (7.22), the second summand
comes from the second summand of (7.22), and the third summand comes from (7.25).
Consider the first summand of Expression (7.42), and partition the states q of 2 into
those that include q2 (q2 < q) and those that do not. In the first case, since from (7.27),
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(7.21), and (7.17), 7 qlqP2 triq' C m(z+l), and since each element q Of Qqlp 2 trlq' satisfies
q2 < q2,
E
q2E ... (i+1)]Iq2_<q2
Pq, P2trlq' [q] = 1; (7.43)
in the second case the same sum gives q2',P2'"'12. Consider the second summand of
Expression (7.42), and observe that, from (7.27), (7.21), and the definition of 4P 2 , qb E
Qm(i+1), q2 < q, and P2[q'] > 0 iff q E Q2, q2 < q, and P2[q'] > 0. Finally, consider
the third summand of Expression (7.42), and observe that all the states of Q2 end with 6,
and, from (7.27) and (7.21), q6 E Qm(i+l), q2 q~, and P2[q26] > 0 iff q26 e Q2, q2 < q6,
P2 [q26] > 0. By combining the observations above, Expression (7.42) can be rewritten
into
(7.44)± E wi(ql, P2)PH[1 trl]
(q1 ,P2 )EActive(i),N(ql ) trl E'1
P2[q + p [Pq 2 P 2"'I2
q2 E q2 q2 q q . EQ2 q' <q2
+ wi (q,, P2) PH', [6] P2 []
(q,P2)EActive(i),N(ql) q EQ2 q2 q"
+ E E Ui(qi6, P2)P2[q'].
(ql ,,P2)EActive(i) q"E Iq2 <q
By regrouping expressions and simplifying, we obtain
± E E 5wi(ql, P2 )PH [tr l] P2 [q ]Pq2(ql,P2)EActive(i),N(ql) trlE'1 q EQ2q2<q"
+ wjE wi(qlP2)P2[q2].
(q ,P2)EActive(i) q Ef2 jq2<q"
Finally, from Equation (7.30), Expression (7.45) can be rewritten into
C C E WqlP2trlq,(q2)
(q1 ,P2)EActive(i),N(ql) trl l q2" E2 Iq2 q"
+ 5 5 wi(ql, P2)P2[q2].
(qi ,P2)EActive(i) q'efQ21q2<q2
(7.45)
(7.46)
We now analyze the second summand of Expression (7.46), and we show by induction on
i that it is 0 if i = 0 and q2 $ s2, it is 1 if i = 0 and q2 = s2, and it is
S E S E WqlP2trlq' (q 2 ) (7.47)j<i (ql ,P2)EActive(j) trlEiHO1 q2 EQ2 fq2 <q2
otherwise. For i = 0 the result is trivial. Otherwise, from Equation (7.29),
,P)EActive(i+l) E(ql,P2)EActive(i+l) qEf2[q2<q"--2
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(7.48)
( . ..
12 'I,, 2
Wi1 (qj, P2)P2 [q"
can be rewritten into
Z C C wE wi(q,P2)wqp2(ql,P 2 )P2[q' ]. (7.49)
(ql,,P2)EActive(i+1) (q,P)EActive(i) q2 EQ2 jq2<q 2
From the definition of Wq p; (Equations (7.23) and (7.25)), Expression (7.49) can be
rewritten into
E ZE E (7.50)
(ql,P 2)EActive(i+l) (q ,P)EActive(i),N(ql) qtE6021q2q2
'i( ql, P2 ) P1 [6tr]W6q P (ql, P2))P2[q2']
+ Z wi( Eq6,P)P2 [q2]J
(q fi5,P2 )EActive(i) (q E 2 (i),N(q q 2
Observe that in the first summand of (7.50)
t ha Wqfrecparp)oA trve (Ql , )P21 [q21
(ql,'P2 )EActive(i+l) q E21q2 <q0q
= E Pq p tr, [P2]P 2[q ]
P2 13ql ,(ql ,P2)Active(i+ 1 ) q"' E21q2<q 1 '
1 H 2
+ ~2q r q2 2 qj2 Ect ivEiq P 2 O'2< q22•
where the first step follows from the fact that Wqptr'q... is a weight function, and the
second step follows from (7.17), (7.15) and the fact that QqiPltr' is the set of probability
space P2 such that there is a state q1 where (ql,P2) E Active(i + 1) (cf. the definition
of Active and observe   that q = i + 1). For the second summand of (7.50), observe
that for each pair (q'b,'P2) of Active(i + 1), if PH1[6] > 0, then there is exactly one pair
(ql,P2) of Active(i) such that WSq47P(q'6,P2) > 0. In particular, qt = q1, P2 = 6p2, and
wbq'p (q 6, P2) = 1. Conversely, for each pair (q', P2) of Active(i) such that P1 [6] > 0, the
pair (qb6,P2) is in Active(i + 1) and wqlp(q=, p2) = . Thus, the term Wqp(q6, P2)
and the sum (q,,-P2)Active(i+) can be removed from the second summand of (7.50).
Thus. by applying the observations above to (7.50), we obtain
F E E E (7.51)(q ,P')EA,tive(i),N(q) trQ... q " ' qIq2<q2 2
(q 2,22 )EAcive(i),N(q ) q2 2 - qt2,
+ . wi(q', )P [b])PP[q2 l
(q[l6.,p2)EActive(i) q." EQn2lq2<q"-- 2 
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Consider the first summand of Expression (7.51). If q2 < q, then2-_1
q p2t = 1; (7.52)
q' E ' p' t ' ,,,4 Iq2 <q'
If q2"' < q2, then
Pqp.trq... [q] = (7.53)
q " E nq/ p, ,.i ,,/ i q2 < q21
Thus, from Equations (7.52) and (7.53), Expression (7.51) can be rewritten into
Y Y~ wi(q'l 7)P~l [trl] (7.54)(q[l,P2)EActive(i),N(ql) tr 'l
trO, I,.
( P2[q"] + P2[q2 ]Pq 2
q: EQ21q2q2 q2 E 2 1q <q2
+ i w (q;, P2)P [H]P2 [q2 ]
(ql ,P')EActive(i),N(q ) q E921q2 _q2
+ z wi(q'6,P2)P2[q2].
(q 6,P2)EActive(i) q E'2 q2_ q2
By regrouping the subexpressions in (7.54), we obtain
~~E E Y~ wi(ql, P2/ PH1 tr' P2['q2 '2 2 (7.55)
(q[ ,P2')EActive(i)N(q ) tr Q' q f~lq~ <q2
1r~ 2H1
+ Z Z wi(ql,P)P[q].
(q ,P2)EActive(i) q E q2 <q2"
From Equation (7.30), Expression (7.55) can be rewritten into
Z. Z Z~ Wqlp,2trq,(q 2 ) (7.56)(q, ,P2)EActive(i),N(q' ) tr', qm'E E1lq21.<q2
' E H 1
+ wE i(q',P2)P2[q"]. 
(qi,P2)EActive(i) q E21 q2 <q2
The induction hypothesis is now sufficient to conclude the validity of (7.47). From an
alternative characterization of the set {q' E Q2 q' < q2 } in Expressions (7.47) and (7.45),
and by combining (7.45) and (7.47), we obtain
Z Pm(i+l) [q2] (7.57)
q2 EQ.(;+il) Iq2q
= E E E WqlP2triq (q2).j<i (ql,P2)EActive(j) tr Enll q21EQ2jq"'q2,qEreach(qli,Ptr ,q2)
Observe that the right expression of (7.57) contains a subset of the terms of the right
expression of Equation (7.32). This is enough to conclude the validity of (7.35).
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2. For each i, mr(i) < m(i + 1).
This result follows directly from Equation (7.57). In fact, for each state q2 of H2, Ex-
pression (7.57) for m(i + 1) contains a subset of the terms of the Expression (7.57) for
m(i).
3. For each state q of H2, limi_.~ Eq'Eil q<q' Pi[q'] = PH[Cq].
This result follows directly from Expression (7.57). In fact, as i - 00c, the right expression
of (7.57) converges to the right expression of (7.32).
4. For each i, m(i) = EPes(i) PS(i) [P]P.
For i = 0 the result is trivial. For i > 0, from Equation (7.27), m(i + 1) is rewritten into.
(ql,P:, )E.4ctive(i)
wi(ql, P2)Pq P 2
From Equation (7.21), Expression (7.58) can be rewritten into
(7.58)
(ql ,P2 )EActive(i)
wi(ql,P2) (-1
trl EnQ H1
From Equation (7.17) applied to Pqlp 2 tr2 and Equations (7.15) and (7.19) applied to
PH1 [6 ]6 p
,
, Expression (7.59) can be rewritten into
wi(ql, P2) (tE,/qlP, n
1i H
PH 1 [trl] E
PE s 2 1( qi 2 r l
P 1 [6] E
PHi p
P6 [P]P).
From Equation (7.22), Expression (7.60) can be rewritten into
l wi(qP 2 ) E Pql P2[P ]P(ql,P2)EActive(i) (PE1S P2
Finally, from Equation (7.28), Expression (7.61) can be rewritten into
Pz(+)
-PE~2s(, +I)
Ps(i+l) [P]P,
which is what we needed to show.
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PH1 [trl]Pq 1P2 tr2 + P []6p 2 (7.59)
E(qi,72')EActive(i) Pql P2 trl [P]
p + (7.60)
(7.61)
(7.62)
5. For each i, fringe(Hi, i) C S(i) via wi.
For i = 0 the result is trivial. By applying the definitions of a fringe and of fringe(H 1, i+1),
fringe(H, i + 1)
Z PHi[Cq] PqI
ql Estates(H2)j|q2j=ior q2=q5,q2j<i
-- E wi(ql, P2)Pql -
(ql ,P2)EActive(i)
From (7.28),
S(i + 1) = E
(ql ,P2)EActive(i)
Since for each pair (ql,P 2 ) of Active(i), Pq C P S7)lp via Wql P2, from Lemma 7.2.1,' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ .'ql P2 W~,9
(q1 ,P2)EActive(i)
wi(ql, P2)Pq CR
(qj,P2)EActive(i)
Wi(q1 , P2)Pq P2
via Z(ql,P 2)EActive(i) wi(ql, p2)WqlP: 2 , which is wji+. .
6. For each i, each q E fringe(Hi,i), and each q2 E states(H 2 ), if Wi(ql,q2) = 0 for each
prefix or extension q' of q2, then, for each extension q' of q1 such that q E fringe(H 1 , i + 1)
and each prefix or extension q of q2, Wi+1(q', q') = 0.
Suppose by contradiction that there is an extension q of q1 such that q E fringe(H 1 , i + 1)
and a prefix or extension q of q2 such that Wi+l (q', q') > 0. From the definition of Wi
and Equation (7.29),
W7+(q,q,)= E
P (ql,P2)EActive(i)
(7.63)
Since Wi(ql, q') > 0, then there is at least one probability space P and one pair (ql, P2) E
Active(i) such that wj(ql,P 2) > 0, w~,p 2 (q1, P) > 0, and P[q'] > 0. Then there is at least
one prefix q of q' such that P2[q'] > 0, which means that Wi(q1, q"') > 0. However, this
is a contradiction since q is either a prefix or a suffix of q2.
The execution correspondence theorem can be stated and proved similarly for weak and strong
probabilistic simulations. The proofs are simpler than the proof presented in this section, and
thus we omit them from this thesis.
7.6.4 Transitivity of Probabilistic Forward Simulations
Now we have enough machinery to prove that probabilistic forward simulations are transitive,
i.e., if M1 CFS M2 and M2 FS M 3, then M1 EFS M 3 . We start by proving a lemma.
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wi (Q, P2)s4 Pq
wi (Ql, P2) wq-,,, (l , P) [q']
Lemma 7.6.2 Let (H1, H2 , m, S) be an execution correspondence structure via the probabilistic
forward simulation , and suppose that H1 represents a weak combined transition s =-c P1.
Then H2 represents a weak combined transition s' =>c P2 and there is a probability space p2s
such that
1. P1 ER p2S and
2. P2 = ZpES2 PS[P]P
Proof. Let wi be the weight functions for fringe(H 1 ,i) _R_ S(i). Let Pi be -strip(PH,), P2
be 6-strip(PH2 ), and let
P2,S - Wll+lI(O6, P)P. (7.64)
a6ERH1 PIwI,,+1(a6,P)>O
For each a E QH, and each P E Probs(extstates(H2)), let w(a6,P) - wl`l+(6, P).
We show that w is a weight function from P to P2,s and that P2,s is well defined. This im-
plies that P ER P2,s. Then we show that for each element a6 of H2, ZPE s P,s[P]P[!5] =
PH2[C]. Since all the elements of the probability spaces of Q2,s end with 6, we obtain that
P2 is well defined and that P2 = ZPEO. P,s[P]P. Then the lemma is proved by defining PI
to be Istate(P ), P2 to be lstate(P2), and P2,s to be state(P2,s).
To show that w is a weight function we have to verify the three conditions of the definition
of a weight function. If w(a6,P) > 0, then, from the definition of w, w+I(a6,uP) > 0.
Since wll,,+l is a weight function, then a R P. Let P E Q,s. Then a6EQH, w(aS,P) =
c"rEQH1 wlal+1(c6,P), which is P2,s[P] by definition of P2,. Consider now an element a of
QH1 . Then, p(-.,,s w(ab, P) = PE s wiCjll+i(cS, P). Since wlal+l is a weight function, then
the sum above gives PH1 [Ca6] = P [aS]. To show that P2,s is well defined we need to show that
a6EDH 1 PIUli,f+l(a6,P)>O Wjal+l((Sa, P) = 1. This follows immediately from the fact that w is a
weight function and that, since Hi represents a weak combined transition, C,6EQH Pl [a6] = 1.
We are left to show that for each element a of QH2 , EPEa P2p,s[P]P[aS] = PH2 [Cs].
Observe that for each element Qa of QH, if i J jai then wi(aS, P) is undefined for each P, and
if i > al, then for each j > i and each P, wi(ao6,P) is defined iff wj(ab, P) is defined, and if
wi(aS, P) is defined then wi(aS, P) = wj(aS, P). Thus, if we extend each wi by setting it to 0
whenever it is not defined, then, for each a6 E QH 2,
E P2,s[P]P[6] = imoo E wi(a(nP)) P[o6]. (7.65)
'PE2 s ~- PaCEQH1
Since for each i, wi is a weight function, and since from the definition of P2,s each element P
for which wi(aS, 'P) > 0 is in Qls,l then we derive
P2,s[p]P[aS] = E (lim Ps(i)[P]) P[a6]. (7.66)
PEPs /E 2s
By exchanging the limit with the sum and by using Condition 3 of the definition of an execution
correspondence structure, the equation above can be rewritten into
E P2 sP[P]P[a 6] = lim n(i)[a6], (7.67)
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which gives the desired result after using Condition 2 of the definition of an execution corre-
spondence structure. a
Proposition 7.6.3 Probabilistic forward simulations are transitive.
Proof. Let T1Z be a probabilistic forward simulation from M1 to M2, and let RT2 be a proba-
bilistic forward simulation from M2 to M3. Define so that s P3 iff there is a probability
space P2, and a probability space p3s, such that
1. s1 Ri 1 P 2 ,
2. P2 ER 2 3s , and
3. 3 = EPEas ps[p]p.
We need to show that R is a probabilistic forward simulation from M1 to M3. For this purpose,
let s 7R P3, and let P2 and P3s satisfy the three conditions above. Let s1 "- P1. Let Mr
be obtained from M2 by introducing a new state s and by adding a transition s -T P2,
where T is an internal action; similarly, let M3 be obtained from M3 by introducing a new state
s3 and by adding a transition s3 P3, where is an internal action. Let IRZ be obtained
from 1Z' by adding the pair (sl, D(s')), and let VZ. be obtained from 1Z2 by adding the pair
(s', D(s')). Observe that R4 is a probabilistic forward simulation from M1 to M2 and that T12
is a probabilistic forward simulation from M2 to M3.
We want to find two probability spaces P3 and P3,s such that s3 =:c P3, P1 CIZ P3,s
and P3 = ZPe' P,s[P]P. From the definition of a weak transition, this is sufficient to show
that for each state s of P3 there is a weak combined transition s =c Ps of M3 such that
P = EsEQ3 P3 [S]Ps.
Since Ri1 is a probabilistic forward simulation, there is a weak combined transition s82 =c
P2 of M2 and a probability space P2,s such that
2= P2,s[P]P and P F, P2s. (7.68)
PEQ2. s
Let H2 be the probabilistic execution fragment of M2 that represents the weak combined tran-
a 
S
sition s2 =c P2. Then, by definition of H2, P2 = Istate(6-strip(PH2 )) (cf. Section 3.2.7).
From the Execution Correspondence Theorem there is an execution correspondence struc-
ture (H2 , H3, m, S), where H3 is a probabilistic execution fragment of M3 that starts from S'3.
From Lemma 7.6.2, H3 represents a weak combined transition s3 = 3c P7' for same probability
space P3'. Moreover, there is a probability space P's such that
P3 '= I 3S[P]P and P2C 2 PE (7.69)
PEQ3.s
Let w2 be the weight function for P2 Cz2 P's. For each probability space P of Q s , let
wp: states(M 2) x Probs(states(M 3 )) [0,1] be a function that is non-zero only in the set
Q x '2,s and such that for each pair (s, P') of Q x Q"3,
3 , P[P )=(s, (')wP (SP' P, p[ ) 8 (7.70)
2Up(S, pi2
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Also, for each probability space P of Qs, let
P3S - E Z wp(s,P')D(P'),
sE: 7>' Ef3.s
and let
p3P - £ P3S[P ]p .
-P' E.-Q'p3 S
(7.71)
(7.72)
Let P3,s be the discrete probability space where aQs = {P3p I P E Q2,s}, and for each element
P3p of 1Qs, P3,S'[P'IP = EP', e P = P,' P 2 ,S[P']3 Then, the following properties are true.
1. For each probability space P of Q2,, wup is a weight function from P to Ps.
We verify separately each one of the conditions that a weight function must satisfy.
(a) For each s E states(M2), P[s] = P'EProbs(states(M 3)) Wp(S,P').
From the definition of wp, the right expression above can be rewritten into
z P[s]w2(s,,P') (7.73)
P'EProbs(states(M3)) 
Since w2 is a weight function, ZP'EProbs(states(M 3)) W2 (8, P') = P2[s], and thus Expres-
sion 7.73 becomes P[s].
(b) For each P' E Probs(states(M3 )), sEstates(M2 ) Wp(S, P') = P3s7[P'].
From Euation (7.71), P31s[P'] = Esen wp(s, P'). Since wp is non-zero only when
the first argument is in Q, P3,s['P = Esestates(M 2) Wp(S, ,p).
(c) For each (s, P') E states(M 2) x Probs(states(M 3 )), if wp(s,7 ') > 0 then s R 2 P'.
If wp(s,P') > 0, then, from Equation (7.70), w 2 (s,P') > 0. Since w2 is a weight
function, then s R2 P'.
2. PE P3,Sp]P = P3
From the definition of P3,s, Equation (7.72), Equation (7.71),
EPEQn. P3,s[P]P can be rewritten into
and Equation (7.70),
DrL-.. {, -nI\
E E E P,[p] L,\, pIP 2 s : P'3's sEstates(M2) P2
From (7.68), Expression (7.74) can be rewritten into
1: E -, 21"JW2kO r p,
P'EQ2s sEstates(M2) 
After simplifying P[s], since w2 is a weight function from P2 to p'S,, Expression
can be rewritten into
E P3's[P']P'
P EQ"3.
(7.74)
(7.75)
(7.75)
(7.76)
which can be rewritten into P7' using Equation (7.69).
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.
3. For each pair (s, P) such that s Z1 , s R 3 PaP.
This follows directly from 1 and (7.72).
Let P be p3', and define a new weight function w: states(M1 ) x Probs(states(M 3 )) - [0,1]
such that, for each probability space P of Qs, W(sl, 7P) = w(sl, P). Then, it is easy to check
that P CR P3 s via w. This fact, together with 2, is sufficient to complete the proof. ·
7.7 Probabilistic Forward Simulations and Trace Distributions
In this section we show that probabilistic forward simulations are sound for the trace distribution
precongruence. Specifically, we show that M1 CFS M2 implies M1 CD M2. Thus, since CFS is a
precongruence that is contained in CD, from the definition of DC we obtain that M1 _FS M2
implies M1 Ec M2.
Proposition 7.7.1 Let M1 EFS M2. Then M1 ED M2.
Proof. Let 1R be a probabilistic forward simulation from M1 to M2, and let HI be a probabilistic
execution of M1 that leads to a trace distribution Dj1. From Lemma 7.6.1, there exists a
probabilistic execution H2 of M2 and two mappings m, S such that (H 1, H2 , m, S) is an execution
correspondence structure for R. We show that H2 leads to a trace distribution D2 that is
equivalent to Dl.
Consider a cone Cp of Di. The measure of C] is given by
E PHI [Cq1] (7.77)
q, Estates(Hl )I trace(ql )=3,Iact(ql )=lact(3)
The same value can be expressed as
limE PH [Cql]. (7.78)
qI Efringe(H1 ,i)3 < trace(ql )
Consider a cone Cp3 of V2. The measure of Co is given by
E PH 2 [Cq2]. (7.79)
q2 Estates(H2 )ltrace(q2 )=3,lact(q2 )=lact(3)
The same value can be expressed as
lim E Pm(i) [Cq] (7.80)
q2 Em(i)/3<trace(q2)
The reason for the alternative expression is that at the limit each cone of Expression (7.79) is
captured completely. Thus, it is sufficient to show that for each finite d and each i,
Z PH [Cql]= Pm(i) [q 2]. (7.81)
ql Efringe(H1 ,i)3< trace(q ) q2 Em(i)3< trace( q2)
This is shown as follows. Let wi be the weight function for m(i) CR S(i). Then,
Z PH [Cq] = E E wi(q 1,7P2). (7.82)
qEfringe(H1 ,i) I< trace(q) q1 Efringe(H1 ,i)I3< trace(q1) P2ES(i)
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Observe that each probability space of S(i) has objects with the same trace, that each state q
of fringe(H 1, i) is related to some space of S(i), and that each space of S(i) is related to some
state q of fringe(H1, i). Thus, from (7.82),
Z PH1[Cq] = E wi(qi,'P 2). (7.83)
qefringe(H1,1i) 13< trace(q) P2 ES(i)]3q 2 2 3<trace(q2) qlEfringe(H1 ,i)
Since wi is a weight function, we obtain
Z PH1 [Cq] = E Ps() [P2]. (7.84)
qEfringe(H1 ,i) 1_trace(q) P2 ES(i)3,q 2 E 2 3<trace(q2 )
Since in a probability space the probability of the whole sample space is 1, we obtain
Z, PH1[Cq] = E Ps(i) [P 2]P 2[q2]. (7.85)
qEfringe(H1 ,i)J,3< trace(q) P2 ES(i)13q 2 E12 3<trace(q2) q2 EQ2
From an algebraic manipulation based on Condition 3 of an Execution Correspondence Struc-
ture, we obtain
Z, PH [Cq] = E Ps(i)[P2]P2[q2]. (7.86)
qEfringe (H ,i)l 3<5 trace(q) q2 Em(i)13p<trace(q2 ) P2 ES(i)[q 2 EQ2
Finally, from Condition 3 of an Execution Correspondence Structure again, we obtain Equa-
tion (7.81). ·
7.8 Discussion
Strong bisimulation was first defined by Larsen and Skou [LS89, LS91] for reactive processes.
Successively it was adapted to the alternating model by Hansson [Han94]. In this thesis we
have defined the same strong bisimulation as in [Han94]. The formal definition differs from the
definition given by Hansson in that we have used the lifting of a relation to probability spaces
as defined by Jonsson and Larsen [JL91].
Strong simulation is similar in style to the satisfaction relation for the probabilistic specifi-
cation systems of Jonsson and Larsen [JL91]. It is from [JL91] that we have borrowed the idea
of the lifting of a, relation to a probability space.
The probabilistic versions of our simulation relations are justified both by the fact that a
scheduler can combine transitions probabilistically, as we have said in this thesis, and by the fact
that several properties, namely the ones specified by the logic PCTL of Hansson and Jonsson
[Han94], are valid relative to randomized schedulers iff they are valid relative to deterministic
schedulers. This fact was first observed by Segala and Lynch [SL94] and can be proved easily
using the results about deterministic and randomized schedulers that we proved in Chapter 4.
The weak probabilistic relations were introduced first by Segala and Lynch [SL94]. No
simulation relations abstracting from internal computation were defined before. Probabilistic
forward simulations are novel in their definition since it is the first time that a state is related
to a probability distribution over states.
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Chapter 8
Probabilistic Timed Automata
8.1 Adding Time
So far we have extended labeled transition systems to handle probabilistic behavior; however,
we have not addressed any real-time issue yet. The main objective of this chapter is to add
time to probabilistic automata.
Following an approach that Abadi and Lamport [AL91] call the "old-fashioned recipe", we
address real-time issues by augmenting probabilistic automata with some structure that models
passage of time. In particular, we adopt the solution of Lynch and Vaandrager [LV95], where
a timed automaton is an ordinary automaton whose actions include the positive real numbers.
The occurrence of a real number d means that time d elapses. In addition, a timed automaton
of [LV95] is required to satisfy two trajectory axioms: the first axiom says that if time d can
elapse and immediately afterwards time d' can elapse, then time d + d' can elapse; the second
axiom says that if time d can elapse, then there is a trajectory that allows us to associate every
real time in the interval [0, d] with a state.
The introduction of real-time in probabilistic automata presents two main problems.
1. Time is a continuous entity, and the time that elapses between the occurrence of two sep-
arate actions may depend on a probability distribution that is not discrete. For example,
the response time of a system may be distributed exponentially. On the other hand, the
probability distributions that we allow in the untimed model are only discrete.
2. In the untimed model the parallel composition operator is defined only for simple prob-
abilistic automata. Since time-passage is modeled by actions of R+, in a simple proba-
bilistic timed automaton it is not possible to let time pass according to some probability
distribution.
The first problem could be solved by removing the requirement that the probability distribution
associated with a transition is discrete. However, in such case we would need to redevelop the
whole theory, while if we force each probability distribution to be discrete we can reuse most
of the results of the untimed model. For this reason, we choose to work only with discrete
probability distributions and we defer to further work the extension of the model to non-discrete
probability distributions (cf. Section 12.2.1).
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For the second problem one may object that it originates from the choice of using a distinct
time-passage action for each amount of time that elapses in a transition, and thus we may
conclude that the problem would be solved by using a unique action that expresses passage of
time [LV93b] rather than a different action for every time; however, the problem has deeper
roots.
Example 8.1.1 (Problems with probabilistic passage of time) Suppose that from state
s a probabilistic timed automaton M1 lets time pass for 1 second with probability 1/2 and for
2 seconds with probability 1/2 before performing an action a, and suppose that from state s2 a
probabilistic timed automaton M2 lets time pass for 0.5 seconds with probability 1/2 and for 1.5
seconds with probability 1/2 before performing action a. What is the probability distribution
on the time that elapses from state (s1 ,s2) of MlJ11M2 before performing a? What can we
say about the projections of a probabilistic execution of MllIlM2? The reader may note the
similarity with the problems encountered in the definition of parallel composition for general
probabilistic automata (cf. Section 3.3.3). ·
In order to simplify the handling of trajectories, in this thesis we impose an additional restric-
tion on the time-passage transitions of a probabilistic timed automaton; namely, each transition
involving time-passage is required to lead to a Dirac distribution. Probabilistic behavior as-
sociated with passage of time is allowed only within a probabilistic execution. Even though
this timed model may appear to be restrictive, it is sufficiently powerful to analyze non-trivial
timed properties of randomized algorithms (cf. Chapter 9).
In the rest of this chapter we concentrate on the definition of the timed model as an extension
of the probabilistic automata of Chapter 3. Most of the concepts are extensions of the definitions
of [LV95] to the probabilistic framework; the non-trivial part of the chapter is the definition of
a probabilistic timed execution, where some measure-theoretical complications arise.
8.2 The Timed Model
In this section we define probabilistic timed automata as an extension of the probabilistic
automata of Chapter 3, and we extend the timed executions of [LV95] to our framework. Due
to the complications that arise in the definition of a probabilistic timed execution, we define
probabilistic timed executions in a separate section.
8.2.1 Probabilistic Timed Automata
A probabilistic semi-timed automaton M is a probabilistic automaton whose set of external
actions includes R+, the set of positive reals, and whose transitions with some action in R+ are
non-probabilistic, i.e., they lead to a Dirac distribution. Actions from R+ are referred to as
time-passage actions, while non-time-passage actions are referred to as discrete actions. We let
d, d',... range over R+ and more generally, t, t',... range over the set R U {oo} of real numbers
plus infinity. The set of visible actions is defined by vis(M) - ext(M) \ R+.
A probabilistic timed automaton is a probabilistic semi-timed automaton M that satisfies
the following two axioms.
d d' t d+d' s.Al If s - s' and s' --- s, then s 
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For the second axiom, we need an auxiliary definition of a trajectory, which describes the
state changes that can occur during time-passage. Namely, if I is any left-closed interval of R
beginning with 0, then an I-trajectory is a function w : I - states(M), such that
w(t) t- w(t') for all t,t' I with t < t'.
Thus, a trajectory assigns a state to each time t in the interval I in a "consistent" manner. We
define time(w), the "last time" of w, to be the supremum of I. We define fstate(w) to be w(0),
and if I is right-closed, we also define state(w) to be w(ltime(w)). A trajectory for a transition
s d s' is a [0, d]-trajectory such that fstate(w) = s and state(w) = s'. Now we can state the
second axiom.
A2 Each time-passage transition s s' has a trajectory.
A probabilistic timed automaton M is simple if M is a simple probabilistic automaton.
Axioms Al and A2 express natural properties of time: Axiom Al says that if time can
elapse in two transitions, then it can also elapse in a single transition; Axiom A2 says that if
time d can elapse, then it is possible to associate states with all times in the interval [0, d] in a
consistent way.
Example 8.2.1 (The patient construction) A simple way to add time to a probabilistic
automaton is to add arbitrary self-loop timed transitions to each state of a probabilistic au-
tomaton. Specifically, given a probabilistic automaton M, we define patient(M) to be the
probabilistic timed automaton M' such that
1. states(M') = states(M),
2. start(M') = start(M),
3. acts(M') =:: acts(M) U E+,
4. trans(M') = trans(M) U {(s, d, s) I s e states(M), d E +}.
Thus, patient(M) is like M except that an arbitrary amount of time can elapse between two
discrete transitions. It is immediate to verify that patient(M) satisfies axioms Al and A2.
The patient construction was defined first for ordinary automata in [VL92]. ·
Example 8.2.2 (Simple restrictions on time passage) The patient construction does not
specify any limitations to the way time can elapse. Sometimes we may want to specify upper
and lower bounds to the time it takes for some transition to take place. Such a limitation can
be imposed easily by augmenting the states of a probabilistic automaton with variables that
express the time limitations that are imposed. As an easy example consider a probabilistic
automaton M with a unique state s and a unique discrete transition (s, a, s). Suppose that we
want to add time to M and impose that action a occurs once every at least 1 time unit and at
most 2 time units. Then the corresponding probabilistic timed automaton M' can be specified
as follows.
1. states(M') = {(s,, h) 0 < I 1 0 I < h < 2},
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2. start(M') = (s, 0, 2)},
3. acts(M') = {a} U R+,
4. trans(M') = {((s, O, h), a, (s, 1, 2)) 1 0 < h < 2} U {((s, I, h), d, (s, 1 - d, h - d)) d < I <
h} U {((s, 0, h), d, (s, 0, h - d))d < h}.
The variables 1 and h keep track of the time that must or can elapse before performing a. Time
passage decreases both the variables unless they are 0. Action a can occur only when I = 0
and leads to a state where = 1. This means that at least 1 time unit must elapse before a
can be performed again. No time can elapse if h = 0. At thet point the only transition that
can be performed is the transition labeled with a. Thus, no more than 2 time units can elapse
between the occurrence of two actions a. It is immediate to verify that M' satisfies axioms Al
and A2. ·
8.2.2 Timed Executions
Since a probabilistic timed automaton is also a probabilistic automaton, the executions of the
untimed model carry over to the timed case. However, an execution associates states with just
a countable number of points in time, whereas the trajectory axiom A2 allows us to associate
states with all real times. Also, our intuition about the executions of a timed system is that
visible actions occur at points in time, and that time passes "continuously" between these
points. In other words, at each point in time a system is in some state. This leads to the
definition of a timed execution.
Timed Executions
A timed execution fragment a of a probabilistic timed automaton M is a finite or infinite
alternating sequence, a = woalw1a2w2. , where
1. Each wi is a trajectory and each ai is a discrete action.
2. If a is a finite sequence then it ends with a trajectory.
3. If wi is not the last trajectory in a then its domain is a right-closed interval, and there
exists a transition (state(wi), P) of M such that (a,fstate(wi+l)) E Q.
A timed execution fragment describes all the discrete changes that occur, plus the evolution
of the state during time-passage transitions. If a is a timed execution fragment, then we
let Itime(a) denote Ei Itime(wi). Note that we allow the case where the domain of the final
trajectory is of the form [0, oo); in this case Itime(a) = oo. We define the initial state of a,
fstate(a), to be fstate(wo)
A timed execution is a timed execution fragment whose first state is a start state.
The timed executions and timed execution fragments of a probabilistic timed automaton
can be partitioned into finite, admissible, and Zeno timed executions and timed execution
fragments. A timed execution (fragment) a is finite, if it is a finite sequence and the domain of
its final trajectory is right-closed; a timed execution (fragment) a is admissible if ltime(a) = oo;
a timed execution (fragment) a is Zeno if it is neither finite nor admissible.
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There are basically two types of Zeno timed executions: those containing infinitely many
discrete actions in finite time, and those containing finitely many discrete actions and for which
the time interval associated with the last trajectory is right-open. Thus, Zeno timed executions
represent executions of a probabilistic timed automaton where an infinite amount of activity
occurs in a bounded period of time. (For the second type of Zeno timed executions, the infinitely
many time-passage transitions needed to span the right-open interval should be thought of the
"infinite amount of activity".)
We will be interested mostly in the admissible timed executions of a probabilistic timed
automaton since they correspond to our intuition that time is a force beyond our control that
happens to approach infinity. However, according to our definition of a probabilistic timed
automaton, it is possible to specify probabilistic timed automata in which from some states
no admissible timed execution fragments are possible. This can be because only Zeno timed
execution fragments are possible from that state, or because time cannot advance at all (in which
case a time deadlock has occurred). Although Zeno timed executions are usually non-desirable,
research experience has shown that the analysis of a model would be more complicated if Zeno
timed executions are ruled out.
Denote by t-frag*(M), t-fragU(M), and t-frag(M) the sets of finite, admissible, and all
timed execution fragments of M. Similarly, denote by t-exec*(M), t-exec"(M), and t-exec(M)
the sets of finite, admissible, and all timed executions of M.
A timed extended execution fragment of M, denoted by a, is either a timed execution
fragment of M or a sequence a'6 where a' is a timed execution fragment of M. Denote by
t-exec*(M) and t-e;zxec6(M) the sets of finite and all timed extended executions of M.
Concatenations, Prefixes and Suffixes
If w is an I-trajectory where I is right-closed, and w' is an I'-trajectory such that state(w) =
fstate(w'), then W and w' can be concatenated. The concatenation, denoted by ww' is the least
trajectory (the trajectory with the smallest domain) w" such that w"(t) = w(t) for t E I, and
W"(t + ltime(w)) = w(t) for t E I'. It is easy to show that w" is a trajectory.
Likewise, we may combine a countable sequence of "compatible" trajectories into one: if wi
is an I-trajectory, 0 i < oc, where all I are right-closed, and if Istate(wi) = fstate(wi+1) for
all i, then the infinite concatenation W1w2 ... is the least function w such that for all i and all
t E Ii, w(t + lji It me(wj)) = wi(t). It is easy to show that w is a trajectory.
A finite timed execution fragment a = woalwl ... anw of M and a timed (extended) execu-
tion fragment a' = w a+l+ ·... of M can be concatenated if lstate(a) = fstate(ac'). In this
case the concatenation, written a ^ a', is defined to be a" = woalol ... (n( ntwlw)an+lCn+l *- .
It is easy to see that a is a timed (extended) execution fragment of M.
The notion of prefix for timed execution fragments and timed extended execution fragments
is defined as follows. A timed (extended) execution fragment a of M is a prefix of a timed
(extended) execution fragment a' of M, written a < a', if either a = a' or a is finite and there
exists a timed (extended) execution fragment a" of M such that a' = a a". Likewise, a is a
suffix of a' if there exists a finite timed execution fragment a" such that a' = a" a. Denote
a by a'c>a".
The length of a timed execution fragment a expresses the number of discrete actions in
a. Thus, even though a is admissible or Zeno (and thus not finite), its length may be finite.
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Formally, define the length of a = woa1wla 2 2 · · · as
I n if a is a finite sequence and ends in n
o if a is an infinite sequence.
8.3 Probabilistic Timed Executions
Since a probabilistic timed automaton is also a probabilistic automaton, it is possible to talk
about the probabilistic executions of a probabilistic timed automaton. However, as we have
pointed out already for ordinary executions, a probabilistic execution does not describe com-
pletely the evolution of a probabilistic timed automaton since it does not allow us to associate
every real time with the states that are reached at that time. We need a structure that extends
probabilistic executions in the same way as a timed execution extends an execution. A timed
execution differs from an execution in two aspects:
1. a timed execution has trajectories to express passage of time;
2. a timed execution does not contain any time-passage actions.
In particular, a timed execution hides the time-passage transitions that are scheduled in an
execution to let time pass. Given a trajectory w, there are infinitely many ways to schedule time-
passage transitions to move in time ltime(w) from fstate(w) to state(w) (Istate(w) is meaningful
only if the domain of w is right-closed); the trajectory w represents all those possible ways. In a
similar way, a probabilistic timed execution should not contain any information on the specific
time-passage transitions that are scheduled. Thus, a probabilistic timed execution should be
a structure where each state records the past history and each transition contains information
on the trajectories that are spanned till the occurrence of the next action. However, it may be
the case that there is no next action since the next trajectory is right-open. This would not
be a problem except for the fact that from a state there can be uncountably many right-open
trajectories that leave even though they are generated by scheduling time-passage transitions
according to a discrete probability distribution.
Example 8.3.1 (Uncountable branching from countable branching) Consider a prob-
abilistic automaton M that can increase or decrease a variable x of its state at a constant speed,
and suppose that every one time unit the speed of x can be complemented nondeterministi-
cally. A valid scheduler A for M is a scheduler that every one time unit chooses the sign of the
speed of x according to a uniform binary distribution. As a result, there are uncountably many
trajectories leaving from the start state of M if we use A to resolve the nondeterminism. Thus,
if in a probabilistic timed execution we do not allow for a trajectory to be split into pieces,
the probabilistic timed execution of M generated by A would have a non-discrete probability
distribution in its transition relation. ·
To express the fact that we allow only discrete probability distributions on a scheduler, we define
probabilistic timed executions in two steps. First we define probabilistic time-enriched execu-
tions, which contain closed trajectories and time-passage actions (the time-passage transitions
that are scheduled are visible); then, we remove the time-passage actions from probabilistic
time-enriched executions to yield probabilistic timed executions.
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At the end of this section we show that probabilistic executions, probabilistic time-enriched
executions, and probabilistic timed executions are strongly related. Specifically, we show that
each probabilistic execution is a sampling of a probabilistic time-enriched execution where
the information contained in the trajectories is lost, and that each probabilistic time-enriched
execution is sampled by some probabilistic execution. Furthermore, we show that it is possible to
define an equivalence relation directly on probabilistic time-enriched executions that expresses
the fact that two probabilistic time-enriched executions denote the same probabilistic timed
execution (they just schedule time-passage transitions in a different way).
All the equivalence results that we prove in this section allow us to use the kind of proba-
bilistic execution that is best suited for each problem. In particular, we use probabilistic timed
executions for the theorems of Chapter 9, and we use probabilistic time-enriched executions
and probabilistic executions for the results of Chapters 10 and 11. Due to the purely technical
content of the comparison section (Section 8.3.3), the reader may focus just on the definitions
and on the informal explanations (Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2) at a first reading. Most of the
concepts are simple modifications of concepts defined for probabilistic executions.
8.3.1 Probabilistic Time-Enriched Executions
Time-Enriched Executions
Let M be a probabilistic timed automaton. A time-enriched execution fragment of M is a finite
or infinite alternating sequence a = w0alwla 2w2 ... where
1. The domain of w0 is [0, 0].
2. Each wi is a trajectory with a closed domain and each ai is an action.
3. If ai is a visible action, then the domain of wi is [0, 0], and there exists a transition
(Istate(wi_,), P) of M such that (ai,fstate(wi)) E Q.
4. If ai is a time-passage action, then the domain of wi is [0, ai] and Istate(wi_l) = fstate(wi).
Denote by te-frag*(.M) and te-frag(M) the set of finite and all time-enriched execution fragments
of M, respectively. The notation for fstate(a), Istate(a) and Itime(a) extends trivially.
A time-enriched execution fragment a contains more information than a timed execution
fragment since it is possible to observe what time-passage transitions are used to generate a.
A time-enriched extended execution fragment of M is either a time-enriched execution frag-
ment of M or a sequence a where a is a finite time-enriched execution fragment of M. The
notation for Istate(a) extends trivially.
A finite time-enriched execution fragment a = woalwl ... anWn of M and a time-enriched
extended execution fragment a' = w'an+lw+ l ... of M can be concatenated if Istate(a)
fstate(a'). In this case the concatenation is defined to be a" = wOalW ... anwnan+l 1n+l
and is denoted by ae^ a'. It is easy to see that a" is a time-enriched extended execution
fragment of M. A time-enriched extended execution fragment ac of M is a prefix of a time-
enriched extended execution fragment a' of M, written a < a', if either a = a' or a is finite
and there exists a time-enriched extended execution fragment a" of M such that a' = a ^ c".
Likewise, ao is a suffix of a' if there exists a finite time-enriched execution fragment a" such
that a' = o" oa. Denote by a'a>".
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Time-Enriched Transitions
Let (s, P) be a combined transition of M. For each pair (a, s') of Q, if a is a discrete action,
then let P(,s,,) be D((a, s')); if a is a time-passage action, then let P(,s,,) be a discrete proba-
bility distribution of Probs(trajectories(M, s, a, s')), where trajectories(M, s, a, s') denotes the
set of trajectories for s > s'. The pair E(a,s')EQ P[(a, s')](s, P(a,s)) is called a time-enriched
transition of M.
Thus, a time-enriched transition adds information to a combined transition by specifying
what state is reached at each intermediate time. A combined transition gives just the extremes
of a trajectory, dropping all the information about what happens in the middle.
Probabilistic Time-Enriched Executions
A probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment H of a timed probabilistic automaton M is a
fully probabilistic automaton such that
1. states(H) C te-frag*(M)
2. for each transition tr = (q, P) of H there is a time-enriched transition tr' = (Istate(q), P')
of M, called the corresponding time-enriched transition, such that P = q^ P'.
3. each state of H is reachable and enables one transition.
A probabilistic time-enriched execution is a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment
whose start state is a start state of M. Denote by te-prfrag(M) the set of probabilistic time-
enriched execution fragments of M, and by te-prexec(M) the set of probabilistic time-enriched
executions of M. Also, denote by q0H the start state of a generic probabilistic time-enriched
execution fragment H.
As for the untimed case, there is a strong relationship between the time-enriched extended
execution fragments of a probabilistic timed automaton and the extended executions of one of
its probabilistic time-enriched execution fragments. Specifically, let M be a probabilistic timed
automaton and let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment of M. Let qO be the
start state of H. For each extended execution a = qoalql ... of H, let
| qo lstate(qo)alltraj(ql)a 2 ... if a does not end in 6,
qo ^  state(qo)a 1ltraj(ql)a 2 ... anltraj(qn)6 if at = qoa1 ql anqn6 (8.1)
where Itraj(qi) denotes the last trajectory of qi. It is immediate to observe that ca is a time-
enriched extended execution fragment of M. For each time-enriched extended execution frag-
ment a of M such that q0 < a, i.e., a = q0 ^ woalwl"', let
q a qoa1(qoa 1wl)a2(qoalwla22)... if a does not end in 6, (8.2)
qoal(qoalw ) ... (qoalwl * .. aw,)6 if a = qoall ... awn6.-
It is immediate to observe that acqo is an extended execution of some probabilistic timed
execution fragment of M. Moreover, the following proposition holds.
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Proposition 8.3.1 Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment of a probabilistic
timed automaton M. Then, for each extended execution a of H,
(a)Tqo = o, (8.3)
and for each time-enriched extended execution fragment a of M starting with qo,
(aTqo)J = . (8.4)
Events
The probability space PH associated with a probabilistic time-enriched execution H is defined
as for the untimed case. Thus, QH is the set of time-enriched extended execution fragments of
M that correspond to complete extended executions of H, i.e.,
H - { [1 I a is a complete extended execution of H}, (8.5)
where an extended execution a of H is complete iff either a is infinite, or a = a'6, fa' is a finite
execution of H, and 65 E ltte(a). For each finite time-enriched extended execution fragment
a of M, let CH denote the cone
C, {a' E QH I a < a'). (8.6)
Let CH be the set of cones of H. Then define F to be the a-field generated by CH, i.e.,
Z: - a( (H) (8.7)
Define a measure ,u on CH such that the measure IH(C) of a cone CH is the product of the
probabilities associated with each edge that generates a in H. Formally, let q be the start
state of H. If a < q0, then
AH (CH/) - 1; (8.8)
if a = q woa 1 ...· · · _law, then
AH(C (): PqH[(a,ql)] ... Pq,,-Hl [(an, qn)] , (8.9)
where for each i, 1 < i < n, qi = q ^ cwallw ... wi_laii; if a = o 0all ..'''. -. 1 anwn6S, then
I1H(C HX )-_ P _ [(an, qn)]Pq,,[6], (8.10)
where for each i, 1 < i < n, q = q woalw ... w_laiwi. Then the probability measure P is
the unique measure on YH that extends H, and PH is the completion of PH.
Finite Probabilistic Time-Enriched Executions, Prefixes, Conditionals, and Suffixes
Since a probabilistic time-enriched execution is a fully probabilistic automaton, the definitions
of finiteness, prefix, conditional and suffix of Section 3.2.6 extend directly: we just need to
define the length of a time-enriched execution fragment a as the number of actions that occur
in a.
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8.3.2 Probabilistic Timed Executions
We now define the probabilistic timed executions of a probabilistic timed automaton. We
use probabilistic time-enriched executions to characterize those transitions that originate from
discrete schedulers.
Timed Transitions
A timed transition expresses the result of choosing either an infinite trajectory or a finite
trajectory followed by some discrete action at random. However, a timed transition should
be the result of scheduling a collection of time-enriched transitions, so that we are guaranteed
that it is due to a discrete scheduler. For this reason, we derive a timed transition from the
probability distribution associated with a time-enriched probabilistic execution. The derivation
proceeds in two steps: first all the time-passage actions are removed and the corresponding
trajectories are concatenated; then the resulting structure is truncated at the occurrence of the
first action.
Removing Time-Passage Actions. Let a = woalwla2w2 ... be a time-enriched execution
fragment of a probabilistic timed automaton M. The timed execution represented by a, denoted
by t-exec(a), is the sequence obtained from a by removing all the time-passage actions and by
concatenating all the trajectories whose intermediate action is removed.
Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment of a probabilistic timed automa-
ton M. Let
Q t-exec(QH) U limits(t-exec(QH)), (8.11)
where limits(t-exec(QH)) is the set of timed executions a of M that end with an open trajectory
and such that for each finite prefix a' of a there is an element a" of t-exec(QH) such that a' < a".
Then, t-exec(PH) denotes the probability space completion((Q,F,P)) where F is the a-field
generated by the cones on Q, and P is t-exec(PH).
The reason for the definition of the sample space of t-exec(PH) is mainly technical: we
want to establish a relationship between probabilistic time-enriched executions and probabilis-
tic timed executions, and we want the relationship to be preserved by projection of probabilistic
timed executions in a parallel composition context. Informally, we are interested in a distribu-
tion over trajectories, possibly followed by an action, without keeping any information on how
such a distribution is obtained. The elements of the sample space that end with right open
trajectories can be affected by the way the transitions are scheduled in a probabilistic time-
enriched execution. Moreover, these elements of Q can create problems for parallel composition.
Closing the sample space under limit makes such differences invisible. The reader interested in
more details is referred to Sections 8.3.3 and 8.5, and specifically to Examples 8.3.3 and 8.5.1.
Example 8.3.2 (What t-exec identifies) Figure 8-1 gives an example of two probabilistic
time-enriched executions that are mapped to the same structure by t-exec(). We assume to
have two functions w and wc' defined on the real numbers, and we denote by Wd,d' the trajectory
w" with domain [0, d' - d] such that for each t < d' - d, w"(t) = w(t - d). A similar notation is
used for w'. ·
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Figure 8-1: Probabilistic time-enriched executions that are mapped to the same structure.
Truncation at the First Action. Let M be a probabilistic timed automaton, and let q be
a finite timed execution fragment of M. For each extended timed execution fragment a of M
such that q < a. let
t a a if no action occurs in ac>q
truncate ) = .(8.12)tq) {q woalfstate(wl) if ac>q = w0 all ...
Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment of M, and let q be a prefix of
the start state of H. Then define truncateq(t-exec(PH)) to be the probability space where
Q = truncateq(t-exec(QH)), F is the -field generated by the cones of Q, and P is the measure
truncate ( t-exec ( Pa)).
Timed Transitions. A timed transition of M leaving from a state s is a pair (s,hy) such
that there is a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment H of M starting in s, and P =
truncate ( t-exec( (P,) .
Probabilistic Timed Executions
A probabilistic timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed automaton M, denoted by H,
consists of four components.
1. A set states(H) C t-frag6(M) of states.
2. A unique start state q.
3. An action signature sig(H) = sig(M).
4. A transition relation trans(M) consisting of pairs (q, 7) such that there exists a timed
transition (lstate(q), P') of M satisfying p = q '. Observe that, from the discussion in
Section 2.1.5, q A' is well defined.
Moreover, each state of H is reachable, enables at most one transition, and enables one transition
iff it is a finite timed execution fragment of M. A probabilistic timed execution of M is a
probabilistic timed execution fragment of M whose start state is a start state of M.
An execution of H is a sequence of states of H, a = qql " , such that for each i, q+l C Q'.
As for the untimed case, there is a strong correspondence between the timed extended execution
fragments of a probabilistic timed execution H of M and the executions of H. Specifically, let
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M be a probabilistic timed automaton and let H be a probabilistic timed execution fragment
of M. Let q0 be the start state of H. For each execution a = q0q, ... of H, let
al - lim qi, (8.13)
where the limit is taken under prefix ordering. It is immediate to observe that al is a timed
extended execution fragment of M. For each timed extended execution fragment a of M such
that qo < a, i.e., a = qo ^  woall , let qi be qo ^  woalwl ... aifstate(wi), and if ac>q0 is a finite
sequence with n discrete actions, let qn+l be a. Then let
aTqo0 qoqlq 2 '.- (8.14)
It is immediate to observe that aTqo is an execution of some probabilistic timed execution
fragment of M. Moreover, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 8.3.2 Let H be a probabilistic timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed
automaton M. Then, for each execution a of H,
(al)Tqo = a, (8.15)
and for each timed extended execution fragment a of M starting with q,
(aTq0)l = a. (8.16)
Events
The probability space PH associated with a probabilistic timed execution fragment H is defined
similarly to the untimed case. The set QH the set of extended timed execution fragments of
M that correspond to complete executions of H, where an execution of H is complete iff it is
either infinite or it leads to a state that does not enable any transition. The a-field YFL is the
minimum a-field that contains the class of cones of Q'. The measure PH is the unique measure
that extends the measure defined on cones as follows: if a = qH - wOalwla2 ... anw,, then
P[C] pHq( [ql] ... pqnH [q]Pq, [C.] (8.17)
where for each i < n, q = qH w alw1 ... anfstate(wi); if a = qH ^ alla 2 ... a,nJ,6 then
P; [Ca ] = .P .q Pq_ [qn]Pq [a] (8.18)
where for each i < n, qi = qH ^ oalw ... afstate(wi). Observe that although there are
uncountably many cones in TF, every union of cones is expressible as a countable union of
disjoint cones. Then, PH is the completion of PH.
Finite Probabilistic Timed Executions, Prefixes, Conditionals, and Suffixes
Finiteness and prefix are defined similarly to the untimed case, and thus we do not repeat the
definitions here.
Conditionals and suffixes differ in a small detail concerning the start state. The reader
should observe the similarity of these definitions to those for the untimed case. Also, observe
that the properties of conditionals and suffixes (Propositions 8.3.3 and 8.3.4) are the same as
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for the untimed case. This is what allows us to extend the results for the untimed case directly
to the timed case.
Let H be a probabilistic timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed automaton M,
and let q be a prefix of some state of H such that qH is a prefix of q. Then Hlq is a new
probabilistic execution fragment defined as follows:
1. states(Hq) = {q U {q' states(H) I q < q');
2. start(Hlq) == {q}.
3. for each state q' of Hlq different from q, trqH trqH,.
4. let q be the maximum state of H that is a prefix of q. Then, trqHlq = (q, pHlCq).
HIq is called a conditional probabilistic timed execution fragment. We show later that Hlq is a
probabilistic timed execution. Observe that (Hlq,YHIq, PHIq) and (Q HICq, H ICq, PHIC q) are
the same probability space (cf. Section 2.1.8): the sample spaces are the same, the generators
are the same, and the probability measures coincide on the generators. Thus, the following
proposition is true.
Proposition 8.3.3 Let H be a probabilistic timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed
automaton M, and let q be a prefix of a state of H such that qH < q. Then, for each subset E
of QHiq,
1. E E FHlq ff E C H.
2. If E is an event, then PH[E] = PH[Cq]PHIq[E]. ·
Let H be a probabilistic timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed automaton M, and
let q be a prefix of some state of H such that qH is a prefix of q. Then Hc>q is a new probabilistic
execution fragment defined as follows:
1. states(Hc>q) := {q'c>q q' E states(Hlq)};
2. start(Hlq) == {lstate(q)}.
3. for each state q' of Hc>q, trqH >q tr-Hlq C>q.
Hc>q is called a suffix of H. It is easy to check that the probability spaces PH>q and PHIq are
in a one-to-one correspondence through the measurable function f : QHcq QHq such that
for each a E QH,>,I, f(a) = q a. The inverse of f is also measurable and associates ac>q with
,each timed execution a' of QHIq. Thus, directly from Proposition 8.3.3, we get the following
proposition.
Proposition 8.3.4 Let H be a probabilistic timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed
automaton M, and let q be a prefix of a state of H such that qH < q. Then, for each subset E
of QHc>q
1. E FHc>q if (q E) GE H.
2. If E is an event, then PH[q ^  E] = PH [Cq]PH>q [E] .
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We are left with showing that Hlq is well defined. The proof of this apparently obvious fact is
not simple and contains several technical details.
Proposition 8.3.5 Let H be a probabilistzc timed execution fragment of a probabilistic tzmed
automaton M, and let q be a prefix of a state of H such that q < q. Then, H q is a probabilistic
timed execution fragment of M.
Proof. We just need to verify that the transition leaving from state q in Hlq is a timed
transition. Let q be the maximum state of H that is a prefix of q. Then, from the definition
of a timed transition, there is a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment H. of M such
that P7H = truncatelstate(q)(t-exec(PH,)). From the definition of trH Iq , we need to find a
probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment Hq of M such that
(q ^  truncate lstate(q) (t-exec (PH, )))lCq = q ^ truncate lstate(q)( t-exec (PH, )). (8.19)
Let q' be qc>q. From the definition of , q' is just one closed trajectory. Thus, if we build Hq
such that
(t-exec(PH, ))lCq, = q' ^  t-exe(PH,,), (8.20)
then Equation 8.19 follows easily using simple properties of truncate. Thus, the rest of this
proof is dedicated to the construction of an Hq that satisfies (8.20).
Let ql, q2,... be an enumeration of the minimal states q" of H such that q' < t-exec(q").
We distinguish two cases.
1. For each i, t-exec(qi) = q'.
The construction for Hq in this case is carried out in the proof of Proposition 8.3.8 (cf.
Equation 8.29). We give a forward pointer to avoid too many technical details at this
point.
2. There is an i such that q' < t-exec(qi).
We prove this case by reducing the problem to the previous case. That is, we build a new
probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment H' such that t-exec(PH,,) = t-exec(PH:)
and such that the minimal states q" of Hq such that q' < t-exec(q") satisfy q' = t-exec(q').
Recall first that q' is a trajectory whose domain is [0, d] for some d > 0. Define a
collection of finite time-enriched execution fragments q, q2,.. as follows: for each i, if
t-exec(qi) = q' then q = qi; otherwise, represent qi as qi^ lstate(qi)diwi, where qi is
a state of Hq, and let q be qi^ Istate(ri)dil i ldi,2i2di,3i, 3 where lWi := ci,ldi,i21i,3,
t-exec(qi q lstate(qi)dilaildi,2)i,2) = ', and the actions di,1 and di,2 are chosen in such a
way that for each i ,i lstate(qi)di,1wi,1 is not a prefix of any of the q's, j Z i. In other
words, we split all the q's in such a way that a state that corresponds to q' is reached
always and such that none of the states of Hq are identified. Then,
states(Hq) = {q" 13iq" < q} (8.21)
U(Uqs (U{ q" q) I q" E states(Hq), q < }).
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The transition relation of H6 is obtained from the transition relation of H by scheduling
the same time-enriched transitions of M as before except for the states qi where the
intermediate transitions leading to the q's are scheduled. It is simple to check that H,
satisfies the desired properties. [
8.3.3 Probabilistic Executions versus Probabilistic Timed Executions
In this section we show the relationship between probabilistic executions, probabilistic time-
enriched executions, and probabilistic timed executions. The main idea is that they all repre-
sent the same structures with different levels of detail. We show that a probabilistic execution
is a sampling of a probabilistic time-enriched execution, where the information given by the
trajectories is lost. Conversely, we show that each probabilistic time-enriched execution is
sampled by some probabilistic execution. We show that each probabilistic time-enriched exe-
cution represents a probabilistic timed execution and that each probabilistic timed execution
is represented by some probabilistic time-enriched execution. Essentially, a probabilistic time-
enriched execution is a probabilistic timed execution with the additional information of what
time-passage transitions are scheduled. Finally, we define an equivalence relation on probabilis-
tic time-enriched executions that captures the idea of representing the same probabilistic timed
execution. This equivalence relation will be useful for parallel composition.
Probabilistic Executions versus Probabilistic Time-Enriched Executions
There is a close relationship between the probabilistic executions of a probabilistic timed au-
tomaton and its probabilistic time-enriched executions. Informally, a probabilistic time-enriched
execution contains more information than a probabilistic execution because it associates a state
with every real time rather than with a countable set of times. In other words, a probabilistic
execution can be seen as a sampling of a probabilistic time-enriched execution at countably
many points. In later chapters we will see that probabilistic executions are sufficient for the
study of the properties of a system whenever such properties do not depend on the actual states
that are reached at each time. For the moment we just define what it means for a probabilistic
execution to sample a probabilistic time-enriched execution, and we show that each probabilistic
time-enriched execution is sampled by some probabilistic execution and that each probabilistic
execution samples some probabilistic time-enriched execution. We start by defining a func-
tion sample that applied to a probabilistic time-enriched execution H of a probabilistic timed
automaton M gives a probabilistic execution H' of M, which by definition samples H.
Let a = w0 alwla 2W2 · · · be a time-enriched execution of a probabilistic timed automaton M,
and let sample(c) be the sequence a' = Istate(wo)allstate(wl)a 2 state(w 2).... Then, it is easy
to check that a' is an execution of M. We say that a' samples a. Define
states(H') - sample(states(H)). (8.22)
Let (q, P) be a transition of H. Define sample on as follows: sample((a, q')) = (a, sample(q')),
and sample(6) = . Then, define the transition sample((q, 7)) to be
sample((q, P)) (sample(q),sample(P)). (8.23)
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For each state q of H', let sample-l(q) be the set of states q' of H such that sample(q') =
q. Observe that all the states of sample-'(q) are incomparable under prefix. For each q' E
sample-'(q), let
sample-l(q) A PH[Cq']
PX (8.24)
-Eq"Esample-l(q) PH[Cq"] 
Then, the transition enabled from q in H' is defined to be
qH' a C -sample-l(q) H).
A Ztrq _mpq sample(trq) (8.25)
q' Esample- 1 (q)
Observe the similarity of Equations (8.24) and (8.25) with the equations that the fine the
projection of a probabilistic execution (cf. Equations (3.21) and (3.22)).
Proposition 8.3.6 below shows that H' is a probabilistic execution of M. We say that H'
samples H. Then, Proposition 8.3.7 shows that each probabilistic execution samples some
probabilistic time-enriched execution.
Proposition 8.3.6 For each probabilistic time-enriched execution H of a probabilistic timed
automaton M, sample(H) is a probabilistic execution of M.
Proof. Let H' denote sample(H). The fact that each state of H' is reachable can be shown
by a simple inductive argument; the fact that each state of H' is a finite execution fragment of
M follows from a simple analysis of the definition of sample and of a time-enriched execution.
We need to check that for each state q of H' the transition enabled from q in H' is generated
by a combined transition of M. From (8.25), it is enough to show that for each state q' of
sample-l(q) the transition sample(tr) is generated by a combined transition of M.
Since H is a probabilistic time-enriched execution of M, then there is a time-enriched
transition (lstate(q'), P) of M such that pqH = q' - . From the definition of sample and the
definition of a time-enriched transition, (Istate(q), sample(P)) is a combined transition of M,
and sample(Pq') = sample(q')^ sample(P), which means that sample(PH') = q ^ sample(P).
This is enough to conclude. ·
Proposition 8.3.7 Let H be a probabilistic execution of a probabilistic timed automaton M.
Then there is a probabilistic time-enriched execution H' of M such that H = sample(H').
Proof. We build H' inductively in such a way that for each state q of H there is exactly one
state q' of H' in sample-l(q). The start state of H' is the same as the start state of H.
Suppose that the transition relation of H' is defined for each state of length at most i - 1
and assume that for each state q of H of length at most i there is exactly one state q' of H' in
sample-l(q). Let q be a state of H of length i and let q' be the state of sample-l(q). Observe
from the definition of sample that the length of q' is i. Let (state(q),P) be the combined
transition of M that corresponds to trH'. For each pair (a, s) of , if a is a discrete action,
then let P(a,,') be D((a, s')); if a is a time-passage action, then let P(a,s,,) be V(Wa,s,), where
Wa,,, E trajectories(M, s, a, s'). Let P' = E(a,,)eQ P[(a, S)]P(a,,). Then, (Istate(q), P') is a time-
enriched transition of M. Let trqH ' be (q', q' ^ 1'). Then, trqH is a legal transition for H'.
Moreover, from the definition of P', each state of PH is the sampling of exactly one state of
pqH', and, vice versa, the sample of each state of qH is a state of PH. ·g' ~ lst;Jc~lrr~t: VL CLLII blr~lrC VII-(I' q
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Probabilistic Time-Enriched Executions versus Probabilistic Timed Executions
We define a function t-sample that, given a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment H
of M, builds a probabilistic timed execution H' as follows.
states(H') =- {t-exec(q) U (8.26)
{q E Qt-exec(H) q contains finitely many actions} U
{q G t-frag*(M) Iltraj(q) is a [0,0]-trajectory and ,,,:,(H) q < q'}.
The start state ()f H' is t-exec(qH), and for each state q of H' the transition enabled from q is
(q, truncate! q(t-exec(PH ) IC)).
Proposition 8.3.8 t-sample(H) is a probabilistic timed execution fragment of M.
Proof. We need to show that for each state q of H' that enables some transition there is
a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment Hq of M starting from Istate(q) such that
pH = truncatelstate(q)( t-exec(PH,, )).
Let q, q2 ... be an enumeration of the states q' of H such that t-exec(q') = q, and for each
i. let Pi denote PH[Cq,]. Observe that, since q ends with the occurrence of a discrete action,
for each state q" of H such that q' < t-exec(q") there is an i such that qi < q". Define Hq as
follows.
states(Hq) - U states(Hcqi). (8.27)
i
For each state q' of Hq, let
trH,, I iq'Estates(H>q) PH[C q](tr>qi) (8.28)
q F Cilq'GEstates(Hcqi) PH[Cqi^q']
Then, it is enough to prove that
q^ t-exec(PH,) t-exec(PH)ICq. (8.29)
Before proving (8.29), we show the following property: for each state q' of Hq,
PH,[q,] >Eiq'Estates(HC>qi) PH[Cqi^q']
PHq1,, qs] Ei PH [Cq ] (8.30)Zi PH[Cqi]
This follows easily by induction using Equation (8.28) for the inductive step. The denominator
is necessary for the base case to work.
We now turn to Equation (8.29). Consider an extended timed execution fragment ac of M,
and distinguish the following two cases.
1. a does not end with an open trajectory.
Suppose that a Qt-ezec(pH)IC,, Then, from the definition of t-exec() and of the conditional
operation, q < a and there is a time-enriched execution a' of QH such that t-exec(a') = a.
This means that there is a time-enriched execution oa' of QH such that t-exec(a') = a and
there is a state qi of H such that q < a'. From the construction of Hq, each prefix of or'
is a state of Hq, and thus a' E 2 t-exec(H,). The argument can be reversed.
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2. a ends with an open trajectory.
Suppose that a EC Qtexec(H)lc,. Then, from the definition of t-exec() and of the conditional
operation, q < a and for each finite prefix a' of a there is a timed execution a" of
t-exec(QH) such that a' < ca". It is sufficient to show that for each finite prefix a' of a
there is a timed execution aq' of t-exec(H,,) such that a' < (q a"). Consider a prefix
a' of a, and let a" be an element of t-exec(QH) such that a' < a". Then there is a
time-enriched execution a"' of QH such that a' < t-exec(a"'), which means that there
is a finite prefix a"" of ca"' such that a' < t-exec(a."') and q < t-exec(a"'). Let qi be
the prefix of "". We know that such prefix exists. Then, from the definition of Hq,
a"" c>qi is a state of Hq, and thus there is a time-enriched execution aq of QH, such that
oa' < (q t-exec(')). Moreover, t-exec(a'q) C t-exec(PH), which is sufficient to conclude.
The argument can be reversed.
Finally, we need to show that Ptexec( H)lIC,, and Pt-erec(pH,) coincide on the cones of their sample
spaces. Thus, consider a finite timed execution fragment a of M. From the definition of t-exec(),
Pt eec(PH,) [C] - PH, [Cq]. (8.31)
q' Emin({q' Estates(H,q )c_t-ezec(q')})
From (8.30),
~~Pt-,~~xec(-~PH~)[cIx Zil·q'Cstates(Hc>qi) PH[Cq'q] 8]32PtEezec(PHB ) [ = a E [C . (8.32)
q'Emin({q' Estates(Hq ) Ia<t-exec(q')}) Fi PH Cq
From the definition of the states of Hq, (8.32) can be rewritten into
Ptee(i q'Emin({q'states(Hcq)lq)Iq^><t-exec(q,^q')}) PH[Cq,^q '] (8.33)Pt-e-',qC  [CR l r  
By simplifying the concatenations we obtain
[C] q'Emin(q'Estates(H)lq ca<t-e ec(q')}) PH[Cq] (8.34)
PH[Cq,](834)
From the definition of t-exec(), the definition of a conditional space, and the definition of the
qi's,
Pt exeC(P7H)Icq[Cc] _= ZEq'Eniin({q'Estates(H)lqhcu<t-exec(q')}) PH[Cq] (8.35)
Z, PH[C,,; 
Since the right sides of Equations (8.34) and (8.35) are the same, we conclude that
Pt-ezec(_PH,)[C] = Pt-ezxec(pH)l [Cq^]. (8.36)
This completes the proof. ·
Conversely, we show that every probabilistic timed execution of M is sampled by some proba-
bilistic time-enriched execution of M. Let H be a probabilistic timed execution of M. Then,
build H' as follows. Let Ho be a probabilistic timed execution consisting of a single state that
is t-sampled by q,,H , i.e., t-sample(qH) = qH . Strictly speaking HO is not a probabilistic timed t-sampled y . i ) I~ ., -CNb\Y
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execution because qH" should enable a transition in general. Suppose now that Hi is defined.
Then build Hi+l be extending the transition relation of Hi from all the states of Hi that do
not end in 6 and do not have any outgoing transition as follows. Consider a state q of Hi that
do not end in 6 and do not have any outgoing transition, and let q' be the state of H such
that t-exec(q) = q' (our construction ensures that there is always such a state since q ends with
a [0, O]-trajectory). From the definition of a probabilistic timed execution fragment, there is
a probabilistic time-enriched execution fragment Hq, of M starting from lstate(q') such that
PH, = truncatelstate(q')(t-exec(PH , )). Let Hq, be obtained from Hq, by removing all the tran-
sitions from states where an action has occurred and by removing all the states that become
unreachable. Then. extend Hi from q' with q' ^ Hq,, i.e., Hi+lcq' = Hq,.
Then the states of H' are the union of the states of the Hi's, the start state of H' is q,
and for each state q of H', if q is a state of Hi, then tr H ' = tr Hi+1.
Proposition 8.3.9 t-sample(H') = H.
Proof. We prove that PH = t-exec(PH,). Then the equality between t-sample(H') and
H follows by induction after observing that t-sample(H') and H have the same start state
and that for each state q, step""amPle(H') = (q, truncateq(t-exec(PH,)Cq)), and that step H -
(q, truncateq(PHICq)).
For the sample spaces, consider an element a of QH. Then, by definition of Q2 H, there is an
execution a0 al ... of H such that limi ai = a, and such that either a is not a finite execution,
or the last element of a ends in 6. We distinguish two cases.
1. a is either an infinite sequence or a finite sequence a 0a2 ... a , where an ends with 6.
From the definition of the transition relation of H', there is a sequence of extended time-
enriched execution fragments qo, q,... such that for each i ai = t-exec(qo ^ ... ^ qi),
q0 ^  q1 ^  '" is an element of QH', and t-exec(qo ^ ql ^ " ' ) = a. Thus, a Qft-exec(H'). The
converse argument is a reversal of the argument above.
2. a = a0a 2 ... (a where a,, ends with an open trajectory.
From the definition of the transition relation of H', there is a sequence of extended
time-enriched execution fragments q, q1,... , qn-1 such that for each i < n- 1 ai =
t-exec(qo ^ .. ^ qi) and q0 ^ ^ qi is a state of H'. Furthermore, for each finite prefix
a' of a there is a time-enriched execution fragment q such that a' < t-exec(qo ^ ... qn)
and q0o ^ .1 q- n is an element of QH. This means that for each finite prefix a' of
a there is an element a" of t-exec(QH,) such that a' < a", and thus a e Qt-exec(PH,). The
argument can be reversed.
Consider now a cone C. From the definition of t-exec(),
Pt-exec(HI)[(a] = PH' [Cq]. (8.37)
qEn in({qstates(H' )a<t-exec(q)})
If Ca is not empty, then a = al ... a,, where an = a, ao ... an- 1 is an execution of H, and
there is a a' such that a < a' and a1 ... a, is an execution of H. We show by induction on
n that
PH[C,,] = PH [Cq]. (8.38)
q6mzn({qEstates(H' )lact-exec(q)})
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The base case is trivial since Ca,, denotes the whole sample space. For the inductive case, from
the definition of the probability of a cone,
PH[Ca.,] = PH [C,R_, ]Pc_ [CaJ] (8.39)
From the definition of the transition relation of H,
pH [ Cal] = EqEstates(H')lt-exec(q)=a,,_l PH' [Cq]Pt-exec(Hc>q)[C,,,,_] (8.40)
[qEstates(H')lt-exec(q)=a,,-1 PH' [Cq] (8.40)
where
Pt-exec(H'cq) [Ca,, C. ] = PH',>q [Cq ]. (8.41)
q' Emin({q'Estates(H' q)la,, < t-exec(q q' )})
Since an-1 is a state of H, the last trajectory of a,,-_ has domain [0,0], and the set {q E
states(H') I t-exec(q) = an_-1} is a set of minimal states. Thus, by substituting (8.41) in (8.40),
simplifying the numerator of (8.40), we obtain
Pt-exec(H'c>q)[Cac>a,,.-] - Emin({q' Estates(H')cla,,< t-eec(q') ) PH'[Cq'] (8.42Pt-eec(H'cq) [Ca,,a,,..] = P C(8.42)
EqEstates(H,)lt-eec(q)=a,,_l PH' [Cq]
By substituting (8.42) in (8.39), using induction and simplifying algebraically, we get (8.38). -
Equivalent Probabilistic Time-Enriched Executions
It is possible to define an equivalence relation on probabilistic time-enriched executions that
captures exactly the probabilistic timed executions that they represent.
Let H1 and H2 be two probabilistic time-enriched execution fragments of a probabilistic
timed automaton M. Then t-exec(PH,) and t-exec(PH2) are said to be equivalent, denoted by
t-exec(PH) t-exec(PH), iff
1. for each timed extended execution fragment a of M that does not contain infinitely many
discrete actions, a E 2t-exZec(H ) iff a E t-ezxec(pH2 );
2. for each finite timed extended execution fragment a of M,
Pt-exec(PH) [C] = Pt-exec(PH ) [Ca].
H1 and H2 are said to be equivalent, denoted by H1 - H2, iff t-exec(qH) = t- exec(qH2) and
t-exec(PH, )- t-exec(PH2 ).
Example 8.3.3 (Two equivalent probabilistic time-enriched executions) In the defi-
nition above we do not require the sample spaces of the given probabilistic time-enriched ex-
ecution fragments to contain the same timed executions with infinitely many discrete actions.
Figure 8-2 shows an example of two probabilistic time-enriched executions whose corresponding
sample spaces differ from a timed execution with infinitely many discrete actions and such that
t-sample() gives the same probabilistic timed execution. The important aspect of this example
is that in the upper probabilistic time-enriched execution the explicit time-passage actions are
used to let 1 time unit elapse in infinitely many different ways. However, the trajectory that
is spanned before the first occurrence of action a is always the same. Observe that the fact
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Figure 8-2: Probabilistic time-enriched executions that represent the same probabilistic timed
execution.
that the two probabilistic time-enriched executions of Figure 8-2 represent the same structure
is not a consequence of the limit closure of the sample space of t-exec(), since t-exec(QH 1 ) and
t-exec(QH2,) do not differ in timed executions that end with an open trajectory. Rather, by
analyzing this example again in the context of parallel composition we will discover the reason
for our definition of t-exec() (cf. Example 8.5.1). a
The rest of this section is dedicated to showing that _ characterizes the probabilistic timed
executions represented by probabilistic time-enriched executions. We do it by showing two
results: the first result says that two equivalent probabilistic time-enriched executions describe
the same probabilistic timed execution, and the second result says that for each probabilistic
time-enriched execution H, Pt-sample(n) -t-ezec(PH).
Proposition 8.3.1.0 If t-exec(H1) = t-exec(H2), then t-sample(H1) = t-sample(H2).
Proof. Let q E state.s(t-sample(H 1 )). If q = t-exec(q H1 ) or q E Qtezec(Hi) and contains finitely
many discrete actions, then q C states(t-sample(H 2)) trivially. Thus, suppose that ltraj(q) is a
[0,0]-trajectory and that there is a q' C Qt-exec(Hi) such that q < q'. Then, Pt-exec(Hi)[Cq] > 0,
and, since t-exec(H1 ) = t-exec(H 2), Ptexec(H2)[Cq] > 0. Thus, there is a q" eC t-ezec(H2 ) such
that q < q", which means that q C states(t-sample(H 2)). The converse argument is identical.
Consider now a state q of t-sample(H 1 ) and t-sample(H 2 ). We need to show that tq t- sample(H1 )
and trq-"sarnple(H2) are the same transition. From the definition of t-sample(), it is enough to show
that truncateq(t--exec(PH1)Cq)C,) truncateq(t-exec(PH2 )lCq). Since t-exec(PH1l) t-exec(PH2),
a direct analysis of the definition of t- exec () shows that t- exec (PH1 ) Cq t- exec (PH2 )IC. The
truncation operation is independent of the elements of Q that contains infinitely many discrete
actions, and thus truncateq,(t-exec(PH 1 )lC,q) = truncate,(t-eXec(PH 2 )lCq) Furthermore, directly from
the definition of -, Ptruncat 1l(t-eec(PH 1)Ic) and Ptruncate,(t-eec(PH2)jlC) coincide on the cones, and
thus truncateq(t--exec(PH, )Cq) = truncateq(t-exec(PH2,)lICq). U
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Proposition 8.3.11 Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution of a probabilistic timed
automaton M. Then, Pt-sample(H) t-exec(PH).
Proof. Consider a finite timed execution a of M. We prove the proposition in three steps.
1. For each finite timed extended execution a of M, there is a timed extended execution a'
of Qt-sample(H) such that a < a' iff there is a timed extended execution a" of Qt-exec(PH)
such that a < a".
Let a' E Qt-sample(H) such that a < a'. Then there is a complete execution q0ql ... of
t-sample(H) such that limiqi = a'. In particular, there is a value n such that a q.
From the definition of the transition relation of t-sample(H), Pt-,xec(H)[Cq,,] > 0, and thus
there is a timed execution a" of Qt-,xec(PH) such that q < ", which means that a < a".
Conversely, suppose that there is a timed execution ca" of 9t-exCc(pH) such that a < a". If
a" contains finitely many actions, then a" C Qt-sarrple(H) by definition. Otherwise, there
is a finite prefix a"' of a" such that a < ac"' and the last trajectory of a"' has domain
[0, 0]. From the definition of t-sample(H), ca"' is a state of t-sample(H), and thus there
is a timed execution a' of Qt-sa,,Lple(H) such that a"' < C', which means that a < a'.
2. For each timed extended execution fragment a of M that does not contain infinitely many
discrete actions, a C ~Qt-sample(H) iff a C Qt-exec(PH)
Let a be a timed extended execution of M that does not contain infinitely many discrete
actions, and suppose that a G Qt-sample(H) If a ends with 6, then Item 1 is sufficient to
conclude that a e Qt- eec(PH). If a does not end with 6, then there is a finite execution
q0q1 ... qn of t-sample(H) such that qn ends with a right-open trajectory. From the defini-
tion of the transition relation of t-sample(H), %q C trulncateq,,_1 (t-exec(PH)ICq,, l). Since
qn ends with an open trajectory, q, C Qt-C:c(pH), i.e., a E 2t-eXec(pH)
Conversely, suppose that a G t-eXec(PH) If a ends with 6, then Item 1 is sufficient to
conclude that a C Qit-sample(H) If a does not end with 6, then there is a finite prefix a' of a
such that ac>a' does not contain any action, and either a' is the start state of t-sample(H),
or the last trajectory of a' has domain [0, 0]. Thus, from the definition of t-sample(), ca' is
a state of t-sample(H). From the definition of truncate, a G truncate,0 (t-exec(PH)C,,),
and thus, from the definition of the transition relation of t-sample(H), a e t-sample(H)
Since a ends with an open trajectory, a C Qt-sanple(H)
3. For each finite timed extended execution fragment a of M,
Pt-sample(H) [Ca] Pt-exec(PH )[C].
Let a be a finite timed execution. From Item 1, Ct ja m' PIe(H) = 0 iff C-e 7ec(p) = 0.
Suppose that Ct-sample(H) is not empty. Then there is an execution of t-sample(H),
a0 aol .. an-la such that an-_ < a < an. From the definition of the probability of
a cone,
Pt-sample(H)[C] = Pae, [C,1 i]Pc1 [C 2]- Px,,_2[Co,,,_]Pc,, , [C,]. (8.43)
From the definition of t-sample(H), for each i < n
PC,, [C,;+1 = Pt-exec(H)IC,, [C;+1]. (8.44)
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Thus, by substituting (8.44) in (8.43) and simplifying, we obtain
Pt-sanLple(H) [C,] = Pt-eec(H)[Cc]. (8.45)
This completes the proof.
8.4 Moves
In the non-timed framework we have introduced the notion of a weak transition to abstract
from internal computation. Informally, a weak transition is obtained by concatenating several
internal and external transitions so that overall the system emulates a unique transition labeled
with at most one external action. In the timed framework, due to the presence of explicit
time-passage actions, it may be the case that some time t cannot elapse without performing
some internal transitions in the middle. This problem becomes more evident when we extend
the simulation relations to the timed framework (cf. Chapter 11). For this reason we introduce
the concept of a move, which extends weak transitions and abstracts from internal transitions
interleaved with time-passage transitions..
Let M is a probabilistic tinied automaton, s be a state of M, P be a discrete probability
distribution over states of M, and a be an action of M or the value 0. If a is a visible action of
M then we use the expression s &-F P to denote s => P; if a = 0, then we use the expression
0
s P to denote -, 79, which is the same as s =-,> ; if a is a time-passage action, i.e.,
d
a = d( for some d E R+, then we use the expression s -7 P to denote that P is reached from s
by means of several internal and time-passage transitions so that in each situation time d has
elapsed. Formally, .s - P iff there is a probabilistic execution fragment H such that
1. the start state of H is s;
2. PH[{(S I a CE 2H}] = 1, i.e., the probability of termination in H is 1;
3. for each a E H, t-trace(a) = t-trace(a);
4. P = Istate(b-strip(PH)), where -strip(PH) is the probability space 2' such that Q'
{(a I c1 CE QH}, and for each a C Q', P'[a] = PH[Ce];
'The notion of a generator for a weak transition can be extended to moves in a straightforward
way.
8.5 Parallel Composition
The parallel composition operator for probabilistic timed automata is exactly the same as the
parallel composition operator for probabilistic automata. Thus, we omit the formal definition.
According to the definition of the transition relation of M, 11M2, M and M2 synchronize on all
their time-passage transitions, and thus time advances always at the same speed in M1 and M2.
The definition of a projection of a probabilistic time-enriched execution is the same as the
definition of a projection of a probabilistic execution, except that the states of a probabilistic
time-enriched execution fragment are time-enriched execution fragments rather than ordinary
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execution fragments. Thus, we need to extend the definition of a projection to time-enriched
execution fragments and time-enriched transitions.
Let M be MllM 2, and let a be a time-enriched execution of M. The projection of a onto
Mi, i = 1, 2, is the sequence obtained from a by projecting the codomain of each trajectory
onto Mi, by removing all the actions not in acts(Mi), and by concatenating all the trajectories
whose intermediate actions are removed. It is straightforward to check that a is a time-enriched
execution of Mi.
Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution of M, and let tr = (q,P) be an action
restricted transition of H such that only actions of Mi, i = 1, 2, appear in tr. Define the
projection operator on the elements of Q as follows: (a,q')[Mi = (a,q'[Mi), and 6[Mi = 6.
The projection of tr onto Mi, denoted by tr[Mi, is the pair (qFMi, PFMi).
Proposition 8.5.1 Let M = Mll1M2, and let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution
fragment of M. Then H[M1 E t-prexec(Mi) and HFM2 C t-prexec(M2).
Proof. The structure of the proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.3.4. This time it is
necessary to observe that for each state q of H the transition (try [ acts(M1 )) [M, is generated
by a time-enriched transition of Mi. ·
Proposition 8.5.2 Let M = MllIM2, and let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution
fragment of M. Let Hi be HfMi, i = 1, 2. Let q be a state of Hi. Then,
PHi [Cq] PH [Cq]. (8.46)
q' Emin(q] H)
Proof. This proof has the same structure as the proof of Proposition 3.3.5. e
In the rest of this section we extend the results of Section 8.3.3 to account for parallel com-
position. We show that sample commutes with projections and that the projections of two
equivalent probabilistic time-enriched executions are equivalent. The first result guarantees
that sample and projection are well defined for probabilistic time-enriched executions; the sec-
ond result allows us to define indirectly a projection operator on probabilistic timed executions:
namely, given a probabilistic timed execution H of M1 1IM2, let H' be any probabilistic time-
enriched execution of M1IM2 such that t-sample(H') = H. Then, H[Mi is defined to be
t-sample(H'[Mi). Before proving these two results, we show why in the definition of t-exec()
we force probabilistic time-enriched executions like those of Figure 8-1 to be mapped to the
same structure (cf. Example 8.3.2).
Example 8.5.1 (Reason for the definition of t-exec) We have already seen that the prob-
abilistic time-enriched executions of Figure 8-2 are t-samples of the same probabilistic timed
execution. Suppose now the probabilistic time-enriched executions of Figure 8-2 to be proba-
bilistic time-enriched executions of the parallel composition of two probabilistic timed automata
M1 and M2, and suppose that a is an action of M2 only. By projecting the probabilistic time-
enriched executions of Figure 8-2 onto M1 we obtain two probabilistic time-enriched executions
like those of Figure 8-1, which must denote the same probabilistic timed execution if we want
t-sample to be preserved by the projection operation. ·
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Proposition 8.5.3 Let M be M1 IM2, and let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution of
M. Then, sample(H [Mi) = sample(H) [Mi.
Proof. Since the sampling function commutes with the projection function, sample(H[Mi)
and sample(H) FMi have the same states.
For convenience, denote sample(H) by H'. Let q be one of the states of sample(H)[Mi.
Below we show that the equation for the transition leaving from q in sample(H)[Mi and the
equation for the transition leaving from q in sample(H[Mi) denote the same transition. This
is sufficient to show that sample(H) Mi and sample(H[Mi) have the same transition relation.
We use implicitly the fact that the projection onto Mi distributes over the sum of transitions
restricted to acts(Ali).
From (8.25), Proposition 3.3.2, and an algebraic simplification, the expression
/ q P [acts(M)](tr, [ acts(Mi)) fM (8.47)
q' q 11 '
can be rewritten into
-qlH' sanple-(q')sample(trqH,, [ acts(Mi)) rMi, (8.48)
q' Eq] 11' q" E s Ample-1 ( q )
which becomes
fq] H' -sample-(sample(q")) H
Ad _psl ' Ple(sample(q" )) sample(trq,, [ acts(Mi)) [Mi, (8.49)
q" Esample-l(ql] ' )
after grouping the two sums.
Denote H[Mi by H". From (3.22), Proposition 3.3.2, and an algebraic simplification,
-samnple- (q) (trH"(8.50)Pq' sampleq (8.50)
q'Esample ( q)
can be rewritten into
Z -pqsact(i)]amp le(trqHH act as(Mi))Mi, (8.51)
q' Esamnple- l() q'' Eq' H
which becomes
S psPl(v) q" "[M, )" Hp,,[acts (M)] sample (trq,, acts(Mi)) [Mi (8.52)
q" CE( sanple- I (q))] 
after grouping the two sums.
From the commrautativity of sample and projection, sample-l(q]H') = sample-1(q)]H.
'Thus, in order to show that (8.49) and (8.52) denote the same transition, it is sufficient to
:show that for each state q" of sample - l (q] H'),
q H' -sarnple- 1(sample(q")) _sample-(q) (q"[M)1H (8.53
Psamnple(q")P" = Pq" [M, Pq" (53)
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By expanding the expressions above with their definitions, (8.53) becomes
PH' [Csample(q)]PH [Cq (8.54)
(Eq'Emin(ql H) PH' [Cq'])(q",,Esample-'(sample(q")) PH[C¢,])
PH" [Cq" [rMi ]PH [Cq ]
(EqlEsample-l(q) PH" [CI'])(Eq"Emin((q" Mi)1 H) PH [Cq"])
By simplifying common subexpressions, using Proposition 3.3.5, and observing that
PH' [Csample(q")] = E PH[C"], (8.55)
q" Esample- 1 (sample(q"))
(we have verified properties like (8.55) several times) Equation (8.54) becomes
S: PH' [C'] = E PH" [C'], (8.56)
q' Emin(ql H' ) q' Esample- 1 (q)
which can be shown as follows:
X, PH'[Cq']
q' Emin(q H' )
= E Sa PH [Cq"]
q' Emin(ql H') q' Esample-1 ( ')
= S{E PH [Cq"]
q" Emin(sample- (ql H' ))
= YS~ PH[Cq,,"]
q" Emin((sample-l(q))l] H)
- S, S, PH [Cq",,]
4'Esample-1 (q) q" Emin(q' H)
: 5, PHII[C'J],
' Esample-l(q)
where the first step follows from (8.55), the second and fourth steps follow from grouping and
ungrouping sums, the third step follows from the commutativity of sample and projection, and
the fifth step follows from Proposition 3.3.5. ·
Proposition 8.5.4 Let H1 and H2 be two probabilistic time-enriched executions of MI1M 2. If
Hi -- H2, then H [Mi - H2 Mi, i = 1, 2.
Proof. We show first that t-exec(PHIFMi) and t-exec(PH2 [Mi) assign the same probabilities
to the same cones; then we show that the sample spaces of t-exec(PH FM) and t-exec(PH FM)
satisfy the condition for -. This part of the proof relies on the way we have defined the sample
spaces of the objects produced by t-exec(). For the cones, we show that for each finite timed
extended execution o of Mi,
Pteec(PH, rM) [C] = Pt-exec(Hi) [Ca']. (8.57)
c'Emin({rr'Et-frag;i(M1 II M2)~=CV' FMi})
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and
Pt-eXec(PH2Frf;)C'] E Pt-ezec(H2)[C'] (8.58)
a 'Ermin({cr Et-.fraga (M1 II M2 ) I c=ac' rM })
Then, since H1 --- H2, we conclude that the right sides of (8.57) and (8.58) are equal, and thus,
H1 [M -= H2 [M. VVe prove only (8.57); the proof for (8.58) is symmetric. From the definition
of t-exec(),
Pt-e.ec(PH1 [lF,) CY] E3 PH I[M, [Cq]. (8.59)
qECmin({qEstates(H1 [M, )lC<t-ezec(q)})
From (3.31),
Pt-eXeC(PH1 , )[C] -3 ( PH, [Cq') . (8.60)
qEmin({qEstates(H1 FM, )Ia<t-ezec(q)}) q'emin(ql H1)
Consider a state q of min({q E states(Hl ri) I ca < t-exec(q)}) and a state q' of min(q] H1).
Then, from the definition of t-exec(), there is at least one a' t-fragq(M[ M2) such that
ac = a'FMi and q' E min({q' E states(Hi) a' < t-exec(q')}). Moreover, there is exactly
one minimum a'. Conversely, consider one ' min({a' t-frag*(MillM 2) ca = '[Mi}),
and consider a state q' of min({q' E states(Hi) a' < t-exec(q')}). Let q = q'[Mi. Then,
q' E min(qlH 1) and q is a state of min({q G states(Hl [Mi) I a < t-exec(q)}). Thus, from (8.60)
we obtain (8.57).
We now move to the sample spaces. Let a be an element of 2t-exec(pH1 Mi) that does not
contain infinitely many discrete actions. If ac ends with 6, then a is trivially an element of
t -eec(PH 2,rM,) stice Pt-eXec(pH2rM,)[CC] = Pt-exec(PH2 rM,)[C] > 0. Otherwise, a ends with an
open trajectory. Then, from the definition of 2t-exec(PH1 rM; ) for each finite prefix a' of a there
is an element a1 of t-exec(QH, [I, ) such that a' < a. It is enough to show that for each finite
prefix a' of n' there is also an element ca2 of t-exec(QH2, M,) such that a' < a 2.
Let a' be a finite prefix of a such that there is an element ac of t-exec(2QH , M; ) such that
a' < a1. Thus, there is a time-enriched execution a' of QH1 [Mi such that a' < t-exec(al).
This means that there is a state q of Hl [Mi such that a' < t-exec(q1 ). From the definition
of projection, there is a state q of H1 such that a' < t-exec(q [lMi), and thus there is a timed
execution (i' of t-exec(QH,) such that a' < ('M). Consider a finite prefinite x of such
that a' < (" [Al). Then, Pt-ezec(PH)[Cca,] > 0. Since H1 H2, Ptezec(PH,)[Cc,-] > 0, which
means that there is a timed execution ac' of Qtxc(pH 2 ) such that Ca' < ('[Mi). Thus, there
is a state q of H2 such that a' < t-exec(q [Mi), and from the definition of projection, there
is a state q2 of H2 [li such that ac' < t-exec(q 2). This implies that there is an element a of
t-exec(H 2 l-M, ) such that a' < a, which is sufficient to conclude. ·
8.6 Discussion
To our knowledge, no general probabilistic models with dense time have been proposed except
for the automata of Courcoubetis, Alur and Dill [ACD91a, ACD91b]. In our model no prob-
ability distributions over passage of time are allowed within a probabilistic timed automaton;
time can elapse probabilistically only within a probabilistic timed execution, and the associated
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probability distributions can be only discrete. We have chosen to define the timed model with
such a restriction so that all the theory for the untimed model carries over.
Further work should investigate on the extension of our model to non-discrete probability
distributions. A starting point could be the study of restricted forms of non-discrete distri-
butions as it is done by Courcoubetis, Alur and Dill in [ACD91a, ACD91b]. Useful ideas can
come from the work on stochastic process algebras of G6tz, Herzog and Rettelbach [GHR93],
Hillston [Hil94], and Bernardo, Donatiello and Gorrieri [BDG94].
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Chapter 9
Direct Verification: Time
Complexity
Part of this chapter is based on joint work with Anna Pogosyants and Isaac Saias; some of the
ideas have been influenced by discussion with Lenore Zuck. The verification of the randomized
dining philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin (Section 9.6) is based on joint work
with Nancy Lynch and Isaac Saias [LSS94]; the verification of the randomized algorithm for
agreement of Ben-Or (Section 9.8) is joint work with Anna Pogosyants and is a formalization
of a proof that appears in the book on distributed algorithms of Nancy Lynch [Lyn95]. Close
interaction with Anna Pogosyants lead us to the idea of the abstract complexity measures of
Section 9.7.
9.1 General Considerations About Time
The direct analysis of a probabilistic timed automaton is carried out exactly in the same way
as for untirned probabilistic automata. Thus, probabilistic statements and progress statements
can be generalized directly, and the coin lemmas can be applied without any modification.
In this chapter we concentrate more on topics that are specific to the presence of time. In
particular, it now possible to enrich the notation for progress statements and verify some of the
real-time properties of a probabilistic timed automaton. We extend the progress statements of
Chapter 4 by adding a time parameter t: the expression U ' U' means that starting from a
state of U a state of U' is reached within time t with probability at least p. Based on the new
timed progress statements we show how to derive upper bounds on the worst expected time for
progress.
We generalize the method for time complexity analysis to more abstract complexity mea-
sures. Then, rather than studying the expected time for progress, we study the expected
abstract complexity for progress. We use abstract complexity to derive an upper bound on the
worst expected time for decision of the randomized algorithm for agreement of Ben-Or that we
presented in Chapter 4. Specifically, we show that under some conditions on the scheduling
policy, each non--faulty process completes its it h stage within some upper bound, and we show
an upper bound on the expected number of stages that are necessary to reach agreement. In
this c ase the abstract complexity is the number of stages. A direct analysis of the expected time
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for success in Ben-Or's algorithm would not be as easy since there is no useful upper bound on
the time it takes to a process to move from a stage to the next stage.
Sections 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 simply extend the definitions of Chapter 4 to the timed case; Sec-
tion 9.5 shows how to derive upper bounds on the worst expected time for progress given a timed
progress statement, and Section 9.7 shows how to derive upper bounds on the worst expected
abstract complexity for progress given a timed progress statement with abstract complexity;
Sections 9.6 and 9.8 present examples of application by proving that the randomized dining
philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin guarantees progress in expected constant time
and that the randomized agreement algorithm of Ben-Or guarantees agreement in expected
exponential time.
9.2 Adversaries
An adversary for a probabilistic timed automaton M is a function A that takes a finite timed
execution fragment ac of M and returns a timed transition of M that leaves from lstate(a).
Formally,
A: t-frag*(M) - t-trans(M)
such that if A(a) = (s, 7P), then s = Istate(a). Moreover, an adversary satisfies the following
consistency condition: if A(a) = (s, ), then for each prefix a' of some element a" of Q,
A(a a') = (state(a'), P>a'). Informally, consistency says that an adversary does not change
its mind during a timed transition.
An adversary is deterministic if it returns either deterministic timed transitions of M or
pairs of the form (s, D(s6)), i.e., the next timed transition is chosen deterministically. Denote
the set of adversaries and deterministic adversaries for a probabilistic timed automaton M by
Advs(M) and DAdvs(M), respectively.
The definitions of an adversary schema and of the result of the interaction between an adver-
sary and a probabilistic timed automaton is the same as for the untimed case (cf. Section 4.2),
and thus we do not repeat them here.
To guarantee that our adversaries are well defined, we need to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 9.2.1 If (s,P) is a timed transition of a probabilistic timed automaton M, then for
each prefix a' of some element a" of Q, (Istate(a'), P>a') is a timed transition of M.
Proof. This is proved already in Proposition 8.3.5. a
9.3 Event Schemas
As for the untimed case we need a mechanism to associate an event with each probabilistic
timed execution fragment of a probabilistic timed automaton. Thus, an event schema is a
function e that associates an event of the space H with each probabilistic timed execution
fragment H of M. The notion of finite satisfiability extends directly from the untimed case.
Observe that, although in 7 H there can be uncountably many cones, each finitely satisfiable
event can be expressed as the union of countably many disjoint cones. Furthermore, every
uncountable family of cones contains at least two cones that are not disjoint.
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The definition of a timed probabilistic statement extends directly from the untimed case, and
similarly the definition of the concatenation of two event schemas extends directly. Therefore,
we omit the definitions, which are identical to those of Chapter 4.
Proposition 9.3.1. The concatenation of two event schemas is an event schema. That is, if
e = el Cones e2 , then e is an event schema.
Proof. Consider a probabilistic timed execution fragment H. From Proposition 8.3.3 each set
e2(Hlq) is an event of FH. From the closure of a -field under countable union, e(H) is an
event of T1 .
Proposition 9.3.2 PH[el OCones e2 es(] = EECons(H) PH[Cq]PHIq[e2(Hlq)].
Proof. Since Cones(H) represents a collection of disjoint cones, from (4.7) we obtain
PH[el OCon e2(H)] = PH[e2(Hlq)]. (9.1)
qGCones(H)
From Proposition 8.3.3, for each q E Cones(H)
PH [e2 (Hlq )] == PH [Cq]PHq [e2 (HIq)]. (9.2)
By substituting (9.2) in (9.1) we obtain the desired result. ·
Now it is possible to prove a concatenation property similar to the one for the untimed case.
Proposition 9.3.3 Consider a probabilistic timed automaton M. Let
1. PrAd, e(e ) 72 Pl and,
2. for each A E Advs, q CE , let PrAdvs,Cones(prexec(M,A,q))(e2) 1Z P2
Then, PrAds,e(el Cones e2 ) R P1P2.
Proof. Consider an adversary A G Advs and any finite timed execution fragment q E O. Let
H = prexec(M, , ). From Proposition 9.3.2,
PH[e] oCon,, e2 (H)] =- PH[Cq']PHlq'[e2 (Hlq')]. (9.3)
q'E Cone( H)
Consider an element q' of Cones(H). It is a simple inductive argument to show that
Hlq' = prexec(M, A, q'), (9.4)
where we use consistency for the base case. Thus, from our second hypothesis,
PHjq, [e2 (Hlq')] R P2. (9.5)
By substituting 9.5) in (9.3), we obtain
PH[el OCns,, e2(H)] P2 PH[Cq']. (9.6)
q'C Cones(e l(H))
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By using the fact that Cones(H) is a characterization of el(H) as a disjoint union of cones,
Equation (9.6) can be rewritten into
PH[el 0 cones e2 (H)] 1? p 2 PH[el(H)]. (9.7)
From the first hypothesis, PH [el(H)] R1 P; therefore, from Proposition 4.4.1,
PH[el oCones e2(H)] R P1P2 (9.8)
This completes the proof. ·
9.4 Timed Progress Statements
As a special case of a probabilistic statement for the timed case we can add some features
to the notation X )Advs X'. In particular we define a timed progress statement to assert
that starting from a set of states U some other state of a set U' is reached within time t with
probability at least p. Such a statement, which we denote by U ---+Adv U', or by U t U' if
p p
Advs is clear from the context, is expressed by the probabilistic statement PrAds,(eu,,t) > p,
where the event schema eU,,t applied to a timed probabilistic execution fragment H returns the
set of timed executions a of QH where a state from U' is reached within time t in ac>qH. Such
a set can be expressed as a union of cones, and therefore it is an event.
Similarly, the progress statements involving actions can be generalized to the timed frame-
work. Thus, V -Ads V' is the probabilistic statement PrAdvs,vvl, (ev,,t) > p, where Ov is
p
the set of finite timed execution fragments of M where an action from V occurs and no action
from V' occurs after the last occurrence of an action from V, and the event schema ev,,t applied
to a timed probabilistic execution fragment H returns the set of timed executions a of QH such
that an action from V occurs in a>qH within time t.
In order to generalize the concatenation theorem for progress statements, we need to extend
the definition of a finite-history-insensitive adversary schema. Thus, an adversary schema Advs
is finite-history-insensitive iff for each adversary A of Advs and each finite timed execution
fragment a of M there is an adversary A' of Advs such that for each timed execution fragment
a' such that a < a', A(a') = A'(a'c>a). Then, the following theorem is shown in the same way
as for the untimed case.
Theorem 9.4.1 Let Advs be finite-history-insensitive. If X -- l Adv X' and X Ad 
Pi P2
then X Ad+t X"
P1 P2
9.5 Time Complexity
In this section we show how to study the time complexity of a randomized distributed algorithm.
We start by defining how to compute a worst expected time, and then we show how it is possible
to derive upper bounds on the worst expected running time of an algorithm based on timed
progress statements.
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9.5.1 Expected Time of Success
Let e be a finitely satisfiable event schema and suppose that PH[e(H)] = 1, i.e., that the property
described by e is satisfied in H with probability 1. Let Cones(H) be a characterization of e(H)
as a disjoint union of cones, where each element of Cones(H) identifies the first point along
a timed execution where the property denoted by e is satisfied. Then, we can compute the
expected time to satisfy the property identified by e as
E PH [Cq](ltime(q>qH)). (9.9)
qE Cones(H)
In general, if e is a finitely satisfiable event-schema and Cones(H) identifies the first point along
a, timed execution where the property identified by e is satisfied, then for each probabilistic timed
execution fragment H of M we define EH[e], the expected time to satisfy e in H, as follows.
E[ e] = { qcnes() PH[Cqj(ltime(q>q)) if PH[e(H)] = 1
oc otherwise.
Then, the question is the following: are there easy ways to compute upper bounds on the
expected time for success in a randomized algorithm without computing explicitly (9.10)? We
give a positive answer to this question.
9.5.2 From Timed Progress Statements to Expected Times
Timed progress statements can be used to analyze the time complexity of a randomized algo-
rithm. The main idea for the analysis is expressed by Proposition 9.5.1. Suppose that we know
the following:
U -+Adv UP (9.11)
U = (U Unless U').
Then, if Advs is finite-history-insensitive and s6 V 2A() for each A E Advs and each s E U,
we know from Proposition 4.5.6 that U l-,Advs U'. Let e be a finitely satisfiable event schema,
and let Cones express the points of satisfaction of e. Suppose that for each probabilistic timed
execution fragment H and each state q of H, if there is no prefix q' of q such that q' E Cones(H),
then e(Hc>q) = e(H)c>q and Cones(Hc>q) = Cones(H)>q (e.g., e can express the property of
reaching some state in a set U", or the property of performing some action). Let
EU,Advs [e] SupsEU,AEAdv Eprexec(M,A,s) [e]. (9.12)
Then the following property is valid.
Proposition 9.5.1
EU,Ads [e] .' t + pEu,,Advs [e] + (1 - p)Eu,Advs [e]. (9.13)
Proof. We prove (9.13) by distinguishing four cases.
1. E,Advs [e] > Eu,Advs [e.
In this case (!3.13) is satisfied trivially.
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2. E,Advs[e] = o and p < 1.
Also in this case (9.13) is satisfied trivially.
3. E,Advs[e] = oo and p = 1.
We show that Eu,,Advs[e] = oo, which is enough to satisfy (9.13). Suppose by contradiction
that Eu,,AdV[e] < oo. Then we distinguish the following cases.
(a) There is an adversary A of Advs and a state s of U such that
Pprexec(M,A,s) [e(prexec(M, A, s))] < 1.
(b) It is not the case that there is an adversary A of Advs and a state s of U such that
Pprexec(M,A,s) [e(prexec (M, A, s))] < 1.
For Case (a), let Conesu, be the function that expresses the points of satisfaction of eul,
and let H be prexec(M, A, s), where Pprexec(M,A,s)[e(prexec(M, A, s))] < 1. Then,
PH[e(H)]I > Z PH[Cq]PH,>q(e(H>q)), (9.14)
qE Conesu (H)
i.e., the probability of satisfying e is not smaller than the probability of reaching U' and
then from there satisfying e. From the finite-history-insensitivity of Advs, for each state q
of Conesu,(H) there is an adversary A' of Advs such that Hc>q = prexec(M,A', Istate(q)),
and thus, since Eu,,Advs[e] < o, PHcq(e(Hc>q)) = 1. By substituting this result in (9.14),
we get
PH[e(H)] > E PH[Cq]. (9.15)
qE Conesu , (H)
Since p = 1, the right side of (9.15) is equal to 1, i.e., PH[e(H)] > 1, a contradiction.
For Case (b), let Conesu, be a function that expresses the points of satisfaction of eu,
and, for each d > 0, let Conesd be a function that expresses the event of reaching time
d as a union of disjoint cones. From the definition of a probabilistic timed execution,
we know that Conesd exists and that for each probabilistic timed execution fragment H
and each q E Conesd(H), time(qCqoH) = d. Let H be prexec(M,.A,s). From (9.10) the
expected time for success for e is
EH[e] = E PH[Cq]ltime(qc>qH). (9.16)
qE Cones(H)
Let be an arbitrary positive number. Let E1 be the set of elements q of Conesu,(H)
such that time(q>q') < t + , and let H2 be the set of elements q of Conest+E(H) that
do not have any prefix in ( 1. Since PH[eU(H)] = 1, then PH[UqEeUo 2 Cq] = 1. Moreover,
by hypothesis, PH[UqECones(H)Cq] = 1. Thus, observe that each element of Cones(H) has
either a proper prefix or a suffix in E1 U ( 2. In fact, if there is an element q of Cones(H)
that has no prefix nor suffix in E1 UeO2, then the cone Cq would not be part of UqeeOue2Cq,
contradicting the hypothesis that PH[UqECones(H)Cq] = 1. Similarly, we can show that for
each element q of E1 U e 2 has either a prefix or a proper suffix in Cones(H). Thus,
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Cones(H) can be partitioned into two sets OP and Es of elements that have a proper
prefix and a suffix, respectively, in O1 U 12, and EO U e2 can be partitioned into two sets
E1,2 and O, 2 of elements that have a prefix and a proper suffix, respectively, in Cones(H).
Based on these observations, the right side of Equation( 9.16) can be rewritten into
(qEOi E PH[Cq']PHcq[Cqq'](ltime(q'c >qo ) + Itime(q>q')) (9.17)'EE) q'EE;.2[q'<q
+ E PH[Cq]PH>q[Cq'>q]l time( >qo ))
Observe that for each q E e), q'EO",21q<q PHq[Cqlq] = 1, and observe that for each
q E 0s,2, EqEel'Iq'<q PH>q' [Cqcq,] = 1. By exchanging the sums in (9.17) and using some
simple algebraic manipulations, we obtain
PHI[Cq,] (ltime(q'c>q0f)+ Pi>q,[Cqq,]tme(q>q'))) (9.18)
q'E'9. 2 qEe'Iqt<q
f'+ ( E Z(l 'E PH[Cq]PHcq[C',q time(>q )
q <,E qIq< q
In the first summand, since from the properties of e for each q' E E),2, e(Hc>q') = e(H)c>q',
the subexpression ZqEe'llq'<q time(qc>q')PHq, [Cqcql] denotes EH>ql [e]. In the second
summand, observe that for each q' OE,2 there is exactly one element q of Os such that
q < q'. Moreover, PH[Cq]PHS>q[Cqq] = PH[Cq]. Thus, from (9.18) we obtain
EH[e] < (,• PH[Cq,](ltime(q'c>q ) + EHcq,[e])) (9.19)
q' EE'.2
+ ( E PH[Cq, ]l time(q'tc>q H))
q'Ee 1,2
By repartitioning E),2 U E0,2 into E1 and 6 2, and by observing that for each element q of
01 ltime(qc q') < t + E, and for each element q of 62 ltime(qc>qH) = t + e, (9.19) can be
rewritten into
EH[e] < (t + E) ( E PH[Cq]EHcq[e]) + PH[CqjEH>q[e (9.20)
qE; .2 nE1 / qEE , 2nE 1
+ (q na PH[C]EHC>q [e] + PH[Cq]EU,Advs [e]
qEO-.-.2.nE2 qEll ,2 nE2
where we have added EHq[e] in the upper right summand and EU,Ads[e] in the lower
right summand. Since Advs is finite history insensitive, for each q E 1 U e 2 there is an
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adversary A' of Advs such that (Hc>q) = prexec(M, A, lstate(q)). Thus, (9.20) can be
rewritten into
EH[e] < (t + E) E PH[C]E',Advs[e)) + E PH[Cq]EAdvs[e]) (9.21)
where we have used U = (U Unless U') to say that the last states of the elements of 02
are in U. Observe that EqE, PH[Cq] is PH[eu,,t(H)], which is 1 by hypothesis. Since by
hypothesis Eu,,Adv[e] < Co, from (9.21) we derive that Eu,Ad,,[e] < oc, a contradiction.
4. EU, Advs[e] < oo, E,,Advs[e] < oo, and Eu,Advs[e] < Ev,,Adv([e].
Let A be an adversary of Advs and s be a state of U. Let H be prexec(M, A, s). Let 
be any positive real number. Equation (9.21) can be derived also in this case using the
same identical argument as before. Since we have assumed that Ev,,Advs[e] < EU,Advs[e],
the lowest possible value of the right side of (9.21) occurs by giving U' the lowest possible
probability, which is p. Thus, (9.21) becomes
EH[e] < (t + e)pEu,Advs[e] + (1 - p)Eu, Advs[e]. (9.22)
Since Equation (9.22) is valid for any adversary Advs and any state of U, we obtain timed
execution fragment
EU,Advs[e] < (t + e)pEu,Advs[e] + (1 - p)EU,Advs [e]. (9.23)
Since Equation (9.23) is valid for every , Equation (9.23) is valid also for the infimum of
the values that can have, i.e., 0, and thus,
EU,Advs[e] < t + pEu,Advs[e] + (1 - p)E,Adnds [e]. (9.24)
This completes the proof. U
Example 9.5.1 (From timed progress to expected time) As a simple example of appli-
cation of Proposition 9.5.1, suppose that e expresses the property of reaching U'. Then, we
know by definition that Eu,,Advs[e] = 0. By applying Equation (9.13), we obtain EU,Ad,[e] <
t + (1 - p)EU,Adv,[e], which gives EU,Advs[e] < t/p, i.e., the expected time to reach U' from U
is at most tp. Informally speaking, we can view the process of reaching U' as a sequence of
Bernoulli trials, each one performed every t time units. At time t, with probability p we have
reached U', and with probability (1 - p) we are still in U, and thus we apply the same exper-
iment again. The expected number of rounds of such a process is l/p, and thus the expected
time for success is tp. Suppose now that we know the following,
Uo -Advs U1 Uo = (Uo Unless U1)
tP (9.25)
Ul, -- Ad, U2 U1 = (U1 Unless U2 ),
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and suppose that e expresses the property of reaching U2. Then, we know that Eu,Advs[e] = 0.
By applying Proposition 9.5.1, we obtain
Eo,Advs[e] < tl + plEul,Advs[e] + (1 - pl)Euo,Ads[e] (9.26)
ELu1,Advs[e] C t 2 + (1 - P2)EUL,Ads[e].
From simple algebraic manipulations (9.26) becomes
Euo,Advs[e] < t/pl + Eul,Advs[e] (9.27){ ELr 1 ,Advs[e] < t 2 /p 2 ,
and thus, after substituting the second inequality in the first inequality,
Eu,,Advs[e] < t/pl + t2/p2 (9.28
Evl,Advs[e] < t2/p 2-
Suppose now that in addition to (9.25) we know that
p3
|UO p3 'Ivs U2 (9.29)
UO t (Uo Unless U2 ),
which is possible if U1 C U U U2 . Then, from Proposition 9.5.1 we get
Eu,,,A,s[e] . t3 /p 3, (9.30)
which added to (9.28) gives
E,,,AdvS[e] < min(tl/pl + t 2/p 2 , t 3/p 3 ) (9.31
E 1,Adve] < t2/p29.31)
Therefore, more information may give us the possibility to prove better bounds. ·
Proposition 9.5.1 can be proved also for timed progress statements that involve sets of actions
rather than sets of states. Let V, V' denote two sets of actions, and let Advs be an adversary
schema. Suppose that
V tAdvs V. (9.32)
Let e be a finitely satisfiable event schema, and let Cones express the points of satisfaction of
e. Suppose that for each probabilistic timed execution fragment H and each state q of H, if
there is no prefix q' of q such that q' E Cones(H), then e(Hc>q) = e(H)c>q and Cones(Hc>q) =
Cones(H)>q. Let EV,V',Advs[e] denote SUpqeOv.v,, AEAdvsEprexec(M,A,q)[e]. Let v, denote the
set of finite execution fragments of M whose last action is in V', and let Ev,,Adv,[e] denote
supqEO,,AEA4dl,sE7prexec(M,A,q)[e]. Suppose that q'6 B QA(q) for each q', each A E Advs and each
q E v,v Then the following proposition is valid.
Proposition 9.5.2
1. EV.V',Ads,,[e] t + pEv,,Advs[e] + (1 - p)Ev.v,,AdS[e], and
2. for each set of actions V", Ev,,Advs[e] < EV,,v,,,Advs[e].
Proof. The proof of the first item follows the lines of the proof of Proposition 9.5.1; the proof
of the second item follows from the fact that Ov, C Ev,,v,,. ·
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9.6 Example: Randomized Dining Philosophers
To illustrate the use of timed progress statements for the analysis of an algorithm, we reconsider
the randomized dining philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin, and we show that, under
the condition that each process has a minimum speed, progress is guaranteed within expected
constant time. First, we show how to add time to the probabilistic automaton that describes the
algorithm; then, we add time limitations to the progress statements that we used in Section 5.3.3
and we derive the upper bound on the expected time for progress; finally we repeat the low
level proof observing that the coin lemmas are applied in the same way as for the untimed case.
9.6.1 Representation of the Algorithm
The probabilistic timed automaton that represent the Algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin can be
obtained directly from the probabilistic automaton of Section 5.3.2 by adding arbitrary self-loop
time-passage transition from each state (same as the patient construction of Example 8.2.1).
Then, in order to enforce a lower bound on the speed of each process, we impose some limitations
on the adversaries that act on M. For convenience, but without loss of generality, we assume
that from any point each process in its trying or exit region performs one transition within time
1. Thus, the adversary schema that we use on M is the set of adversaries A for M such that
for each finite timed execution fragment a of M,
1. Pprexec(M,A,)[frag°(M)] = 1, and
2. for each element a' of Qprexec(M,A,a) there is no pair of prefixes al < a2 of a'c>a and no
process i such that process i is in its trying or exit region in state(al), time(a 2>aol) > 1,
and process i does not perform any discrete transition in a 2C>aZl.
We call this adversary schema Unit-Time.
Remark 9.6.1 Observe that in Condition 1 we require the probability of the admissible exe-
cutions to be 1 rather than requiring the sample space to contain only admissible executions.
The reason for using probabilities is technical and is due to the fact that the sample space
of a probabilistic timed executions always contains Zeno timed executions, even though they
occur with probability 0. From the practical point of view all the Zeno timed executions can
be ignored.
In other words, it is not necessary to know the intricacies of the definition of a probabilistic
timed executions since they are used only to guarantee that the events of interest are measurable.
From the point of view of verifying the correctness of a randomized distributed algorithm, as
long as Zeno timed executions occur only with probability 0, it is possible to think that Zeno
timed executions do not occur at all. ·
Remark 9.6.2 (Alternative approach) Another alternative approach to modeling the al-
gorithm of Lehmann and Rabin, which we do not use here, is to augment the probabilistic
automaton of Section 5.3.2 with an upper bound for each process i to the time by which pro-
cess i must perform a transition, and to allow a time-passage transition only when no process
goes beyond its upper bound. Of course the upper bounds need to be updated opportunely
within a transition. In this case the condition imposed on an adversary would be just that time
advances unboundedly with probability 1. ·
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9.6.2 The High Level Proof
The high level proof consists of the same progress statements that we used in Section 5.3.3
together with a time bound. Specifically, we use the following timed progress statements.
IT 2 1Z T U C (Proposition 9.6.3),1
1ZT 3) F U 5 U P (Proposition 9.6.15),
1
r -2 -g 7 U P (Proposition 9.6.14),
1/2
5 - P (Proposition 9.6.11),
1/4
P l C (Proposition 9.6.1).
By combining the statements above by means of Proposition 4.5.3 and Theorem 9.4.1 we obtain
T 13 C. (9.33)
1/8
Observing that if some process is in the trying region then some process is in the trying region
unless some process gets to the critical region, we apply Proposition 9.5.1 and we obtain that
the expected time to reach C from RT is at most 104, i.e., the algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin
guarantees progress within expected constant time.
9.6.3 The Low Level Proof
We now prove the timed progress statements of Section 9.6.2. The proofs are exactly the same
as the proofs given in Section 5.3.4 with the difference that in this case we consider also time
bounds and we consider only admissible timed execution fragments since we know that they
occur with probability 1.
Proposition 9.6.1 If some process is in P, then some process enters C within time 1, i.e.,
P 1 C.
Proof. Let i be the process in P. Then, from the definition of Unit-Time, process i is scheduled
within time 1, and enters C. ·
Lemma 9.6.2 If some process is in its Exit region, then it will enter R within time 3.
Proof. The process needs to perform two transitions to relinquish its two resources, and then
one transition to send a rem message to the user. Every adversary of Unit-Time guarantees
that those three transitions are performed within time 3. ·
Proposition 9.6.3 T 2 zT U C.
Proof. From Lemma 5.3.2, every process that begins in EF or Es relinquishes its resources
within time 2 . If no process begins in C or enters C in the meantime, then the state reached
at this point is a state of ZT; otherwise, the starting state or the state reached when the first
process enters C is a state of C. ·
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We now turn to the proof of g 5 - . The following lemmas form a detailed cases analysis
1/4
of the different situations that can arise in states of G. Informally, each lemma shows that a
specific coin event is a sub-event of the properties of reaching some other state. Here we do not
repeat the proof of Lemma 5.3.4 since it does not depend on timing issues.
Lemma 9.6.4
1. Let Xi_1 E {ER,R,F} and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_,,left), then, within time 1,
either Xi_l = P or Xi = S.
2. Let Xi- 1 = D and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipil, left), then, within time 2, either Xi- 1 =
P orXi = S.
3. Let Xi-_ = S and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_, left), then, within time 3, either Xi-l =
P orXi=S.
4. Let Xi_ = W and Xi = W. If FIRST(flip _l,left), then, within time 4, either
Xi_ = P or Xi = S.
Proof. The four proofs start in the same way. Let s be a state of M satisfying the respective
properties of items or 2 or 3 or 4. Let A be an adversary of Unit-Time, and let a be an
admissible timed execution of Qpreec(M,{s},A) where the result of the first coin flip of process
i - 1, if it occurs, is left.
1. By hypothesis and Lemma 5.3.4, i - 1 does not hold any resource at the beginning of a
and has to obtain Resi_2 (its left resource) before pursuing Resi_l. From the definition
of Unit-Time, i performs a transition within time 1 in a. If i - 1 does not hold Resi_l
when i performs this transition, then i progresses into configuration S. If not, it must be
the case that i - 1 succeeded in getting it in the meanwhile. But, in this case, since i - 1
flips left, Resi_l was the second resource needed by i - 1 and i - 1 therefore entered P.
2. If Xi = S within time 1, then we are done. Otherwise, process i - 1 performs a transition
within time 1. Let a = al ^ a 2 such that the last transition of a1 is the first transition
taken by process i- 1. Then Xi_l(fstate( 2)) = F and Xi(fstate(a 2)) = W. Since process
i - 1 did not flip any coin during a1, from the finite-history-insensitivity of Unit-Time
and Item 1 we conclude.
3. If Xi = S within time 1, then we are done. Otherwise, process i - 1 performs a transition
within time 1. Let a = a1 ^ a 2 such that the last transition of a1 is the first transition
taken by process i - 1. If Xi-l(fstate(a 2)) = P then we are also done. Otherwise it must
be the case that Xi_l(fstate(a 2)) = D and Xi(fstate(a 2)) = W. Since process i - 1 did
not flip any coin during al, from the finite-history-insensitivity of Unit-Time and Item 2
we conclude.
4. If Xi = S within time 1, then we are done. Otherwise, process i checks its left resource
within time 1 and fails, process i - 1 gets its right resource before, and hence reaches at
least state S. Let a = al a2 where the last transition of a1 is the first transition of a
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that leads process i -1 to state S. Then Xi_l(fstate(a 2)) = S and Xi(fstate(a 2 )) = W.
Since process i - 1 did not flip any coin during al, from the finite-history-insensitivity of
Unit-Time and Item 3 we conclude. ·
Lemma 9.6.5 Assume that Xi- 1 E {ER R, T} and Xi = W. If FIRST(flipi_1, left), then,
within time 4, either Xi- 1 = P or Xi = S.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 9.6.4 after observing that Xi- 1 E ER, R, T} is equivalent
to Xi_, E {ER, R,F,W,S,D,P}. ·
The next lemma, is a useful tool for the proofs of Lemmas 9.6.7, 9.6.8, and 9.6.9. It is just
repeated from Section 5.3.4.
Lemma 9.6.6 Let Xi E {W, S} or Xi E {ER, R,F, D} with FIRST(flipi, left). Further-
more, let Xi+l E {W, S} or Xi+l E {ER, R, F, D} with FIRST(f lipi+, right). Then the first
of the two processes i or i + 1 testing its second resource enters P after having performed this
test (if this time ever comes).
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.4 Resi is free. Moreover, Resi is the second resource needed by both i
and i + 1. Whichever tests for it first gets it and enters P. ·
Lemma 9.6.7 If Xi = S and Xi+, E {W, S } then, within time 1, one of the two processes i
or i + 1 enters P. The same result holds if X i E {W, S } and Xi+ = S.
Proof. Being in state S, process i tests its second resource within time 1. An application of
Lemma 9.6.6 finishes the proof. ·
Lemma 9.6.8 Let Xi = S and Xi+,1 E {ER,R,F, D}. If FIRST(flipi+,right), then,
within time 1, one of the two processes i or i + 1 enters P. The same result holds if Xi E
{ER, R,F,D}, Xi_1 = S and FIRST(flipi, left).
Proof. Being in state S, process i tests its second resource within time 1. An application of
Lemma 9.6.6 finishes the proof. ·
Lemma 9.6.9 Assume that Xi_1 E {ER,R,T}, Xi = W, and Xi+ E {ER,R,F,W,D}.
If FIRST(flipi., left) and FIRST(flipi+l, right), then, within time 5, one of the three
processes i - 1, i or i + 1 enters P.
Proof. Let s be a state of M such that Xi_l(s) E {ER,R,T}, Xi(s) = W, and Xi+l(s) E
{ER, R,F,W, D }. Let A be an adversary of Unit-Time, and let a be an admissible timed
execution of 5prexec(M{s},A) where the result of the first coin flip of process i - 1 is left and
the result of the first coin flip of process i + 1 is right. By Lemma 9.6.5, within time 4 either
process i - 1 reaches configuration P in a or process i reaches configuration S in a. If i - 1
reaches configuration P, then we are done. If not, then let a = 1 ^ 2 such that Istate(al)
is the first state s' of a with Xi(s') = S. If i + 1 enters P before the end of 0a1, then we are
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done. Otherwise, Xi+l(fstate(a 2)) is either in {W, S} or it is in {ER, R, F,D} and process
i + 1 has not flipped any coin yet in a. From the finite-history-insensitivity of Unit- Time we can
then apply Lemma 9.6.6: within time 1 process i tests its second resource and by Lemma 9.6.6
process i enters P if process i + 1 did not check its second resource in the meantime. If process
i + 1 checks its second resource before process i does the same, then by Lemma 9.6.6 process
i + 1 enters P. ·
Lemma 9.6.10 Assume that Xi+2 E {ER, R,T}, Xi+1 = W, and Xi E {ER, R,F, W, D}. If
FIRST(flipi, left) and FIRST(flipi+ 2, right), then, within time 5, one of the three processes
i, i + or i + 2, enters P.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 9.6.9. This lemma is the symmetric case
of Lemma 9.6.9. ·
Proposition 9.6.11 Starting from a global configuration in , then, with probability at least
1/4, some process enters P within time 5. Equivalently:
5
1/4
Proof. Lemmas 9.6.7 and 9.6.8 jointly treat the case where Xi = S and Xi+1 E {ER, R, F, #}
and the symmetric case where Xi E {ER, R, F, #} and Xi+, = S; Lemmas 9.6.9 and 9.6.10
jointly treat the case where X = W and Xi+1 E {ER, R, F, W, D} and the symmetric case
where Xi E {ER, R, F, W, D} and Xi+l = W.
Specifically, each lemma shows that a compound event of the kind FIRST(flipi, x) and
FIRST(flipj, y) leads to P. Each of the basic events FIRST(flipi, x) has probability at least
1/2. From Lemma 5.2.4 each of the compound events has probability at least 1/4. Thus the
probability of reaching P within time 5 is at least 1/4. ·
We now turn to 2--+ 5 U P. The proof is divided in two parts and constitute the global
1/2
argument of the proof of progress, i.e., the argument that focuses on the whole system rather
than on a couple of processes.
Lemma 9.6.12 Start with a state s of F. If there exists a process i for which Xi(s) = F and
(Xi_l, Xi+l) $ (#, #), then, with probability at least 1/2 a state of 5 U P is reached within
time 1.
Proof. If s CE U P, then the result is trivial. Let s be a state of F - ( U P) and let i be such
that Xi(s) = F and (Xil,Xi+l) (#, #). Assume without loss of generality that Xi+l #,
i.e., Xi+ E {ER, R,F, #}. The case for Xil # is similar. Furthermore, we can assume
that Xi+1 E {ER, R, F, D} since if Xi+l E {W, S } then s is already in S. We show that the
event schema FIRST((flip, left), (flipi+ 1,right)), which by Lemma 5.2.2 has probability
at least 1/2, leads eventually to a state of U P. Let A be an adversary of Unit-Time, and
let a be an admissible timed execution of Qprexec(M,{s},A) where if process i flips before process
i + 1 then process i flips left, and if process i + 1 flips before process i then process i + 1 flips
right.
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Then, within time 1, i performs one transition and reaches W. Let j E i, i + 1 be the
first of i and i + 1 that reaches W and let s be the state reached after the first time process j
reaches W. If some process reached P in the meantime, then we are done. Otherwise there are
two cases to consider. If j = i, then, flipi gives left and Xi(sl) = W whereas Xi+1 is (still)
in {ER, R,F, D}. Therefore, s1 E 6. If j = i + 1, then flipi+ 1 gives right and Xi+l(sl) = W
whereas Xi(sl) is (still) F. Therefore, sl E 6. G
Lemma 9.6.13 Start with a state s of F. If there exists a process i for which Xi(s) = F and
(Xi_(s),Xi+l(s)) = (#, #). Then, with probability at least 1/2, a state of G UP is reached
within time 2.
Proof. The hypothesis can be summarized into the form (Xi_1 (s), Xi(s), Xi+i (s)) = (#, F, #).
Since i - 1 and i -1 point in different directions, by moving to the right of i + 1 there is a process
k pointing to the left such that process k + 1 either points to the right or is in {ER, R, F, P},
i.e., Xk(s) E {W, S, D} and Xk+l(s) E {ER, R, F, W, S, D, P}.
If Xk(s) E {W, S} and Xk+l(S) P then s g and we are done; if Xk+l(s) = P then
s E P and we are done. Thus, we can restrict our attention to the case where Xk(s) = D.
We show that FIRST((flipk, left), (flipk+l,right)), which by Lemma 5.2.2 has proba-
bility at least 1/2, leads to gUP within time 2. Let A be an adversary of Unit-Time, and let a
be an admissible timed execution of Qpreec(M,{s},A) where if process k flips before process k + 1
then process k flips left, and if process k + 1 flips before process k then process k + 1 flips right.
Within time 2 process k performs at least two transitions and hence goes to configuration
W. Let j {k,k + 1} be the first of k and k + 1 that reaches W and let sl be the state
reached after the first time process j reaches W. If some process reached P in the meantime,
then we are done. Otherwise, we distinguish two cases. If j = k, then, flipk gives left and
Xk(Sl) = W4 whereas Xk+l is (still) in {ER, R,F, }. Thus, s E . If j = k + 1, then flipk+l
gives right and Xk+1(sl) = W whereas Xk(1) is (still) in {D,F}. Thus, s1 E . ·
Proposition 9.6.14 Start with a state s of F. Then, with probability at least 1/2, a state of
g u P is reached within time 2. Equivalently:
.F 2 U'P.
1/2
Proof. The hypothesis of Lemmas 9.6.12 and 9.6.13 form a partition of F. U
Finally, we prove RT 1--- F U g UP.
Proposition 9.6.15 Starting from a state s of RT, then a state of FU G UP is reached within
time 3 Equivalently:
RT 3, -F guP.1
Proof. Let s be a state of RT. If s F U U P, then we are trivially done. Suppose that
s F U6 U P. Then in s each process is in {ER, R, W, S, D} and there exists at least process
in {W, S, D}. Let A be an adversary of Unit- Time, and let a be an admissible timed execution
of prexec(M,{s},A)
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We first argue that within time 1 some process reaches a state of {S, D, F} in 0a. This
is trivially true if in state s there is some process in {S, D}. If this is not the case, then all
processes are either in ER or R or W. Eventually, some process in R or W performs a transition.
If the first process not in ER performing a transition started in ER or R, then it reaches F and
we are done; if the first process performing a transition is in W, then it reaches S since in s no
resource is held. Once a process i is in {S, D, F}, then within time 2 process i reaches either
state F or P, and we are done. ·
9.7 Abstract Complexity Measures
We have seen how to measure the expected time to satisfy a property. However, the technique
can be extended to other kinds of measures of complexity. Specifically, let X be a complexity
measure on timed execution fragments that is additive under concatenation, i.e., (q1 ^ q2) =
0(q 1) + 0(q2). Then we can compute the expected 0 rather than the expected time, where the
0 of a state q of H is defined to be O(qc>q ). We generalize the notation for timed progress
statements by writing
U ( dc) U' (9.34)
p
with the meaning that PrAdvs,u(eu,,(c)) > p, where the event schema e,,(,) applied to a timed
probabilistic execution fragment H returns the set of timed executions a of H where a state
from U' is reached within complexity c. More specifically, let Conesu,,(,~)(H) be the set of
minimal timed execution fragments q of M such that CH is not empty, Istate(q) E U', and
0(qc>qH) < c. Then, e,,(c)(H) = UqECones,.,l,(:)(H)CqH. Observe that time is just one of the
possible complexity measures.
The same definition can be extended to sets of actions as we have done previously, and the
concatenation theorem is still valid.
The expected complexity of a finitely satisfiable event schema can be defined easily. Specifi-
cally, if e is a finitely satisfiable event-schema and Cones(H) identifies the points of satisfaction
of e, then for each probabilistic timed execution fragment H of M we define EH,6[e], the ex-
pected complexity to satisfy e in H, as follows.
EH, [e] ={ f qeCones(H) PH[Cq](0(q>qo )) if PH[e(H)] = 1
00 otherwise.
Then, a proposition similar to Proposition 9.5.1 can be proved.
Proposition 9.7.1 Suppose that
U ---Advs UI
P (9.36)
U = (U Unless U'),
and suppose that Advs is finite history insensitive and that s Q A() for each A E Advs and
each s E U. Then,
Eu,Advs,,[e] < t + pEu,AdV,,[e] + (1 - p)(J + E[,Ad,s,[e]), (9.37)
where
= SUPqEt-frag*(M)lstate(q)EU (SUPqi>q (in fq"lq<q"<q'(0(q>q")))) (9.38)
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Figure 9-1: An example of the use of ~.
Proof. This proof has the same structure as the proof of Proposition 9.5.1. Here we describe
in detail only the main differences. In particular, we show part of the derivation from Equa-
tion (9.16) to Equation (9.21), where the constant is used. Observe that if we use 0 to express
time complexity, then C = 0.
From (9.35) the expected complexity for success for e is
EH,,[e] = PH[Cq]5(qc>q). (9.39)
qE- Cones(H)
For each d > 0, let Conesd be a function that expresses the event of reaching complexity d as
a union of disjoint cones. From the definition of a probabilistic timed execution, we know that
Conesd exists and, from (9.38), we know that for each probabilistic timed execution fragment
H and each q Conesd(H), d < (qc>q'H ) < d + I. Let be any positive number. Following
the same derivation as in the proof of Proposition 9.5.1, we obtain
EH,.O[e] <(t + ) (E PH [CEU' ,Ads, [e]) (E PH[C]EuAdvse]) + P[Cq]( + E/,Advs, [e] ) (9.40)
One of the novel aspects of Proposition 9.7.1 is the constant . Roughly speaking, gives us a
lower bound to the minimum complexity increase that we can obtain by moving along a timed
execution fragment.
Example 9.7.1 (Why is necessary) For example, if the abstract complexity that we use
is the number of discrete actions that appear in a timed execution fragment, then = 1. In
fact, whenever we perform a discrete action, the complexity increases by 1. Figure 9-1 shows an
example where = 1 and where Equation (9.37) is invalidated if we do not include S. Denote
the probabilistic timed execution fragment of Figure 9-1 by H. Let U be {s0}, U' be {sl}, and
let e express the property of reaching U'. Let Advs contain only one adversary that generates H
when applied to so. Let 0 count the number of external actions in a timed execution fragment
(no time-passage actions in H). Then, it is immediate to verify that the statement U () U' is
1/2
valid in H and that also U => (U Unless U') is valid. By applying Equation (9.37) with ¢ = 1,
we obtain
ELU,Advs,o[e] < t + 1/2(1 + EU,Advs,a[e]) , (9.41)
which leads to Eu,Ad,sV[e] < 3. If we did not use in Equation (9.37) we would have obtained
EU, Advs,[e] < 2. We now show that EH,O[e] = 3. In fact,
1 1 1 1 
EH,,[e] = +3 + 5- + 7- +. (9.42)2 4 8 16
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By rearranging the terms, we obtain
iEH[e] = 2 2 + (9.43)
i>O
Recall that E>, 0 1/2i = 2. Thus, by rearranging the terms again,
EH,[e = 2 + 1/2 + + + - + )=3. (9.44)
Roughly speaking, the transition relation of H is structured in such a way that whenever the
experiment of reaching U' from U fails, the system looses one additional complexity unit during
the random draw. In the proof of Proposition 9.7.1 this phenomenon is detected when we define
the partition E1 and e2. To make sure that 1 and 0 2 partition an event with probability 1
and that E1 captures all the places where U' is reached within time t, 0 2 must be based on
states reached after time t. In the probabilistic execution H of this example the states of X2
have complexity t + 1. ·
9.8 Example: Randomized Agreement with Time
Using abstract complexity measures it is possible to show that the randomized agreement
algorithm of Ben-Or guarantees agreement within an expected exponential time. This is not
an exceptional complexity result, but it corresponds to the time complexity of the algorithm.
In more detail, we add time to the probabilistic automaton that describes Ben-Or's protocol
in the same way as we have done for the Dining Philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin.
In this case each adversary is required to schedule every process that enables some transition
within time 1 from every point. Then we show an upper bound linear in st on the time it
takes to all processes to complete a specific stage st. Finally, we derive an upper bound on
the expected number of stages it takes for all processes to decide. This is achieved by defining
an abstract complexity on the timed executions of M that checks the highest stage reached at
every point. A direct extension of the untimed proof without abstract complexities would not be
possible. In fact, given a reachable state s, the validity of the progress statement of Chapter 5
relies on completing the highest stage reached in s, and we cannot establish any useful upper
bound on the time to complete such stage: there is no useful bound on the difference between
the highest and the lowest stages reached in s, and the adversary may stop the processes with
the highest values of st. We start by proving the upper bound on the time it takes to each
process to complete some stage st.
Lemma 9.8.1 There is a constant d such that, for each stage st, each process completes stage
st within time d. st.
Proof. Let d1 be the maximum time it takes to each process from the moment it reaches a new
stage st to the moment it broadcasts its value and its value is delivered; let d2 be the maximum
time it takes to each process to broadcast and deliver its second message after receiving enough
messages from the first round; let d3 be the maximum time it takes to each process to move to a
new stage once it has received enough messages from the second round. Then d = dl + d2 + d3.
Since we have not defined formally M, we cannot say explicitly what is the value of d.
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We show the result by induction on st where for the base case we assume that st = 0
and that stage 0 is completed by time 0. By induction, by time d. st each non-faulty process
has completed round st. Then, by time dl + d. st each non-faulty process has broadcasted
and delivered its first round message, and thus every non-faulty process has received enough
messages for the first round of stage st + 1. Within additional time d2 each non-faulty process
delivers its second message, and within additional time d3 each non-faulty process reaches stage
st + 2, i.e., within time d(st + 1) each non-faulty process completes stage st + 1. ·
For each finite timed execution fragment o of M define +(o), the stage complexity of a, to
be max-stage(lstate(a)) - max-stage(fstate(a)), where for each state s, max-stage(s) is the
maximum stage that is reached in s by some process. Observe that this complexity measure is
an upper bound to the stage at which some process decides since if at state s the first process
has just decided, then max-stage(s) is not smaller than the stage of the process that has decided.
Thus, an upper bound on the expected 0 for the decision of the first process is an upper bound
on the expected stage at which the first process decides. We show the following two statements.
8 O1-fi . U 0. (9.45)
(2
.TF d ) (:(9.46)
1/2'"
Then, by combining (9.45) and (9.46) with Theorem 4.5.2, we obtain
B ,3 O. (9.47)
1/2"
From Proposition 9.7.1, we obtain
E5,Unit-Time,0[eo] < 3 + (1 - 1/2 )(1 + EB, Unit-Time,o[eo]), (9.48)
where 1 is the value of I given by (9.38). By solving Equation (9.48) we obtain
EB, unit-TimrLe,[e] 2 n+2- 1. (9.49)
Since if a process decides at stage st then each other non-faulty process decides within stage
st + 1, then we can derive that the expected stage by which every process decides is at most
2n+2, and thus, from Lemma 9.8.1, each process decides within expected time d- 2 +'.
The proofs for (9.45) and (9.46) have the same structure as the corresponding proofs for the
untimed case. Recall that the proof of (9.45) consider the maximum stage st of a reachable state
s and states that eventually stage st + 1 is reached, at which time a state of F is reached. The
proof of (9.46) states that a specific coin lemma leads a process to decide by stage max-stage(s)+
1. Then, since if a process decides a stage st each process decides by stage st + 1, the complexity
of the state where the first process decides is at most max-stage(s) + 2.
9.9 Discussion
To our knowledge this is the first time that statements similar to our timed progress statements
have been used for the analysis of the performance of a randomized distributed algorithm. In
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particular, we have been able to prove similar results only because we have studied techniques to
prove properties that hold with some probability different than 1. This should be a sufficiently
strong reason to pursue additional research on methodologies (automatic or not) for the analysis
of properties that hold with probabilities different than 1. The work of Hansson [Han94] and
the algorithm that Courcoubetis and Yannakakis present in [CY90] are in this direction.
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Chapter 10
Hierarchical Verification: Timed
Trace Distributions
10.1 Introduction
In this chapter we extend the trace distribution preorder of Chapter 6 to the timed framework.
The main difference is that we use timed traces rather than traces. A timed trace contains the
sequence of discrete actions that occur within a timed execution plus the time of occurrence
of each action and the time at which the observation ends. That is, in a timed execution we
observe at what time each external action occurs and, if finitely many actions occur, how much
time elapses after the occurrence of the last action.
We define a preorder relation based on timed trace distribution inclusion, and we characterize
the coarsest precongruence that is contained in the timed trace distribution preorder by using
a timed principal context, which is just the principal context of Chapter 6 augmented with
arbitrary time-passage self-loop transitions from its unique state. Most of the proofs follow
directly from the results already proved in Chapter 6, since in several cases it is sufficient to
study regular trace distributions in order to derive properties of timed trace distributions.
10.2 Timed Traces
We start by defining the main object of observation, i.e., timed traces. The definition of a timed
trace that we give in this section is taken directly from [LV95].
Timed Sequence Pairs
Let K be any set that does not intersect R+. Then a timed sequence over K is defined to be a
(finite or infinite) sequence -y over K x >0 in which the time components are nondecreasing,
i.e., if (k, t) and (', t') are consecutive elements in y then t < t'. We say that y is Zeno if it is
infinite and the limit of the time components is finite.
A timed sequence pair over K is a pair = (y, t), where y is a timed sequence over K and
t R>O U {oo}, such that t is greater than or equal to all time components in y. We write
seq(f3), and Itime(O3) for the two respective components of . We denote by tsp(K) the set of
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timed sequence pairs over K. We say that a timed sequence pair /3 is finite if both seq(0/) and
ltime(O) are finite, and admissible if seq(3) is not Zeno and Itime(O/) = oc.
Let 3 and ' be timed sequence pairs over K with fi finite. Then define ; O/' to be the timed
sequence pair (seq(/)y, ltime(3) + ltime(f')), where y is the modification of seq(/') obtained
by adding Itime(/) to all the time components. If /3 and /3' are timed sequence pairs over a set
K, then p is a prefix of A', denoted by : < ', if either /3 = /3', or P is finite and there exists a
timed sequence pair /3" such that ' = ; ".
Lemma 10.2.1 < is a partial ordering on the set of timed sequence pairs over K. a
Now we describe how to translate from a sequence over K U R+, and ordinary trace, to a timed
sequence pair over K. First, if p is any sequence over K U R+, then we define the time of
occurrence of any K-element in P to be the sum of all the reals that precede that element in
/. We also define ltime(/) to be the sum of all the reals in . Finally, we define t-trace(o/) to
be the timed sequence pair (y, ltime(3)), where y is the subsequence of P consisting of all the
elements of K, each paired with its time of occurrence.
If p is a sequence over K U R+ then we say that /3 is admissible if the sum of the positive
reals in /3 is infinite.
Lemma 10.2.2 If P is a finite or admissible timed sequence pair then t-trace(trace(/)) = .
Lemma 10.2.3 If P is a sequence over K U R+ then 3 is admissible if and only if t-trace(/3)
is admissible. ·
Timed Traces of Timed Probabilistic Automata
Suppose that a = w0alw1a2 ;2 ... is a timed execution fragment of a timed probabilistic au-
tomaton M. For each ai, define the time of occurrence ti to be Ej<i ltime(wj), i.e., the sum of
the lengths of all the trajectory intervals preceding ai in a. Let y be the sequence consisting of
the actions in a paired with their times of occurrence:
" = (al, tl)(a2, t2) ---·
Then t-trace(a), the timed trace of a, is defined to be the pair
(by (vis(M) x R+), Itime(a)).
Thus, t-trace(a) records the occurrences of visible actions together with their times of oc-
currence, and together with the time spanned by a. Note that neither internal actions nor
time-passage actions appear explicitly in the timed trace of a.
Proposition 10.2.4 If a is a timed execution fragment of M then t-trace(a) is a timed se-
quence pair over vis(M). ·
Proposition 10.2.5 Let a be a timed execution fragment of M, and let trace(a) denote the
ordered sequence of external actions that appear in a. Then, t-trace(a) = t-trace(trace(a)). ·
Proposition 10.2.6 If a = al a 2 is a timed execution fragment of M, then t-trace(a) =
t-trace(al); t-trace(a2). ·
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We write t-traces(M) for the set of all timed traces of M, t-traces*(M) for the set of finite
timed traces of M, and t-traces"°(M) for the set of admissible timed traces of M,
The timed traces of a probabilistic timed automaton M can be characterized also in terms
of its time-enriched executions or in terms of its regular executions. Specifically, if a is a time-
enriched execution of M, then let t-trace(a) denote t-trace(t-exec(a)), and if a is an execution
of M, then let t-trace(a) denote t-trace(trace(a)). The following proposition holds.
Proposition 10.2.7 Let M be a probabilistic timed automaton.
1. If a is a time-enriched execution of M, then there is a timed execution a' of M such that
t-trace(a) := t-trace(ca').
2. If a is a timed execution of M, then there is a time-enriched execution a' of M such that
t-trace(a) := t-trace(a').
3. If a is a timed execution of M, then there is an execution a' of M such that t-trace(a) =
t-trace(a').
4. If a is an execution of M, then there is a timed execution a' of M such that t-trace(a) =
t-trace(a').
Proof.
1. Let a' be t-exec(a). Then, t-trace(a) = t-trace(a') by definition.
2. Let a be woalwla 2 . If a is a finite timed execution or an infinite sequence, then let
a' = fstate(wo) ^  a 1 ^ a 2 .. -, where for each i,
if wi_1 has domain [0, 0],
otherwise;
if a = wOa,1wla2 ... an, and the domain of wn is right-open, then let a' = fstate(wo) 
a1 n ' - an+, where the ai's are defined above and a',+ = WOdlw1d2w2· is an
infinite sequence such that owww · · · = w,. It is immediate to verify that a and a' have
the same timed trace since a = t-exec(a').
3. Let a be woalwla 2 . '. If a is a finite timed execution or an infinite sequence, then let
a' = fstate(wo) ^  a ^ a 2 ^ " , where for each i,
,i = { lstate(wi_l)aifstate (wi) if wi_ has domain [0, 0],fstate(wil )ltime(w_l ) state(wil )aifstate(wi) otherwise;
if a = wala 2 · ·... a wn and the domain of wn is right-open, then let a" = fstate(wo) a ^
·.. a, n^ o'1+l, where the ai's are defined above and a'+ = fstate(w)dlw,(dl)d 2 w,(dl +
d2) ... is an infinite sequence such that Ei di = Itime(wn). It is immediate to verify that
a and a' have the same timed trace.
4. Given a = sa 1 sa 2 ... , build a time-enriched execution a" by replacing each state si with
a trajectory for (si_l,ai,si) whenever a is a time-passage action. Then, t-trace(a) =
t-trace(a"). Item 2 is enough to conclude. ·
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ai= 1 fstate (wi-,)ltim e(w i-l )wi -laifstate)i~lifsatei)
The bottom line of the proposition above is that for the study of the timed traces of a probabilis-
tic timed automaton it is not necessary to observe the trajectories spanned by a computation.
The points of occurrence of discrete actions are sufficient.
10.3 Timed Trace Distributions
In this section we define the timed trace distributions of a probabilistic timed automaton and we
extend the action restriction operation. The main result is that it is possible to study the timed
trace distributions of a probabilistic timed automaton M by considering either its probabilistic
executions, or its probabilistic time-enriched executions, or its probabilistic timed executions.
10.3.1 Three ways to Define Timed Trace Distributions
We now define the timed trace distribution of a probabilistic execution, of a probabilistic time-
enriched execution, and of a probabilistic timed execution of a probabilistic timed automaton.
The definitions are given in the same style as for the untimed case. Furthermore, we show that
the three definitions lead to the same collection of timed trace distributions. This enforces the
remark that for the study of the timed trace distributions of a probabilistic timed automaton
it is not necessary to observe the trajectories spanned by a computation.
Timed Trace Distribution of a Probabilistic Execution
Let H be a probabilistic execution of a probabilistic timed automaton M, and let f be a function
from QH to Q = tsp(vis(M)) that assigns to each extended execution its timed trace. The timed
trace distribution of H, denoted by t-tdistr(H), is the probability space completion((Q,.F, P))
where F is the a-field generated by the cones Cp, where /3 is a finite timed sequence pair of
tsp(vis(M)), and P = f(PH). Note that from Proposition 2.1.4 f is a measurable function from
(QH, FH) to ( F) .
Timed Trace Distribution of a Probabilistic Time-Enriched Execution
Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution of a probabilistic timed automaton M, and
let f be a function from QH to Q = tsp(vis(M)) that assigns to each time-enriched extended
execution its timed trace. The timed trace distribution of H, denoted by t-tdistr(H), is the
probability space (Q, F, P) where TF is the a-field generated by the cones Cp, where p is a finite
timed timed sequence pair of tsp(vis(M)), and P = f(PH). Note that from Proposition 2.1.4
f is a measurable function from (H, FH) to (, F).
Timed Trace Distribution of a Probabilistic Timed Execution
Let H be a probabilistic timed execution of a probabilistic timed automaton M, and let f
be a function from QH to Q = tsp(vis(M)) that assigns to each timed extended execution
its timed trace. The timed trace distribution of H, denoted by t-tdistr(H), is the probability
space (,., P) where F is the a-field generated by the cones Ca, where ,/ is a finite timed
timed sequence pair of tsp(vis(M)), and P = .f(PH). Note that from Proposition 2.1.4 f is a
measurable function from (H, FH) to (Q, F).
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Equivalence of the Definitions
We now show that the three definitions of a timed trace distribution lead to the same collection
of timed trace distributions when applied to a probabilistic timed automaton (cf. Proposi-
tions 10.3.2 and 10.3.4). Thus, we can freely denote a generic timed trace distribution by D
and denote the timed trace distributions of a probabilistic tomed automaton M by t-tdistrs(M).
Lemma 10.3.1 Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution of a probabilistic timed au-
tomaton M. Then, t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(sample(H)).
Proof. Let D be t-tdistr(H) and let D' be t-tdistr(sample(H)) Consider a finite timed trace
3. From the definition of t-tdistr(),
PE" [CO = Psample(H)[({ E Qsample(H) I -< t-trace(a)}]. (10.1)
Since Cp is a finitely satisfiable event, there is a set of E( of states of sample(H) such that for
each element q of C, < t-trace(q), and such that
{(l E Qsample(H) /3 < t-trace(a)} = UqECqample(H). (10.2)
Thus,
PD' [C0 = Z Psample(H) [Cqsample(H)]. (10.3)
E.7e
From Equation (8.55), Equation (10.3) becomes
PE[Ca]= E PH[CO] (10.4)
qEsample-l(O)
Observe that sample - 1(0) is a characterization of C: for D, and thus,
PD'[C,] = PD[Cl]. (10.5)
This completes the proof. ·
Proposition 10.3.2 Let M be a probabilistic timed automaton. Then, for each probabilis-
tic time-enriched execution H of M there exists a probabilistic execution H' of M such that
t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(H'), and for each probabilistic execution H of M there exists a proba-
bilistic time-enriched execution H' of M such that t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(H').
Proof. Follows directly from Propositions 8.3.6 and 8.3.7, and from Lemma 10.3.1. U
Lemma 10.3.3 Let H be a probabilistic time-enriched execution of a probabilistic timed au-
tomaton M. Then, t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(t-sample(H)).
Proof. Let ) be t-tdistr(H), and let D' be t-tdistr(t-sample(H)). Consider a finite timed
sequence pair D of tsp(vis(M)). From the definition of t-tdistr,
Pv[C] = 'H[{oa E H I < t-trace(a)}]. (10.6)
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From the definition of t-exec(PH),
Pv[CO] = Pt-eec(PH)[{Q E 9t-exec(H) 3 < t-trace(a)}]. (10.7)
With a similar analysis,
PD,[CO] = Pt-sample(H)[{OQ E t-sample(H) P < t-trace(a)}]. (10.8)
Since from Proposition 8.3.11 t-exec(PH) = Pt-sample(H), and since the events of (10.7) and (10.8)
are unions of countably many disjoint cones, we conclude that PD[Cf3] = PD, [C]. ·
Proposition 10.3.4 Let M be a probabilistic timed automaton. Then, for each probabilistic
time-enriched execution H of M there exists a probabilistic timed execution H' of M such that
t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(H'), and for each probabilistic timed execution H of M there exists a
probabilistic time-enriched execution H' of M such that t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(H').
Proof. Follows directly from Propositions 8.3.8 and 8.3.9, and from Lemma 10.3.3. a
Proposition 10.3.5 Let H1 and H2 be two equivalent probabilistic time-enriched executions of
a probabilistic timed automaton M. Then, t-tdistr(Hl) = t-tdistr(H2).
Proof. From Proposition 8.3.10, t-sample(Hi) = t-sample(H 2), and from Lemma 10.3.3,
tdistr(Hi) = tdistr(t-sample(H1)) and tdistr(H2) = tdistr(t-sample(H2)). Thus, combining
the observations above, t-tdistr(H1) = t-tdistr(H2). ·
10.3.2 Timed Trace Distribution of a Trace Distribution
Given a trace distribution of a probabilistic timed automaton, it is possible to define its timed
trace distribution as we have done for regular traces. Thus, let D be a trace distribution of a
probabilistic automaton, and let f be a function from QD to Q = {t-trace(/) I E QD} that
assigns to each trace its timed trace. The timed trace distribution of D, denoted by t-tdistr(D),
is the probability space completion((,.F, P)) where F is the a-field generated by the cones
Cp, where is a finite timed trace, and P = f(PD). Note that from Proposition 2.1.4 f is a
measurable function from (D, FD) to (Q, F).
Proposition 10.3.6 Let H be a probabilistic execution of a timed probabilistic automaton M.
Then, t-tdistr(H) = t-tdistr(tdistr(H)).
Proof. Let D be t-tdistr(H), and let D' be t-tdistr(tdistr(H)). We show first that TD and D'
have the same sample space. Then, we show that they assign the same probability to each cone.
To show that 7D and D' have the same sample space, it is enough to show that for each
timed sequence pair 13 of tsp(vis(M)) thehre is a trace ' of ext(M)* U ext(M)w such that
t-trace(3') = . Let ( = (al, t1 )(a 2, t2 ), (a3 ,t 3 )..., t). If seq(13) is an infinite sequence, then
let 13' = 1P2P3-' ', where for each i, if ti+l = ti, then pi = ai, and if ti+l > ti, then pi =
ai(ti+l - ti). If seq(P) is a finite sequence, i.e., seq() = (al, tl)(a 2, t2 ), (a3, t3) ... , (an, tn) then
1' = 1P32133 3n-1 P where the 3i's are defined above, and 13[ is an if tn = t, an(t - t) if
0 < t - t < oc, and an followed by the infinite sequence of 1's if t = 00. It is easy to verify
that in every case t-trace(O') = .
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To show that D) and D' assign the same probability to each cone, let /3 be a finite timed
trace. From the definition of t-tdistr and tdistr,
PD',[C] = PH[{c C E QH I 3 < t-trace(trace(a))}]. (10.9)
From Proposition 1.0.2.5, (10.9) becomes
PDI[CJ] = H[{a C QH I /3 < t-trace(a)}], (10.10)
which is the definition of PD[C]. 
10.3.3 Action Restriction
Finally, we extend the action restriction operator to timed trace distributions. Let M be a
probabilistic timed automaton, and let V be a set of visible actions of M. For each timed trace
= (y, t) of M. let 3 V be the pair (y', t) where -y' is obtained from -y by removing all the
pairs whose action is in V. Let D2 be a timed trace distribution of M. Define D V to be the
timed trace distribution (Qf, , P) where Q = Q2D [ V, F is the a-field generated by the cones
C3, where /3 is a finite timed trace, and P = PD V. Note that from Proposition 2.1.4 r V is a
measurable function from (QD, FD) to (Q2 F). Action restriction commutes with the operation
of taking a timed trace distribution of a trace distribution.
Proposition 10.3.7 Let 2) be a trace distribution of a probabilistic timed automaton M, and
let V be a set of visible actions of M. Then, t-tdistr(D [ V) = t-tdistr(D) V.
Proof. Let D' be t-tdistr(D [ V), and let Di" be t-tdistr(D) [ V. Let be a finite timed trace.
By applying the definitions of t-tdistr and of i, we obtain the following two equations.
PD, [C ] = P [{/3' C D /3 < t-trace(/3' V)}]. (10.11)
PD,,[C3 ] P[{3' D q /3 _< t-trace(/3') f V}]. (10.12)
Observe that for each /3' of QD, t-trace(/3' [ V) = t-trace(3') V. Thus. the right expressions
of (10.11) and (10.12) denote the same value. That is, PD[C] = PD"[C0]. ·
10.4 Timed Trace Distribution Precongruence
Let JM1, M2 be two probabilistic timed automata with the same external actions. The timed
trace distribution preqrder is defined as follows.
M1 _EDt M2 iff t-tdistrs(M1) C t-tdistrs(M 2 ).
As for the untirmed case, the timed trace distribution preorder is not a precongruence. A
counterexample can be created directly from the counterexample of Chapter 6 by augmenting
the probabilistic automata of Figure 6-4 with arbitrary self-loop time-passage transitions from
their deadlock states (the states that do not enable any transition). Thus, we define the
timed trace distribution precongruence, denoted by _DCt, as the coarsest precongruence that is
contained in the timed trace distribution preorder.
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10.5 Alternative Characterizations
The timed trace distribution precongruence can be characterized by a timed version of the
principal context of Chapter 6. Namely, let the timed principal context, denoted by Cp be
the principal context of Figure 6-6 augmented with self-loop time-passage transitions for each
time-passage action d. Then, the following holds.
Theorem 10.5.1 M1 _DCt M2 iff M1 Cp _Dt M211Cp.
Thus, if we define the principal timed trace distributions of a probabilistic timed automaton
M, denoted by pt-tdistrs(M), to be the timed trace distributions of M(ICp, then we get the
following.
Corollary 10.5.2 M1 Dct M2 iff ext(Ml) = ext(M2) and pt-tdistrs(M 1 ) C pt-tdistrs(M 2 ). ·
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 10.5.1. The structure of the proof
follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 6.5.1, where only one additional transformation
step is added: a distinguishing context is transformed into a new time-deterministic context
where each state enables either discrete actions only or time-passage actions only. A time-
deterministic context is a probabilistic automaton such that for each state s and each time-
d dpassage action d, if s s and s d- s2, then s1 = 2. All the lemmas except for one are
proved by reducing the problem to the untimed framework.
Lemma 10.5.3 Let C be a distinguishing context for two probabilistic timed automata M1 and
M2. Then there exists a distinguishing context C' for M1 and M2 with no discrete actions in
common with M1 and M2. C' is called a separated context.
Proof. The context C' is built from C in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.5.3. The con-
structions clp and exch work as well (they never exchange transitions involving time-passage),
and the proof is carried out at the level of probabilistic executions rather than probabilistic
timed executions.
Specifically, let D be a timed trace distribution of M 1llC that is not a timed trace distri-
bution of M 211 IC. Consider a probabilistic execution H1 of M1 IIC such that t-tdistr(H 1 ) = ),
and consider the scheduler that leads to H1. Apply to Ml IC' the same scheduler with the
following modification: whenever a transition ((sl, c), a, Pi 0 7') is scheduled in Ml IC, sched-
ule ((s 1 , c), a1 ,D((sl, c'))), where c' is c(c,a,p), followed by ((sl, c'), a, P1 D(c')), and, for each
s1 E Q1, followed by ((s t, c'), a2, D(s') 7P). Denote the resulting probabilistic execution by H1
and the resulting timed trace distribution by )D'. From Lemma 6.5.3, tdistr(H1 ) = tdistr(H ) r
vis(M IIC), and thus, from Propositions 10.3.6 and 10.3.7, D = D' r vis(MllC).
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D' from M2 IC'. Consider the scheduler
that leads to D' in M2 IIC', and let H2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. Then, from
Lemma 6.5.3, clp(exch(H2)) is a probabilistic execution of M2IIC', and tdistr(clp(exch(H2))) =
tdistr(H2) [ acts(MillC). From Propositions 10.3.6 and 10.3.7, ) = t-tdistr(clp(exch(H2))),
which is a contradiction. ·
Lemma 10.5.4 Let C be a distinguishing separated contextfor two probabilistic timed automata
M1 and M 2. Then there exists a distinguishing cycle-free separated context C' for M1 and M 2.
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Proof. The context C' can be built by unfolding C. Every scheduler for C can be transformed
into a scheduler for C' and vice versa, leading to the same timed trace distributions. ·
Lemma 10.5.5 Let C be a distinguishing cycle-free, separated context for two probabilistic
timed automata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing time-deterministic, cycle-free
separated context Ct' for M1 and M2 that from any state enables either time-passage actions
only or discrete actions only.
Proof. The context C' is built from C as follows:
d d1. for each time--passage transition s s' of C and each trajectory w for s > s', add an
action start, and an action end,;
d d2. for each ti.ine-passage transition s - s' of C and each trajectory w for s + s', add a
collection of new states {s4,t 0 < t < d}, a transition s e a transition swd ',
and for each 0 < t < t' < d, a transition s,t s~,t ;
3. remove all the tilme-passage transitions leaving from states of C.
Let D be a timed trace distribution of MllC that is not a timed trace distribution of 1 2 11C.
Consider a probabilistic execution H1 of MIIIC such that t-tdistr(H 1) = D, and consider the
scheduler that leads to H1. Apply to M1 IIC ' the same scheduler with the following modification:
whenever a time-passage transition s d s' is scheduled, choose a trajectory w for s d Si
and schedule start,, followed by d, and followed by end,. Denote the resulting probabilistic
execution by H' and the resulting timed trace distribution by D'. Then,
D' acts(ll I C) = D. (10.13)
To prove (10.13) we prove first that tdistr(H') [ acts(M1 IC) = tdistr(HI), and then we apply
Propositions 10.3.6 and 10.3.7. To prove that tdistr(H) acts(M1 C) = tdistr(H1 ) we define
a construction tclp to be applied to probabilistic executions of Mi C' where each occurrence of
a start action is followed eventually by the corresponding end action with probability 1.
Let H' be a probabilistic execution of MiIC' where each occurrence of a start action is
followed eventually by the corresponding end action with probability 1, and denote tclp(H') by
H. For each state q of H', let tclp(q) be obtained from q by replacing each state of the form s,t
with the state cw(t), by removing each occurrence of a start action together with its following
state, and by removing each end action together with its following state. Then,
states(H) -- tclp(states(H')). (10.14)
Let (q, P9) be a restricted transition of H', and suppose that no start or end action occurs. Let
Q' = {(a, tclp(q"') (a, q') E Q}., and for each (a, q") E Q', let P'[(a, q")] = P[a x tclp-1 (q")],
where tclp- (q) is the set of states q' of H' such that tclp(q') = q. Then the transition tclp((q, P))
is defined to be
tclp((q,P)) 5- (tclp(q),P). (10.15)
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For the transition relation of H, consider a state q of H, and let min(tclp-l(q)) be the set of
minimal states of tclp-l(q) under prefix ordering. For each state q E tclp-l(q), let
-tclp-'() o PH,[C]
pt-,(q) (10.16)
Eq Emin(tclp-1(q)) PH' [Cq']'
The transition enabled from q in H is
pqq-l ( )p ' [acts(MIIC)]tclp(trq, acts(MillC)). (10.17)
q'Etclp-l(q)
The probabilistic execution H satisfies the following properties.
a. H is a probabilistic execution of MilC.
The fact that each state of H is reachable can be shown by a simple inductive argument;
the fact that each state of H is a finite execution fragment of MillC follows from a simple
analysis of the definition of tclp.
From (10.17) it is enough to check that for each state q' of H', the transition tclp(tr' [
acts(MillC)) is generated a combined transition of MJIC. Since trq, is a transition of
H', (trq, acts(MilIC)) can be expressed as q' tr, where tr is a combined transition of
MIIC' and no start or end action occurs in tr. Let tr' be obtained by substituting each
state of the form s,,t with w(t) in tr. Then, tr' is a combined transition of MIIC, and,
from the definition of tclp, tclp(trq,' [ acts(MillC)) = tclp(q') tr'.
b. For each state q of H,
PH[Cql= E PH' [Cq]. (10.18)
q' Emin(tclp-1(q))
This is shown by induction on the length of q. If q consists of a start state only, then
the result is trivial. Otherwise, from the definition of the probability of a cone, Equa-
tion (10.17), and a simple algebraic simplification,
PH[Cqas] = PH[CqI ( tcp lp(q)pOH [a x tclp(qas)]) . (10.19)
q'Etclp-l(q)
Observe that for each q' tclp-l(q) the set qI n ({a} x tclp-l(qas)) contains only one
element, say (a, q'as"), and thus PH' [Cq,]Pq" [a. x tclp-X(qas)] gives PH' [Cq'as"]. Moreover,
observe that the states of min(tclp-'(qas)) are the states of the form described in Equa-
tion (10.19) (simple cases analysis). Thus, by applying induction to (10.19), using (10.16),
simplifying algebraically, and using the observations above,
PH[Cqas] = E PH' [Cq]. (10.20)
q'Emin(tclp-l(qas))
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c. tdistr(H) = tdistr(H') acts(MillC).
Let 13 be a finite trace of H or H'. Then {a E 2 H' I P < trace(a) acts(MilIC)} can be
expressed as a union of disjoint cones UqeCq where
E3 = {q E states(H') I trace(q) [ acts(MillC) = 3, lact(q) = lact(3)}. (10.21)
The set tclp(0) is the set
tclp(O) = {q E states(H) I trace(q) = , lact(q) = lact(3)), (10.22)
which is a characterization of {ce E H I < trace(a)} as a union of disjoint cones.
Observe that min(tclp-l(tclp(E))) = E. Moreover, for each ql 4 q2 of tclp(e), tclp-l(ql)n
tclp-l(q2) = 0. Thus, from (10.18), PH'[UqEECq] = PH[Uqetcp(e)Cq]. This is enough to
conclude.
To complete the proof of (10.13) it is enough to observe that H1 = tclp(H). Property (10.13)
is then expressed by property (c).
Suppose by contradiction that it is possible to obtain D' from M2 IC'. Consider the scheduler
that leads to D' in M21IC', and let H.2 be the corresponding probabilistic execution. Observe
that, since the timed trace distribution of H2 is 7D', and since by construction in D' each occur-
rence of a start action is followed eventually by the corresponding end action with probability
1, in H2 each occurrence of a start action is followed eventually by the corresponding end
action with probability 1. Thus, tclp can be applied, and t-tdistr(tclp(H2)) = D, which is a
contradiction. ·
Lemma 10.5.6 Let C be a distinguishing time-deterministic, cycle-free. separated context for
two probabilistic timed automata M1 and M2 that from any state enables either time-passage
actions only or discrete actions only. Then there exists a distinguishing time-deterministic,
cycle-free separated context C' for M1 and M2 that from any state enables either time-passage
actions only or discrete actions only, and such that the transition relation from any state
enabling discrete actions is at most countably branching. C' is called a time-deterministic,
countably-branching, cycle-free separated context.
Proof. Let D a timed trace distribution of M lIC that is not a timed trace distribution of
M211C. Consider one of the corresponding probabilistic executions H. Observe that H has at
most countably many states that enable discrete actions, and that at each state of H there are
at most countably many transitions of C that are scheduled. Thus, in total, only countably
many discrete transitions of C are used to generate D. Then C' is C without the useless discrete
transitions. ·
Lemma 10.5.7 Let C be a distinguishing time-deterministic, countably-branching, cycle-free
separated context for two probabilistic timed automata M1 and M2. Then there exists a dis-
tinguishing cycle-free separated context C' for M1 and M2 that at each state enabling discrete
actions either enables two deterministic transitions or a unique probabilistic transition with two
possible outcomes. C' is called a time-deterministic, binary separated context.
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Proof. The context C' is built from C in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.5.6. The
constructions shr and shf work as well. The specific procedure is the same as the procedure
followed in the proof of Lemma 10.5.3. ·
Lemma 10.5.8 Let C be a distinguishing time-deterministic, binary separated context for two
probabilistic timed automata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing time-deterministic,
binary separated context C' for M1 and M2 where all the probabilistic transitions have a uniform
distribution over two states. C' is called a time-deterministic, balanced separated context.
Proof. The context C' is built from C in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.5.7. The
specific procedure is the same as the procedure followed in the proof of Lemma 10.5.3. ·
Lemma 10.5.9 Let C be a distinguishing time-deterministic, balanced separated contextfor two
probabilistic timed automata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing time-deterministic,
binary separated context C' for M1 and M2 with no internal actions and such that for each time
t each discrete action appears exactly in one edge of the transition tree that leaves from a state
whose time is t. C' is called a time-deterministic, total balanced separated context.
Proof. The context C' is obtained from C by renaming all of its discrete actions so that for
each time t each edge of the new transition relation leaving from a state whose current time is
t has its own action. The proof of Lemma 6.5.8 applies. ·
Lemma 10.5.10 Let C be a distinguishing time-deterministic, total balanced separated context
for two probabilistic timed automata M1 and M2. Then there exists a distinguishing time-
deterministic, total, cycle-free separated context C' for M1 and M2 that from every state en-
ables one time-passage transition for each timed-action d, two deterministic transitions, and a
probabilistic transition with a uniform distribution over two choices. C' is called a complete
context.
Proof. In this case it is enough to complete C by adding all the missing transitions and states.
If D is a timed trace distribution of M1 11C that is not a timed trace distribution of M211IC, then
it is enough to use on M1 IC' the same scheduler that is used in Ml IC. In fact, since each new
discrete transition of C' has a distinct action, none of the new discrete transitions of C' can be
used in M211C' to generate D, and since each state of C' is uniquely determined by the timed
trace of all the executions leading to that state, none of the new time-passage transitions can
be scheduled (this would affect the resulting timed trace distribution). ·
Lemma 10.5.11 Let C be a distinguishing complete context for two probabilistic timed au-
tomata M1 and M2. Then the timed principal context s a distinguishing context for M1 and
M2 .
Proof. The result is achieved in two steps. First the actions of C are renamed so that each
state enables two deterministic transitions with actions left and right, a probabilistic transition
with actions pleft and pright, and one transition for each time-passage action d. Call this
context Cl. Then, by observing that the state of Cl is uniquely determined by the timed trace
of any timed execution leading to it, all the states of C1 are collapsed into a unique one.
Thus, we need to show only that Cl is a distinguishing context. The proof of Lemma 6.5.10
applies. ·
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Lemma 10.5.12 Let Cp be a distinguishing context for two probabilistic timed automata M1
and M2. Then the simple context C of Figure 6-6 augmented with a self-loop time-passage
transition from state so for each time-passage action d, where start is an action that does not
appear in M1 and M2, is a distinguishing context for M1 and M 2.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 6.5.11 applies. U
Proof of Theorem 10.5.1. Let M1 Dct M2. Then, from Lemma 10.5.12, MiI]Cp CDt
M 2[[Cp. Conversely, let Mi[ICp EDt M2 11Cp. Then, from Lemmas 10.5.3, 10.5.4, 10.5.5, 10.5.6,
10.5.7, 10.5.8, 10.5.9, 10.5.10, and 10.5.11, M1 EDCt M 2. ·
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Chapter 11
Hierarchical Verification: Timed
Simulations
11.1 Introduction
The simulation method extends to the timed framework almost directly. The main difference
is that in a timed simulation that abstracts from internal computation we use moves (cf. Sec-
tion 8.4) rather than weak combined transitions. The kind of results that we prove are a direct
extension of similar results for the untimed model. In particular, probabilistic timed forward
simulations are sound for the timed trace distribution precongruence.
11.2 Probabilistic Timed Simulations
We start directly with simulation relations that abstract from internal computation; the strong
relations are essentially the same as for the untimed case.
For convenience assume that M1 and M2 do not have common states. A probabilistic timed
bisimulation between two simple probabilistic timed automata M1 and M2 is an equivalence
relation 't over states(M1 ) U states(M2) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one start state of M 2, and vice versa;
2. for each pair of states s1l R 2 and each transition sl -a P of either M1 or M2, there
at ext(M2)exists a move s2 )P2 of either M1 or M2 such that P1 -R P2.
We write M1 -- p,; 12 whenever ext(M1 ) = ext(M 2) and there is a probabilistic timed bisimula-
tion between M1 and M2.
A probabilistic timed simulation between two simple probabilistic timed automata M1 and
M2 is a relation RC states(M) x states(M2) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one start state of M2;
2. for each pair of states sl 'R 2 and each transition s1 -- Pl of M1 , there exists a move
aext(M 2) M such t hat P s2 'P2 of M2 such that , __. 2'
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We write M1 Cpt M2 whenever ext(M) = ext(M 2) and there is a probabilistic timed simulation
from Ml to M2. We denote the kernel of probabilistic timed simulation by _-t.
It is easy to check that O-pt is an equivalence relation, that rpt is a preorder relation, and
that both -pt and pt are preserved by the parallel composition operator. It is also easy to
verify that a weak probabilistic bisimulation is a probabilistic timed bisimulation and that a
weak probabilistic simulation is a probabilistic timed bisimulation.
11.3 Probabilistic Timed Forward Simulations
A probabilistic timed forward simulation between two simple probabilistic timed automata
M1,M 2 is a relation 1ZC states(M) x Probs(states(M 2)) such that
1. each start state of M1 is related to at least one Dirac distribution over a start state of
M2;
2. for each s R P', if s - P1, then
(a) for each s' E fQ' there exists a probability space Ps, such that s' a M2) P,, and
(b) there exists a probability space P of Probs(Probs(states(M 2 ))) satisfying Pi CRiz P,
such that Ce,5 P'[s']P,, = Ep'n; P1 [P]P.
Denote the existence of a probabilistic timed forward simulation from M1 to M2 by M1 _FSt M2.
Proposition 11.3.1 FSt is preserved by the parallel composition operator.
Proof. Let M1 CFSt M2, and let 1R be a probabilistic timed forward simulation from M to
M2 . Let 1' be a relation between states(M1 ) x states(M 3 ) and Probs(states(M 2) x states(M 3 )),
defined as follows:
(s1, 83) R' P iff P = P2 0 /(S 3) for some P2 such that sl 1? P2.
The proof that 7' satisfies Condition 1 and that Condition 2 is satisfied for each discrete
transition of M1 1tM2 is essentially the proof of Proposition 7.5.1. Thus we need to show only
that Condition 2 is satisfied by time-passage transitions.
d d dLet (sl, s3) R' P2 OD(s 3 ), and let (sl, 3) d (s, s), where d s', and s 3 s'. From\ ss), here 3 1 , 3.
the definition of a probabilistic timed forward simulation, for each s E Q2 there exists a move
S2 d 'P, of M2, and there exists a probability space P2 of Probs(Probs(states(M 2 ))), such that
E P2[s]P = E P2[P]P, (11.1)
sEQ2 P Q2
and
:D(s') _Ea p7. (11.2)
Moreover, from the definition of a probabilistic timed automaton, there is a trajectory w 3 for
d ,
S3 ) S3.
d
For each s E Q2, let (, be a generator for s - P. Define a new generator O' as follows:
for each finite execution fragment c of M2 11M3 starting in (s, 3),
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1. if o,(arA1 2) = (s',p), where (s',P) = Eipi(s',ai,Pi), each (s'.ai,Pi) is a transition
of M2, and aM 3 is consistent with W3, i.e., for each prefix a' of a, Istate(a')[M 3 =
w3 (ltime(o')), then letting s denote Istate(aO[M3 ),
O' (cy) = Zpi((s', '), ai, Pi P),
where Pi = D(s') if ai is a discrete action, and Pi' = D( 3 (ltime(ac) + ai)) if ai is a
time-passage action.
2. otherwise, O'(a) = 1D(6).
The move generated by each O' is (s, s3) 3 Ps 0 D(s~). In fact, an execution fragment a
of M211M3 is terminal for O' iff acM 2 is terminal for Os and Istate(o:FM3 ) = s, and thus
Q: = s, x D(s'). Moreover, for each a E o,Q P ' = POr2
Denote P, 0 D(s3) by P(S,S3). Then, for each (s, S3) E f2 09(S3), we have identified a move
(s, s3) 4 'P(s,s3). These are the spaces of Condition 2.a in the definition of a probabilistic timed
forward simulation.
From this point the proof proceeds exactly in the same way as the proof of Proposition 7.5.1.
No modification of the text is necessary. ·
11.4 The Execution Correspondence Theorem: Timed Version
The execution correspondence theorem of Chapter 7 extends easily to the timed framework. In
this section we define the notion of a timed execution correspondence structure, show the timed
version of the execution correspondence theorem, and, as a consequence, show that probabilistic
timed forward simulations are transitive.
The timed execution correspondence theorem is stated in terms of the probabilistic execu-
tions of a probabilistic timed automaton; however, it is easy to see that the same result can be
extended to probabilistic timed executions: the execution correspondence theorem talks about
countably many states of a probabilistic timed execution; all the other points can be described
by arbitrary trajectories.
11.4.1 Timed Execution Correspondence Structure
The definition of a fringe for a probabilistic timed execution is the same as the definition of a
fringe for a probabilistic execution. For the definition of fringe(H, i) the only difference is in
the way the length of a state of H is measured, and thus the definition given for probabilistic
automata is still valid.
Let R be a probabilistic timed forward simulation from Ml to M 2. A timed execution corre-
spondence structure via R is a tuple (H 1, H2, m, S), where H1 is a probabilistic execution of M1,
H2 is a probabilistic execution of M2, m is a mapping from natural numbers to fringes of M2, and
S is a mapping from natural numbers to probability distributions of Probs(Probs(states(H 2))),
such that
1. For each i, rn(i) < m(i + 1);
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2. For each state q2 of H2, limoo EqEilq 2<q Pi[q] = PH[Cq];
3. Let q R (l,Y,P) iff for each q E Q, t-trace(q) = t-trace(q1), and either
(a) q does not end in 6, each state of Q does not end in 6, and lstate(ql) 1R Istate(P),
or
(b) ql and each state of Q end in 6 and lstate(6-strip(ql)) R lstate(6-strip(P)).
Then, for each i > O, m(i) = Epes,, Ps(i)[P]P, and fringe(H1,i) C S(i).
4. Let, for each i > 0, each ql fringe(Hl,i), and each q2 states(H 2), Wi(ql,q 2) -
Ep wi(ql, P)P[q 2]. If Wi(ql, q') = 0 for each prefix or extension q of q2, then, for each
extension q of ql such that q E fringe(HI, i + 1), and each prefix or extension q of q2,
Wi+l(q', q) = 0.
11.4.2 The Main Theorem
Theorem 11.4.1 Let M1 FS M2 via the probabilistic timed forward simulation T, and let
H1 be a probabilistic execution of M1 . Then there exists a probabilistic execution H2 of M2, a
mapping m from natural numbers to fringes of M2, and a mapping S from natural numbers to
probability distributions of Probs(Probs(states(H2 ))), such that (H1, H2, m, S) is an execution
correspondence structure via R.
Proof. The proof has exactly the same structure as the proof of Theorem 7.6.1. Note that the
only difference between this theorem and Theorem 7.6.1 is in Condition 3, where we use timed
traces rather than traces. ·
11.4.3 Transitivity of Probabilistic Timed Forward Simulations
The timed execution correspondence theorem can be used to show that probabilistic timed
forward simulations are transitive, i.e., if Ml FSt M2 and M 2 FSt M3, then Ml1 CFSt M3-
The proof of this result follows the same lines as the corresponding proof in the untimed case
(cf. Section 7.6.4), where combined transitions are replaced by moves and traces are replaced
by timed traces. We leave the details of the proof to the reader.
11.5 Soundness for Timed Trace Distributions
As for the untimed model, the timed execution correspondence theorem can be used to show
that probabilistic timed forward simulations are sound for the timed trace distribution precon-
gruence. Since _FSt is a precongruence, it is enough to show that CFSt is sound for the timed
trace distribution preorder.
Proposition 11.5.1 If Ml1 _FSt M2, then M1 CEDt M2.
Proof. Let Ml CFSt M2, and let H1 be a probabilistic execution of Ml that leads to a timed
trace distribution D)1. From Lemma 11.4.1, there exists a probabilistic execution H2 of M2
that corresponds to H1 via some mappings m, S. We show that H2 leads to a timed trace
distribution D2 that is equivalent to D1.
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Consider a cone Cp of D1. The cone C can be expressed as a union of cones of PHI, and
thus its measure can be expressed as
lim PHI [Cq]. (11.3)
q1 Efringe(Hl ,i)13<t-trace(ql )
Consider a cone C,3 of D2. The cone C can be expressed as a union of cones of PH2,, and thus
its measure can be expressed as
lim n Pm(i)[q2]. (11.4)
q2 Em(i)lIl3<t-trace(q 2)
The reason for Expression (11.4) is that at the limit each cone expressing the occurrence of P
is captured completely.
Thus. it is sufficient to show that for each finite P and each i,
Z, PH1[Cq1] Pm(i)[q]. (11.5)
ql Efringe(Hi ,i) 1p< t-trace(ql ) q2 em(i) 13< t-trace(q2)
From this point the proof proceeds exactly as the proof of Proposition 7.7.1. ·
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
12.1 Have we Met the Challenge?
We have developed a model for the description of randomized distributed real-time systems, and
we have investigated how the new model can be used for the analysis of algorithms. The main
idea behind the model is to extend labeled transition systems to account for randomization in
such a way that probabilistic behavior and nondeterministic behavior are clearly distinct.
We have shown how commonly used informal statements can be formulated in the new
formalism, and we have shown how such statements can be proved to be correct in a formal
and rigorous way. In particular, we have developed verification techniques that resemble the
common ways in which randomized algorithms are analyzed. The main improvement is that
now we have a collection of results that allow us to determine when a specific argument can be
used safely. Furthermore, we have shown how to derive upper bounds to the complexity of a
randomized distributed algorithm using an ordinary time complexity measure as well as more
abstract complexity measures like "number of rounds in an asynchronous computation".
Finally, we have extended several verification techniques that are commonly used within the
labeled transition system model. We have extended the trace semantics of labeled transition
systems and several of the existing simulation relations for labeled transition systems. In
particular, all our preorder relations are compositional and the simulation relations are sound
for the trace-based semantics. Although we have not presented any example of verification
using simulations, except for two toy examples based on coin flips, we are confident that in the
future the method based on simulations will become of practical relevance as it happened for
ordinary automata.
Therefore, we can claim that we have met the challenge given by randomization at least
partially. Surely we understand much more of the problem than before. The fact that we have
been able to prove new results about randomized algorithms is a positive sign. In particular,
Aggarwal [Agg94] used successfully the technique presented in this thesis for the verification of
the randomized self-stabilizing algorithm of Aggarwal and Kutten [AK93], which is not trivial
at all; during the verification process Aggarwal discovered also a subtle bug in the original
protocol. In the measure in which the power of a proof method is evaluated based on the bugs
that such method helps to discover, our methodology has achieved something. Indeed we have
discovered another bug on one existing algorithm, and the main issue is that we did not have
to work much to discover such a bug; essentially it was sufficient to try to reformulate the proof
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of correctness in our framework.
12.2 The Challenge Continues
Although we have improved considerably our understanding of randomization in distributed
computation, what we have discovered looks like the tip of the iceberg. We have addressed
several problems, and in solving them we have addressed more the basic methodology rather
than an extensive analysis of all the possible solutions. Therefore, there are several directions for
further research that can be pursued. Here we suggest some of the most important directions.
12.2.1 Discrete versus Continuous Distributions
Throughout this thesis we have assumed that the probability distributions associated with the
transitions of a probabilistic automaton are discrete. Although such assumption is sufficiently
general for the study of several randomized algorithms, several other real-time systems are better
described by using continuous distributions. Examples involve algorithms for transmission of
data along a common wire, scheduling algorithms for massively parallel machines, and queuing
systems. Moreover, continuous distributions would be more suitable for the study of randomized
hybrid systems.
The extension of the theory to continuous distributions involves nontrivial measure theoret-
ical problems. In particular it is not the case any more that any union of cones is measurable;
thus, not even the event that expresses the occurrence of an action or the reachability of a
state is measurable in general. The events with probability 0 need a more careful treatment
within the model with continuous distributions. It is likely that some restrictions must be
imposed to the model to ensure that some minimal set of events is measurable. Examples of
restricted models with continuous distributions are the automata of Alur, Courcuobetis and
Dill [ACD91a, ACD91b], where the time that elapses between two transitions is governed by
an exponential distribution or by a distribution which is non zero in a finite collection of closed
intervals, and the models of [GHR93, Hil93, BDG94], where the time between the occurrence
of two actions is assumed to be distributed exponentially. Exponential distributions occur in
several real systems and are easy to model due to their memoryless structure. However, other
distributions should be studied.
12.2.2 Simplified Models
Within the context of ordinary automata Lynch and Tuttle [LT87] have developed a model of
I/O automata. The model enforces a distinction between Input actions and Output actions
within an automaton, and requires that input actions are enabled from every state. Further-
more, in a parallel composition context each action is required to be the output or internal
action of at most one process, i.e., each action is under the control of at most one process.
Based on the Input/Output distinction Lynch and Tuttle can introduce fairness in the model
in a natural way, and in particular they can use the trace semantics as a meaningful notion of
implementation. In general the trace semantics is not meaningful as a notion of implementation
since, for example, it is not sensitive to deadlock. The advantage of the use of traces is that
traces are easy to deal with.
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Figure 12-1: Synchronization for probabilistic I/O automata.
For this reason, it makes sense to study a theory of probabilistic I/O automata as an
extension of the model of [LT87] and as a restriction of our model. An interesting point of a
model with I/O distinction is that it is possible to relax the requirement that all the transitions
of a probabilistic I/O automaton are simple. In particular, only the transitions with input
actions need to be simple, while all the others can be general. The parallel composition can be
defined easily since a non-simple transition synchronizes only with simple transitions. Figure 12-
1 gives an example of synchronization between a transition with three output actions a, b, c and
two transitions of an I/O automaton with just two input actions a, b. A similar observation
was made by Wu, Stark and Smolka in [WSS94].
A restricted timed model with I/O distinction is introduced by Merrit, Modugno and Tuttle
[MMT91]. In particular timing constraints can be described only by giving upper and lower
bounds to the time it takes for a process to perform the next transition whenever it is ready
to do so. MMT automata turned out to be sufficient for the modeling of several distributed
systems, and in particular, due to their simple structure, made the analysis simpler than by
using the full automaton model. Once again, a study of the probabilistic version of the MMT
model would be useful. The proofs that we have illustrated in Chapter 11 could be carried out
in the probabilistic MMT model as well.
Finally., the analysis of a system can be simplified by studying time-deterministic probabilis-
tic timed automata, i.e., probabilistic timed automata such that from each state s and each time
d there is at most one state reachable from s in time d. In fact, if a system is time-deterministic,
then the end points of a time-passage transition determine completely the trajectory that is
spanned. Therefore, trajectories could be removed also from the direct analysis of randomized
timed algorithms. It turns out that most of the times an algorithm can be described as a
time-deterministic probabilistic automaton. Probabilistic MMT automata are an example of
time-deterministic probabilistic automata.
12.2.3 Beyond Simple Probabilistic Automata
The study of parallel composition and of the simulation relations of this thesis is done within
the context of simple probabilistic automata. The main problem is that we did not find any
reasonable definition of parallel composition for general probabilistic automata that is consistent
with our synchronization style. We have just observed that in the presence of an Input/Output
distinction it is possible to relax the simplicity condition and yet obtain a meaningful notion
of parallel composition. It would be interesting to investigate other mechanisms that give a
meaning to general probabilistic automata and yet work as we expect in the simple case.
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12.2.4 Completeness of the Simulation Method
We have provided several simulation and bisimulation relations for probabilistic automata and
probabilistic timed automata, and we have shown that they are sound for the trace distribution
precongruence and the timed trace distribution precongruence, respectively. However, we have
not shown any completeness result for probabilistic forward simulations and probabilistic for-
ward timed simulations. In [LV93a, LV95] it is shown that forward simulations together with
another kind of simulations called backward simulations are sound and complete for the trace
preorder. Are probabilistic forward simulations complete for the trace distribution preorder?
If not, is there an equivalent of backward simulations that can lead to completeness?
12.2.5 Testing Probabilistic Automata
We have presented the trace distribution semantics as an example of a semantics based on
abstract observations. Another widely known semantics for ordinary automata is the failure
semantics of Brookes, Hoare and Roscoe [BHR84], which in turn is connected to the testing
preorders of De Nicola and Hennessy [DH84]. Similarly to the trace distribution semantics,
it should be possible to extend the failure semantics to the probabilistic framework and find
a sufficiently powerful context to distinguish probabilistic automata that are not in the corre-
sponding precongruence relation. Possibly, a related theory of testing in the style of [DH84]
should be defined. It is very likely that the new testing preorders will be similar to those
of Yi and Larsen [YL92]. Other theories of testing for probabilistic automata are studied in
[Chr90Ob, Chr90Oa, CSZ92, YCDS94] and are explained in Section 1.2.2.
12.2.6 Liveness in Probabilistic Automata
In the extension of the notion of an execution of an automaton we have obtained a parallelism
between the theory of ordinary automata and the theory of probabilistic automata. In this
parallelism also the notion of liveness has found its place, although we have not addressed the
issue in this thesis. In ongoing research we have given a simple definition of a live probabilistic
automaton as a pair (M, L) where L is an arbitrary subset of the probabilistic executions of M,
and we have shown that the live trace distribution precongruence can be defined easily and can
be characterized by a live principal context, which is essentially the principal context paired
with the set of its probabilistic executions. However, lot of work remains to be done within the
theory of liveness.
First of all it would be useful to study how the definition of safety and liveness properties
of Alpern and Schneider [AS85] extends to the probabilistic framework and what consequences
such extension has. Furthermore, the use of the live trace preorder within ordinary automata
makes sense as a notion of implementation in the presence of I/O distinction and of a property
called receptiveness or environment-freedom [Dil88, AL93, GSSL94]. It would be useful to
study the theory of receptiveness of [Di188, AL93] and of environment-freedom of [GSSL94]
in the context of randomization. In this case, differently from [GSSL94], the environment is
expressed by a function rather than by a sequence of actions. However, non-trivial problems
arise in imposing restrictions to the behavior of the environment.
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12.2.7 Temporal Logics for Probabilistic Systems
In the chapters on direct analysis we have identified a collection of probabilistic statements
that are useful for the analysis of algorithms. However, there are several other statements that
can be of interest. It would be desirable to find a probabilistic temporal logic that expresses
as many properties as possible. The probabilistic modal logic of [LS89] is a direct extension of
the modal logic of Hennessy and Milner [HM85] for reactive processes, but it is not sufficiently
powerful to deal with nondeterminism; similarly, the extended probabilistic logic of [LS92] is not
sufficiently powerful. The Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic of [HJ89. Han94] captures more
the consequences of the interplay between probability and nondeterminism; in [SL94] PCTL is
generalized also to probabilistic systems with internal actions (WPCTL). However, there are
still properties that are useful and do not seem to be expressible in WPCTL. Specifically, we
do not know how to express a property of the kind "after something has happened, no matter
where I am, something else will happen with probability at least p". Is there something missing
in WPCTL? What would be a more appropriate temporal logic?
Another issue is the relationship between the simulation method and temporal logic. That
is, if a probabilistic automaton implements another probabilistic automaton according to some
implementation relation (e.g., trace distribution precongruence, probabilistic simulation, proba-
bilistic forward simulation, etc.), what can we say about the implementation? What properties
of the specification are satisfied by the implementation? More generally, given a probabilis-
tic temporal logic and a preorder relation, what fragment of the logic is preserved by the
preorder relation? Somehow it is implicit that whenever we use some preorder relation as a
notion of implementation we are interested only in the properties that are preserved by such
relation; however, we need to know what are those properties. In [SL95] we have stated that
weak probabilistic simulation preserve a large fragment of WPCTL and that weak probabilistic
bisimulations preserve WPCTL. The results of [SL95] can be proved easily given the results of
this thesis. However, more work in this direction is necessary. In particular, some completeness
results would be useful.
12.2.8 More Algorithms to Verify
In this thesis we have illustrated our direct verification technique by proving the correctness
of the randomized dining philosophers algorithm of Lehmann and Rabin [LR81] and of the
randomized agreement protocol of Ben-Or [B083]. In [Agg94] Aggarwal uses our model to verify
the correctness of the self-stabilizing minimum weight spanning tree randomized algorithm of
Aggarwal and Kutten [AK93]. However, the technique should be tested against many other
algorithms. We are currently investigating the agreement protocol of Aspnes and Herlihy [AH90]
and the randomized mutual exclusion algorithm of Pnueli and Zuck [PZ86]. Based on the little
experience that we have gained, we can say that the model provides us with a systematic way
of analyzing those algorithms, and in particular it provides us with a simple methodology to
identify the critical points of an algorithm.
It is very likely that new coin lemmas need to be developed together with other techniques
for the actual computation of the probability of an event. A technique that needs further
development is the partition technique of Section 5.7. The analysis of other algorithms should
make clear what other techniques are necessary. Also, playing with the toy resource allocation
protocol of Chapter 4 can be very instructive. Although the protocol is simple. its analysis
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highlights several of the issues that arise in randomized distributed computation.
It is also plausible, as it happened for non-probabilistic distributed algorithms, that some
complex protocols can be verified more easily by using the simulation method. Finding those
algorithms would be an optimal way to test the hierarchical verification method and possibly
to improve it.
12.2.9 Automatic Verification of Randomized Systems
Formal verification usually involves two levels of analysis. First, an algorithm is analyzed at
a high level by using the intuition that designers have of their own algorithm; then, a more
detailed verification of the high level claims is carried out in order to guarantee correctness.
The low level analysis is very tedious and involves checking a whole lot of uninteresting details.
On the other hand, several times the low level analysis is the only way to discover flaws in the
intuitions about an algorithm.
Fortunately, the low level analysis is amenable to automatic verification, although the re-
search in this area is still in progress. Model checking [EC82, CES83] is certainly a useful
technique; in [SGG+93] it is shown how a theorem prover can be used to help in the verification
of a protocol using simulations; in [PS95] we have investigated how a randomized algorithm
can be verified mechanically once the high level proof is formulated. However, there is still a
lot of work that needs to be done. It would be interesting to study how model checking and
theorem proving could be integrated to automatize part of the verification of an algorithm.
12.3 The Conclusion's Conclusion
To say what we have done in one sentence, we have provided a new way of reasoning about
randomized systems that integrates both the theoretical aspects of modeling and the basic
requirements for usage in practice. From the modeling point of view we have distinguished be-
tween nondeterminism and probability explicitly and we have extended the main semantics that
are available within the labeled transition systems model; from the point of view of verification
we have formalized some of the common informal arguments about randomized algorithms and
we have provided guidelines to determine whether an argument can be used safely. Further-
more, we have provided a systematic way to analyze the complexity of randomized algorithms.
All our results are compatible with previous work.
As we have seen in the previous section, there are still many open problems in this area.
Here we hope to have stimulated the curiosity of the reader to go much further. Needless to
say that for us (me) working on this project was a continuous discovery.
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Table of Symbols
We list the symbols that are used in this thesis in the order they appear in the presentation.
Each symbol is listed with a short description and a reference to the pages where it is first
defined.
u(c)
IL
P
E
completion ()
p
'D()
U()
Probs(C)
A
states()
start()
sig()
ext()
int()
acts()
trans ()
a
fstate()
lstate()
frag()
ezec()
Sample space.
a-field.
v-field generated by a family of sets C.
Measure
Probability measure.
Event.
Completion of a measure.
Product of a-fields, of measures, and of discrete probability spaces.
Conditional of an event and of an event schema.
Conditional of a probabilistic execution fragment.
Probability space.
Dirac distribution.
Uniform distribution.
Set of discrete probability spaces (Q, F, P) with no 0-probability
elements such that Q C C.
Automaton.
States of.
Start states of.
Action signature of.
External actions of.
Internal actions of.
Actions of.
Transitions of.
Transition with action a.
Weak transition.
Execution (fragment).
First state of.
Last state of.
Execution fragments of.
Executions of.
Concatenation of executions.
Transition prefixing operator.
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33
33
33
33
34
34
34
35
36
57
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
38
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
52
c>
traces ()
__T
I11
M
6
ctrans ()
H
prfrag()
prexec()
alq
atqo
tr
Ptr
V
U
trs
PH
Ca
a
FC
r
Renamep()
Hidel()
Advs()
prexec(M, A, a)
e
Cones()
0 Cones
PrAdvs,e)(e) R p
(=-, F)
FIRST(...)
Prefix of.
Suffix operator.
Transition suffixing operator.
Trace.
Traces of.
Trace preorder.
Parallel composition operator.
Probabilistic automaton.
Termination or deadlock symbol.
Combined transitions of.
Probabilistic execution (fragment).
Probabilistic execution fragments of.
Probabilistic executions of.
From an execution of a probabilistic execution fragment to an ex-
ecution fragment of a probabilistic automaton.
From an execution fragment of a probabilistic automaton to an
execution of a probabilistic execution fragment.
Transition.
Probability space in the transition tr, i.e., tr = (, ptr) or, if tr is
simple, tr = (s, a, Pt- ).
Set of actions.
Set of states.
Transition leaving from state s in the fully probabilistic automaton
M.
Probability space associated with the probabilistic execution frag-
ment H.
Cone with prefix a.
Combined transition.
Weak combined transition.
Generator of a weak transition.
Action restriction operator.
Projection operator.
Reverse of projection.
Renaming operator.
Hiding operator.
Adversaries for.
Probabilistic execution fragment of M generated by adversary A
with starting condition a.
Event schema.
Function that identifies the points of satisfaction of a finitely satis-
fiable event schema.
Concatenation of two event schemas.
Probabilistic statement.
Oblivious relation.
Coin event: first occurrence of an action among many.
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39
39
52
40
40
40
41
46
46
48
49
49
49
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
53
58
59
60
64
65
66
72
72
79
79
81
82
82
83
91
105
OCC(i, ... )
GFIRST(S, E)()
GCOIN(S, E)()
tdistr()
tdistrs()
itrace()
itdistr()
itdistrs()
ED
CDC
Cp
ptdistrs()
ZR
Ess
EPS
--
EwPS
EFS
vis()
Itime ()
t-frag()
t-exec()
t-execa()
te-.frag()
te-prfrag( )
te-prexec()
sample()
t-sample()
E
EU, A dvs [e]
seq()
tsp()
t-trace()
t-tdistr()
t-tdistrs()
Coin event: i-th occurrence of an action among many.
Coin event: first occurrence of an action among many with several
outcomes.
General coin event.
Trace distribution.
Trace distribution of.
Trace distributions of.
Internal trace of.
Internal trace distribution of.
Internal trace distributions of.
Trace distribution preorder.
Trace distribution precongruence.
Principal context, timed principal context.
Principal trace distributions of.
Lifting of a relation to probability spaces.
Existence of a strong bisimulation.
Existence of a strong simulation.
Existence of a strong probabilistic bisimulation.
Existence of a strong probabilistic simulation.
Existence of a weak probabilistic bisimulation.
Existence of a weak probabilistic simulation.
Existence of a probabilistic forward simulation.
Visible actions of.
Trajectory.
Last time of.
Timed execution fragments of.
Timed executions of.
Extended timed executions of.
Time-enriched execution fragments of.
Probabilistic time-enriched execution fragments of.
Probabilistic time-enriched executions of.
Function that applied to a probabilistic time-enriched execution
H of a probabilistic timed automaton M returns a probabilistic
execution H' of M that samples H.
Function that applied to a probabilistic time-enriched execution
fragment H of a probabilistic timed automaton M returns a prob-
abilistic timed execution fragment H' of M that t-samples H.
Move.
Worst expected time for success of the event schema e starting from
a state of U under the action of an adversary from Advs.
Sequence of a timed sequence pair.
Timed sequence pairs over some given set.
Timed trace of.
Timed trace distribution of.
Timed trace distributions of.
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107
120
123
136
136
136
137
137
137
139
141
143
143
166
167
167
169
169
170
170
172
194
195
195
197
197
197
199
200
200
207
209
215
225
241
241
242
244
245
Timed trace distribution preorder.
Timed trace distribution precongruence.
Principal timed trace distributions of.
Existence of a probabilistic timed bisimulation.
Existence of a probabilistic timed simulation.
Existence of a probabilistic timed forward simulation.
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cDt
EDCt
pt-tdistrs ()
-Pt
EPt
E FSt
247
247
248
255
256
256
Index
abstract complexity, 236
action, 37
discrete, 194
hiding operator, 72
renaming operator, 72
restriction, 137, 247
signature, 37
time-passage, 1194
visible, 194
adversary, 28, 75, 79, 222
deterministic, 78, 79. 222
oblivious, 90
schema, 79
with partial. on-line information, 78
alternating model, 23
automaton, 37
fully probabilistic, 47
probabilistic, 27, 46
probabilistic Input/Output, 263
probabilistic IMMT, 263
probabilistic semi-timed, 194
probabilistic timed, 194
simple probabilistic 47
timed, 193
behavioral semantics, 133
bisimulation
probabilistic timed, 255
strong, 167
strong probabilistic, 169
weak probalbilistic, 170
coin
event, 101
lemma, 101, 102
coin lemma, 28
compatibility, 41, 61
compositionality, 134
concatenation
of two event schemas, 82
of two executions, 39
of two time-enriched executions, 199
of two timed executions, 197
of two trajectories, 197
conditional
event, 36
of a probabilistic execution, 57
of a probabilistic time-enriched execu-
tion, 201
of a probabilistic timed execution, 205
probability space, 36
Dirac distribution, 37
event, 34
schema, 81, 222
execution, 39
admissible timed. 196
extended, 50
finite tinted, 196
probabilistic, 27, 49
probabilistic time-enriched, 200
probabilistic timed, 198, 203
time-enriched, 199
timed, 196
timed extended, 197
Zeno timed, 196
execution correspondence structure, 175
timed, 257
execution-based
adversary schema, 78, 89
event schema, 78, 82
expected time of success, 225
expected value of a random variable, 36
finite
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probabilistic execution, 55
probabilistic time-enriched execution, 201
probabilistic timed execution, 204
finite-history insensitivity, 85
finitely satisfiable
event, 53
event schema, 81
generative process, 19, 20
generator
of a a-field, 33
of a weak transition, 60
internal trace, 137
distribution, 137
lebeled transition system, 37
measurable
function, 34
set, 33
space, 33
measure induced by a function, 35
measure space, 34
complete, 34
discrete, 34
model checking, 17, 26, 27
move, 215
oblivious relation, 91
observation, 133
observational semantics, 133
parallel composition
of automata, 41
of simple probabilistic automata, 61
of simple timed probabilistic automata,
215
partial on-line information, 91
partition technique, 28, 130
patient
construction, 195
point of extension, 56
point of satisfaction, 82
precongruence, 29, 134
timed trace distribution, 247
trace distribution, 29, 135, 141
prefix
of a probabilistic execution, 56
of a probabilistic time-enriched execu-
tion, 201
of a probabilistic timed execution, 204
of a time-enriched execution, 199
of a timed execution, 197
of a trace distribution, 137
of an execution, 39
preorder
timed trace distribution, 247
trace distribution, 29, 135, 139
principal
context, 29, 135, 143
timed context, 30, 241, 248
timed trace distribution, 248
trace distribution, 29, 135, 143
probabilistic statement, 28, 83
probability
distribution, 34
measure, 34
space, 34
progress statement, 28, 84
timed, 30, 221, 224
projection
of a probabilistic execution, 62, 65
of a probabilistic time-enriched execu-
tion, 215
of a probabilistic timed execution, 216
of an execution, 41
qualitative analysis, 24
quantitative analysis, 24
random variable, 36
reachable state, 39, 60
reactive process, 19
sample space, 34
scheduler, 79
o-additivity, 34
a-field, 33
simulation
method, 135
probabilistic forward, 29, 172
probabilistic timed, 255
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probabilistic timed forward, 256
strong, 167
strong probabilistic, 169
weak probabilistic, 170
simulation method, 165
stratified process, 19, 20
substitutivity, 134
suffix
of a probabilistic execution, 57
of a probabilistic time-enriched execu-
tion, 201
of a probabilistic timed execution, 205
of a time-enriched execution, 199
of a timed execution, 197
of an execution, 39
terminal state, 60
time deadlock, 1.97
timed sequence, 241
timed sequence pair, 241
trace
distribution, 28, 135, 136
of an execution, 40
timed, 30, 241. 242
timed distribution, 241, 244
trajectory, 193, 195
axioms, 193., 195
transition, 37
action restricted, 64
combined, 4:7
prefixing, 52
relation, 37
suffixing, 52
time-enriched, 200
timed, 203
weak, 38, 58
weak combined, 59
uniform distribution, 37
weight function, 166
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